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The multi/interdisciplinary analysis and construction of Loitsu, 
a magic spell, argue for history that can be danced as well as 
written. The potential of new historical processes in 
performative (re)construction of partly lost works is explored 
by searching for Loitsu and its meanings in the context of 
dance art in Finland both on the pages and in the studio. A 
mysterious, dramatic, impressive, dark, touching, suggestive 
and demonic solo dance Loitsu, first composed and performed 
by Elsa Puolanne (1996-1996) in 1933, is analysed and 
constructed with the help of intertextual web.
Puolanne's life story and an analysis of Finnish dance articles 
introduce the interplay of the modern and the national in 
dance, culture and society. This interplay also gives meanings 
to such words as 'Finn', 'woman', 'gymnast' and 'dancer' in 
the 1920s and 1930s. They are relevant to discussion on 
Puolanne's Loitsu and useful motivation for new constructions 
of it. Often dance analysis moves from an existing dance 
toward texts around it, but here it moves also in the other 
direction, from possible texts and contexts around Loitsu 
toward the 'lost' Loitsu, as well as toward potential new ones. 
The various histories about them contribute alternative voices 
to the insufficient and narrow historical narrative of Finnish 
dance.
The recent discussion of fact and fiction in history writing is 
located in the context of dancing. Dance histories are 
challenged through making dance alongside writing about it 
and being as transparent as possible in the various theoretical 
and practical choices adopted during the work. Dancer Leena 
Gustavson joined the research process to perform a new 
Loitsu that was constructed using traces of Puolanne's Loitsu 
and contemporary modes of dancing and choreographing. 
One 'finished' version of a lecture demonstration Loitsu: 
Danced Histories? is included as a part of the thesis on the 
DVD.
The experiment does not so much produce 
unquestionable proofs as historical possibilities.
Koe ei tuota niinkaan kiistattomia todisteita kuin 
historiallisia mahdollisuuksia.
Natalie Davies cited in Ginzburg 1996, p 100.
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Photograph 1 Eisa Puolanne 
in 1992
On Monday evening 4 December in 1933, Elsa 
Puolanne stands in the wings on the right corner 
of the stage at the Finnish National Theatre.
The gymnastic and dance performance of Esteri 
Suontaa Movement School has proceeded to 
the dance session. The intermission after the 
gymnastic session, and three group dances are 
over, and a full house of 800 spectators are 
waiting to see a solo called Loitsu, a magic spell 
in English. According to the programme, Loitsu 
is performed and composed by Elsa Puolanne to 
the music of Finnish composer Erkki Melartin.
The stage lights up and Elsa starts to walk
slowly along the back wall. The sound of drumming spreads into the 
space, the time is 5/4. But, how is she walking slowly? Does she place first her 
heel or the ball of her foot to the floor, as they do in women's gymnastics? 
Does she transfer her weigh slowly to one foot and then have a little pause or 
does she slide w ithout pauses in slow motion? Where does she focus her gaze, 
and what about her arms, are they moving along w ith the steps or staying stiff 
by her sides? Is her body lifted, tensed or relaxed during the walk? And does 
she fo llow  the beats of the drum? Elsa reaches the centre line of the stage and 
turns towards the audience. But which part of her body starts the movement, 
her head, shoulder, centre, hip, knee or all them together? Does she change the 
focus of her gaze? A large tambourine is still played, and her walking continues 
towards the audience. Elsa arrives to the lit spot on the floor, and Minni 
Vaahtervaara-Karma begins to play Loitsu from Melartin's Six Piano Pieces, opus 
118. Elsa starts her dance around the circle of light.^
On Friday afternoon 27 July in 1990, sixty-six years after the premiere of Loitsu, 
I arrived at the flat of Elsa Puolanne, Eerikinkatu 26 in Helsinki. My MA 
dissertation, A Struggle for a Survival - A historical and contextual study o f 
Finnish free dance during the period 1945-1962 was in a progress. I was going 
to interview Elsa Puolanne (1906-1996) and Mirri Karpio (b. 1917). They had a
movement school in Helsinki between 1944 and 1982. These tw o tiny, old 
ladies shared their stories and memories w ith me on that afternoon. Elsa 
mentioned w ith  a special devotion her short solo Loitsu and showed me beautiful 
old photographs of it. Some features in those photographs, such as Elsa's closed 
eyes, her body's sense of space and gravity, referred obviously to Mary Wigman 
in the mind of this eager, but young and arrogant, scholar. However, I could not 
ignore the special atmosphere and feeling transmitting through sensitive and 
individual postures, and through the commitment and seriousness of the dancer.
I began to imagine that I could understand some meanings of the dance and see 
it performed again.
On Friday afternoon 15 December in 2001, eleven years after my first meeting 
w ith  Elsa Puolanne and Mirri Karpio, Leena Gustavson and I were in the studio 
512 at the Theatre Academy in Helsinki. My imagination and words about Elsa's 
Loitsu were not enough. I wanted to embody my imagination of it and create a 
new Loitsu, for
the articulation of writing bodies is different from the 
practice and performance of moving bodies, and is 
different from photographic representation and verbal 
commentary. Yet these different modes also intersect and 
interact.
Rothfield 1994, p 4.
So, we started to move, reach, pose and experience w ith our bodies the 
postures of Elsa Puolanne in the photographs of Loitsu. That was also a start for 
the process, which juxtaposes our danced versions of understanding of Elsa 
Puolanne's Loitsu and my linguistic and verbal understanding of her Loitsu as 
well as our constructions of it.
American dancer-choreographer and dance researcher Betsy Fischer had a public 
defence of her doctoral thesis Creating and Re-Creating Dance Performing 
Dances Related to Ausdruckstanz (2002) at the Theatre Academy during the 
Summer School Dance in the Baltic Shores in August 2002. I had previously 
seen her performances of the solos of Ausdruckstanz, Wigman's Hexentanz i i  
among them, at the Theatre Academy. A fter seeing her dances, I was 
embarrassed since her dances did not match my view of Ausdruckstanz. For
example, her postures and movements in her Hexentanz H were almost the same 
as W igman's in the film of Hexentanz II (in Tegeder 1986), but her dancing did 
not have the same effect on me as Wigman's dancing. What happened was 
what Fischer actually herself fe lt "reconstructing dances is intrinsically post­
modern because one has to take the dance out of its time frame" (2002, p 17).
Betsy Fischer participated also at the Summer School at the Theatre Academy, 
and we had passionate and hectic discussions on dance reconstructions. In the 
final discussion of the Summer School she argued, as far as I recall, that " it is so 
wonderful that everything is in the dance". I did not tota lly agree w ith that 
view, and tried uncertainly to ask what about the contextual knowledge and 
conventions of performing dance. How are we supposed to read out those 
things from reconstructions if we do not juxtapose and intertwine a dance of the 
past (as it was) and the present (as it is) and be transparent about how we have 
made these (re)constructions.
It seemed to me that in order to understand and experience dances of the past I 
have to do much more than just find the movements and other components of 
dance. Everything might be in the movement as Betsy Fischer argues, but 
working just w ith movements is not perhaps enough, the past needs to be 
examined also contextually and intertwined to dance in the present moment. 
The past has existed, and it w ill never recur as it was, and Elsa Puolanne's 
Loitsu w ill never be danced and understood as it was. So, why bother w ith it 
and why bother at all w ith the past and history?
A 'PROPER' HISTORY VERSUS A 'POSTMODERN' HISTORY?
Many current books of theory or philosophy of history divide history into two. 
These are the so-called 'proper' history and 'postmodern' history.^ And this 
division is shared both by representatives of 'proper' and 'postmodern' history. 
Especially this seems to happen in Britain, in which the empiricist tradition in 
history studies is very strong. Writers, such as Richard Evans and Arthur 
Marwick, defend 'proper' history against the threat of 'postmodern' history, and 
writers, such as Keith Jenkins and Alun Munslow, prefer 'postmodern' history 
and consider 'proper' history completely outdated.
This polarised division is problematic for me and many other historians, as is 
revealed in Ewa Domanska's book of interviews Encounters: Philosophy o f 
History a fte r Postmodernism, published in 1998, I am not able to identify myself 
only as a dusty 'proper' historian who would just sit in dark archives and find 
sources that would simply tell me how the past actually was. Neither do I 
recognise myself only as an adventurous 'postmodern' history w riter who can 
live w ithout the category of truth and tell historical narratives, which are part of 
literature. These tw o  descriptions of historians are of course caricatures, but 
still, instead of declaring to be a 'proper' or a 'postmodern' historian I try  to 
loosen this binary situation, which I find oppressive. My view o f history includes 
contradictions, tensions and features from 'proper' history as well as from 
'postmodern' history. As a historian I have multiple voices, and I am among 
those historians who according to Keith Jenkins
can (and many of us still do) exercise a bit of picking and 
choosing between the residues of old "certa intist" 
modernisms (objectivity, disinterestedness, the facts, 
unbiasedness. Truth...) and rhetorical, postist formulations 
(readings, positionings, reality effects, truth effects...) 
rather than going to one or the other. Consequently, I 
th ink it is here, between old "certa intist" and new 
rhetorical discourses, that the current "battles" over 
"w hat is history" and how historical knowledge is 
methodologically "made up" and to what end, live.
Jenkins 1997, pp 4-5.
Two years later in his book Why History? Ethics and postmodernity Jenkins has 
taken a more extreme position by stating:
Thus it w ill be my argument here that we might as well 
forget history and live in the ample imaginaries provided 
by postmodern type theorists (say, Roland Barthes, Michel 
Foucault, Gilles Deleuze, Jacques Derrida, J.F. Lyotard,
Jean Baudrillard, Luce Iriganray, Julia Kristeva, Gayatri 
Spivak, Judith Butler, Ernesto Laclau, Chantai Mouffe,
Stanley Fish, Richard Rorty, Hayden White, Frank 
Ankersmit, Elisabeth Ermarth, David Harlan et al.), 
theorists who can provide between them enough 
intellectual weight to go forward in time but not in 
history.
Jenkins 1999, p 12.
So, what should I, as a historian, say to Keith Jenkins? Sorry, I cannot forget 
history. Forms of history writing as well as metanarratives of the past are 
changing, but human beings are not cows that are not worried about their past 
and identity, as Nietzsche (1999, [1864]) noticed. I have memory and I am 
curious, and I would like to have some knowledge and understanding of the 
past, not only ample imaginaries in time. My knowledge is bound to my 
knowing self, and partly to language, and that is not same as the reality which I 
experience. However, this reality is shaped, not determined, by various 
discourses, texts and representations.
THE TRUTH IN HISTORY
The most vivid discussion in recent theory of history has been around the 
question of the truth. The following questions and suggestions have been 
brought up:
Is there one absolute Truth of the past w ith capital letter T?
Are there many truths of the past, which are true according the time and
place?
Is there one truth w ith many faces?
Is there an approximate truth of the past?
Are there only various interpretations of the past?
If so, how do we evaluate them?
Or are all interpretations equal, when it is up to you which one you
believe or not?
According to the German historian Jorn Rüsen (1998) historical studies have 
three dimensions: cognitive, political and aesthetic. The political dimension 
includes also ethical considerations. These three dimensions are interrelated to 
each other, just as the question of truth in history studies is related to all these 
dimensions. This might be one reason why the question of truth has become so 
essential and fascinating for historians. It is not only a matter of cognitive 
knowledge, but also a matter of aesthetic forms, ethical and political 
commitments.
The past w ill never recur as it was. So, it cannot be explored directly as we do 
in natural sciences. We have no laboratories for the past and no permanent laws 
of the past. History is always a representation of the past. In history studies 
this representation happens mainly through language. During the last few 
decades, the relationship between language and reality has received a lot of 
attention. Our understanding of reality is affected by language - I would express 
it that we sculpture or shape reality w ith our words, but also the reverse. The 
reality, as we experience it, sculptures the language that we use. This means 
that language is not a neutral and objective vehicle for description or for 
research. Along w ith  the so-called linguistic turn, the role of language in 
creating historical meanings has become central. The aesthetic dimension of 
history writing has been acknowledged even so far that historical narratives are 
seen to be comparable to fictional narratives.
In philosophy, as Alun Munslow (2000) presents, the truth is seen as a property 
of sentences, statements and propositions or beliefs. In a sentence, the 
speaker/writer states a proposition or belief that something is 'true '. This can 
mean the truth being the property of the linguistic representation, language, or 
that the truth is prepositional and it is just expressed in our sentence. In the 
latter case there has to be a match between proposition and reality.
Here is an example. Isadora Duncan performed at the Finnish National Theatre in 
1908. This is a statement which is true as a linguistic representation and as a 
real event. Nevertheless, often or perhaps always, a so-called fact, which is true 
based on the coherence theory, is not stated alone. Something else has already 
been taken into consideration. Of course it is nice to get facts right, but they are 
not enough for history. History is also a vehicle to understand, and then it seeks 
explanations, meanings and even values. I continue my historical narrative by 
stating that this visit of Duncan was remarkable for the development of Finnish 
dance art. Does this sentence, which is true as a linguistic representation, 
match the reality of the past? And how true can it be in that sense?
The events of the past are not even facts before someone chooses and names 
them as facts (Hutcheon 1989). Moreover, facts do not give meanings or
7explanations by themselves. A historian does that. Therefore, it is I in the 
present moment that makes an interpretation of the past. Caroline Bynym has 
captured the paradox of the past by stating:
The only past we can know is one we shape by the questions 
we ask; yet these questions are also shaped by the context 
we come from, and our context includes the past...It is not 
only possible, it is imperative to use modern concerns when 
we confront the past...We must never forget to watch 
ourselves knowing the otherness of the past, but this is not 
the same as merely watching ourselves.
Bynym 1999, p 265.
There are many obstacles, which prevent me from understanding and 
representing the past as it was, but still, I desire to understand the past and 
even the truth in a relative sense, because I want to argue that my constructions 
and interpretations tell something about the past, not only something about the 
present and me.
I support the position that we have arrived in the situation, in which there is no 
single metanarrative explaining the past. Instead, there are today various 
metanarratives, paradigms and methods w ith which to make some sense of the 
past. However, tolerance of many interpretations of the past does not mean 
that every interpretation is equally valid. What might the criteria be for preferring 
one historical interpretation to another?
Fortunately, I am not alone discussing these issues and asking these questions. 
From the 1990s, many practising historians, for example Joyce Appleby, Lynn 
Hunt and Margaret Jacob in their book Telling the Truth about History (1994), 
Mary Fulbrook in her book Historical Theory (2002) and Jorma Kalela in 
Historiantutkimus ja  historia (History Research and History, 2000), have started 
to explore and discuss what implications theories, especially postmodern 
theories, have for their profession. Like me, they do not see these theories as a 
threat to history, but as a challenge or an opportunity for future research in 
history.
8In historical writing, the New History has opened up the past to new kinds of 
questions, objects, sources, methods and problems, even before theoretical 
discussions of postmodernism. There is no simple and comprehensive definition 
of the New History. However, it can be seen as "history written in deliberate 
reaction against the traditional 'paradigm '", as Peter Burke writes (2001, p 2). 
The traditional history claims to be objective and essentially interested in politics 
and narrative events that are viewed from above. It is based mainly on written 
documents, and it is presented by professionals. The New History is relative and 
concerned w ith  every human activity, both in narrative events and in structures. 
It underlines views of ordinary people and uses a variety of evidence. The 
appearance of new histories has fragmented the History into various histories. 
Historians as well as other people have to face the past, the present and the 
future w ithout any grand metanarrative that would reveal us the final truth. 
There is one unattainable past of dance art in Finland, and we only have many 
histories of it.
THE THESIS
My own solution to the challenges of postmodernism is not to write a book 
about historical theory. The theory and the topic of research are considered in 
this research as connected and inseparable entities. Theories and methods have 
been created and developed for the understanding of human events and 
phenomena. Hence, I try to construct in my thesis an explicit and reflective 
forward backward movement between the practice and the theory of history. 
That is, between my research, written and other constructions of dance history, 
and my own changing methods and standpoints in the field of the theory of 
history.
When I in the autumn of 2001 started my PhD studies at the University of 
Surrey, I had already collected a data of 752 dance performances in Finland in 
1917-1939.^ My idea was then to write Finnish dance history based on my data 
of the period 1917-1939, but I ended up constructing various histories, both 
w ritten and danced around one particular dance solo, Loitsu. Hence, the thesis 
a search for Loitsu and its meanings - reveals, describes and conceptualizes the 
process of interpreting Loitsu and creating new constructions of it. Many writers
(e.g. af Hallstrom 1945, Arvelo & Rasanen 1987, Suhonen 1997) have sketched 
the past of Finnish dance on a quite general level in brief narratives. The 
construction of a detailed narrative and performative of one particular and 
specific dance and its past might open different, challenging and alternative 
views to Finnish dance.
The research process was fed and influenced, for example by the following 
factors: discussion on fact and fiction in history, knowledge and experience of 
movement and dance analysis, historical knowledge of choreographic 
conventions and an awareness of the construction of the past and of the present 
in dance and in culture. The constructed net of histories around Elsa Puolanne's 
Loitsu does not aim to give one coherent description and explanation of dance 
art in Finland. Instead, it corrects some inaccuracies that appear in the existing 
histories of Finnish dance and adds some previously unknown details to them, 
but above all, this thesis, by searching for various meanings of Loitsu, 
constructs multiple historical approaches toward dance art in Finland. Data 
collection, personal interests and concerns of the New History guided the choice 
of the topics of the thesis.
The thesis contains three parts, each of them containing tw o chapters. The titles 
of the parts, A positiv ist approach to history, Cuiturai contexts and A post­
positiv is t approach to history, refer to my changing points of view on the 
research of the past. The six overlapping and interrelated chapters suggest 
some answers to the questions and challenges presented in this Introduction. 
Each chapter has different research questions and methods, but all chapters are 
to some extent linked to Loitsu.
The table of contents and the written thesis present the thesis in a linear form, 
but Chart 1 on the next page gives another and better opportunity to 
comprehend and observe the structure and the dynamic of the thesis.
Chart 1 The structure and progress o f the thesis.
1 0
Introduction
Loitsu
Towards Dancing 
Histories
My Overture: 
Dance Art in 
Finland 
1917- 1939
Existing Histories 
of Finnish 
Dance Art
Elsa Puolanne 
(1906- 1996): 
A Finnish 
Gymnast 
and a Dancer
Problems of 
the Modern and 
the National 
In Dance Art 
In Finland
Proposals for 
a New Performative
The firs t chapter. Existing Histories of Finnish Dance Art, describes, examines 
and analyses how Finnish dance history, especially during the 1920s and 1930s, 
has been represented in existing written and visual histories. It deals w ith 
written, aural and visual representations, both academic and non-academic, that 
have already constructed both my own interpretation and understanding of 
Finnish dance history and that of other writers. Loitsu and its choreographer 
Elsa Puolanne are only briefly mentioned and dealt w ith in one written history, 
my own MA dissertation. The second chapter. My Overture: Dance A rt in 
Finland 1917-1939, begins as, but challenges, a detached and objective history 
of events. It explores what happened in dance In Finland w ith the help of my 
data collection of 775 dance performances between 1917 and 1939. This 
chapter also sketches the dance context in which Loitsu appeared. In addition, it 
reveals how 'objective' history gives us some knowledge of dance in Finland and 
gives rise to more detailed and complex issues and questions. Tensions start to
11
emerge between factual and imaginary constructions, between found and made 
histories.
The third chapter, Elsa Puolanne (1906-1996): A Finnish Gymnast and a Dancer,
at firs t presents a biography of dance artist Elsa Puolanne, who choreographed 
and performed Loitsu. The events of her life are dealt w ith  in the context of 
Finnish cultural and political history. Later, wider and more specific issues, such 
as the relationship between dance and gymnastics, the spread of German body 
culture in Finland and the legitimisation process and development of 
professionalism, are considered from the view point of a particular dance artist. 
Some micro historical moments in her life, e.g. Elsa's participation in the Berlin 
Olympic Games in 1936 and her performance of Loitsu in the first dance 
performance of the Union of the Finnish Dance Artists (UFDA, Suomen 
Tanssitaiteilijain Liitto) in 1938, are presented in more detail. The fourth 
chapter. Problems of the Modern and the National in Dance Art in Finland, 
continues to discuss the cultural context of Loitsu. Constructs of the modern 
and the national as meanings of Loitsu are integrated as part of discussions on 
the national and the modern in dance in Finland, as they were constructed in 
dance writings during the 1920s and 1930s, for instance in Tuienkantajat (Fire- 
bearers) in 1929 and in some reviews of the performances of the Finnish 
National Ballet.
The last tw o  chapters examine the possibility or impossibility of representing 
dances of the past as danced histories. In the chapter Towards Dancing Histories 
issues of dance reconstruction and other re-makings are discussed. I suggest the 
idea that we are able to dance history as well as to write history, if history is 
defined and understood as an interpretation of the past. A practical example of 
dancing histories is a new Loitsu, which has been constructed by using traces of 
Loitsu by Elsa Puolanne and contemporary modes of choreographing and 
dancing. New constructions of Loitsu have been created through co-operation 
w ith  dancer Leena Gustavson and presented in live lecture demonstrations under 
title  Loitsu: Danced Histories?. The last chapter, Proposals for a New 
Performative Dance History, presents Loitsu: Danced Histories? in the DVD 
format. The written part of Chapter 6 summarises the outcomes of the thesis
12
and argues for a dance history that would not only construct the past as written 
histories, but also as dancing histories. It returns to the issues and challenges 
that the recent theory of history has brought up. Dance historians and dance 
artists are challenged to make danced experiments w ith dances of the past and 
to be as transparent as possible in their theoretical and practical starting points 
and choices during the process.
NOTES
’ The description of the first moments of Loitsu based on the material, reviews and programme
leaflets, in the scrapbooks of Elsa Puolanne and interviews of Elsa Puolanne and Mirri Karpio.
 ^ The term 'proper' history could be replaced with the term 'traditional' history. However, I
decided to use term 'proper' for tw o reasons. Firstly, oppositions 'proper' versus 'postmodern' 
are used widely in the discussion of history, for example Richard Evans (1997 ) and Keith 
Jenkins (19 99 ). Secondly, for me the term 'proper' characterises better than the term  
'traditional' the aim and quality of historical research made by representatives of 'traditional' or 
'proper' historians.
 ^ The checking of various sources increased the number of performances to 77 5  during the
research for this doctoral thesis.
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Chapter 1 
Existing Histories of Finnish Dance Art
History is not only constructed through writings and research on the past, it is 
also represented through paintings, photographs, oral memories, monuments, 
music (Kalela 2000) and even through dancing. Although the past of Finnish 
dance is not academically widely explored, there are already a number of 
narratives and representations of the past of Finnish dance, even in English. 
These narratives and representations have a double role in my research. On the 
one hand, they are possible sources for my research. On the other hand, they 
have already shaped my understanding and interpretation of the past, as far as I 
have read, seen or heard them.
Although the past has existed as it was, our understanding of it is constantly 
changing and ambiguous. It is helpful to use the terms 'the past' and 'h istory' as 
Keith Jenkins underlines in his book Re-thinking History. He suggests using
the term 'the past' for all that has gone on before 
everywhere, whilst using the word 'historiography' for 
history, historiography referring here to the writings of 
history.
Jenkins 1 991, p 6.
I share his view of the meaning of the past, but I would not replace history w ith 
'historiography' as Jenkins suggests. Instead, I choose to use the term 'history' 
or 'histories' to refer to our understanding and interpretations of the past, which 
can be written, visual, oral or even danced representations of the past. Writings 
of history as well as academic writings are just part of history. However, 
written documents have had, and still have, a dominant position as sources in 
history research, and writing remains a dominant mode of representing the past 
in academic research. For dance, which is mainly articulated by a human 
dancing body, visual, oral and danced representations of the past assume 
particular importance besides written ones, given the absence of records of the 
dancing.
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W ritten and published histories of Finnish dance are found in books, memoirs, 
reviews and articles by Finnish dance critics, dancers and researchers. In 
addition, some unpublished MA dissertations can be considered as academic 
writings on history. Appendix 1 (pp 213-215) presents a chronological list of 
existing w ritten histories of Finnish dance. This list is meticulous, but not 
complete. It tries to cover all books and memoirs concerning the history of 
Finnish dance, but not all reviews, articles, dissertations and theses. Only those 
that have some relevance for my research topic are mentioned. Appendix 1 
contains the title  and focus of each written history and the type of publication, 
showing also if the text references its sources.
From this material, it is apparent that the first histories were written during the 
1930s and 1940s by dance critics, mainly by Raoul af Hallstrom, and some by 
Ukko Havukka. Maggie Gripenberg was the first Finnish dancer to write and 
publish her memoirs, in Finnish in 1950 and in Swedish in 1952. Then, there 
seems to be a gap, from 1950 until 1980. During that period, only some 
general reviews about the past of the Finnish National Ballet were published in 
newspapers. In the 1980s there was a huge increase of writings on dance 
history. Several ballet dancers published their memoirs, and Finnish free dance 
and its representatives started to awaken some academic interest. In addition, 
four new dance books were published: a history of the Finnish National Ballet 
(Vienola-Lindfors & af Hallstrom 1981); a detailed survey of dance teachers in 
Finland before 1914 (Him 1982); a history of The Union of Finnish Dance Artists 
(Arvelo & Rasanen 1987); and a sociological study of Finnish dance art (Repo 
1989). A fter the 1970s general overviews of Finnish dance history in 
newspapers or magazines more or less repeated and reinforced previous histories 
and they are not mentioned in the list.
The scholarly interest in dance strengthened at the turn of the millennium. The 
firs t PhD theses concerning dance were published in Finland during the 1990s, 
and many are in progress, mainly at the Theatre Academy. None of the 
completed PhD theses focuses on dance history.^ However, there are some 
scholarly articles, which relate to particular moments or issues in the past of 
Finnish dance, for instance in the research appendices of Tanss/ (Dance)
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magazine (Tawast 1998, Jyrkka 1999) and in Tanssin tutkimuksen vuosikirja 
(The Dance Research Annual, Pakkanen & others 1999). In addition, Valokuvan 
tanssi (Dance in Photographs, Helavuori & others 1997) presents Finnish dance 
in 1890-1997 through photographs and scholarly articles.
Beside written interpretations and narratives, there are some filmed 
documentaries about the past of dance in Finland. Private and public archives 
also contain various literary, aural and visual traces and remnants, such as dance 
programs, scores and music records, photographs, taped interviews, dance films 
and videos. In the case of dance, one should not forget that historical 
knowledge and experiences are also transmitted through dance performances 
and dance exercises. However, the content of that knowledge and experience 
needs to be verbalised and analysed in order to be available to scholars. All this 
forms a net of traces, knowledge, interpretations, assumptions, visions and 
sensual and bodily experiences of the past of Finnish dance art. All Finns, from 
a little girl in a ballet class to the academic dance scholar at the University of 
Surrey, are intertwined into that web, although differently.
As an academic historian, who plans to give her own contribution to histories of 
dance in Finland, I should be aware of what has already been told about the past 
of Finnish dance. In this chapter, I examine and analyse how and by whom 
Finnish dance history has been represented in written and visual accounts, 
especially during the 1920s and 1930s. The chapter starts as an evaluation of 
some compact and brief stories presented in English in international dance 
dictionaries and books, and it is followed by more extensive Finnish narratives 
and issues they raise. Then some visual histories and other traces of Finnish 
dance, which also become sources for my research, are discussed briefly. This 
presentation of existing histories simultaneously serves as an introduction to 
dance art in Finland. A t the end of this chapter, there is a critical discussion of 
the implications of the existing and non-existing histories of the 1920s and 
1930s and traces of the past for my own research.
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DANCE BOOKS IN ENGLISH
Existing books on dance and dance history preserve and present some stable 
interpretations of dance in Finland, which can be used as starting points for 
further discussions and additions. Even some international dance dictionaries and 
books published in English include short histories on Finnish dance, mainly on 
ballet, for example The Concise Oxford Dictionary o f Baiiet (Koegler 1989, first 
edition in German 1972 and in English 1977), Oxford Dictionary o f Dance 
(Graine & Mackrell 2000) and Ballet in Western Culture (Lee 2002). Appendix 2 
(p 216) includes copies of these outlines of ballet/dance in Finland. It is 
fascinating to see how these international books, which are commonly 
considered reliable, recount the story of dance in Finland. The lack of 
information and the mixture of accurate and inaccurate data in these brief texts 
construct some strange interpretations and misunderstandings.
Koegler and Lee pay attention mainly to ballet in their books, and this is the bias 
of Graine & Mackrell, too, although the title is The Oxford Dictionary o f Dance. 
So, it is ballet and mainly the Finnish National Ballet to represent Finland 
internationally. The emergence of modern dance in Finland is not mentioned at 
all. Graine & Mackrell only state several modern companies existing besides the 
Finnish National Ballet. Even the story of the Finnish National Ballet has some 
startling features.
It seems to be difficu lt for the writers to distinguish between Finns and Russians 
and sometimes even between the Russian Theatre in Helsinki and the Finnish 
National Opera. This has led into some confusing misinterpretations in the early 
history of Finnish ballet. The comparison between the texts shows that this 
started w ith  Koegler who obviously served as a source for Graine & Mackrell and 
Lee. His sources are unknown. Koegler's text gives an impression that the 
ballet in Finland dates back to the opening of the Alexander Theatre in 1879 by 
writing:
When the house opened in 1879 a group of dancers was 
established to serve in op. and operetta - w ith very 
occasional b. perfs., for which the soloists were mostly 
imported from St. Petersburg. The first real b. co. was 
formed under George Gé, from St. Petersburg, who was
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b. master 1921-35. He was succeeded by the Russ.
Alexander Saxelin.
Koegler 1989, p 156.
What Koegler and others do not know or mention is that the Alexander Theatre 
served the Russian garrison as a venue for guest performances of opera, theatre, 
music and ballet in 1879-1917. Governor General Nikolai Adlerberg, the highest 
Russian official in Finland, established the Russian Theatre in 1869. It obtained 
a permanent venue when the Alexander Theatre was opened in 1879. Besides 
the Russian theatre, there were tw o other theatres in Helsinki. The Swedish 
Theatre opened as a venue for Swedish theatre groups in 1827, and the Finnish 
National Theatre founded in 1872. It had a permanent artistic staff, and from 
1873 to 1879 the opera department was also included as part of the National 
Theatre. The Finnish National Opera was established in 1911, and it moved into 
the Alexander Theatre in 1918, after Finland's independence/ Finnish theatre 
researcher Liisa Byckling (2000) does not mention any dance groups when she 
discusses ballet performances at the Alexander Theatre in 1879-1917.^ Some 
dancers might have assisted in the guest performances, but there certainly is no 
evidence of established dance groups.
The discrepancies in Koegler's text then led Lee to state straightforwardly:
The National Ballet of Finland has its roots in the origins of 
the Finnish State Opera. When the theater opened its 
doors in 1879, a corps de ballet was formed to serve 
opera and operetta productions. When occasionally ballet 
evenings were offered, the soloists were imported from 
nearby St. Petersburg.
Lee 2002, p 290.
Similarly, the knowledge of George Gé's (1893-1962) and Alexander Saxelin's 
(1899-1959) origins and citizenship is vague. Gé is recognised as a Finn by 
Koegler (1989) in a short biographical text on Gé at The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary o f Baiiet, and this notion was copied by Craine & Mackrell (2000). 
Their text states Gé being from St. Petersburg. Lee (2002) for her part simply 
calls him Russian. As for Saxelin, all writers consider him Russian.
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In Finland Gé's and Saxelin's close ties to Russia are acknowledged, but they are 
considered Finns in Finnish dance writing (e.g. af Hallstrom 1945a, Vienola- 
Lindfors & af Hallstrom 1981). Gé was born in St. Petersburg, but his parents 
had moved there from Turku, and they were members of the Finnish colony in 
St. Petersburg. The years after the revolutions were turbulent in St. Petersburg, 
and Gé moved to Finland. He received permission to travel to Helsinki in 1920, 
stamped in Terijoki on 3 September (TeaMA 1003). In Helsinki he performed as 
a piano accompanist for ballet lessons and as a theatre dancer at the Apollo 
Theatre together w ith  Mary Paischeff, a dancer from Viipuri, who had arrived in 
Helsinki in the spring of 1920 as a member of Lyubov Egorova's ballet group. 
Alexander Saxelin was born in Viipuri, and his mother was a Finn and father 
unknown. He started his studies at the Imperial Ballet School in St. Petersburg 
in 1910 and graduated in 1919. Saxelin moved to Viipuri in 1921, and later, in 
1922, to Helsinki. He worked as a ballet teacher and assisted e.g. Mary 
Paischeff and Irja Hagfors in their dance performances. In the 1920s Saxelin 
also made dance tours in Europe together w ith dancers Klawdija Gorewa and 
Ivan Kirejeff.'*
The role of Russian ballet for the ballet in Finland is many-sided and complex. 
However, it is questionable to assert that the Finnish National Opera is simply 
contiguous w ith  the Russian Theatre in Helsinki, although they both used the 
same building, and similarly it is questionable to name Irja Koskinen (1912-1978) 
as the first Finnish choreographer at the Finnish National Opera. The various 
inaccuracies and strange interpretations in international ballet and dance 
dictionaries suggest a need for more detailed analysis of ballet in Finland and its 
connections to the Russian ballet. This uncertainty and contradictory opinions 
about the nationality of forerunners of ballet in Finland also informs the 
discussion on Finnish/Russian identity. Suspicion toward Russians was strong in 
Finland after independence. The citizens of Russia as well as members of the 
Finnish colony in St. Petersburg were under suspicion at the Finnish Opera.®
The absence of modern dance in English narratives of dance in Finland invites 
the question to what extent modern dance existed in Finland. It seems that the 
only dance book in English giving a wider view on Finnish dance art is
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International Encyciopedia o f Dance (Suhonen 1998a). It is significant that its 
article, 'Finland: Theatrical dance', is written by a Finnish dance historian, Tiina 
Suhonen.®
DANCE BOOKS IN FINNISH AND SWEDISH
The first book on dance in Finland Den kiassiska konstdansen (The Classical 
Dance Art, Bjorkenheim 1938) did not pay any attention to dance in Finland. Its 
writer, Magnus Bjorkenheim, later a professor in Swedish literature and 
aesthetics at the University of Helsinki, presented and promoted aesthetic 
principles and qualities of classical dance inspired by writings of Andre Levinson, 
Cyril Beaumont and Arnold Haskell. The book was published in Swedish, and it 
was written in an academic manner w ith proper references. Although 
Bjorkenheim did not discuss dance in Finland directly, his implicit idea might 
have been to offer classical dance and its aesthetics as an example and a model 
for the young Finnish dance art. The general outlines of young Finnish dance art 
are introduced for the first time seven years later in Siivekkaat ja ia t (Feet w ith 
Wings, 1945a, 1945b) by Raoul af Hallstrom. Further outlines are included in 
Suomen Kansaliisbaietti 1922-72 (The Finnish National Ballet, 1981) by Irma 
Vienola-Lindfors and Raoul af Hallstrom, in Tanssitaiteen vuosikymmenet (The 
Decades of Dance Art, 1987) by Ritva Arvelo and Auli Rasanen and in 
Vaiokuvan tanssi (^Q91) by Tiina Suhonen.
Siivekkaat ja ia t is a collection of dance articles by af Hallstrom. Many of the 
articles had already been written during the 1930s or even earlier, but the wars 
in Finland postponed the publication until 1945.^ As a dance writer and 
educator, Raoul af Hallstrom is quite comparable to Arnold Haskell, Cyril 
Beaumont and Richard Buckle in Britain. The collection includes 25 articles, and 
its issues give an idea of which performances its author Raoul af Hallstrom had 
seen, and how he perceived the recent history of dance in Europe and in Finland. 
His focus was on ballet, mainly on Russian ballet, and particularly on the Ballets 
Russes de Serge Diaghilev and its dancers and choreographers. In addition, the 
book also includes articles relating to the Paris Opera; the young English ballet; 
La Argentina; the Danish ballet; the Catherine Littlefield Ballet Company; Isadora 
Duncan - a barefoot dancer; the dance theatre of Kurt Jooss, Jean Borlin - a
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gigolo of modernism, Josephine Baker - Black Venus, Yeichi Nimura and to Uday 
Shan-Kar. The characterisation of dancers, which I have used here, is that 
originally made by af Hallstrom.
Only the last three articles in his book deal w ith Finnish dance. The first of 
these, 'Suomen tanssi' (Dance of Finland), introduces w ith  some exceptions 
dancers outside the ballet tradition. The other tw o  articles, 'Kansakunnan oma 
baletti' (The Ballet of Nation) and 'M inut on kasvatettu tanssijattareksi 
rakkaudella' (I Have Been Educated as a Dancer w ith Love), are concerned w ith 
ballet. The second revised edition (1945b) of Siivekkaat ja ia t was published 
already in 1945 including three more articles. The new articles reflected on the 
change of the situation in Finland. The lost war against the Soviet Union in 1944 
brought Soviet influences to many sectors of life in Finland. So, one of af 
Hallstrom's new articles was concerned w ith  the visits of Soviet-Russian ballet 
dancers, Natalia Dudinskaya, Konstantin Sergeyev and Feya Balabina, and folk 
dance group Moiseyev in Finland in 1945. The second article was about foreign 
influences in Swedish ballet, and the third article predicted a beautiful future for 
the Finnish National ballet after the d ifficu lt war years.
The articles in Siivekkaat ja ia t are simply lists and descriptions of dancers and 
dances w ith  a strong aim to promote Finnish dance art and especially national 
ballet. A f Hallstrom's articles give a lot of factual information about Finnish 
dance and dancers. Although he even quotes some Finnish dancers, it is difficult 
to know how reliable his documentation is. A f Hallstrom seldom gives any hints 
of his sources, and this problem is evident in all his writings.
Ideas of the emergence of a nation and nationalism as a movement have been 
the major reasons to write history (Appleby, Hunt & Jacob 1994). This has 
been very true also in Finland. In history studies Finnish nationalism, so-called 
"Fennomania", has been the core of the interpretations of Finland's past from 
the 19th century until nowadays (Virtanen 2001), and Raoul af Hallstrom was 
no exception. He started his article 'Suomen tanssi' in Siivekkaat ja ia t by 
quoting Aleksis Kivi (1834-1872), the national author of Finland. A f Hallstrom 
ties together Aleksis Kivi and the birth of dance art in Finland. In the 1850s as a
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young student, Aleksis Kivi saw performances of a young German born dancer 
Alina Frasa (1834-1899) in a restaurant in Helsinki, and was attracted to her. 
A f Hallstrom, based on the biography of Kivi written by the literature researcher 
Viljo Tarkiainen, made Alina Frasa's waving scarf appearing in Kivi's poems, 
"white as snow", a symbol of Finnish dance art. He had already promoted this 
idea earlier in his article 'Alina Frasan valkea Nina' (Alina Frasa's White Scarf) in 
Suomen Kuvalehti (af Hallstrom 1929b). Later, in Suomen Kansaliisbaietti 1922- 
72, af Hallstrom defines and legitimates her again "perhaps the first professional 
dancer in our country" (1981, p 14).
Young Alina Frasa stayed in Finland and became a Finnish citizen in 1852. She 
taught social dances and ballet, danced during the intervals of the theatre 
performances and married a Finnish shopkeeper Johan Ahrenius. The successor 
of Alina Frasa as "the most popular dance teacher", according to af Hallstrom 
(1945a, p 174), was also a German, Elisabeth Littson (1847-1919). Two of her 
Finnish students, Bertha Corander (1864-1955) and Hilma Liiman (1872-1937), 
became dancers and dance teachers. Bertha Corander was described as "the 
first Finnish classical dancer" by af Hallstrom (1945a, p 174). She studied and 
performed mainly in Germany. Hilma Liiman was characterised as "the first in 
Finland who danced classical scarf dances à la Isadora" (af Hallstrom 1945a, p 
174).
Historian Sven Him gives wider and more detailed knowledge about the first 
dance teachers in Finland. In his book Vàra danspedagoger och dansnojen (Our 
Dance Pedagogues and the Joy of Dance, 1982) Him lists 118 dance teachers in 
Finland at the turn of the 20th century. Most of them were Swedish or German 
theatre dancers who toured for a while in Finland, but some of them stayed. 
Only twelve of the listed teachers were born in Finland.
A f Hallstrom (1945a) tells that Finnish dance was amateurish at the turn of the 
20th century, practiced by the young girls of the upper class at charity parties or 
by dancers from St. Petersburg and Stockholm in variety shows in Finnish 
restaurants. His emphasis on connecting dance art to national culture continues 
in his article 'Tanssi Suomessa' when he discusses the role of the Finnish
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National Theatre as a place where civilised women and men could perform 
dance. A f Hallstrom states that when the actor and dancer Hilma Liiman of the 
Finnish National Theatre expressed her desire to become dancer, Kaarlo 
Bergbom, the founder and director of National Theatre, encouraged her to give a 
dance performance of her own. This happened in 1906, but not in the capital 
Helsinki, but in Tampere. However, this 'fa c t' was not mentioned precisely by 
af Hallstrom (1945a) although it was perhaps suggested by his definition of 
Liiman as the first dancer à la Isadora Duncan. In his writing, as well as in later 
history writing, the birth of Finnish dance art is most often placed in the year 
1911 and the performances of Maggie Gripenberg and Toivo Niskanen in the 
capital of Finland, Helsinki.
Toivo Niskanen (1887-1961) was categorised as "the first male dancer in 
Finland", on the list of 'firs t ones' by af Hallstrom's (1945a, p 174). Niskanen 
was Hilma Liiman's student, but he had also studied ballet and character dance 
in St. Petersburg. His character dance teacher there was Alexander Shirayev 
and, according to af Hallstrom, Niskanen apparently was at his best in character 
dances. A f Hallstrom also names Toivo Niskanen and his partner Margit Lilius as 
"the first Finnish artists performing classical ballet". They performed tw o pas de 
deux numbers. Waltz by Frederic Chopin and Papiiiion Waitz by the Finnish 
composer Erkki Melartin, in a dance concert in Helsinki in 1917.
According to af Hallstrom it was more the performance of Maggie Gripenberg 
(1881-1976),"the priestess of the Jaques-Dalcroze school" in 1911 that raised 
the appreciation of dance art in Finland. Gripenberg was an aristocrat, whose 
example encouraged many young women to start dance studies. Her school 
educated most of the Finnish modern dancers in the 1910s and 1920s. Musical 
rhythm, creative imagination and improvisation were important features in her 
teaching. "Their musical and plastic education makes them ready to perform 
fairy dances w ith bare feet and all sort humours and grotesque dances", af 
Hallstrom writes (1945a, p 178). Some of Gripenberg's students continued their 
studies at various dance schools in Central Europe, performed and worked there. 
A f Hallstrom categorises various dance trends and their representatives in 
Finland. The spectrum of terms is wide in his article 'Suomen tanssi' in
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Siivekkaat jaiat. He uses ten different terms to describe dance trends in Finland. 
Chart 2 below presents his terms in Finnish, explains their meaning in English 
and lists the representatives that he mentions. The diversity of terms has 
continued ever since in Finland.®
Chart 2 Dance trends and their representatives ( a f Hallstrom 1945a)
Term in Finnish
klassinen tanssi
salonkitanssi 
luonnetanssi, 
karaktaaritanssi 
plastillinen tanssi 
teatteritanssi
Meaning in English
classical dance, refers to ballet but this term was not 
used in the article
means social dance, literally 'salon dance' 
character dance
plastic dance, refers to Isadora Duncan 
theatre dance, mostly dances choreographed for plays 
and musicals
rytmillis-plastinen tanssi rhythmic-plastic dance refers to rhythmic gymnastic by 
Émile Jaques-Dalcroze
dance education for children In the form of playinglasten leikinomainen 
. tanssikasvatus 
I iiikuntakoulut
itâmainen tanssi 
akrobaattinen tanssi
movement schools after German models and methods, 
free dance and gymnastics influences
oriental dance 
acrobatic dance
Finnish representatives
Bertta Corander, Toivo Niskanen)| 
Margit Lilius
Hilma Liiman, Toivo Niskanen, i
Anitra Karto, Lisi Carén ;
Hilma Liiman i
Toivo Niskanen, Edith von
Maggie Gripenberg i
Toini,Karto, Maggie Gripenberg |
- i
Taina Helve, Mary Hougberg, Irja ^
Hagfors, Sari Jankelow, Heivi |
Salminen, Esteri Suontaa... |
Sage Gundborg, Leena Rintala j j ’ , 
Drvokki Siponen, Klaus Salin
Although diversity was seen as a merit for Finnish dance in 1945, it was still the 
National Ballet and its dancers who received most of af Hallstrom's attention in 
Siivekkaat ja iat. The article 'Kansakunnan oma baletti' tells the evolutionary 
story of the Finnish National Ballet, and the article 'M inut on kasvatettu 
tanssijattareksi rakkaudella' introduces the career of the first Finnish international 
ballerina Lucia Nifontova, who danced in the Rene Blum's Ballets de Russe de 
Monte Carlo in 1938-1940. The narrative of the article 'Kansakunnan oma 
baletti' continues af Hallstrom's search for the origins and progress of dance in 
Finland. The father of the Finnish National Ballet was the opera director Edvard 
Fazer (1861-1943). His parents were Swiss, but he was born in Finland. Fazer 
had a concert agency in Helsinki and he organised the tours of the Imperial 
Russian Ballet in Europe in 1908-1910. The Imperial Russian Ballet also 
performed in Helsinki in 1908, but not in 1909 as af Hallstrom states in 
Siivekkaat ja ia t (Laakkonen 2003).
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A f Hallstrom underlines the central role of Russian ballet for the birth of Finnish 
ballet. Finland was an autonomous Grand Duchy of the Russian Empire from 
1809 to 1917. On the one hand, some Finns studied ballet and character dance 
in St. Petersburg and, on the other hand, after the revolution some Russian ballet 
dancers stayed and taught in Helsinki. So, most dancers in the firs t ballet 
performance of the Swan Lake at the Finnish Opera in 1922 were taught by 
Russian ballet teachers and some of the dancers at Opera were actually Russians 
or partly Russians. A f Hallstrom reluctantly admits that the first dance stars of 
the Opera in the 1910s were not ballet dancers but "the girls of the Gripenberg 
school" and he continues - "when it was time to establish the ballet of Finnish 
Opera dancers w ith  classical education were naturally preferred" (1945a, p 
183).
The first soloists of the Swan Lake, George Gé and Mary Paischeff, had studied 
ballet in St. Petersburg. According to af Hallstrom, the corps de ballet, which 
danced w ith soft shoes, mainly came from the Helsinki Dance Institute. 
However, the dancer Iris Salin disagrees w ith this statement. She was among 
the dancers in the first Swan Lake, and she states (Kuosmanen 1999) that there 
were some dancers on points in addition to soloist Mary Paischeff. The Swan 
Lake in 1922 was a success, although the technical level of the dancers was not 
high, but on the other hand, as af Hallstrom writes, "the public was not yet 
demanding" (1945a, p 186).
The success of the Swan Lake encouraged ballet to progress. The first ballet 
master, a quite inexperienced choreographer George Gé, improved together w ith 
the ballet group. A f Hallstrom lists and describes the repertoire of the Finnish 
National Ballet as well as its dancers. He reveals the Finnish public loving 
romantic fairytale ballets, such as Swan Lake (1922 and 1932), The Sleeping 
Beauty (1928), The Nutcracker (1928) and Giselle (1929). On the other hand, 
the ballet group also danced modern ballets, such as Petrushka (1929) and Le 
Bal (1933), which were choreographed by George Gé after the models of 
choreographers of the Ballets Russes de Serge Diaghilev. In 1935 George Gé and 
the most famous Finnish dancers of the time, Lucia Nifontova and Arvo 
Martikainen, left the Finnish National Ballet and started their international
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careers. Alexander Saxelin, who had graduated from the Imperial Ballet School, 
became the second ballet master at the Finnish National Opera, and so the 
progress of ballet continued.
The picture of the development of Finnish dance and ballet is apparently 
optim istic in Siivekkaat ja iat. It can be seen as a promotional and marketing book 
for dance and ballet especially; that is why almost all critical comments have 
been left out. Still, there are articles in which af Hallstrom presents more 
contradictory views on Finnish dance, e.g. in Suomen Kuvalehti he (1929b) 
criticises the limited technical skills of Gripenberg's students and in 
Tulenkantajat (Fire-bearers, af Hallstrom 1929a) he simply calls George Gé a 
dilettante ballet master and suggests Alexander Saxelin to replace him.
A history of the Finnish National Ballet, Suomen Kansaliisbaietti 1922-1972, was 
published in 1981. The authors were Raoul af Hallstrom and Irma Vienola- 
Lindfors, who followed af Hallstrom as a dance critic in Helslngin Sanomat, the 
biggest newspaper in Finland at the time. Irma Vienola-Lindfors writes in the 
introduction that the book is based on the manuscript of Raoul af Hallstrom, but 
it has been rewritten and re-edited, and the documentation has been checked. 
The history of the early years of the Finnish National Ballet until the end of 
1940s was built on af Hallstrom's material, but Vienola-Lindfors added her own 
observations, and wrote the last part of the book by herself.
It is fascinating to see to if af Hallstrom's interpretation of the past of dance in 
Finland in Suomen Kansaliisbaietti 1922-1972 is the same as in Siivekkaat jaiat, 
and if not, how it had changed. In the first chapter of Suomen Kansaliisbaietti, 
'A ika ennen balettia' (Time Before Ballet), af Hallstrom discusses briefly, on eight 
pages, the years before the birth of the National Ballet. It mainly follows the 
outlines of the article 'Suomen tanssi' in Siivekkaat jaiat. However, there are 
some additions, removals and changes. Finnish folk dances, the Finnish colony 
in St. Petersburg and some Finnish ballet dancers at the Maryinsky Theatre are 
introduced. A f Hallstrom describes more in detail the output of Toivo Niskanen 
and gives more attention to Edvard Fazer. Perhaps the most outstanding shift is 
that early modern dance in Finland is restricted to name only Maggie Gripenberg,
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and no mention is made of her students. Of course, it is quite natural to ignore 
modern dance when you are writing history of the National Ballet, but still this 
can also indicate that af Hallstrom's attitude toward modern dance and its 
performances had changed.
A fter a short introduction the book describes ballet performances at the Finnish 
National Opera in chronological order. The discussion is mainly based on the 
reviews of performances. The chapters are entitled according to ballet masters 
as follows:
The firs t era of George Gé 1921-35 (32 pages)
The era of Alexander Saxelin 1935-54 (47 pages)
The second era of George Gé 1955-62 (37 pages)
The era of changing choreographers 1963-68 (39 pages)
The era of Elsa Sylvestersson 1969-72 (32 pages)
Very few  comments on the cultural or political contexts of the time are made in 
Suomen Kansaliisbaietti 1922-1972. For example, the appearance of American 
modern dance in Finland during the 1960s is ignored totally. In addition, 
conflicts in the National Ballet are left out. "Only results matter and they are 
best observed from a distance", Vienola-Lindfors (1981, p 9) writes. In Suomen 
Kansaliisbaietti 1922-1972  this distance and the lack of contextual knowledge 
create the impression that the Finnish National Ballet was living life of its own in 
a vacuum w ithout any contact w ith events and values beyond its own 
discourses and practices.
The book does not include any references: while the names of critics and 
newspapers are mentioned, there are no exact dates. As in Siivekkaat jaiat, 
interesting quotations are w ithout references, obviously based on af Hallstrom's 
memory. However, Suomen Kansaliisbaietti 1922-1972  includes valuable 
appendices. It lists the title and dates of premieres, the numbers of 
performances by seasons, the visits of the Finnish National Ballet, the visits of 
foreign ballet groups and soloists at the Finnish National Opera, the employed 
dancers at the Opera and some of their personal details.
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Raoul af Hallstrom (1899-1975) was a prominent and powerful figure in Finnish 
dance art from the late 1920s until his death. He was a skilful and respected 
culture, theatre and dance w riter and critic as well as a founding member and 
the first chair of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists, who knew personally most 
of the dancers, choreographers and dance teachers in Finland.® His articles and 
books created the first narrow, but still dominant, narrative and interpretation of 
Finnish dance art and its early history, which has not yet been much examined 
and reconsidered. For example, the book by Ritva Arvelo and Auli Rasanen 
(1987) as well as my own lecturing on Finnish dance history repeat his tones.
Arvelo and Rasanen's book Tanssitaiteen vuosikymmenet was published to 
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists in 1987. 
Most of the history presented in this book goes beyond my primary research era. 
However, the establishment of the union of dance artist in 1937 indicates that 
the previous years and decades in dance in Finland had produced a mixed group 
of people, who identified themselves as professional dancers. Therefore, the 
discussion and events in the Union during its first years reflect the way, in which 
dancers identified and presented themselves in Finnish society, and part of this 
was how they understood and experienced the past of dance in Finland.
Ritva Arvelo, the multifaceted dance and theatre artist and the former student of 
Maggie Gripenberg, wrote the introduction and the tw o first chapters of 
Tanssitaiteen vuosikymmenet. They cover the first decades of the Union up to 
the 1960s. The dance critic Auli Rasanen presented the last few  decades until 
the late 1980s. The book has also a short introduction to dance in Finland by 
Arvelo that repeats af Hallstrom's narrative of Finnish dance (1945a). The rest 
of the book concentrates on the past of the Union and is based on the archives 
of the Union, but again w ithout proper references. However, Arvelo is aware of 
the insufficiency of the material, especially concerning the first decades of the 
Union. Neither does she hide her own position and emphasis as historian.
When you are writing the history of the trade union of 
dance art it is difficult to avoid a polemical tone, because 
the whole past of the union, especially the beginning, was 
a constant struggle to reach the same status as the other 
art forms had.
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Tanssitaiteen ammattijarjestôn historiikkia kirjoittaessa on 
vaikea vaittaâ poieemista savya, koska liiton koko historia,
varsinkin aikuaikoina, on yhta kamppailua edes muiden
taidelajien kanssa samoilie lahtôviivoille paasemiseksi.
Arvelo 1987, p 8.
Arvelo raises dance performances to a central position during the first decades 
of the Union. Performances gathered a diverse group of dancers in Finland, from 
young students of movement schools to the internationally known Finnish prima 
ballerina Lucia Nifontova. Dancers wanted to support their existence as artists
by performing dance. Still, the number of dance performances did not increase
by the end of the 1930s, but declined, as my data reveals (Chart 3, p 48). 
Neither the team spirit nor collaboration between representatives of ballet and 
free dance lasted long in the Union. The organisation was divided into a ballet 
division and a free dance division in 1945.
The dance historian Tiina Suhonen introduces the latest outlines of dance in 
Finland in her article 'Kaunoliiketaiteesta tanssirealismiin' (From Aesthetic 
Movement A rt into Dance Realism) in Vaiokuvan tanssi (1997). The book 
presents Finnish dance in photography from the 1890s to the 1990s. Besides a 
huge collection of over tw o  hundred dance photographs, it includes articles by 
various writers and scholars in dance, cultural studies and photography. The 
style of writing in Vaiokuvan tanssi is different from the books mentioned so far. 
The writers use an academic style of writing w ith proper references and discuss 
their topics in a wider cultural context. These articles offer a lot of contextual 
knowledge for my research, e.g. Jukka Kukkonen introduces the work of dance 
photographers in Finland, Hannu Salmi discusses the use of dance photographs 
as an image of culture and Virve Sutinen examines representations of modern 
time in Finnish dance photographs.
Suhonen discusses Finnish dance history from the late 19th century to the 
1970s. She is aware of af Hallstrom's strong impact on the history of Finnish 
dance. According to Suhonen the development of Finnish dance has often been 
seen as a Cinderella story. The proceeding years before the change are always 
considered weaker and less interesting, and depending on the time of writing the 
progress or the turn to the better in dance has happened in the 1920s, 1940s or
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1980s. Suhonen acknowledges that the status of Finnish dance has been 
strengthened on the one hand by underlining its national features and on the 
other hand by presenting the great international influences in Finnish dances. 
However, she also continues, at least partly, the Cinderella story when she 
writes:
This article sorts out the developments of Finnish dance 
art from the late 19th century to the 1970s, that is before 
the boom of dance art in the 1980s and 1990s. The past 
is approached through dance repertoire and through 
discussions on dance.
Tassa artikkelissa selvitellaan suomalaisen taidetanssin 
vaiheita 1800-luvun loppupuolelta 1970-luvulle, siis 
ajanjaksoa ennen tanssitaiteen 1980-90-lukujen 
nousukautta. Mennytta lahestytaan tanssiohjelmistojen ja 
tanssista kaytyjen keskustelujen kautta.
Suhonen 1 9 9 7 ,p 11.
Here, she is referring to the increase in dance education and dance professionals 
in the 1980s and 1990s. And the reason behind that was "the quantitative and 
qualitative leap of dance in the 1970s", as Suhonen (1997, p 34) writes at the 
end of her article.
Finnish dance is placed in the context of general outlines of Western dance and 
theatre history by Suhonen. She emphasises that contemporary dance research 
has begun to consider dance peripheries, such as Helsinki, Oslo, Rome, as 
equally interesting as dance centres, e.g. Paris, London, New York and St. 
Petersburg. In the case of Finland, this has not yet reached the writers of dance 
dictionaries and books in English who still repeat the old and inaccurate 
information of Finnish dance, as shown earlier in this chapter.
Suhonen follows a chronological scheme. She begins her narrative w ith social 
and folk dances, which actually had foreign roots, although they have served 
national interests. Compared to af Hallstrom, Suhonen discusses Finnish dance 
in a wider context. She introduces her readers to primary sources concerning 
the early years of Finnish dance as well as some interesting discourses in Finnish 
dance, for example how the new dance trends in Central Europe were discussed 
in Finnish culture and art magazines. The different roles of Russian ballet in
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Finland are also taken into consideration. In addition, Suhonen examines the 
repertoire of ballet and modern dance by using her own collection of 
programmes and reviews, and some examples of already forgotten performance 
forms, e.g. pantomimes Scharamousche (1935) and Okon Fuoko (1930) are 
introduced. Suhonen's nicely meandering outlines of Finnish dance history hint 
and imply to many interesting topics, such as the early foreign dance visits in 
Finland at the turn of the 20^ century and the artistic and political complexity of 
the Russian label in Finnish ballet. These issues call for deeper and more detailed 
research and discussion.
MEMOIRS
Autobiographies and biographies of dancers or choreographers are the 
representations of history that are most widely read in Finland. Memoirs are 
fascinating but problematic for historians. They present the past of the writers 
as they remembered it or wanted to remember it, and usually in chronological 
order. The past, present and even future are connected and blurred in 
memories. Writings on history, such as memoirs, construct a particular view 
through conscious and unconscious choices. The documentation is not always 
reliable and has to be checked, and often the context of events has been 
presented in a very narrow and subjective scope. Dance, and especially the 
ways in which it was presented, has a minor role in memoirs. Dancers usually 
talk about what, when and w ith whom they danced, but usually they pay little 
attention to the description or analysis of dancing and dance performances. 
However, people who are remembering their past have been part of that past, 
which the researcher seeks to understand and interpret. When people are 
remembering the same events, it is possible to start to sketch various discourses 
around those events.
There are seven published memoirs of dancers in Finland. Maggie Gripenberg's 
memoirs of (1950) deal w ith her career and the early decades of modern dance 
in Finland. The rest of the published memoirs were written much later by ballet 
dancers or choreographers. The first one of them was Kan Karnakoski's (1908- 
1985) autobiography in 1983. He revealed his colourful and international life in 
dance and love under the title Tanssin ja  rakastin (I Danced and Loved, 1983).
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He was followed by Airi Saila (1907-1991) in 1986, Eva Hemming (1923-2007) 
in 1991, Taina Elg (b. 1930) in 1991, Elsa Sylvestersson (1924-1996) in 1995 
and Irina Hudova (b. 1926) in 2003. Eva Hemming (1996) also wrote a 
biography of her Russian ballet teacher Elisabet Apostoli, who had a ballet 
school in Finland in the 1930s.
Until the 1960s, the work of Finnish ballet dancers consisted of much more than 
just performing at the Opera. Temporary works were undertaken, since dancers' 
salaries were low and there were few  permanent vacancies for talented dancers. 
Ballet teaching, performing in restaurants and films, touring around Finland and 
contracts w ith  foreign ballet companies were part of the life of ballet dancers. 
W ithout their personal stories, the history of ballet would be much more about a 
history of an institution, the Finnish National Ballet. If the 'o ffic ia l' history of the 
institute does not include conflicts at the Opera, these memoirs compensate this 
lack, sometimes overwhelmingly.
The unpublished biography, Eton mainingit taiteen virrassa (A life in the Flow of 
Art, 2000), of dancer, choreographer, ballet teacher and designer Elo 
Kuosmanen (1893-1980) offers some alternative views and interpretations of 
the firs t decades of Finnish dance and the formation of the Finnish National 
Ballet. Leo Kuosmanen (2000) tells his father's life story, and partly also the 
story of his mother, the dancer and ballet teacher Iris Salin (1906-1991 ), by 
using many original documents and his parents' detailed and colourful memories. 
They were both students at the Helsinki Dance Institute and among the first 
dancers in the Swan Lake in 1922. Elo Kuosmanen opened his dance school in 
1920 while also following his own studies at the Helsinki Dance Institute. He 
taught step dancing and ballet and had his first dance performance in 1921. 
Both Elo Kuosmanen and Iris Salin wanted to underline the importance of the 
Helsinki Dance Institute for the birth of the Finnish ballet. The Institute was not 
just a school that educated the first dancers for the National Ballet, but it also 
produced ballet performances, perhaps even of better artistic and technical 
quality than the first ballet performances of the Finnish National Opera. 
According to Iris Salin (Kuosmanen 2000) the best ballet students in Class A at 
the Helsinki Dance Institute did not want to participate in the Swan Lake
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because they did not rely on inexperienced George Gé. They preferred to dance 
in performances arranged by teachers of the Institute and did not dance at the 
Opera until the spring of 1923, after the Institute's performances of the first 
Finnish ballet Onnen salaisuudet (Secrets of Happiness).
SCHOLARLY DISSERTATIONS AND ARTICLES
The scholarly interest in the past of Finnish dance started during the 1980s. It 
focused mainly on the early modern dance and its pioneers. New traces of 
Finnish free dance were introduced, and history of Finnish free dance was taken 
into consideration. In 1980 Soili Hamalainen presented as part of her dissertation 
outlines of Finnish free and modern dance. Her research was followed by two 
unpublished MA dissertations focused on Maggie Gripenberg (Rauhamaa 1983, 
Ambegaokar 1985), one on Ester Naparstok (Niiranen 1985) and a survey on the 
Finnish free dance after the Second World War (Makkonen 1990). All these 
dissertations emphasise the basic documentation of Finnish free dance and the 
work of some dance artists. Their writers use primary sources, mainly articles in 
newspapers and magazines, alongside the writings by af Hallstrom.
Soili Hamalainen (1980) argues for the first time academically that there were 
connections between Finnish free dance and so-called Finnish women's 
gymnastics. She articulates tw o distinctive traditions of modern dance in 
Finland, so-called free dance and so-called modern dance. Free dance is used by 
Hamalainen as an umbrella term for various new dance trends in Finland starting 
from Maggie Gripenberg and finishing w ith the Praesens Group, while modern 
dance refers to American modern dance arrived in Finland in the 1960s. With 
the change from free dance to modern dance (Hamalainen 1980) or the 
transition from free dance to American modern dance, as I argue in my MA 
dissertation (Makkonen 1990), the term free dance was replaced by modern 
dance in Finland.
Raisa Rauhamaa (1983) and Saga Ambegaokar (1985) examine the life and 
career of Maggie Gripenberg from different standpoints. Rauhamaa's MA 
dissertation in cultural history introduces and analyses the significance of Maggie 
Gripenberg's work in the early years of free dance 1900-1918. She deals w ith
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Gripenberg and her work, not only in the context of dance influences, but also in 
the context of modernism and nationalism. Saga Ambegaokar, a Finn living in 
the USA, explores Maggie Gripenberg and her choreographies mainly in the 
context of western dance history. She starts her research by stating:
Maggie Gripenberg was a Finnish pioneer in modern dance 
whose works compare favourably w ith Isadora Duncan,
Ruth St. Denis, Doris Humphrey, and Kurt Jooss among 
others. She was to Finland what Martha Graham was to 
the United States and Mary Wigman to Germany.
Ambegaogar 1985, p 1.
However, Ambegaogar does not compare Gripenberg to her contemporaries in 
Europe or in the United States. Instead, she just concentrates on describing the 
career and works of Gripenberg based on materials available in the archives.
Hannele Niiranen (1985) tells the story of Ester Naparstok (1898-1986), one of 
the students of Maggie Gripenberg, during the years 1920-60. Niiranen 
approaches Naparstok and her work from various angles. She sketches the 
outlines of free dance in Europe and in Finland; presents some numbers of 
performances in free dance based on the press cutting collection at the Theatre 
Museum; discusses the relationship between free dance and gymnastics and free 
dance and ballet; and documents the life of Naparstok and describes her 
choreographies.
My own MA dissertation contains a survey of free dance in Finland after the 
Second World War. It introduces some less-known representatives of free dance 
who are seldom mentioned in Finnish dance writings. For this research I 
interviewed Elsa Puolanne (1906-1996) and Mirri Karpio (b. 1917) in 1990. 
They were not famous names of Finnish dance, but soon I realised that their 
lives and opinions could open new viewpoints into the past of dance in Finland. 
Through Elsa Puolanne and Mirri Karpio I perceived a personal and direct link to 
the past of dance in Finland. They challenged me to consider what I evaluate as 
important and essential in dance history. It became evident that the past of 
dance in Finland has alternative narratives and marginal people besides the 
mainstream and a couple of remarkable dance artists usually presented in the
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brief outlines of Finnish dance history. And in the New History (Burke 2001) the 
past of marginal people and groups is also worth researching.
Piia Ahonen's MA dissertation (2000) is the only one to discuss the Finnish 
ballet. It differs from the previous ones. Ahonen does not directly write about 
dance, dancers or choreographies, but rather about discourses of the body and 
gender in ballet reviews and articles, and how they have influenced in the 
legitimisation of ballet in the Finnish Opera in 1922-35.
Phenomenology has been the dominant research trend in PhD theses in Finland 
(Parviainen 1998, Rouhiainen 2003; Valipakka 2003; Ylonen 2004; Monni 
2005), and not one doctoral research has yet been finished in dance history. 
However, there are some scholarly articles concerning the history of Finnish 
dance. The first research appendix in 7a/?ss/ magazine (1998) is significant for 
my own research. It republished, analysed and discussed the articles of Irja 
Hagfors and Antti Halonen in Tulenkantajat in 1929. The debate, or polemic, in 
Tulenkantajat clearly explicates how differences between modern dance art and 
classical dance were seen at the end of the 1920s by the Hellerau-Laxenburg 
graduated dancer Irja Hagfors and by the dance w riter Antti Halonen. In 
addition, tw o  articles in the Dance Research Annual (Pakkanen & others 1999) 
offer detailed documentation and interpretation of the tw o prominent events in 
Finnish dance before my research era. Tiina Suhonen examines how Isadora 
Duncan's performances were received in Finland in 1908, and what influences 
they had on dance art in Finland. Johanna Laakkonen for her part discusses the 
tours of the Imperial Ballet arranged by Edvard Fazer in 1908-1910. She is not 
actually concerned w ith their role in Finnish dance history, but rather w ith the 
challenge they make to the Western canon of ballet history. This idea has been 
discussed in more detail in her licentiate's thesis Unravelling the Canon (2003).
VISUAL HISTORIES AND TRACES OF THE PAST IN ARCHIVES
Some filmed documentaries produced for TV can also be considered as histories 
of the past of Finnish dance. They, w ith a large number of spectators, have a big 
role in shaping the public knowledge about the past of dance in Finland. On the 
one hand, these documentaries present unique possibilities to see a number of
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original visual sources, dance photographs and short film glimpses, but on the 
other hand, they often support already existing and dominating views and 
interpretations and seldom suggest alternative readings on the past.
The dance document Maggie Gripenberg - tanssin iumoojatar (Maggie Gripenberg 
- A enchantress of Dance, 1969) is a portrait of Gripenberg made by her former 
student Ritva Arvelo. It tells the story of Gripenberg w ith  the words mainly 
borrowed from her autobiography (1950). In addition, Gripenberg herself, at the 
age of 88, and some of her former students, Maija Varmaala and Kaarina 
Mansikkala, were interviewed. The documentary also includes three restaged 
choreographies of Gripenberg, performed by the Praesens Group and rehearsed 
by Ritva Arvelo. They were Lyomasoitinetydi (The Étude for Percussion) and 
Juoru (The Gossip), which were part of a set of choreographies that won the 
first prize in the Concours International de la Danse in Brussels in 1937, and 
Eiama ja tkuu  (The Life Continues), which was Gripenberg's choreography for the 
Concours International de la Danse in Stockholm in 1945.
The documentary Vanha Ooppera (The Old Opera, 1972) by Kristiina Schulgin 
was made to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Finnish National Ballet. The 
early years of Finnish ballet are briefly described by the dance critic Raoul af 
Hallstrom and some of the first dancers in the Swan Lake in 1922, Mary 
Paischeff, Iris Salin and Elo Kuosmanen. These short clips are the only filmed 
documents where I have managed to see these people 'live '. The first tw o 
decades of Finnish ballet are illustrated through old dance photos. For the later 
development of ballet, the documentary uses filmed dance and ballet scenes of 
Finnish movies and the short film on ballet Ennen ensi-iitaa (Before the First 
Night, 1949).
Auli Rasanen's documentary Suomalaisen baietin vaiheita: Pietarista Bulevardille 
(A history of Finnish Ballet: From St. Petersburg to Boulevard, 1990) underlines 
the role of Russian ballet for ballet in Finland as its subtitle suggests. Boulevard 
was the address of Finnish Opera and Ballet until 1993. Rasanen's narration and 
even photo choices for the early decades of the Finnish National Ballet mainly 
repeated af Hallstrom's views (1945a, 1981), but the programme includes also
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some new interviews of old dancers, such as Airi Saila and Margit Lilius (1899- 
1991).
Raisa Rauhamaa and Marketta Mattila examine the roles of women and men in 
Finnish modern and contemporary dance in their documentary Kantapaan kautta 
(By the Heel, 1994). Although Rauhamaa wrote her MA dissertation on Maggie 
Gripenberg, she starts her story from the 1960s when American modern dance 
arrived to Finland. Surely, there were editorial reasons why she has left free 
dance out, but by doing so she also strengthened the view that it was in the 
1960s when modern dance really started to exist in Finland.
Free dance was again included as part of modern dance in Finland in the TV 
program Old is Gold (1996) by Arja Nurmi. It presented reconstructions and 
restagings of modern dance works in Finland filmed in performance at the 
Kuopio Dance Festival in the summer of 1996.^^ The performance was organised 
by the Dance department of the Theatre Academy and danced by its students. 
The leader of the project was the dance historian Tiina Suhonen. The Old is Gold 
evening and TV programme clearly articulated the canon of Finnish modern 
dance/®
Besides existing histories, there are many remnants or traces of dance of the 
past, such as programme leaflets, photographs, newspaper and magazine 
reviews. A fter my MA graduation in 1990 I started my private documentation 
project of Finnish dance. I sought traces and remnants of Finnish dance in public 
and private archives in order to find material and documentation for my lectures 
on Finnish dance history and for my future research. The largest collections of 
material traces are at the Theatre Museum, in the Archives of the Finnish 
National Opera and in the National Library of F i n l a n d . A  few filmed dances 
from the 1920s and 1930s are stored in the Finnish Film Archive.
During my research work in the archives I collected a list of dance performances 
in Finland starting from the 1910s until the 1960s. The archive project has 
shaped my understanding of dance in Finland. If I choose to use some of these 
traces for my PhD research, they will become my primary sources. Primary
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sources are understood as remnants or traces "that came into existence during 
the period being studied" (Layson 1994, p 18). Sometimes, or perhaps always, 
especially concerning visual traces like photographs and films, it might be useful 
to consider if even primary sources carry some interpretative elements of the 
past. For instance, it is worth thinking to what extent a photograph of a dance 
piece is a real moment of the dance, to what extent it carries conventions of 
photography of its time and how dance photography reveals or represents dance 
and its time and culture (Salmi 1997, Kukkonen 1997, Reason 2004).
FUTURE HISTORIES
The past has always been examined from the present. Histories are guided by 
present interests as well as by real and factual events of the past. This can be 
clearly identified in existing histories of dance in Finland. Dance, like other arts, 
was related to the discourses of nationalism during the early decades of the 
young independent nation of Finland. Finnish dance was legitimated in the 
dance writings of af Hallstrom by combining dance w ith existing cultural 
symbols and institutions and by searching for the various 'firs t Finns' in different 
fields of dance art. This was enough for many decades. New readings of the 
past of Finnish dance did not appear between 1950 and 1980. A f Hallstrom's 
and others' historical interests were limited to celebrating the anniversaries of 
the Finnish National Ballet and presenting the progress of ballet in Finland. 
Perhaps there was no need to look in the past after the first decades and the 
legitimation of the Finnish National Ballet. A fter the Second World War free 
dance was struggling for its existence, and dancers trained in the techniques of 
American modern dance during the 1960s and 1970s were not interested in free 
dance since they considered it amateurish. On the contrary, they wanted to 
distance themselves from free dance. The return to the past of free dance was 
attempting again during the 1980s when modern dance started to achieve its 
legitimation and needed the support of history.
Therefore, the outlines of Finnish dance during the 1920s and 1930s were 
mainly articulated by Raoul af Hallstrom and adopted by others until the 1980s, 
when more research on free dance appeared. A f Hallstrom did not certainly 
consider himself a historian but a journalist. The lack of other writings and
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research on the past of Finnish dance made his views and interpretations 
dominant, however. As discussed earlier, his emphasis was usually on ballet, 
although during the early decades of his writing he seems to pay more attention 
to modern dance and modernism than in his later writings. During the 1920s 
and the early 1930s af Hallstrom was very inspired by modernism in arts and 
international city culture, and the subjects of his articles varied from new cars, 
movies, theatre and images of women to the dance performances. His early 
views on the modern in dance were contradictory. In 1929, he expressed some 
suspicion as well as curiosity toward modern dance (1929a, 1929b), but he 
preferred the old tradition of classical ballet and its new modern forms. 
However, some years later af Hallstrom's tune is slightly different in his article 
concerning on the heritage of Isadora Duncan. He expressed his faith in true 
modern dance art as follows.
I believe that there w ill soon be a time, when tw o 
competing dance trends will not exist. Then "free",
"new ", "plastique" dance and traditional academic dance 
w ill appear parallel and they w ill be melting into one. The 
result w ill be a truly modern, virtuoso, expressive and 
internally intensive dance art of modern times.
Vakaumukseni on, etta pian koittaa aika, jolloin ei enaa ole 
kahta keskenaan vihamielista tanssisuuntaa. Silloin 
"vapaa", "uusi", "plastillinen" tanssi ja perinteinen 
akateeminen koulutanssi esiintyvat oppiaineina rinnakkain, 
sulautuvat yhteen. Tuloksena on oleva tosimoderni, 
taiturillinen, ilmeikas ja sisaisesti intensiivinen uuden ajan 
tanssitaide.
af Hallstrom 1945a, p 139.’ ®
During the recent decades the nature of written narrative, a final literary product 
of history research and its relationship to the past, has received a lot of attention 
(White 1973 and the vivid discussion following his book Metahistory). 
Historians have become aware of the linguistic and rhetorical problems or 
possibilities included in their narratives of the past. This is an important issue, 
not just for analysing the existing histories, but also for my own writing and for 
other media of constructing the past of dance art in Finland. However, 
concerning my own PhD research I also share Carlo Ginzburg's view:
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Our attention should shift instead from the end result to 
the preparatory stages, in order to explore the mutual 
interaction between empirical data and narrative 
constraints w ithin the process of research itself.
Ginzburg 1999, p 101.
The existing histories of dance in Finland and the huge collections of traces of 
Finnish dance familiar to me offer exciting possibilities for creating new histories; 
for commenting old interpretations and asking new questions; as well as for 
examining the tensions between documentation and narration. In the next 
chapter my 'empirical' data is taken into consideration.
NOTES
Completed PhD theses dealing with dance: Sarje (1 9 9 4  and 1999), Parviainen (1998), 
Nieminend 998), Hoppu (1999 ), Hamalainen (1999 ), Pasanen-Willberg (2000 ), Salosaari 
(2001 ), Rouhiainen (2003), Jarvinen (2003 ), Valipakka (2003) Anttila (2004 ), Loytonen 
(2004 ), Ylonen (20 04 ), Monni (2005) and Lehikoinen (2005).
Edvard Fazer and Aino Ackte founded the Finnish National Opera in 1911 . It was named the 
Domestic Opera. In 1914  the name changed into The Finnish Opera and in 19 56  into the 
Finnish National Opera. The ballet group of the Finnish Opera was first called the Ballet of the 
Finnish Opera, from 1956  the Ballet of Finnish National Opera and finally from the 1970s the 
Finnish National Ballet. Official English names of today, the Finnish National Opera and the 
Finnish National Ballet, are used throughout this thesis for the sake of clarity.
The new theatre building increased the interest of Russian theatre and opera and ballet groups 
to perform in Helsinki. According to Byckling (2000) the first Russian ballet visit is supposed to 
have happened as early as 1867 when G. Legat and his group performed at the Arkadia 
Theatre. The visits of the Maryinsky Ballet started in 1906  when Nikolai Legat and Vera 
Trefilova performed at the Alexander Theatre. Visits continued during the following spring, and 
for instance, Olga Preobrazhenskaya danced several times at Alexander Theatre 19 08 -191 7 .
The biographical information on Gé and Saxelin was collected from many sources, e.g. af 
Hallstrom 1945a, Vienola-Lindfors & af Hallstrom 1981, Dunajeva 1999 , TeaM A 1003 & 
1025.
Finnish newspapers and the board of The Finnish National Opera paid a lot of attention to the 
Russian and half-Russian staff at the Opera. This issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
The content of Suhonen's article in the International Encyclopaedia o f Dance follows and 
summarises her article in Vaiokuvan tanssi (1997).
The Union of Finnish Dance Artists supported its economy by publishing a collection of dance 
articles by Raoul af Hallstrom (minutes of the board 16 .9 . 1940). In 1945 the Siivekkaat jaiat 
was published by the publishing house Kivi, but the role of the Union was not mentioned at all 
in it.
During the 1910s and the 1920s, the most often used term for new dance trends in reviews 
and articles was plastic dance. The term free dance was introduced gradually during the 
1930s. In 1945 when the Union of Finnish Dance Artists was divided, the representatives of
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various new dance trends gathered under the Free Dance Division, and free dance became a 
dominant term. The use of modern dance started more widely in the 1960s when American 
modern dance arrived in Finland. Nowadays free dance refers to all new trends in Finland 
influenced by Jaques-Dalcroze, Duncan and Ausdruckstanz. The terms new dance and 
contemporary dance started to emerge during the early 1980s. Postmodern dance has been 
seldom-used term in Finland.
® After his graduation at the University of Helsinki af Hallstrom, Swedish-speaking Finn, worked
as a dance and theatre critic in Svenska Pressen in 1 9 2 3 -1 9 6 5  and a dance critic in Helsingin 
Sanomat 1 9 6 5 -7 5 . He also wrote for various culture magazines, such as FHmiaitta, FUm-nytt, 
Suomen Kuvalehti, Tulenkantajat and Naamio, and translated and directed plays for various 
Finnish theatres.
Arvelo almost quotes af Hallstrom (1945a, p 174) in Tanssitaiteen vuosikymmenet (1987 , p 6) 
w ithout mentioning it.
”  Choreographer Marjo Kuusela had informed me in the summer of 1989  that there were old
dance teachers whom I should interview if I wanted to do some research on free dance in 
Finland.
The use and meaning of the word 'reconstruction' have been very confusing. Usually the 
reconstruction refers to some kind of search for the 'original' work of art. I will return to this 
subject of reconstruction and originality and authenticity in more detail in Chapter 5.
Lyomasoitinetydi (1936) by Maggie Gripenberg, Yks toiseen potenssiin (1964 ) by Riitta Vainio, 
Moods o f Expression (1962) by Tamara Rasmussen, scenes from Vaki ilman valtaa (1974), 
Salka Valka (1976) and Turun palo (1980) by Marjo Kuusela and Jojo (1978) by Jorma 
Uotinen.
The most important collections for my research are;
1. The Theatre Museum: Theatre and dance press cutting, programme and photograph 
collections and private collections of Martha Broyer (TeaMA 1152), George Gé (TeaMA  
1003 ), Maggie Gripenberg (TeaMA 1058), Ukko Havukka (TeaMA 1100 ), Raoul af Hallstrom 
(TeaM A 1176), Elo Kuosmanen & Iris Salin (TeaMA 1117), Hagar Lehtikanto (TeaMA 1070), 
Margit Lilius (TeaM A 1043), Toivo Niskanen (TeaMA 1160), Mary Paischeff (TeaMA 1304) 
and The Finnish Union of Dance Artists (TeaMA 1025)
2. The Archives of the Finnish Opera: Minutes of the Board, Annual Reports and press 
cutting, programme, poster and photograph collections
3. The National Library of Finland: A comprehensive collection of printed material in Finland, 
including books, newspapers, magazines, periodicals and dance programmes.
The article was published in 1945 , but written earlier as discussed on page 19 and note 7 on 
39  .
For instance. Encounters, a book of interviews by Ewa Domanska (1993 ), presents 
exhaustively the main ideas of this discussion.
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Chapter 2
My Overture: Dance Art in Finland 1917-39
Historical narrative integrates various layers of action: collection of information, 
analysis of information and reporting the results and arguing for them. In my 
case, in one layer I collected separate 'facts ' that are found in traces of the past. 
For instance, dance programmes of the Ballets Jooss show the performing dates 
and the repertoire of the group in Finland in 1937. The collection work started 
in 1990 and is complete now. In the second layer, I put 'found facts ' together 
in the context of Finnish/Western society, culture, art and dance, and asked my 
own questions about the past of Finnish dance and made interpretations of it. 
This began also in 1990, because immediately when I found and named an event 
as a fact I put it into some context for, w ithout context, a separate 'fa c t' is 
meaningless. The third layer emerged the picture in 2001 when I decided to 
write a PhD thesis on the past of dance in Finland during the period 1917-39.
Nowadays, it is evident that events of the past can be read and narrated in 
different ways by historians. Even an individual historian can be situated in 
many ways in his/her attitudes towards the past and what is known of it. This 
is, as Lena Hammergren argues,
a new approach to historical research, for an attitude 
where we put ourselves in the reader's place and try  to 
share w ith him or her the burden of "putting it all 
together," while, at the same time, accepting multiple 
perspectives.
Hammergren 1995, p 187.
She writes, based on the theories of C. G. Jung that a persona as a relativistic 
subject can sw iftly  turn into changeable, pluralistic personas. The technique of 
different personas as a narrative mode is used in literature, and Hammergren 
suggests that "we can reflect on the idea of different personas as a knowledge- 
making device for writing history"! 1995, p 185). According to her, shifting 
personas and changing narrative strategies can be used to comment on what a 
historian presents as well as on how it is presented. These ideas are adapted 
and used in my research, when I look for various histories of dance in Finland.
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In this chapter I use first a positivistic approach, which means taking an 
"objective", and "detached" attitude towards the past. The quotation marks are 
used for objective and detached terms to indicate that I am aware of that the 
possibility of objective knowledge of the past is constantly discussed and argued 
among historians. Still, I suggest that this 'objective' reading of the past has 
partly built our understanding of dance in Finland, and it should not be excluded, 
but accepted among other readings of the past.^ However, I do not share 
Richard Ralph's view that
the primary task of the dance scholar in most periods 
remains what it has been for a half century: to continue 
laying the foundations of the discipline in a critically 
intelligent way in order to begin to establish a framework 
w ith in which the ambitious interpreter, interdisciplinarian, 
and commentator can operate w ith safety.
Ralph 1995, p 256.
By saying this, Ralph includes himself among those historians whose aim, 
according to Thomas Postlewait (1991, p 157), is to "establish an impartial 
method of research and analysis that operates as a safeguard against 
preconception, bias, prejudice, ideological judgement and misinterpretation".
In general, Ralph's article in Dance Chronicle in 1995 gives an impression that 
dance research, as well as dance history, should achieve a positivist standard 
before it is open to post-positivist views. Ralph's longing for a simple, solid and 
empirical ground before interpretation is very understandable. He fears that 
postmodernism, which sees that reality is open to many kinds of interpretations, 
would make the life of historian untenable. The objective truth about knowledge 
of dance history has been lost even before it has been achieved.
Ralph does not admit that interpretation is inevitably present, through a 
researcher, in all three procedures of the historian - In collecting information, 
analysing it, reporting on it and arguing for results. An academic debate and 
modes of interpretation in dance cannot develop w ithout commitment to the 
basic archive work, as Ralph argues. However, he should not forget that today it 
is also evident that the historian, as Postlewait writes, "must negotiate between 
fact and theory at each level of the three procedural stages" (1991, p 159). The
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pluralities of interpretation are already present in archives. Besides, as Janet 
Adshead-Landale argues in her response to Ralph, "this empirical approach is a 
reflection upon the conceptual framework in which the description is carried out" 
(1997, p 67).
A t the end of his article Ralph warns of the dangers of new academic trends for 
dance history. Of course, it is demanding and challenging for dance researchers 
to develop a young discipline at a time when the boundaries between disciplines 
as well between arts are removed, reconsidered or even "can be seen as 
imperialistic constructs of humanism", as Adshead-Landale (1997, p 65) states. 
But, the solution is not to make an appeal to the old values and ways of 
objective research. Dance history has to face the demands of today; it cannot 
wait for maturity that w ill never come. I agree w ith Adshead-Lansdale, who 
writes that "the old idea, that history discovers the "tru th " has to be replaced by 
a multiplicity of accounts, constructed in the p re s e n t'l l997, p 74, the bolding is 
mine). However, it is also important to remember the dynamic and ambiguous 
nature of histories constructed in the present, since it is "not only a question of 
which context we choose to examine", as Hammergren writes, "but also how 
we change together w ith this context" (1995, p 191).
This chapter operates across three different layers. The first layer examines what 
happened in dance in Finland in 1917-39 w ith the help of my data collection of 
dance performances during that period. The research data is presented, 
described and categorised, and the content of data is analysed by using both 
quantitative and qualitative methods. The exact number of performances is 
counted, sorted and introduced in the forms of charts. Different performance 
categories are described and discussed in an 'objective' and 'detached' manner. 
The second layer reveals how this 'neutral', 'detached' and 'objective' history 
gives us some knowledge of dance in Finland, but above all it gives rise to more 
detailed and complex questions. The naïve and all-inclusive question, what did 
happen in dance in Finland, fractures almost immediately into detailed questions 
and discourses. However, it is not only the data, which leads us to these 
questions and discourses, but it is also the interaction between the data and my 
personal interests, views, opinions and existing histories. A t the end of this
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chapter, in the third layer, I consider the meaning of this complexity of questions 
and discourses for my further research and research strategies.
This period of 1917-1939 was chosen for three reasons. Firstly, Tiina Suhonen 
had focused her research on dance in Finland at the turn of the 20^ century, and 
I wanted to participate in the construction of Finnish dance history by 
concentrating period after her research era. Secondly, a detailed look at dance 
performances during the period 1917-1939 offers an opportunity to reflect on 
existing histories of Finnish dance and contextualise Elsa Puolanne's Loitsu as 
part of dance in Finland. The third reason was personal. From the 1980 I have 
been interested in and curious on dance art and the changing life of the 1920s 
and 1930s.
RESEARCH DATA
The main source for the data of dance performances is the press cutting 
collection at the Finnish Theatre Museum. It includes reviews of dance 
performances as well as theatre performances. The collection of the Theatre 
Museum starts from the season 1923-24 and covers the whole of Finland, not 
only Helsinki. In addition, all dance collections at the Theatre Museum, the 
statistics of the Finnish National Ballet and microfilms of Uusi Suomi, the biggest 
newspaper in Finland during the research era, were checked. The newspaper 
Karjaia, published in Viipuri, was also checked in order to give regional 
credibility.
A t this moment, the data covers almost 100 % of the performances in Helsinki, 
which were advertised and/or reviewed in newspapers, and about 70-80 % of 
the performances in the rest of Finland. Obviously not all performances, 
especially performances of dance schools, were advertised or reviewed in 
newspapers.
The collected data, presented in Appendices 3 - 1 1  (pp 213-235), contains the 
following information:
- categorisation of performances
- date(s) of performances
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- title  of the performance, location of the printed programme, if known
- choreographer(s) and/or dancer(s)
- venue and town
- source(s) of information
- total number of performances
- source(s) of the given information
A t the very beginning of the collection process dance performances were not 
divided to different categories. By the end of the 1990s I had such a long 
chronological list on my computer that it became hard to find information and 
d ifficu lt to add missing data. I decided to arrange the material and sort it by 
using basic binary oppositions in what is nowadays thought of as Western 
theatre dance. Ballet and modern dance were taken as the main dance genres, 
although in Finland the different early modern dance trends until 1960s were 
usually called free dance. Ballet performances of the Finnish National Ballet 
formed a category of their own beside other ballet performances. Also 
professional and school performances were separated in the data. Because it 
was impossible to trace a number of performances presented during the dance 
tours, they formed a separate category. The division to different categories was 
in general made based on the information in advertisements, reviews and 
programmes, from which some interesting issues emerged raising the question 
of knowing how separated these forms were.
The main groupings of ballet and modern dance, as well as school and 
professional performances, constantly overlapped. Some performances contained 
dances from various dance genres, like ballet and character dance, ballet and 
social dance or all those three, and there were even performances at which the 
same dancers performed both ballet and plastic dance. Therefore, a new 
category, mixed performances, was needed. In addition, some rare dance 
genres, like oriental and acrobatic dance were included in the category of mixed 
performances. The borderline between professional and school performances 
was also blurred. The decision was made that, if a performance was titled as a 
student or school performance in a programme, press announcement or review, 
it was put into a category of school performance. The performances at which a
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dance teacher was assisted by his/her students were located in the category of 
professional performance. Some difficulties also appeared in distinguishing 
official ballet performances of the Finnish National Opera from private ballet 
performances arranged by the first ballet dancers at the Finnish National Opera, 
under such names as the Soloists of the Opera, the Dancer(s) of the Finnish 
Opera.
Finally, the data was divided to eight different categories as follows. The 
detailed data of each category is given in the Appendices 3 -1 0 , 217-238.
Appendix 3 Ballet performances of the Finnish National Ballet; the 
abbreviation PNB is used in charts.
Appendix 4 Ballet performances other than those of the Finnish National 
Ballet; B in charts.
Appendix 5 School performances in ballet; BS in charts.
Appendix 6 Solo and group performances in modern dance; M in charts.
Appendix 7 School performances in modern dance; MS in charts.
Appendix 8 Performances including different or rare dance genres; Mixed 
in charts.
Appendix 9 Foreign guest performances; GP in charts.
Appendix 10 Dance tours; Tours in charts.
This data is used as material for tables and diagrams that present quantitative 
features of dance in Finland in 1917-1939. In addition to this data, there is a 
list of dance performances (Appendix 11, p 239) containing some 
documentation on performances in restaurants and spas as well as occasional 
dance numbers at private and official gatherings. The documentation of these 
performances is incomplete and is not taken into account in charts, but it 
presents some useful information for further discussions in this thesis, however.
CONSEQUENCES OF DISTINCTIONS OF THE DATA
The above difficulties w ith grouping raised new questions. Western dance 
history pays much attention to the dissimilarities, polarities and binary 
oppositions between different dance genres, and especially between ballet and 
modern dance. The chapters in surveys of Western dance history are divided
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mostly between ballet and modern dance. Less attention has been paid to the 
occasions in which genres appeared together or even mixed. It is questionable to 
what extent such distinctions as ballet and modern dance and professional and 
amateur, are relevant in Finland during the 1920s and 1930s. My own data 
categories were based on the current view that there was already a distinction 
between ballet and modern dance as well as between professional and amateur, 
but on the other hand my sources suggest that the distinctions were not 
established during my research period. Actually, overlapping in my data 
categories indicates that the distinctions were not very clear, as Finnish dance 
historian Tiina Suhonen writes.
One battle line during the years of independence has been 
between classical dance and new dance trends, the other 
perhaps between amateur and professional art.
Koko itsenaisyyden ajan yksi taistelurintama on kulkenut 
klassisen tanssin ja uusien tanssisuuntausten valilla, 
toinen vaikkapa harrastaja- ja ammattitaiteen valilla.
Suhonen 1997, p 11.
In his book Alien Bodies Ramsay Burt (1998) suggests that distinctions between 
ballet and modern dance, as well as between 'high' and 'low ' culture, were more 
fluid and dynamic during the first four decades of the 20th century than after 
the Second World War. This seems to be true in Finland. It might be useful to 
analyse discourses and practises in dance, and to examine to what extent these 
distinctions existed and were created during my research era. This issue is given 
closer consideration in Chapters 3 and 4.
NUMBER OF DANCE PERFORMANCES
The exact numbers of dance performances in the period 1917-39 are presented 
in Chart 3 on the next page. Numbers are given by seasons, and performances 
are divided to eight categories, as defined before. Chart 3 shows the number of 
tours by season, but not the number of performances during the tours. 
Therefore, the total number of performances, 775, does not include 
performances on tours. Most of these performances were arranged tw ice or 
three times, some just once, and only some ballets at the Finnish National Ballet 
were performed more than ten times. The number of first nights is 256.^
Chart 3 Dance performances in Finiand in 1917-1939.
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The numbers show that the increase in dance performances during the period 
was not fast at all. The number of performances varies from ten to fifty-eight 
per season; the average is thirty-three performances. Compared to the number 
of performances in recent years (1997-2005) the number of performances in
1917-39 was low. The total number of performances, 775, during the whole 
research period of 22 years, is about 1/3 of the total number of performances in 
a recent year.^ So, the years of sharp growth in numbers came later, but any 
way these numbers have some striking and revealing significance.
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There was a huge number, thirty-four, of Russian guest performances during the 
season 1919-20. The performance data (Appendix 9, pp 233-236) shows that 
Senta W ill, Boris Strukov, Lyubov Egorova and Catarina Lyutikhova, former 
dancers of the Imperial Ballet, had arrived in Finland probably during the spring 
of 1920. They formed various dance groups and performed at least in Helsinki 
and Viipuri. Most of their performances took place in the Restaurant Porssi, one 
of the most famous restaurants in Helsinki; only a few  performances were 
arranged at theatre venues. These performances certainly did not reach only 
Russians living in Helsinki, but also wider Finnish audiences, perhaps even 
people who did not go to theatre venues. The question is: of whom did the 
audience consist? Generally, the performance data that used to present exact 
numbers does not contain show performances in restaurants. On the basis of 
advertisements in Uusi Suomi and Karjaia, they were abundant but it is 
impossible to find out their real number (Appendix 11, p 239). The exception for 
Russian dancers and their performances was made during the spring of 1920, 
because of the repertoire and the high number of performances. The repertoire in 
the Restaurant Porssi included for example, the third act of Pachita by Marius 
Petipa, the ballet Magic Fiute by Lev Ivanov and the pas de trois from the ballet 
Coppéiia by Marius Petipa. The Russian dancers stayed for varying periods in 
Finland, and some of them taught ballet at the Helsinki Dance Institute.
Chart 3 also reveals that the balance between modern dance and ballet 
performances changed during the season 1921-22. Until that season, there were 
more performances of modern dance than ballet performances. The first ballet 
performance of the Swan Lake at the Finnish Opera in January 1922 changed 
the situation. And there were not just one to three performances of Swan Lake, 
but twenty-five of them during the spring of 1922. However, the number of 
ballet performances at the Finnish National Opera kept changing dramatically 
during the period 1922-1939. According to different writers (Vienola-Lindfors & 
af Hallstrom 1981, Saila & Rasanen 1986), the ballet group did not reach a 
stable position at the Finnish National Opera during the firs t decades of its 
existence. The Opera had constant economic troubles in the 1920s and 1930s, 
which was also reflected in the work of the ballet group. The ballet had a minor
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role beside the opera, and despite of the support of the director of the Opera, 
Edvard Fazer, the ballet group had to fight for its existence.
The share of different performance categories is shown below.
Chart 4  Percentage o f different performance categories in 1917-1939.
Guest perform ances  
17%
M ixed perform ances 8%
Modern dance schools 
7%
M odern dance
Ballet 7%
Ballet schools 2%
The Finish N ational 
Ballet 4 9%
Almost a half, 49% , of the performances were given by the Finnish National 
Ballet. The second largest group is foreign guest performances w ith 17%, and 
the third is modern dance w ith 10%. The share of mixed performances is also 
quite high, 8%. The share of modern dance schools, 7%, is higher than the 
share of ballet schools, which is only 2%. The ballet performances outside the 
Finnish National Ballet have a 7% share. This share may have been bigger, as 
there are not many traces left or found of the performances in the Finnish 
countryside. Most of these performances were actually carried out by the 
dancers of the Finnish National Ballet.
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The leading role of the Finnish National Ballet - on the basis of the number of 
performances - is demonstrated on the next page, in Chart 5. The upper line 
shows the total number of dance performances, and the lower liner indicates the 
performances of the Finnish National Ballet. There are tw o periods when the 
number of performances decreased dramatically, from the season 1923-24 to 
the season 1926-27 and from the season 1933-34 to the season 1937-38. 
Both declines were connected to the number of performances at the Finnish 
National Opera. The lack of funding closed down the Finnish National Opera, as 
well as its ballet in 1925. The Opera was reopened next year, 1926, and for the 
firs t time a permanent ballet group of nine dancers, was employed in the same 
year. Earlier only soloists had permanent contracts; other dancers were paid by 
performance. The second decline happened in 1935 when the Board of the 
Opera decided that operettas and ballet would not be performed anymore in the 
National Opera. This time common support for the ballet in newspapers forced 
the Board to give up the plan (Vienola-Lindfors & af Hallstrom, 1981).
Chart 5 Dance performances and performances o f the Finnish National Ballet.
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There were few  ballet performances and ballet school performances before the 
Swan Lake at the National Opera in 1922. A fter 1922 schools arranged only 
occasional performances, although there probably were more performances, but 
they were not advertised or reviewed in newspapers. On the basis of my data 
the number of ballet performances outside the Finnish National Opera ballet was 
not high. However, the work at the Finnish National Opera was irregular and 
poorly paid, and according to dancers' reminiscences, dancers performed in 
restaurants and spas and had their own performances and tours around Finland 
as the Opera did not offer enough work and salary for their living.
Chart 3 (p 48) shows that the development of modern dance was different from 
that of ballet. The ups and downs in the number of performances were not so 
sharp. The most active years in modern dance were in the late 1910s and the 
early 1920s when various dancers, such as Maggie Gripenberg, Sari Jakelow, 
Taina Helve, Wini Laine and Martta Broyer, had their own performances. And 
again during the early 1930s when various dance and movement schools, such 
as Gripenberg, Suontaa, Salminen, Broyer, Gustafsson, Tamminen and Tuulos- 
Eskelinen, put up their performances. In modern dance there appears to be a 
slight shift from solo performances towards school performances during the first 
half of 1930s, yet the total number of performances in modern dance actually 
decreased during the late 1930s.
There were more mixed performances in the 1920s than in the 1930s. This 
may indicate that borderlines between dance genres became tighter and there 
were fewer choreographers and dancers who used more than one dance genre. 
There seems to be an opposite development in foreign guest performances, 
which increased slightly during the 1930s, especially during the late 1930s 
when the economic recession was over in Finland.
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL FINNISH DANCE ART
A t the turn of the 20th century dance was not considered an art form in Finland. 
Thus, at the very beginning the models for dance art were taken from different 
dance genres and trends presented in Finland by foreign dancers. Western 
dance history presents dance at the same time as an international and national
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phenomenon, but what these terms mean in dance is seldom discussed or 
analysed. It is necessary to reflect on the meaning of 'national' and 
'international' dance art understood in Finland at that time.
Based on the analysis of the number of performances, the most significant 
feature in dance in Finland during my research era was the birth of the Finnish 
National Ballet. It also meant a remarkable shift from modern dance to ballet. 
Dance art in Finland did not fo llow  the usual story of Western dance history. 
Finland did not have an aristocratic ballet tradition, which would has been 
challenged and opposed by modern dance, as the story usually evolves in 
surveys on dance history. I would even suggest that in the beginning Finnish 
representatives of modern dance and ballet did not acknowledge clearly the 
binary situation. How far the idea that there had to be a clear distinction 
between ballet and modern dance was exported by Finnish dancers who studied 
in Germany, or by critics and writers influenced by European dance writers, and 
to what extent it was a result, of what happened in dance in Finland is worth 
further examination.
Ballet and modern dance appeared almost simultaneously in Finland. On the 
basis of the number of performances arranged by Finnish dancers during the first 
decades of the 20th century modern dance had a stronger start. In the 1910s 
even the firs t dancers of opera performances at the Finnish National Opera were 
modern dancers, Maggie Gripenberg's students, or character dancers, Toivo 
Niskanen's students. This, and especially the quite peaceful coexistence of 
ballet and modern dance during the 1910s and in the early 1920s, has not 
received much attention in existing histories of Finnish dance.
It would be also important to study how the birth of an institution, the National 
Ballet, affected and changed the dance field in Finland. The cultural institutions 
have had a remarkable role in building nations. How the Finnishness of ballet 
was constructed in performances of the Finnish National Ballet, and to what 
extent this meant that ballet in Finland became a national dance art, are 
complicated questions. The varying relationship between Russian ballet and its 
representations in Finland has to be considered, discussed and evaluated. If this
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question is extended to modern dance, we might ask how far this issue of 
nationalism was discussed and realised in early modern dance in Finland. Then, 
the influence of early Central European modern dance, especially German 
Ausdruckstanz, on dance in Finland has to be examined as well. If we accept 
Alexandra Carter's view that dance "produces as well as re-produces; speaks 
about society, and to it"(1998, p 193) the task is not limited to examining only 
dance relationships, but it obviously expands to complex political relations 
between Finland, the Soviet Union (former Russia) and Germany.
It seems that the dance art in Finland offers an unusual and interesting site for 
studying the questions of nationalism and internationalism. Nationalism during 
the 19th century was strongly tied to language. This was very true in Finland, 
where the Finnish language was one of the main vehicles in the creation of 
nation. "One language and one mind". Senator Johan Vilhelm Snellman put it as 
early as the 1840s. How did non-verbal dance art interact w ith nationalism in 
Finland? How was nationalism constructed in dance and by whom? And to 
what extent is Susan Manning's (1988, p 36) suggestion that after the First 
World War "modern dance became an arena for the forging of national identity, 
while 20^"-century ballet became an arena for international competition" relevant 
in Finland during my research period? The situation in Finland was perhaps not 
so straightforward. My hypothesis is that both ballet and modern dance 
participated in constructing national identity.
FORfldN GUEST PERFORMANCES
In dWce art international and national trends were constantly interwoven. The 
yôühg dWnce culture in Finland was open to foreign influences, and guest 
pétfbrphancës had a prominent share, 17%, of dance performances in 1917-39 
(IC##t 4%' p 50). Finland's location, on the northern frontier of Europe between 
éëët’ ahd  ^wëst, has made it a crossroads of cultures. This can also be seen in 
6W ffrë next page, which lists, names and categorises guest 
pëifbTr¥iiah cels' ih diahce.
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Chart 6 Guest performances in Finland in 1917-1939.
Season^ ,, 1 .««ww# «i,*, " “ v
1917-18 Eugenia Wolskaja and Fjodor Vasiliev (ballet); Mikhail and Vera Fokine (modern ballet)
1918-19 Ronny Johansson (modern dance); Jean Borlin and Edith von Bonsdorff (modern ballet)
1919-20 Dancers from the Maryinsky Theatre - Lyuobov Jegorova, Doris Strugov, Senta Will... (34
performances, ballet)
1920-21 Olga Preobrazhenskaya (ballet) %  ^V  - ^
1921-22 Ella llbak (modern dance)
Tamara Tschitschangova (ballet)
1922-23^, E ll8 l lb a k (m o d 8 rn d a n c e ) '', , r i ,y /L lZ \ ,r ', ( ;^ % ,:^ r \ . .? . . .
1923-24 Sent Mahesa (oriental); Elmerita Parts ( modern dance); Klawdija Gorewa, Ivan Kireyev and 
Alexander Saxelin (ballet): Dihah Selkina-Aho (modern dance)
1924 -25 .;‘ Mikhail and Vera Fokine (modern ballet) I  > ;!
1925-26 Tamara Karsavina and Pierre Vladimiroff (balletj
1926-27 Mary Wigman (modern dance); Dinah Selkina-Aho (modern dance); Elena Smirnova, Boris Romanov 
and Anatol Obukhov (ballet)
1927-28 Tamara Karsavina and Pierre Vladimiroff (ballet); Vera Coralli (ballet); Alice Jiirna (modern dance)
1929-30 Ella llbak (tour in modern ^ance); Jenny Hasselqvist (ballet visit at the FNB)
1930-31 ; Astrid Malmberg (modern dance(?Klawdija Gorewa, Ivan Kireyev and Alexander Saxelin (ballet)
1931-32 Enayet-Hanoum (= Emmy Wiik, mixed); Ella llbak (modern dance); Helena Tangijeva-Birznieks (ballet 
visit at the FNB); Uday Shan-Kar (Indian dance)
1932-33 ..iJCIothilde arid AlexandeFSakharoff (mixed); Danish Ballet; Olga Spessivtseva (ballet visit at the FNB)
1933-34 Yeichi Nimura (oriental); Ella llbak (modern dance); Alanova (mixed); Nini Theilande (mixed)
1934J5 ^ ^ r u d i  Schoop group (modern dance, dance theatre); Sylvia Chen (oriental)
1935^6 Vera Alexandrova (ballet); Ella llbak (modern dance); Nati Morales (Spanish dance)
1936-37 ^^ The Riga Ballet, Theodora Lagerborg ( b a l |S 8 a t  the FNB); BalletTJooss (modern dance, dance
‘  ^ f  theatre); Africa Doering (modern  ^dance); ^ ^ # g e  (modern ballet); The Ballet of Estonia Theatre;
del Rio (Spanish dance); In&A Bi@ 0iek%  i;
1937-38 Harald Kreutzberg (modern dance); Ballet Loring; Ballet Russes du Colonel de Basil (modern ballet); 
Alexander von Swaine (mixed); Beduin dancers; Jutta Klamt group (modern dance)
1938-39 Child Ball^ from '".d  r  j :  " _____________________
There were fifty-s ix  foreign dancers or dance groups, which visited Finland 
during the research era. Twenty-five of these visitors were categorised as 
representatives of ballet, eighteen as those of modern dance and thirteen as 
those of other genres of dance. Almost all ballet visitors were Russian, and 
most of modern dance visitors were German, Swedish or Estonian. The young 
dance art in Finland and its audience were familiar w ith and influenced by the 
Imperial Russian ballet, modern ballet, early trends in modern dance and also by 
'exo tic ' and 'oriental' dance trends.
Before moving to a more careful description of the content of guest 
performances, it is useful to consider how and when dance was recognised as 
an art form in Finland, and who watched the guest performances, as well as
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Finnish dance performances, at the beginning of the 20th century. Tiina 
Suhonen (1999) discusses these topics in her article 'Duncan tanssi Helsingissa' 
(Duncan danced in Helsinki). According to her, Duncan's visits in February and in 
March 1908 were presented, reviewed and commented on in the Finnish press 
before and after the performances, and not only by music critics, but also by 
famous Finnish academics and authors. Some ballet groups and dancers had 
already visited Helsinki at the turn of the 20th century: Irene Sanden, a German 
im itator of Isadora Duncan, had performed in Helsinki in 1907 and even a Finnish 
dancer, Hilma Liiman had danced à la Duncan in Tampere in 1906. However, 
Suhonen argues that Duncan's visit was the first time that dance was discussed 
widely in the press as an art form. The reviews of Duncan's performances also 
mentioned her audience. It was described as cosmopolitan and including art 
people, businessmen, officials, civil servants; and the most expensive seats were 
occupied by representatives of the Russian colony in Finland.'^ This audience 
was the core for future guest performances and for Finnish dance performances, 
but certainly it was not enough to fill seats in theatre venues around Finland 
during the tours of Maggie Gripenberg or Toivo Niskanen in the 1910s or at the 
Finnish National Opera during the spring of 1922 when Swan Lake was 
performed twenty-five times.
The dancers and repertoire of the Imperial Russian Ballet had already been 
introduced in Finland before my research era, at the turn of the 20th century, in 
performances in the Alexander Theatre, but also in the Finnish National Theatre 
in 1908 and 1913. Beside divertissements, the repertoire of Russian dancers 
included ballets by Marius Petipa for example, CoppéUa, Halte de Cavallerie and 
the Magic Fiute, but also Fokine's The Dying Swan. Among dancers were Vera 
Trefilova and Maria Petipa (1906), Anna Pavlova (1908, 1913), Olga
Preobrazhenskaya (1908, 1912, 1914), Elena Smirnova (1915, 1916 , 1917) 
and Mathilda Kschesinskaya (1916, 1917) and their partners were Nikolai Legat, 
Adolph Bolm, Anatol Obukhov, Alexander Shirayaev, Leon Novikov and Boris 
Romanov.® The guest performances of Russian ballet dancers continued after the 
Russian revolution when Finland became their first stop on the ways to Western 
Europe. The season 1919-20 was important, as discussed before. The repertoire 
of the above Russian dancers included dances from the ballets by Petipa, but
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also ballets by Mikhail Fokine, such as Chopiniana (Les Sylphides) and The Dying 
Swan. Fokine himself and his w ife Vera Fokine performed several times in 
Finland, for the firs t time in Helsinki in 1917, then in Turku in 1918 and again in 
Helsinki in 1925.
The firs t visitors of modern dance during the research era were pioneers from 
the neighbouring countries. The Swede Ronny Johansson performed in Helsinki 
in 1919. The Estonian Ella llbak visited Finland several times during the 1920s 
and 1930s; she even made a tour in Finland in 1930. Another Estonian dancer, 
Elmerita Parts, danced in Helsinki in 1924. Famous German dancers, such as 
Mary Wigman (1926), Trudi Schoop and her group (1934), Harald Kreutzberg 
(1937) and Ballets Jooss (1937), followed them. Various trends of so-called 
oriental and exotic dances were introduced to Finns, for example by Sent 
Mahesa (1923), Uday Shan-kar (1932), Yeichi Nimura (1933) and Indian Ballet 
Maneka (1937). In the constant flow  of foreign guest performances, it is useful 
to consider how national can be made up of all kind of elements, and if there is 
something particularly Finnish in dance, why and how it is constructed and 
shown.
DANCE SCHOOLS
Dance schools, beside guest performances, were essential for the development 
of dance art in Finland. Chart 7 on the next page lists dance schools in Helsinki 
during the period 1917-39. The list was collected mainly from advertisements in 
the newspaper Uusi Suomi. Not all these schools were active during the whole 
period. In addition, there were about ten dance schools in Helsinki, which taught 
only ballroom dancing, and some dance schools outside of Helsinki, but they are 
not presented in Chart 7. The schools marked w ith an asterisk* were 
considered prominent in existing histories of Finnish dance.
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Chart 7 Dance schools in Helsinki in 1917-1939.
Dance schools -  ballet
* Helsinki Dance Institute (1915-24)
- also ballroom dancing and modern dance
- many Russian teachers
Hilma Liiman School (until 1928)
- also ballroom dancing and modern dance 
Bertta Corander School (until 1932)
- also ballroom dancing
Boris Strukov Ballet School (1917-18)
- Strukov came from Russia 
*Toivo Niskanen School
- also ballroom dancing and character dance 
Bertta Marjanna Dance Instutute 
1917-20
- mainly ballroom dancing
- Danish ballet teacher Kathe Othon 
*Elo Kuosmanen School (1920--)
- also ballroom and step dancing 
Akseli Vuorisola School (1920-28)
- mainly ballroom dancing
'The Ballet School of the Finnish Dpera (1922 
Else Penger School (1925-26)
- also ballroom dancing
Aku Kayhko Dance Institute (1926-30)
- ballroom dancing
- ballet teacher Alexander Saxelin 
Mary Paischeff Ballet School (1923 -)
Sage Gundhorg School (1929-31)
- also gymnastics and modern dance 
'Alexander Saxelin Ballet School (1930-35) 
Estelle Suomalainen Dance Institute (1931-32)
- also ballroom dancing
'Elisabeth Apostoli Ballet School (1937-39)
- Apostoli came from Russia
Dance schools -  modern dance
'Maggie Gripenberg School (1909-1952)
- also some ballet exercise in 1939 
Hertta Idman School (? -1932)
- also ballroom dancing
Hilma Liiman School (? -1928)
• also ballet and ballroom dancing 
Taina Helve School (1921-30)
- also ballroom dancing
Toini Gustafsson Karto School (1924-?)
- also gymnastics
Martta Broyer School (1925-?)
- also gymnastics
'Heivi Salminen School (1925-?)
- also gymnastics
'Esteri Suontaa School (1926 -?)
- also gymnastics
Sage Gundhorg School (1929-31)
- also gymnastics and ballet exercise 
Irja Vilagos School (1931 -?)
- also gymnastics
Elna Tamminen School (1930-?)
- also gymnastics
Maija Leppo and Mary Hougberg School (1931- 
32)
- also gymnastics
Sari Jankelow School (1931-?)
- also gymnastics
Maija Leppo School (1932-33)
- also gymnastics
Mary Hougberg School (1932-?)
- also gymnastics
Telma Tuulos and Lempi Eskelinen School (1933- 
38)
- also gymnastics and step dancing 
Irja Hagfors School (1939-?)
- also gymnastics and ballet
The number of schools in ballet and in modern dance was almost the same. 
There were sixteen dance schools that taught ballet and seventeen dance 
schools that taught modern dance. Very few schools concentrated on only one 
dance genre. There seemed to be an alliance on the one hand between ballet and 
ballroom dancing and on the other hand between modern dance and female 
gymnastics. Some dance schools even taught both ballet and modern dance; 
thus for example the Sage Gundborg School and the Hilma Liiman School are
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listed both as a ballet and as modern dance schools. Financial matters and the 
law of supply and demand certainly influenced the curriculum of the schools. 
The 1920s was even in Finland an era of new ballroom dances. In the 1930s the 
principles of new Finnish female gymnastics were articulated, and many of the 
teachers of modern dance were also gymnastics teachers. Although the number 
of participating students is not available most of the students of dance schools 
were actually amateurs or children who studied ballroom dancing or women's 
gymnastics.
AI dance writers consider the work of Russian ballet teachers, such as Natalia 
Suvorova, Lyubov Egorova, Boris Strukov, Catarina Lyutikova and Anna 
Oblakova at the Helsinki Dance Institute, essential for the education of the first 
Finnish ballet dancers, but even the basic documentation of the Institute and Its 
activ ity is missing. The Helsinki Dance Institute was established in 1915, and 
from 1916 it included ballet its curriculum.® Press advertisements in Uusi Suomi 
show that ballet was at first taught by Danish Kathe Othon, who already in the 
spring of 1917 moved to the Bertta Marjanne School and was replaced by a 
Russian ballet teacher. During the spring of 1917 advertisements in Uusi Suomi 
do not mention the name of the Russian teacher, but they state the Institute 
having both ballroom and dance art departments, and 565 students in 1915 and 
983 students in 1916. In the autumn of 1920 the Institute advertised itself as 
the biggest dance school in Helsinki, w ith over 4000 students. Although most 
students studied ballroom dancing the syllabus of the dance art department was 
very ambitious. It was based on the methods Mikhail Fokine and the former 
Imperial Ballet School (US 1.1. 1921). The Institute's leaflets (1920 and 1921) 
declare: "the aim of the dance art department is to create a national ballet." In 
December 1920 and January 1921 the Helsinki Dance Institute arranged three 
student performances, which were advertised as "the first Finnish group 
performance of classical dance" in Uusi Suomi. The comprehensive programme 
w ith tw o intermissions was planed and rehearsed by the Russian Catarina 
Lyutikova. It contained seventeen dances and ended in Grande Valse Variations 
from Marius Petipa's ballet Raymonda. In the autumn of 1921 the Institute had 
again tw o  student performances that were divided into three parts: classical 
dances, character dances and plastic dances. The Russian Anna Oblakova
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rehearsed classical and character dances and the Polish Victoria Bahr plastic 
dances. And it was not at the Finnish Opera, but in the last student performance 
of the Institute (1923), in where the first domestic ballet, Onnen salaisuudet 
(The Secrets of Happiness) was performed. Rafael Penger, the managing director 
of the Helsinki Dance Institute, wrote the libretto for the ballet, Emil Kauppi 
composed the music and Alexander Saxelin choreographed it.
A fter the popular performances of the Swan Lake at the National Opera in the 
spring of 1922 the director Rafael Penger offered the Opera a share of the 
Helsinki Dance Institute (Peger's letter 27.5. 1922 and minutes of the Board of 
the Opera 12.9. 1922). The minutes do not tell if the Board of the Opera 
answered this offer. Perhaps there were some contacts, since George Gé was 
mentioned as one teacher of the Helsinki Dance Institute in the autumn of 1922 
(US 14.9. 1922), but no more in 1923 when Onnen Salaisuudet was performed.
The first generation of Finnish modern dancers was mainly educated at the 
Maggie Gripenberg School. Some also studied at the Hertta Idman School. 
Gripenberg was educated by Anna Behle in Sweden and at the Dalcroze School 
in Hellerau. Gripenberg may also have been a student of Hilma Liiman in Finland, 
because she performed in a dance performance arranged by Hilma Liiman in 
1905 (Gripenberg 1950). However, Maggie Gripenberg never mentioned directly 
that she was a student of Liiman, neither in her memoirs nor in the TV document 
Maggie Gripenberg tanssin iumoojatar, in which she states that there were no 
dance schools in Finland at the turn of the 20th century. That was not actually 
true. Perhaps Gripenberg wanted to emphasise her own role as the first Finnish 
dance artist, and did not consider Bertta Corander and Hilma Liiman teachers in 
dance art because they taught mainly social dances. Likewise, Gripenberg's 
reminiscences ignore not only Toivo Niskanen, her male contemporary, and the 
birth of the Finnish National Ballet, but also almost all Finnish dancers who were 
not her students.
Gripenberg had opened her own dance school in 1909. Ilta Leiviska, 
Gripenberg's former student and assistant teacher, became a partner of the 
school in 1949 (TeaMA 1058). Three years later, in 1952, Gripenberg retired
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completely and Leiviska continued the work of the school. The Gripenberg 
School never included social dances and gymnastics in its curriculum. 
Gripenberg, as well as her students, studied in the 1920s and 1930s at dance 
schools in Germany and in Austria. Some Finnish dancers, such as Irja Hagfors, 
Marianne Pontan, Mary Hougberg and Sari Jankelow, made their professional 
career in the theatres and dance schools of Central Europe. In the late 1920s, 
some of Gripenberg's students opened schools of their own in Finland. Unlike 
Gripenberg, they also taught gymnastics in their schools. The most famous 
schools during the 1920s, beside the Gripenberg School, were the HeIvi 
Salminen School and the Esteri Suontaa School. The recession and the new 
political situation in Germany brought most of Finnish dancers back to Finland in 
the 1930s and the number of schools that taught modern dance increased. Most 
of these new schools also taught so-called women's gymnastics, and they were 
now called movement schools (liikuntakoulu in Finnish).
Maggie Gripenberg's life and work as a pioneer of (modern) dance in Finland has 
received much well deserved attention. The stories of her students have not yet 
been widely studied. Whether the dominant status of their teacher over 
shadowed their careers in Finland is open. Gripenberg's students were not only 
ones to study in Central Europe in the 1920s and 1930s. Several Finnish 
gymnastics teachers or dance students, who were also gymnastics teachers, 
visit also Germany and Austria. Even the founder of the so-called new Finnish 
women's gymnastics, Hilma Jalkanen, collected material and adopted ideas from 
various German gymnastics and dance schools as she herself tells in her book 
Uusi Naisvoimistelu (New Women's Gymnastics, 1930). The complex 
discourses and practises that defined and articulated similarities and distinctions 
between modern dance and gymnastics are explored later in detail in the context 
of the life of Elsa Puolanne in Chapter 3.
THE FINNISH NATIONAL BALLET
The firs t attempt to create a national ballet was made at the Helsinki Dance 
Institute. The memoirs of Elo Kuosmanen and Iris Salin (Kuosmanen 2000) open 
alternative reading for the years 1920-24 in ballet in Finland. According to 
them, the Institute appears not only as a place where the first Finnish ballet
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dancers were educated as presented by af Hallstrom (1945a, 1981), but also as 
a short-lived competitor for the ballet at the Finnish Opera. The role of the 
Institute in the birth of Finnish ballet needs further research and consideration. 
The status of existing institution is often overestimated; and the significance of 
an institution not continuing its work is often underestimated in writings on 
history. The Helsinki Dance Institute was closed in 1924, but nobody has paid 
any attention to it. There are many open questions. Why did Rafael Penger not 
continue the school, which had thousands of students in ballroom dancing? Was 
the closure somehow connected w ith the birth of the Finnish National Ballet and 
Penger's own ambition to create national ballet? When did Russian teachers 
leave Finland? The ballet school at the Finnish Opera was opened in 1922, but 
according to Airi Saila (1986) it was not regarded as the best ballet school in 
Finland in the 1920s and 1930s. Many dancers considered George Gé a poor 
teacher and preferred the Helsinki Dance Institute and its Russian teachers and 
Alexander Saxelin, who at first taught at the Helsinki Dance Institute, later at the 
Aku Kayhko Dance Institute and ballet school of his own.
The birth of the Finnish National Ballet has been connected to the year 1922 
when Swan Lake was premiered at the Finnish Opera. Airi Saila (1986) tells in 
her memoirs that Fazer was encouraged to establish Finnish ballet after the 
student performances of the Helsinki Dance Institute in December 1920. 
Another dancer. Iris Salin (Kuosmanen 2000), recalls that Edvard Fazer, after 
performances of the Helsinki Dance Institute, asked Catarina Lyutikova to 
become a ballet master and to start the rehearsals of Swan Lake at the Opera. 
Lyutikova had already decided to leave Finland, and in the autumn of 1921 
Edward Fazer engaged George Gé as first ballet master of the Finnish Opera .
George Gé (originally Gronfeldt, Gé was Itaken as an artist name) was born in St 
Petersburg in 1893. His parents, Swedish speaking Finns, had moved to St 
Petersburg from Turku. Gé's father was Ernst Gronfeldt, a wealthy 
businessman, who had a clothing shop in St. Petersburg. According to af 
Hallstrom (1945a) Gé's mother, Amelia Gronfeldt, had her own box at the 
Maryinsky Theatre, and many famous ballet artists visited the family home. Gé 
studied music, took private ballet lessons from Nikolai Legat and Victor
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Semyonov, and worked as a bank clerk in St. Petersburg. The turbulent years in 
Russia expelled him to Helsinki, where he worked as a piano accompanist at the 
Toivo Niskanen School and as a operetta dancer in the Apollo Theatre. There his 
partner was Mary Paischeff, the first Odette-Odile in Finland. According to Iris 
Salin (Kuosmanen 2000), it was Mary Paischeff who insisted Edvard Fazer to 
employ her former partner Gé at the Finnish Opera in autumn of 1921 ?
Airi Saila tells in her memoirs (1986) that the appointment of Gé as first ballet 
master came as a surprise. Firstly as Gé was not considered a professional 
dancer, and he had no experience in choreography or pedagogy. Secondly, Fazer 
bypassed the well-known dancer and dance teacher Toivo Niskanen, who had 
already choreographed for the Opera. Was it just Frazer's instinct or personal 
reasons that guided Gé's appointment? A t least Fazer knew Gé having some 
knowledge of the ballet repertoire of the Maryinsky Theatre, and in addition, he 
was a well-educated Swedish-speaking cosmopolitan, like Fazer himself. The 
repertoire during Gé's first era as ballet master (1921-35) show that Gé used in 
his choreographies material collected from St. Petersburg and his Europe 
journeys in the 1920s. Chart 8 on the next page presents the repertoire of the 
Finnish National Ballet in 1922-1939.
Chart 8 The repertoire o f the Finnish National Ballet in 1922-39.
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1921-22
1922-23
1923-24
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1935-36
1936-37
'Î937-38
Premieres 
Swan Lake
Sheharazade 
Las Sylphidas 
Rusas d'amour 
Las Milloins d'harlaquin 
. ia  f i e  ma( gardée 
Tha Slaaping Baauty 
The Nutcracker
Gisalla 
Petrushka 
Okon Fuoko 
Don Quijote 
Blue Pearl 
Hungaria
Polovtsian dances 
Spatra da la Rosa 
Poème
Water Column 
Swan Lake 
 ^ .Coppéiia ^
La Bal 
Cleopatra 
Puppet Fairy 
Scaramouche 
Quarrelling Goddesses 
Prisoner 
]nda 
iio rB ru jo  . 
Tha Slaaping Baauty 
Castle of Happiness 
La Pavilion d'Armida 
Sheharazade 
Tha Magic Balt
Petipa Ivanov Gé
Fokina-Gé
Fokina-Gé
Patipa-Gé
Patipa-Gé
# 1
Patipa-Gé 
/anov-Gé 
’ etipa-Gé
Finnish Music
«
Coralli-Patipa-Gé
Fokin-Gé
Gé
P.ipa.Gé
Patipa-Gé
Fokina-Gé
Fokina-Gé
Gé
Gé
Patipa-lvanov-Gé 
Petipa-Gé 
Balanchina-Gé 
Fokina-Gé 
Gé
Saxelin
Saxalin
Saxelin
Patipa-Saxalin
Saxalin
Fokina-Saxalin
Fokina-Gé-Saxalin
Saxalin
Laavi Madatoja
Erkki Melartin
Jean Sibelius 
Vëino Rautio
Vâinô Hannikainan 
Haini Sundbland - Raima
1,9383g
1939-40
The ballet repertoire of the Finnish National Ballet can be divided to different 
three categories. Firstly, there were ten ballets, which were based on the works 
by Marius Petipa, and one, the Nutcracker, which was based on Lev Ivanov's 
work. This means that some Petipa's classical ballets and the heritage of Russian 
ballet tradition were popular in Finland earlier than in Western Europe. And 
some of the repertoire of the Imperial Ballet was performed in various guest 
performances in Helsinki as early as at the turn of the 20th century, as 
discussed previously. Secondly, the early repertoire of the Finnish National Ballet
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included six short ballets based on the works of Mikhail Fokine. And thirdly, 
there were ten ballets that could be considered Gé's and Saxelin's own works. 
They all were choreographed in the 1930s.
Alexander Saxelin replaced Gé as ballet master in 1935. Saxelin was graduated 
from the Imperial Ballet School in St. Petersburg. He already had dance 
performances in Helsinki and ballet classes at different ballet schools in Helsinki 
in the 1920s and 1930s. In 1931 Saxelin was employed as dancer and ballet 
teacher at the Finnish Opera. Four years later, when Gé resigned and left 
Finland, Saxelin was nominated as ballet master. During Saxelin's early period 
as ballet master the number of ballet performances declined, but the repertoire 
remained the same, including works by Petipa, Fokine, Gé and Saxelin.
The ballets, which achieved the highest number of performances - more than ten 
- were works by Petipa and Ivanov. They were Swan Lake (1922,1932), The 
Sleeping Beauty (1928, 1938), The Nutcracker (1929), Don Quijote (1930), 
Coppéiia (1932) and Raymonda (1937). On the basis of performance numbers 
(Appendix 3, pp 217-218) Fokine's Les Sylphides and Scheherazade were also 
popular. The firs t Finnish full-length ballet at the Finnish National Opera was the 
fairytale ballet Sininen helmi (Blue Pearl) in 1931. Gé choreographed it to the 
music of the Finnish composer Erkki Melartin. Sininen helm i was performed 24 
times.
MODERN DANCE
Modern dance performances were arranged by individual dancers or by dance 
and movement schools. Chart 9 on the next page gives nineteen dancers and 
twelve schools that performed modern dance in 1917-1939.
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C h a r t  9  Modem dance performances in 1917-39.
Season ,
19R18
1918-19
1919-2Ü.
1920-21
1921-22
1922-23
1923-24
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
Total Modern dajice
4 Hertta ldman/2. Sari Jankjlow/2 
8 Sari Jankelow/2, Maggie
Grlpenberg/6 + tour
5 Maggie Gripenberg/4* Sari Jankelow
10 Hellerau-trio, Martta Broyer/2, Sari Jankelow/3, 
Taina Helve/2, Win! Laine/2 
8 taina Helve, Sari Jankelow/2, Martta Broyer, 
Maggie Gripenberg/4
Sari Jankelow, Maggie Gripenberg, Taina Helve
Total Modern schools
1 LiimanSchool
1 College of Music in Helsinki, Gripenberg 
, 2 Idman School
4
2
2
. . .
5
1928-29 4
1929-30 3 ,
1930-31 1
1931-32 Y Y  5 Sari Jankelow/2, Maggie Gripenberg/2,Mary
Taina Helve, Ester Naparstok/3 
Maggie Gripenberg, Taina Helve 
Ester Naparstok/2,
Martta Broyer, Maggie Gripenberg/2-f-tour 
Maggie Gripenberg/2, Taina Helve/2 + tour/, 
Anns! Bergh and Marianne Pontan/1 '
Irja Hagfors/2, Maggie Gripenberg/2 
Maggie'Gripenberg/2, Taina Helve 
Dolly Hjelt
I  " ■ "
^  ^  I
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36.
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
Ella Eronen
3 Ella Eronen, Aira Arja, Mary Hougberg
' 'WktâbdüâB
2 Martta Broyer’ Anitra Karto
Kaarina Kuoppamaki, Maija Leppo
Hagar Lehtikanto
: ■
2 Gripenberg School, College of Music in 
Helsinki 
2 Idman School
2 Salminen - Napartok Schooly*
Gustafsson School
3 Broyer School, Gustafson School, 
Salminen School
2 Salminen School, Suontaa School
3 . Broyer School, Suontaa School/2
5 Gustafsson School, Suontaa School/2 
Broyer School, Salminen School 
8 Salminen School, Suontaa School/2,
'  ^Broyer School, Gustafsson School, 
Tamminen Schools, Vilagos School 
Helsinki Conservatoire 
Helsinki Conservatoire, Suontaa School, 
Tuulos-Eskelinen School 
Broyer School, Suontaa School/5, 
Gustafsson School, Tamminen School 
Tuulos-Eskelinen School, Suontaa School/3 
Gripenberg School, Jankelow School, 
Suontaa School
Tamminen-Arja School, Helsinki 
Conservatoire
Vaasa Conservatoire, Lehtikanto 
Helsinki Conservatoire"  ^ .
Vaasa Conservatoirewk
On the basis of the number of performances, Maggie Gripenberg dominated the 
modern dance scene until 1932 when she retired as a dancer at the age of 50. 
Sari Jankelow was Gripenberg's first student who arranged dance matinee of her 
own in Helsinki in 1917. Her example was followed by Gripenberg's other 
students, such as Taina Helve, Mary Hougberg, Marianne Pontan, Wini Laine, 
Ester Naparstok, Annsi Bergh and Irja Hagfors in the 1920s. However, theatres.
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opera houses and dance groups in Germany in the 1920s and the early 1930s 
offered these dancers better working possibilities than Finland. The Finnish 
National Opera employed only ballet dancers during the 1920s, Finnish Theatres 
did not have many vacancies for dancers, and not even Maggie Gripenberg, a 
member of a wealthy family, could afford a permanent dance group. So modern 
dance performances were quite occasional and the number of performances did 
not increase during the 1920s, although there were more actors in the field of 
modern dance. For dancers who stayed in Finland teaching was the only real 
opportunity to earn a living by dancing during the 1920s. Toini Gustafsson (later 
Karto), Heivi Salminen, Esteri Suontaa and Martta Broyer opened their schools in 
1920s.
The early Finnish modern dance also had a minor pioneer beside Gripenberg, as 
mentioned before. Hertta Idman (1890-1942), like Gripenberg a student of Emile 
Jaques-Dalcroze, started performing tw o years after Gripenberg in 1913. Idman 
and her school were active until the middle of the 1920's. Idman's name is 
seldom mentioned in history writings; for example af Hallstrom does not mention 
her at all in his writings. Suhonen (1997) states that as an artist Idman seems 
to be overshadowed by Gripenberg. In 1950 Elisabeth Valto, dance critic in Uta 
Sanomat, describes Idman as a pioneer of dance art who had to give up her 
career quite early. Martta Broyer and Esteri Suontaa were Idman's most known 
students, the latter one studied also at the Gripenberg School.
During the 1930s, the number of actors in the modern dance field continued to 
increase. As discussed earlier, some Finnish dancers who had worked in 
Germany (Sari Jakelow, Irja Hagfors, Mary Hougberg and Ester Naparstok) or 
graduated from German or Austrian dance schools (Maija Leppo, Aira Arja) 
returned to Finland. In addition, some students from the Karto, Suontaa, 
Salminen or Gripenberg schools, such as Ella Eronen, Hagar Lehtikanto, Telma 
Tuulos, Anitra Karto and Kaarina Kuoppamaki, worked as dance artists and/or 
as dance teachers. However, the growing number of dance artists in modern 
dance did not lead to an increase in the number of performances in the 1930s.
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The performances in early modern dance can be divided into two; solo 
performances arranged by an individual dancer and school performances 
produced by a school. A typical modern dance solo programme contained about 
10-16 short dance numbers. Dancer usually choreographed and performed 
dances. Choreographer's name was not always mentioned in programmes. 
School performances for their part included tw o sections. The first one was 
simply called training. It presented the gymnastic forms of body training, in 
German Korperbildung, performed in groups and rehearsed by the teacher. The 
second section, entitled dance, contained short group and solo dances. They 
were choreographed by teachers and students and danced by students and 
teachers, sometimes together.
Dances in both programme types were usually performed to piano 
accompaniment. On the basis of information in dance programmes experiments 
w ithout music were rare.® Titles of dances were very often taken directly from 
music. Music by Finnish contemporary composers, such as Jean Sibelius, Erkki 
Melartin, Toivo Kuula and Selim Palmgren, was used a lot beside internationally 
well-known composers, like Franz Schubert, Frederic Chopin, Emile Saint-Saëns 
and Edward Grieg. Occasionally rhythmic compositions, so-called rhythmic 
etudes, were accompanied by dancers themselves.
DANCE AS A LEGITIMATE ART FORM
During the 1930s, some Finnish ballet and modern dancers identified themselves 
as professional and they founded together The Union of Finnish Dance Artists in 
1937. Later, the position of modern dancers beside ballet dancers was 
undermined in the Union. History writings, as well as general opinion, have 
sometimes left early modern dance out of Finnish dance history or labelled it 
amateurish by using definition and values for professionalism in dance of their 
own times. The definition of professionalism in the arts is fluid and it changes 
through times. Bruno Frey and Werner Pommerehne (1989) states eight features 
that can be used for defining professionalism in the arts. They are the amount of 
time spent on artistic work; amount of income derived from artistic activities, 
reputation as an artist among the public; recognition among other artists; quality 
of the artistic work produced; membership in a professional artists association;
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professional education and qualification; and the subjective self-evaluation of 
being an artist. It would be useful to study which of these features of 
professionalism were underlined by dancers and by the press during my research 
era, and to what extent the emphasis in definitional terms changed. On the other 
hand, we have to discuss these questions in connection w ith  the legitimisation 
process of dance art in Finland. Legitimisation is the process in which prevailing 
circumstances and practises of an art form are stabilised, accepted and 
supported by society. The legitimisation process of ballet and modern dance 
started simultaneously during the first decades of the 20th century.
Ahonen (2000) has already studied the legitimisation process of ballet in Finland 
in 1922-35. Her research identifies ballet in Finland w ith the institution, the 
Finnish National Ballet, and explores the ways in which representations of body 
and gender in the performances of the Finnish National Ballet corresponded w ith 
discourses of body and genre in Finland during the 1920s and 1930s. Ahonen 
presents, w ith  the help of existing research, tw o discourses, the white or right- 
wing and the modernist, that dealt w ith and defined the body and gender in 
Finland. According to her, male and female bodies that were represented in the 
ballet in Finland did not match either the existing right-wing or modernist views 
of body and gender, and this complicated ballet's legitimisation process as an art 
form. However, it seems evident that by the end of the 1930s ballet had 
achieved a more stable position in Finland than modern dance. In the case of 
modern dance, the legitimating process continued until the 1970s or even the 
1980s.
Ahonen's MA dissertation deals only w ith ballet and does not take modern 
dance into account at all, although ballet and modern dance started to appear as 
competing dance genres in dance discourses in the late 1920s and 1930s. It 
would be interesting to bring modern dance into a discussion of body and 
gender, and to examine how the female body and almost totally absent male 
body in early modern dance performances match modernist or right-wing views. 
All representatives of early modern dance in Finland were women. Only Maggie 
Gripenberg had a couple of male partners, the actor Onni Snell, the dancer Elo 
Kuosmanen whose main concern was in ballet, and the actor Veikko Nikkinen.
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Thus, there was no a real corporeal male body in the modern dance scene. Could 
modern dance that represented only women be legitimate in Finland or in Europe 
during the 1 920s or later? In addition, it would pay to examine and find out, if 
there were other discourses beside the right-wing and modernist ones that 
defined the views of body and gender. There was a civil war in Finland in 1918 
between the "Reds" and the "W hites", between the left-w ing and the right-wing. 
The war, which the "W hites" won, divided Finland mentally for many decades. 
So, how did red or left-wing discourses understand and legitimate body and 
gender? If I consider practices of teaching, performing and writing, in early 
modern dance some dancers and gymnastics teachers participated in both right- 
wing and left-w ing activities and even in modernist circles in Finland. They were 
involved in many discourses simultaneously. It seems to me that through the 
practises of these female dancers and gymnastics teachers, German body 
culture and its representations, both physical and ideological, formed not only 
the white or the modernist body, but also the red body in Finland, at least red 
female body. If we look closely enough at particular instances, the hegemonic 
and general overviews of body, gender and dance have alternative tones in the 
practises of individual (female) dancers. This research only touches these 
interesting and complex questions in relation to Elsa Puolanne in Chapter 3, but 
further detailed examination is left for future research.
MIXED PERFORMANCES AND TOURS
Most performances in the category of mixed performances presented various 
dance genres, ballet and character dances, or ballet and ballroom dancing, or 
ballet and modern dance (Appendix 8, pp 230-232). Some dancers who were 
later considered classical dancers, such as Elo Kuosmanen and Mary Paischeff, 
performed few  plastic dances as part of their repertoire during the 1920s. 
Secondly, the mixed category included dance performances in which Finnish 
dancers performed popular oriental, Indian or other ethnic based-dances outside 
Western culture. Thirdly, there were dance performances that combined 'high' 
and 'lo w ' art in theatre venues, such as Klaus Salin's and Tuulikki Paananen's 
acrobatic dances, which were fusion of ballet and acrobatic lifts and flexibility. 
Klaus Salin was engaged as soloist at the Finnish National Ballet after the 
Second World War. Eventually, many dance performances in restaurants and
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spas were often performed by the dancers of the Finnish National Ballet 
(Appendix 11, p 239) could be easily included this hybrid form of 'high' and 
'lo w ' art.
The tw o  best-known choreographers of mixed performances were Toivo 
Niskanen and Edith von Bonsdorff, who was originally Danish, but married a 
Finn. They, as well as Kaarlo Eronen, were engaged to the Ballets Suédois in the 
1920s. Niskanen, a male contemporary of Maggie Gripenberg, was a many- 
sided dancer and dance teacher. From 1908 to 1920 he made annual study 
trips abroad, mainly to St. Petersburg, but also to Stockholm, Berlin, Vienna and 
Paris and studied character dances, ballet, social dances as well as Dalcroze 
method (TeaMA 1160). After his dance debut in 1911 Niskanen performed in 
Helsinki and on dance tours around Finland. The content of his performances 
varied from tango to classical ballet. Edith von Bonsdorff's first performance in 
Finland was w ith Jean Borlin in 1919. During the 1920s and 1930s she had 
various performances in Helsinki and at least one tour together w ith Kaarlo 
Eronen in 1925. She also visited the Finnish National Ballet as Gé's partner in 
Sheherazade in 1926, and in 1951 she even choreographed Salome for the 
Finnish National Ballet. Salome was one of her most popular dance pieces during 
the 1920s. Von Bonsdorff used both ballet dancers, such as Alexander Saxelin 
Kaarlo Eronen, and students from the HeIvi Salminen School in her group 
choreographies. Some of her works were based on dance pieces of the Ballets 
Suédois.
The capital Helsinki was not the only place where dance was performed in 
Finland. During the 1910s both Maggie Gripenberg and Toivo Niskanen made 
dance tours around Finland, and Gripenberg toured also in Sweden and Estonia, 
and had a few  performances in the USA (TeaMA 1958 and 1160).® In 1917- 
1939 there were 14 tours. Both representatives of modern dance and ballet 
performed around Finland. Detailed documentation of tours is presented in 
Appendix 10 (p 237-238). Found traces of tours suggest that tours were not 
very extensive, usually including less than ten performances. Dance 
performances in tours took place in local theatre premises. Many towns in 
Finland had both right-wing and left-wing theatres, and amateur playing was
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popular both in youth associations and in workers' associations. The theatre 
repertoire in Finland during the first decades of the 20th century included many 
musical plays and operettas w ith dance numbers. Dance artists were used as 
choreographers, not only in Helsinki but also in other bigger towns, such as 
Viipuri, Tampere and Turku. Dancers were local assistants. Thus, it seems 
obvious that the audience of dance performances included also spectators 
whose main interests were in the theatre.
Mixed dance performances, as well as some performances in restaurants during 
the 1920s and 1930s, show how flexible and fluid the borderlines between 
dance genres and between art and entertainment were for the most Finnish 
people. It is possible to think, for instance that ballets at the Finnish National 
Ballet were so popular because most of the audience viewed ballet more as an 
entertainment than as an aristocratic and legitimate art form. According to 
Ahonen (2000), some press reviews of the 1920s and 1930s presented ballet as 
an entertainment, not as an art form. The borderline was blurred also because 
the same dancers performed at the Opera, in restaurants, spas and on tours 
around Finland. And they even performed partly the same repertoire in 
restaurants and on tours as at the Opera. Thus, it was not only at the Opera 
that you could see ballet during the 1920s and 1930s, although Ahonen (2000, 
p 3) states straightforwardly, "the Finnish National Ballet in Helsinki was the 
only place where you could see ballet". This view is shared by many other 
dance writers, including me.^° Dancers themselves still remembered these 
entertaining performances (e.g. Saila & Rasanen 1986, Sylvestersson & 
Puromies 1995) but probably they as well as other writers ignored and 
considered them less important, since they wanted to emphasise and distinguish 
ballet as an art form.
DANCE AS HISTORY
A t the turn of the 20th century the Imperial Ballet made several times visits to 
Finland, then an autonomous Grand Duchy of the Russian Empire. Many ballets 
of Petipa, Ivanov and Fokine, based on the memory and imagination of George 
Gé, were taken into the repertoire of the Finnish National Ballet. But it is unclear 
to what extent these ballets copied performances, which Gé had seen in St.
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Petersburg. We have to consider how far a tiny Finnish National Ballet, about 
20 dancers and most of them part-time assistants, could dance in the fashion of 
the former Russian imperial Ballet. And how a ballet group could be maintained 
and create ballets that would simultaneously be based on the heritage of tsarist 
Russian ballet, Finland's former political ruler, and yet construct and support 
national values of Finland, such as Finnish nature and language.
It belongs to the tradition of ballet to recycle, restage or re-choreograph ballets. 
This happened also in Finland. Even today, it is possible to see some of the 
ballets that were performed at the Finnish National Opera in the 1920s and 
1930s. It is worthwhile to consider how and to what extent they include or 
repeat the past or to what extent each performance of Swan Lake is also a 
history of other Swan Lakes before it. Recycling has not been appreciated in 
modern dance in Finland, and there are only few  Gripenberg's dances are still 
performed. The Praesens group, lead by Ritva Arvelo, made some re-stagings of 
Gripenberg, the most often performed of them being Juoru (A Gossip). I have 
also heard that some gymnastics clubs still perform Maija Varmaala's dances.
This relativist attitude towards 'the truth of the past' opens an opportunity to 
choreograph dancing history based on the traces of old choreography as well as 
on the creativity of its present scholar, choreographer and dancer(s). This work 
would not be a reconstruction, which tries to reach the original dance as it was. 
It is a new creation that tries to understand and interpret the traces of old dance 
from the present moment to its present audience.
FURTHER RESEARCH STRATEGIES
On the one hand, the data that I have collected mostly matched and supported 
the outlines of existing histories of dance art in Finland. On the other hand, the 
systematic and factual knowledge of events in dance in Finland led me to 
speculate and ask more complex questions and to get to know the binary 
oppositions, such as amateur -  professional, national -  international, ballet - 
modern dance and low art - high art, which are used to define and legitimate 
dance art in Finland as in other parts of Western culture. My presence in the 
present time has produced some strong biases. Current legitimated and
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hegemonic definitions of dance art have obviously affected my selecting and 
sorting o f data as well as my writing as can be seen in this chapter. This 
challenges and encourages me to search and use some alternative reading and 
research possibilities.
The chronological and categorised data of dance performances in Finland, 
presented in the appendices and the charts of the thesis, offers me material 
interminably to develop and expand this chapter into a full PhD w ith several 
hundred pages about dance venues, music, dancers, titles of choreographies, 
styles of choreographies, reviews of dance performances and so on. While it 
might be valuable to create a detailed chronology of dance in Finland, I have to 
ask how far it pays, if I want to understand the past through multiple 
perspectives and to reflect and share the process as well as the outcomes with 
my readers. It seems to me that the descriptive and classifying method is not 
adequate on its own, if I would like to study and discuss further some issues 
that interest me.
All histories include tensions and co-operation between the factual and imaginary 
and between the found and made (e.g. White 1973, Ankersmit 1994). The 
writer and her/his imagination have been hidden in 'objective' writing, and the 
events seem to speak for themselves. However, the past did not ask to be 
presented in the form of lists, tables, categories and descriptions. It was I, a 
researcher and writer, who invented those forms, inspired by my conscious aim 
t®’ write 'objective' history. We all live and experience our lives in time and we 
cannot step aside from the present moment and become 'objective' and 'neutral' 
participants of the past, even if we would like to. However, we can try, as I 
h w e  dbne in some parts of this chapter, and I have found it useful, but not 
sufficient.
©urihg my writing of 'objective' history, new questions and issues emerged 
through the interaction between the data, the existing histories and me. In order 
tO> ex^âmine some of these new questions and discourses, I shift more openly and 
freejly' between factual and imaginary constructs and between found and made 
histcries. It means that the discussion and analysis of the whole data material is
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not continued and developed anymore further here. The linear and chronological 
time structure formed by dance performances, following one after another, has 
to be dispersed to some particular discourses and representations of the past 
relating to one particular dance solo Loitsu and its dancer and composer Elsa 
Puolanne. Loitsu and Elsa Puolanne are marginal and seldom mentioned in the 
context of dance art, as previous chapters have shown, but they are both 
involved in complex discourses of the modern and the national in dance. The 
search for Loitsu and its meanings on the pages and in the studio is not used 
here to construct a comprehensive and coherent historical narrative to answer 
what happened in dance art in Finland, but to challenge and expand the notion 
of dance history and how it can be presented. This does not mean that the data 
and the years of collecting it have been pointless, on the contrary. It has been 
an essential part of my moving toward new research questions. Therefore, the 
data and my process w ith  it have a prominent place in the thesis, and I am 
happy to share the collected data w ith other dance scholars for further research 
of the past of dance art in Finland.
The past of dance in Finland is present in me through various representations 
and experiences, as I have discussed, but at the same time "the past as it was" 
is tota lly gone. It is always imperfect in the present, and when I ask questions 
about the past of dance in Finland and about Loitsu I know it is the 'other' past 
that I know (Bynym 1999). New kinds of questions appear, as I accept this 
relative standpoint toward the past. What are the criteria for preferring one 
interpretation to another? Is it purely a matter of current aesthetic, political, 
ideological and moral considerations or my own preferences? Is there still some 
relevance to at least a partial objective knowledge of the past? Or perhaps I will 
continue my research and accept Lena Hammergren's argument, that the 
discerning of changes that the research and its context have for us
reveals the false nature of a binary opposition between 
objective and subjective perspectives, an opposition 
founded on perceiving the author as being either the 
authority of a text or completely absent from it. In an 
intriguing fashion we are both and thereby neither. The 
making of history is and yet is not our "ow n" doing.
Hammergren 1995, p 191.
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NOTES
 ^ The various readings of the past are also discussed in dance history. There are a few  published 
articles, which apply recent issues in theory and philosophy of history to dance history. The 
discussion between Richard Ralph and Janet Adshead-Lansdale in Dance Chronicle (1995 , 
1997) is one of them. Barbara Sparti and Janet Lansdale also had a brief dialogue in Dance 
Research Journal (1996 ), and Lynn Matlock Brooks wrote an article in Dance Research (2002). 
The debate in dance research periodicals reflects the division between 'proper' history and 
'postmodern' history. Ralph, Sparti and Matlock consider trends, such as postmodernism, 
poststructulism and deconstruction as a threat to descriptive and document-based history. 
Adshead-Lansdale on her part, argues that accurate documentation is crucial for history, but 
nowadays it is not enough, and recent theories should also be adapted in history research. 
More articles relating to dance historiography are found in Rethinking History edited by 
Alexandra Carter (2004 ).
 ^ On the basis of my data in Appendices 3-11 the amount of premieres were divided as follows:
23  (the Finnish National Ballet), 34  (ballet besides PNB), 9 (ballet schools), 52 (modern dance), 
4 2  (modern dance schools), 41 (mixed performances) and 55 (guest performances).
3 1997: 1683  performances, 19 9 8 :1 7 8 9 , 1999: 2 1 91 , 2000: 24 81 , 2001: 2 0 9 3 , 2002: 1973 ,
20 03 : 2 2 7 8 , 2004 : 2 2 3 6  and 2005: 23 66 . The numbers based on the web page of the 
Finnish Dance Information Centre (www.danceinfo.fi/tanssitilastot). Guest performances of 
foreign dancers and groups are not included in their statistics.
The number of Russians in Helsinki at the turn of the 20th century was about 12 00 0 .
® The names and repertoire are picked from various resources, such as Laakkonen (1999 , 2003 ),
Byckling (2000 ), Suhonen (2001 ), TeaM A 1318.
® Af Hallstrom and others, who used him as a source, state that the Institute was established in
1 916  and closed 1924 , but according to press advertisements (Uusi Suomi during the autumn 
of 1915) it was already operating in the season 19 1 5 -1 9 1 6  offering classes in social dances.
’ There is little knowledge of George Gé's life. The information presented in the thesis has been
collected from various sources such as Saila & Rasanen (1986 ), af Hallstrom (1945a), 
Kuosmanen (2000 ), Vienola- Lindfors & af Hallstrom (1981), Suonio (1928) and TeaM A 1003.
® The performance of Annsi Bergh and Marianne Pontan in 1928 in Helsinki seems to be the only
one in which some dances were performed without music.
® Toivo Niskanen (TeaM A 1160) and Maggie Gripenberg collections (TeaMA 1058) in the Theatre
Museum both include various tour programme leaflets.
For instance af Hallstrom 1945a, Vienola-Lindfors & af Hallstrom 1981 , Makkonen 1990 and 
Suhonen 1997 .
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Chapter 3 
Elsa Puolanne (1906-1996):
A Finnish Gymnast and a Dancer
The culture historian Hanna Jarvinen claims in her article 'Performance and 
Historiography, the Problem of History in Dance Studies' that
dance writing still veers towards the formalist argument 
whereby all that matters is the artwork, that is, the dance.
Thus, the cultural context of a dance work is always- 
already secondary to the formal qualities of the dance, i.e. 
the step sequences on stage and how these reflect other 
sets of step sequences, namely the previous dance works 
that have been evaluated as masterworks.
Jarvinen 2005 [2002], p 139.
Later Jarvinen (2005 [2002], p 141) argues that, "even if the dance work would 
not change, the meanings attached to it do". The changing meanings are not 
captured by repeating the formal qualities of the dance work, that is 
reconstructing the dance work, but by studying the cultural context of the 
dance. Her points are maybe overly cutting, but important. The situation in 
dance studies and dance history is perhaps not as biased as Jarvinen claims. 
Nowadays there are also dance writers and historians, such as Ramsay Burt 
(1998), Mark Franko (1993, 1995), Lena Hammergren (2002) and Susan 
Manning (1993), who would not rank formal qualities of the dance before to the 
cultural context of the dance; instead, they seek ways to articulate how they are 
intertwined. That is also the aim of my research on Loitsu in the context of 
dance in Finland. My experience of the absence of cultural context in Betsy 
Fisher's recreation of Wigman's Hexentanz i i  pushed my task even further. This 
is to explore and experiment w ith how and to what extent the cultural context of 
Loitsu, which has been understood and articulated w ith words in the thesis, can 
be situated, choreographed or expressed in new danced versions of it.
The linear history of events in dance art in Finland and discourses relating to it, 
sketched in the previous chapters, locates Loitsu, at the first glance, in early 
modern dance, called in Finland free dance. A more careful look at its past 
performances reveals three differently biased contexts. Each of these contexts
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suggests a different meaning and evaluation of Loitsu, although the performer, 
movements and steps have not perhaps changed much.
Originally, Loitsu was composed as a solo dance for the repertoire of the Esteri 
Suontaa Movement School (Appendix 12, p 240, programme leaflet 4 December 
1933) and was performed among other dance numbers after the gymnastics 
session. The first reading of Loitsu happens in the context of a movement school 
that is a combination of women's gymnastics, early European modern dance and 
a healthy free time activity for women and children. During the late 1920s and 
1930s private movement schools became common alongside women's 
gymnastics clubs. Movement schools were "a shot in the arm" for the 
gymnastics writes Elna Kopponen (1983, p 378), gymnastics teacher and 
owner of the Elna Tamminen Movement School in the 1930s. Movement schools 
offered more dance and improvisation classes beside gymnastics classes than 
the clubs, and they included a dance section as part of their annual school 
performances. The small size of training groups also enabled a more individual 
and personal approach towards movement and expression and in private 
movement schools one's political opinion, "W hite" or "Red", was not inquired. 
However, new dance trends among women's gymnastics created vivid 
discussions and arguments about the real aims and essence of women's 
gymnastics. Therefore, the first performances of Loitsu, from 1933 to 1935, 
happened in the context of physical education (Appendix 13, p 241, 
performances of Loitsu,), in which gymnastics had the major role and dance the 
minor. Nevertheless, the role of dance was challenging and even transformative 
in women's gymnastics in Finland.
The context of Loitsu changed in 1938 when Elsa Puolanne was invited to dance 
it in the first performance of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists (Appendix 14, p 
242, programme leaflet 25 April 1938). On that occasion Loitsu was not 
performed after women's gymnastics in a student performance, but among other 
dances that represented what Finnish dance art was in 1938. It can be said that 
it participated in the legitimating process of dance art in Finland. The 
programme of the UFDA was divided into three sections. The first section 
included dances performed by movement schools and ballet schools as well as
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some oriental dances. However, Loitsu was not part of the first section, but part 
of the second section contained dance solos that were located between three of 
Maggie Greenberg's group dances that won the International Choreographic 
Competitions in Brussels in 1939. The third and last section of the programme in 
1938 consisted only of the ballet numbers performed by the dancers of the 
Finnish National Ballet. Perhaps the order of sections revealed how the organiser 
of the performance, the Board of the Union, appreciated and ranked different 
dance genres - first student performances, then modern dance and the icing on 
the cake, ballet presented by the Finnish National Ballet. The appreciation and 
evaluation of Loitsu changed when it was selected as a representative of Finnish 
dance art. It was no more merely a dance in the repertoire of movement school, 
but also a solo among the repertoire of Finnish dance art, and it was appreciated 
as art, not as an artistic appendage to gymnastics.
Five years later, in 1943, it was self-evident that Elsa Puolanne chose Loitsu as 
the cornerstone of her own repertoire as an independent dance artist. Now it 
was performed among her other dances, for example in the summer tour of 
1945 (Appendix 15, p 243, programme leaflet of the summer tour 1945), and 
became her most performed solo during her career. It would be easy to continue 
the narrative of Loitsu in an evolutionary and progressive way by stating that 
now, finally, Loitsu could be considered in the context of an independent art 
genre, Finnish free dance.
Indeed, the existing histories of dance in Finland and my own data tempt me to 
present such clear and definite distinctions, but when the contexts of Loitsu are 
examined more closely, distinctions become problematic. The same dance work 
existed in various contexts. In the first context it can be appreciated as a dance 
work that participated in the change process of Finnish women's gymnastics, 
and discourses around it, such as the health and well-being of women and the 
relationship between gymnastics and dance. In the second context Loitsu was 
integrated in dance art in Finland and in the third context it partly constructed 
features and qualities that are related to Finnish free dance. This thesis and 
research actually produces the fourth context in which Loitsu appears. It works 
as a vehicle for interpreting, understanding and experiencing the past of dance in
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Finland, although its 'original' formal qualities in our constructions are 
unattainable.
It might be possible to distinguish dance and gymnastics based on their different 
purposes (e.g. Jalkanen 1924 and Karkkainen 1932), but still many performers 
and composers of gymnastics exercises and dances during the 1920s and 1930s 
were the same women. They were both physical educators and dancers who I 
call 'double agents'. There has not yet been enough discussion and research 
concerning these women. They are not acknowledged clearly as 'double agents' 
either in dance histories or gymnastics histories. Both gymnastics and dance 
have wanted to present themselves as distinctive and independent areas of 
activity and included 'double agents' as part of their own activity w ithout paying 
much attention on their other activities outside gymnastics or dance field. Proper 
consideration of the intertwined areas has been inadequate. Although this thesis 
is concerned w ith dance history, it does not want to push aside physical 
education and women's gymnastics. Instead, it seeks ways to understand how 
women's gymnastics and dance art shared some ideological views and practical 
exercises, and how the existing and developing structures and organisations of 
women's gymnastics, such as publications, clubs, summer courses and festivals, 
actually were forums for discussing, practicing and performing new forms of 
both gymnastics and dance. As discussed in previous chapters, during the 
1920s and 1930s dance art in Finland had started to legitimate itself but it was 
not yet organised. It did not offer adequate frameworks for dancers to present 
their works and discuss their views. The Finnish Opera and private ballet 
schools offered some work for ballet dancers, but it was poorly paid even at the 
Opera. In modern dance the situation was even more difficult; private dance 
schools and private performances were the only work possibilities for modern 
dancers. In 1937 dancers and dance art organised themselves under the Union 
of Finnish Dance Artists in order to improve and develop Finnish dance art and 
the position of the dance artist. Some physical educators and 'double agents' 
were also invited to found the Union.’
Elsa Puolanne, choreographer and the dancer of Loitsu, was one of these 'double 
agents', an embodiment of gymnastics and dance. She was active both in
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women's gymnastics and early modern dance during the late 1920s and 1930s, 
when any genre of dance art in Finland had not yet clearly emerged. Elsa 
Puolanne studied gymnastics and dance in Finland, Germany and Austria; saw 
most of the gymnastics and dance performances in Finland; read and wrote 
gymnastics and dance articles; participated in the work of the Finnish Women's 
Federation of Physical Education (FWFPH, Suomen Naisten Liikuntakasvatus- 
liitto); was one of the founding members of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists; 
participated in discussions in dance and gymnastics; taught gymnastics and 
dance both in gymnastics clubs and in movement schools; and choreographed 
and performed gymnastic displays and dances. As a dance artist and 
gymnastics teacher, she was typical case of early modern dance artists in 
Finland and in Europe, but exceptional if we compared her to Finnish citizens 
during the 1920s and 1930s. A microhistorian might call Elsa Puolanne "a 
typical exception" (Peltonen 1999, p 63).
In this chapter Elsa Puolanne's life serves, on the one hand, as a case to add one 
marginal narrative to the history of dance in Finland in the 1920s and 1930s. 
On the other hand, it tries to capture, w ith the help of Elsa's life, what it might 
meant for her to be a Finn, a woman, a gymnast and a dancer. Discourses 
relating to these concepts are as essential to our new constructions of Loitsu as 
its formal components, such as poses, steps, floor patterns, visual outlook and 
use of music. The chapter progresses as a chronological narrative of Elsa 
Puolanne's life that integrates, to some extent, microhistory and macrohistory. 
On the micro level I present sometimes in great detail Elsa Puolanne's life story 
and on the macro level I point to some general political, social and cultural 
events, ideas, values and discourses in Finland before and during her lifetime. 
Thus, the scope and precision of the narrative varies from very detailed 
documentation of her life and views to the presentation of wider discourses that 
may have affected the formation of her life and views. The focus is on the first 
four decades of Elsa's life, particularly on her gymnastic and dance career. The 
material for the biographical material on Elsa Puolanne as well as for the political 
and cultural history of Finland has been collected from various sources and 
publications.^
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The existing sources for Elsa Puolanne's life are limited and almost all detailed 
traces of her life that are found are used. When I first met Elsa Puolanne and 
Mirri Karpio in 1990 they told me that they had just destroyed a lot of material 
of their past: letters, books, manuscripts, scores, musical instruments and dance 
dresses related to their work in gymnastics and in dance. Only three 
scrapbooks, photographs and some German dance books were left. Elsa 
Puolanne and Mirri Karpio had become the followers of Krishnamurti during the 
late 1940s. As the followers of Krishnamurti they believed that there is no need 
to preserve objects of the past, only the present matters. However, they 
appreciated my desire to research on their past in dance and shared w ith me 
their memories and remaining remnants of their past. Later, in 1995, they even 
donated their scrapbooks, dance photographs and dance books to me.
As for Finnish history, the situation is the opposite. As a Finnish citizen, I already 
have a lot of knowledge of Finland's history. In addition, there are many books 
and academic studies on it. It is impossible to verify all sources and their 
combinations in my presentation of the history of Finland. Furthermore, 
references appearing too frequently would disturb the flu id ity of the text. 
Therefore, only the most relevant and important references are noted and 
included in the bibliography.
CHILDHOOD: ROOTS IN A YOUNG NATION
Elsa Puolanne was born on 11 July 1906 in Finland then an autonomous Grand 
Duchy of the Russian Empire. She passed her childhood in an agricultural parish, 
Orimattila, one hundred kilometres to the Northwest from Helsinki. Her parents 
were Johan Spolander (1855-1917) and Maria Alexandra Spolander (1863- 
1946). Johan Spolander was the first owner of the local pharmacy in the centre 
of Orimattila, established in 1901. There were nine children in the family - six 
girls and three boys - of whom Elsa was the youngest.
As pharmacist Spolander was a prominent figure and opinion leader, beside local 
doctor, police chief and minister, in a small Finnish parish at the turn of the 20th 
century. The logo of Spolander's pharmacy, the lion of Finland on the eagle of 
Russia, expressed Spolander's strong nationalistic views. The family had
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Swedish roots. In spite of the Spolander name the language spoken at home was 
Finnish. A fter independence of Finland in 1917 most of its members, Elsa among 
them, changed their surname from Spolander to Puolanne. The changing of 
language and Swedish surnames to Finnish ones was a common sign of 
nationalism in Finland. Elsa Puolanne's parents appreciated national culture and 
education and sent all nine children, both boys and girls, to the Finnish 
secondary school in the nearest town, Lahti. Higher education for girls had 
started to become more common in Finland among the upper and middle classes 
at the turn of the 20th century.
The idea of a nation, Finland, constructed - as recent research has shown - 
during the 19th century. For example Tuija Pulkkinen states clearly: "When the 
Finnish territory was annexed to Russia in 1809, there was no notion of a 
Finnish people as an ethnic, linguistic or cultural entity" (1999, pp 122-23). The 
entity 'Finland' did not originally exist. The territory that is now known as
Finland was divided among several tribes and had no special status w ithin the
Kingdom of Sweden. However, most of its inhabitants spoke their own non- 
Indo-European language, Finnish, w ith different dialects. During the 19th 
century, this linguistic feature became important for the Finnish nationalist 
movement that was led not by the Finnish-speaking folk but by Swedish­
speaking elite who wanted to learn the Finnish language.
In his book Nationalism and Modernism (1999) Anthony D. Smith summarises 
the attributes of the nation as defined by perennialists and modernists. 
Perennialists saw the nation as a cultural community, immemorial, rooted, 
organic, seamless and popular and based on the ancient past while modernists 
regarded it as a political community, which was modern, created, mechanical, 
divided, elite-constructed and communication-based. Smith adds that 
nationalists themselves often
wanted to have things both ways: seeing nation as
organic and rooted in history and territory, but at the
same time as created and engineered by nationalist elites.
Smith 1999, p 23.
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This was the case also in Finland during the first decades of the 20’  ^ century. 
Finland and its people were rooted in the ancient community of Kalevala that 
used Finnish language. However, nationalist movement was created and 
engineered by Swedish-speaking elite. Kalevala become a main source of 
inspiration for Finnish art, music, design and architecture. The remarkable 
flowering of national romantic art in Finland from 1890 to 1910 is known as the 
Golden Age of Finnish art.
Finland was part of Sweden for 650 years, but in 1809 after the Russo-Swedish 
war, it became an autonomous Grand Duchy of the Russian Empire. However, 
the Tsar of Russia Alexander I, in order to create a buffer between Sweden and 
Russia, allowed many privileges for the poor, agricultural and sparsely populated 
Finland. It was allowed to keep the Lutheran religion, the old Swedish laws and 
form of government, and even the Swedish language continued to be the official 
language of the country. According to Matti Klinge (1999, p 64) "the Tsar 
proclaimed Finland's elevation to the national status" in the Diet in Porvoo in 
1809, and the national identity of Finland developed under the shelter of Russia. 
However, by the end of the 19th century, nationalism in Finland had adopted 
such forms that Russia wanted to bring Finland back to the Russian fold. 
Governor General Nikolai Bobrikov, nominated in 1898, became the executive of 
the firs t russification in Finland.
The atmosphere was tense in Finland during the russification at the turn of the 
20th century. The situation culminated in the murder of Governor General 
Nikolai Bobrikov in 1904. Russia lost the war against Japan in 1905, and the 
general strike that was organised by the labour moment in Russia spread to 
Finland. However, the Finnish strike was less directed against the management 
- employers even paid to the strikers - than against Russian oppression in 
Finland. The general strike forced the Tsar to retreat. He cancelled most of the 
oppressive measures, and in Elsa Puolanne's year of birth, 1906, the single­
chamber Parliament replaced the Four-Estate Diet in Finland. A parliamentary 
reform increased the number of voters ten times, and Finland became the first 
country in Europe to extend the franchise to women. The Social Democratic 
Party got a 40 per cent mandate in the first Parliamentary elections. However,
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Finnish Parliamentary reforms were not put into effect w ithout ratification of the 
Tsar and the Russian Government.
The Russian Revolution in March 1917 restored Finland's autonomy and Finland 
became independent in December 1917 when the Finnish Parliament ratified the 
government's declaration of independence, and the Bolshevik Council of Russia 
accepted it. Many Finnish historians argue that the Bolsheviks accepted 
Finland's independence, as they believed that Finnish workers would soon join 
the revolution and adhere to the new Marxist state. The Civil War began in 
January 1918 when the Reds Guards took over Helsinki and southern Finland, 
and White Guards controlled central and northern Finland. The Soviet Union 
supported Reds Guards and Germany the White Guards. The 'W hites' won the 
War and the 'Reds' surrendered in Tampere in April 1918. There were plans to 
elect German Prince Friedrich Karl of Hessen as a King of Finland. Nevertheless, 
Germany's defeat in the First World War prevented it, and Finland became a 
republic. The Civil War was bloody and approximately 35 000 Finns - 30 000 
'Reds' and 5 000 'W hites' - died in battle, and 12 000 'Reds' were executed or 
starved to death in camps after the war. A t that time the population of Finland 
was about 3 millions. The Civil War created bitterness and tension between 
Finns and divided them for decades. This division was evident in almost all 
areas of social life in Finland, not only in politics but also in culture and sports.
The issue on the national and international features of Finnish culture has had 
and still has various interpretations. From the 19th century onwards the 
promotion of Finnish education, culture and art was an essential part of Finnish 
nationalism. The idea of Finland as a separate national unit was to a large 
extent conveyed through stories, myths, paintings and pictures as well as 
national cultural institutions.® The strong desire to create, construct and 
promote national culture and art continued during the first decades of 
independence. It is only in the recent decades that scholars and writers have 
started to underline and recognise international features in the history of Finnish 
culture more openly. This change of emphasis was crystallised in the subtitle 
'European Finland' in the newest edition of Suomen Kulttuurihistoria 3 - Oma 
maa ja  maailma (Cultural History of Finland 3 - Our Country and the World,
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Kervanto & others 2003). Finland, a member of European Union, is no more 
seen as a nation cherishing its original and authentic art and culture, but more as 
a nation that shares artistic and cultural trends w ith other European countries.
For the members of the Puolanne family the joy fe lt for independent Finland at 
the end of the year 1917 mingled w ith sorrow. Elsa's father Johan Spolander 
was paralysed and died at the age of 62, only tw o and a half months before 
Finland's independence. Elsa was then 10-years-old. The history of the 
pharmacy of Orimattila (Hosiaisluoma-Karppinen 2001) tells that Elsa's mother 
and the youngest children stayed in Orimattila for three years. The older sisters 
Tilia and Anna, educated pharmacy assistants, took care of the pharmacy. A t 
the beginning of 1921, the pharmacy passed to Waldemar Roine, and Alexandra 
Spolander and the youngest children moved to Helsinki. Elsa's brother, Leo, 
stayed in Orimattila and worked as an office manager in the Orimattila Wool 
Factory. He married the daughter of a minister in 1921 and became leader of 
Civil Guard in Orimattila established by the "W hite" winners of the Civil War.
Elsa Puolanne's childhood was spent as a member of a family that on the basis 
of its social status and political opinions clearly belonged to the upper middle 
class and nationalist, right-wing "W hite" Finns. The majority in the Puolanne 
family consisted of women and girls. All daughters were educated as 
independent professional women; Tilia as a chemist's assistant, Anna as a 
chemist, Siiri as a notary, Aili as a head cashier, Kirsti as a insurance officer and 
Elsa firs t as a notary and later as a gymnastics teacher and dance artist 
(Hosiaisluoma-Karppinen 2001). In Finland working outside the home became 
common for woman in all social classes at the turn of the 20th century. 
However, it was still rare to combine marriage w ith working outside the home 
(Ramsay 2003), and four of the six Puolanne daughters, Tilia, Anna, Kirsti and 
Elsa, did not marry.
YOUTH: CHOICES AND CHALLENGES OF A MODERN WORLD
The death of Johan Spolander weakened the economy of the family, but the 
inherited property and the economic support from the elder children provided an 
adequate living for the mother and the youngest children in Helsinki. The family
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first lived in a fla t at the corner of Eerikinkatu and Lapinlahdenkatu, only half a 
kilometre from the centre of Helsinki. Elsa continued her schooling in the Finnish 
Girl's School, (Suomalainen Tyttokoulu), matriculated in 1924 and started law 
studies at the University of Helsinki according to her fam ily's wishes. In 1929 
the family - the mother, Elsa and tw o of her sisters - bought a new flat w ith 
three bedrooms in a newly built block of flats on Eerikinkatu 26. It remained Elsa 
Puolanne's home until her death in 1996.
Elsa's move from the small agricultural parish into the capital and perhaps the 
only city of Finland happened at a time when modern times were reaching 
agricultural Finland. Helsinki was not by any means Paris or Berlin, but the 
modernist movement of the 1920s and its phenomena, such as jazz music, 
films, new trends in arts, technological inventions, city life, body culture, nudity 
and changing gender roles, were familiar and commented also in Finland, 
especially among some cultural and literary groups. The most famous of these 
groups was Tulenkantajat (Fire-bearers). The group was not politically united; 
among its members were supporters of both left- and right-wing politics. The 
group published a cultural periodical also called Tulenkantajat that presented and 
discussed various phenomena of the modern world, culture and art, dance and 
body culture among them. Young theatre and dance critic Raoul af Hallstrom and 
gymnastic and dance teacher Heivi Salminen were among the editors of 
Tulenkantajat. However, the leading figure of the group was the young author, 
Olavi Paavolainen (1903-1964), who promoted the idea that Finns did not really 
understand the transition going on in the world at the turn of the 20th century. 
In his famous collection of essays, Nykyaikaa etslmassa (In Search for Modern 
Times, 1929), Paavolainen wanted to act as a mediator, who would awaken 
Finns and especially Finnish artists to awareness of the modern in Europe. He 
used the metaphor of 'virginal Aino' to symbolise conservative and stagnated 
Finnish culture and its artists. The virgin Aino was one of the most portrayed 
characters of Kaleva in the works of the artists of the Golden Age of Finnish art.
Paavolainen can be seen
as an interpreter of his time, who searched for and
explained the distinctive features of modern
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life...Paavolainen can be seen as a part of a wider 
tradition of cultural thinking and of the European cultural 
discourse. Paavolainen found the signs of change in big 
cities He did not, however, look only for changed 
surroundings, for metropolis, and for modernism in art but 
also for modern man and for a modern way of life, which 
according to him were born or about to be born w ith the 
change.
Hapuli 1995, p 243.
In Nykyaikaa etslmassa Paavolainen paid a lot of attention to body culture as a 
manifestation of modern life. He considered body culture, gymnastics and 
dance, and nudity movement and sport vehicles for man for adjusting to the 
demands of the new technological world. Paavolainen was also aware of the 
appearance of new dance and gymnastic trends in Finland, The various forms of 
German body and movement culture were already known in Finland in the 1920s 
and during the early 1930s through Finnish newspapers and sport and culture 
magazines w ith plenty of photographs. The press also paid much attention to 
the work of Finnish movement schools.'’
The changing status of women was another big issue in Nykyaikaa etslmassa. 
Women's liberation and modern times had challenged and changed the 
relationship between the sexes, as Hapuli (1995) explains in her research on 
modern times and Olavi Paavolainen. Women had a right to vote, they were 
able to earn their own living and to participate in social events w ithout men. 
Women also had their own activities and organisations, and above all the First 
World War in Europe and the Civil War in Finland had pushed most - not only 
few  - women to act equally w ith men. After the War women were not only 
living w ithout men, but they were also different from what they were supposed 
to be. They started to decide their own path and construct a life of their own, 
and they had a life outside the family and marriage. The models for women 
changed, and the prominent symbol of the new woman after the First World War 
became a garconne, who danced and smoked, cut her hair short, demanded her 
rights at home and created a career of her own (Paavolainen 1928). The 
growing women's gymnastics movement was a popular opportunity fo r women 
to experience and take care of their bodies, to spend time together 'outside' the 
male=dominitid society, Olavi Paavolainen and his contemporary writers, e.g.
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theatre and dance critic Raoul af Hallstrom, were conscious of these changes 
and fascinated by them, but also threatened by the new models of women. 
According to Hapuli (1995) both Paavolainen and af Hallstrom also sought ways 
to repel the threat of new women for men by explaining and reasoning that the 
change in women was caused by women's competition for men.
The slogan of Tulenkantajat, "opening windows to Europe", clashed w ith the 
national-conservative atmosphere in Finland after independence and the Civil 
War. The new modern man and woman and the changing world created a 
possibility but also threat to a young independent nation that had to assert itself 
and to create profile among other nations. Various tensions and contradictions 
emerged between the national and the international, rural areas and cities, 
agriculture and industry, Christianity and secularisation, and different gender 
roles. Elsa Puolanne must also have experienced tensions that modern times 
created for the young generation.
In Finland, as in other parts of Europe, it is generally accepted that the ideas of 
modern and international culture were during the 1930s buried under the strong 
right-wing politics, which constructed and appreciated national, traditional and 
conservative values. Political unrest in Finland culminated in the year 1930 when 
the extremist right-wing Lapua Movement kidnapped the former president 
Stahl berg and his wife. This incident turned the general opinion against the 
Lapua Movement. In February 1932, the armed Lapua activists interrupted a 
Social Democrat meeting in Mantsala, this is known as the Mantsala Rebellion. 
The participants of the Rebellion were sentenced to prison, and the Lapua 
Movement was banned by the Finnish Government. The extreme fascist 
movement did not get an official position in Finland, although Finland maintained 
close political and cultural relationship w ith Nazi Germany until 1944, when the 
peace treaty w ith the Soviet Union forced Finland to expel German groups from 
Finland.
Life in Helsinki opened new possibilities for young Elsa Puolanne to attend 
various cultural events, concerts, theatre and dance performances, art 
exhibitions as well as to fo llow  the discussion on culture. Her interest in dance
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was aroused in 1922 when she saw Swan Lake at the Finnish Opera and 
Estonian Ella llbank's dances at the National Theatre.® Her urge to move and 
dance was fulfilled when she started gymnastics and dance studies in the Esteri 
Suontaa School in 1926 among the first students of Suontaa. Elsa was at the 
time twenty-years-old.
Esteri Suontaa (1896-1973) owned a private gymnastics and dance school.® 
She kept the school alongside her full-time work as a civil servant in the Ministry 
of Education. Suontaa had studied both gymnastics and dance, but had not 
taken a degree in physical education. She joined the women's gymnastic club 
Sakenet at the age of sixteen. In addition, she was for many years a dance 
student at the Maggie Gripenberg School and also studied briefly at the Hertta 
Idman School. During the early 1920s Suontaa gave gymnastics lessons in the 
women's gymnastics clubs, e.g. Sakenet and Gymnastics Association for Female 
Students (Naisylioppilaiden Voimisteluseura, founded in 1912). In the autumn of 
1925 Esteri Suontaa went to Dresden to study for tw o months at the Mary 
Wigman School. The next autumn she opened a school of her own in Helsinki. 
Mary Wigman performed in Helsinki in October 1926, and it is probable that 
Elsa, as a student of Suontaa, was among the sparse, but enthusiastic audience 
at the Finnish Opera (Jalkanen 1926). Later, Esteri Suontaa continued her 
gymnastics and dance studies at the Hellerau-Laxenburg, Palucca and Gunther 
Schools. The following quote describes a class at the Suontaa School in 1931
The class is almost over. Improvisation is served as the 
last titb it. The accompanist is playing a melody that 
gradually charms everyone. The power, depth and tone of 
music keep changing and movements of gymnasts follow 
it. The expression is individual, but shared music 
combines all into a coherent whole. Suddenly the music 
stops. Bodily tired but spiritually opened gymnasts say 
their thanks and disappear into the changing room to 
become again ordinary clothed citizens... A new group 
enters the hall. The class begins w ith running exercises in 
different tempos. After limbs have warmed up, the work 
starts. Young ladies count their fingers many times in the 
tempo of music. One, two, three, four, five and they turn 
their palms around, and the counting starts again. Physical 
exercises give way to rhythmical exercises. The teacher 
writes a rhythm on the board, everyone is given an 
instrument, and the given rhythm is played as
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"halymusiikki".® The feet join the rhythm and gradually the 
whole body. It is even more fun to fo llow expression 
exercises. Students play tag. The other group escapes the 
time of a few  bars, but then they have to stop and look 
terrified when the other group catches them. Finally, the 
group Improvises movements to the music.
Siella on tunti juuri paattymassa. Viimeisena makupalana 
tarjotaan ryhmalle improvisointia. Soittaja soittaa 
savelman, joka vahitellen vie kaikki mukaansa. Musiikin 
voima, syvyys ja savy vaihtelee, voimistelijain liikunta 
muovautuu sen mukaan. Ilmennys on yksilollista, mutta 
yhteinen musiikki liittaa kaiken kiinteaksi kokonaisuudeksi.
Juuri silloin katkeaa musiikki. Ruumiillisesti ehka hieman 
vasahtaneina, mutta henkisesti avartuneina voimistelijat 
sanovat iloisen kiitoksensa, katoavat pukuhuoneeseen ja 
muuntautuvat taas tavallisiksi "verhotuiksi" 
kansalaisiksi...Uusi ryhma tulee saliin. Tunti alkaa 
juoksuharjoituksella vaihtelevalla tempolla. Kun jasenet on 
verrytelty, alkaa muokkaus. Siina saavat neitoset musiikin 
tahdissa moneen kertaan laskea omat sormensakin. Yks', 
kaks', kolme, neija, viisi - taas kaannetaan kammenta ja 
laskenta alkaa uudestaan. Muokkauksesta joudutaan 
rytmiharjoituksiin. Opettaja kirjoittaa rytmin taululle, 
jokaiselle annetaan oma soittimensa, jonka halymusiikilla 
ilmennetaan kirjoitettu rytmi. Samaan rytmiin otetaan 
mukaan viela jalatkin, vahitellen koko ihminen. Viela 
hauskempaa on katsella ilmaisuharjoitusta. Leikitaan 
"hippasilla". Toinen ryhma saa juosta pakoon maaratyilla 
tahdeilla, mutta sitten on pysahdyttava ja kauhun vallassa 
katseltava, kun toiset juoksevat kiinni. Lopuksi saa ryhma 
taas improvisoida liikunnon soitettuun musiikkiin.
Lii (pseydonym) 1930 in HS 15.11.
In the summer of 1927 Esteri Suontaa taught plastique (plastiikka in Finnish) at a 
course arranged by the Finnish Women's Federation of Physical Education in 
Varala near Tampere. Ainikki Kivi, one of the participants, described plastique to 
the readers of Kisakentta. Her description of Suontaa's plastique includes the 
same sort of elements as the quote above. On the basis of these descriptions 
the main elements of Suontaa's teaching seem to have been physical exercises 
that shape the body, rhythmic exercises performed w ith the body and played 
w ith  musical instruments, and movement improvisation to piano music guided by 
the teacher's instructions, such as "think of slow motion in film or your 
nightmare" (Kivi 1927, p 227). In ordinary gymnastics classes all exercises 
were carried out in unison in straight lines according to the teacher s spoken
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commands, but plastique classes were more individual and creative in the use of 
body, space and imagination. Movement forms and patterns in space were 
different from the gymnastics classes. Kivi (1927) cites the space pattern of the 
number eight as the elementary spatial form of movement in plastique. In 
general the straightness of arms and the back in gymnastics were in plastique 
replaced w ith  curved forms of arms and back. Physical exercises were motivated 
not only by physical commands, such as "stand on your toes and bend your 
knees", but also by creative images, such as "pick up something slowly from the 
floor and let it fall down again". The descriptions of classes of plastique or 
rhythmic gymnastics (rytmiikka or rytminen voimistelu in Finnish) in gymnastics 
clubs, private movement schools and courses of gymnastics are very similar w ith 
dance classes. The terms plastique and rhythmic gymnastics were borrowed 
and adapted from the terms used for different dance trends of early modern 
dance in Finland. The most common term during the three decades of the 20th 
century was plastic dance (plastinen tanssi). The rhythmic gymnastics of Émile 
Jaques-Dalcroze was also a well-known and widely used method in Finland; for 
example Maggie Gripenberg and Hertta Idman applied it at their schools.
In the summer of 1928 Elsa Puolanne participated in the course of rhythmic 
gymnastics arranged by the Finnish Women's Federation of Physical Education's 
in Tanhuvaara. The teacher was Aira Pyykonen (1906 - 1987), gymnastics 
teacher and dance student of Heivi Salminen. Elsa Enajarvi, famous female 
intellectual of her own time, a member of the literary group Tulenkantajat and 
Aira Pyykonen's cousin, was also w ith her sister Kaisa Enajarvi in Tanhuvaara. 
Elsa Enajarvi comments on the course in her letters to her future husband Jaakko 
Haavio. She wrote to that in Tanhuvaara the daily programme of the students 
- around fif ty  women - was as follows.
8.30 - 9 a.m. a morning coffee
9 - 1 0  a.m. gymnastics
1 0 - 1 1  a.m. folk dances, games w ith songs
11 a.m. lunch
1 - 2 p.m. rhythmic gymnastics
2 - 2.30 p.m. coffee
2.30 - 3.30 p.m. rhythmic gymnastics w ith music
3.30 - 4.30 p.m. swimming and sports (voluntary)
5 p.m. dinner
8 p.m. evening tea
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10.30 p.m. silence
Enajarvi 1928 cited in Eskola 2000, pp 87-88.
Elsa Enajarvi and especially her sister Kaisa, who became gymnastics teacher, 
enjoyed their stay in Tanhuvaara. "The huge amount of physical exercise and 
constant outdoor life make me feel good", Enajarvi writes (in Eskola 2000, p 89) 
and encourages her skinny and intellectual boyfriend to take care of himself. 
Yet, in this letter she also complains tw ice that concentrating on physical 
exercise has largely prevented her from using her brain. Elsa Enajarvi's excursion 
to women's physical education resulted in several articles. In UrheHijan j ’ou/u 
Enajarvi (1928b) suggests that women's gymnastics and dance are 
representations of the special nature of the female body in modern times, and in 
Suomen Kuvalehti (1928a) she also underlines that Finnish women have special 
inclination to study new forms of gymnastics and dance. We do not know to 
what extent Elsa Puolanne shared Enajarvi's feelings and thoughts on women's 
gymnastics and dance, but at least Elsa Puolanne (1990) mentioned that 
Tanhuvaara was an important place to her, first as a student and from 1931 as a 
teacher.
In Helsinki Elsa Puolanne continued her gymnastics and dance studies as 
Suontaa's student. After three years of training - probably only tw ice a week - 
she performed for the first time in a public performance in the spring of 1929. 
The Suontaa School arranged a student performance on the stage of the House 
of Theosophy in Helsinki. The programme leaflet is the first document that Elsa 
included in her first scrapbook. The programme was divided to tw o - excerpts 
from training classes and dance compositions. The training contained stretches 
and swing movements as well as muscular tension and release exercises 
performed by the class 1, balance exercises and jumps performed by the class 2 
and jumps and body movements performed by the class 3. Students created and 
performed all the dance compositions. Elsa had the honour to being the last 
performer. She danced a solo. Petite marche, to the music of the most famous 
Finnish composer, Jean Sibelius. The programme shows that there were 32 
students and that each student, w ith some exceptions, had only one training 
session per week.
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Elsa Puolanne's first public performance was followed by her first study trip to 
Austria and Germany during the summer of 1929. She studied Korperbildung, 
rhythmic gymnastics and music and dance at the Hellerau-Laxenburg school for 
one month. On her way back to Finland she also attended some dance classes at 
the Wigman School in Berlin. Elsa Puolanne described her training experiences 
abroad in Kisakentta (Puolanne 1930). Puolanne compares the teaching at the 
Hellerau-Laxemburg, the Wigman School and the Suontaa School. During the 
classes at the Hellerau-Laxenburg she noticed that
more attention was paid to the external forms of dance 
than to the inner motifs. In Finland music, atmosphere or 
usually a state of mind give form to the expression; in 
Germany dance composition seemed more superficial.
ulkonaiseen muotoiluun pantiin huomattavasti enemman 
painoa kuin sisaisiin vaikuttimiin. Mehan olemme tottuneet 
siihen, etta joko musiikki, joku tunnelma tai yieensa 
sieluntila hakee ilmaisumuodon, siella tanssisommittelu 
tuntui pinnallisemmalta.
Puolanne 1930, p 395.
Teaching at the Wigman School was close to what Elsa had experienced at the 
Suontaa School. The notions of music and its role for the dance seem to differ, 
however.
These training classes had music, but its purpose seemed 
to be to give the rhythm not to evoke a certain spirit or 
feeling as it is here.
Nailla treenaus tunneilla oli musiikkia, mutta sen 
tarkoituksena tuntui olevan vain rytmin antaminen eika, 
kuten meilla, myos maaratynlaisen hengen herattaminen.
Puolannel 930, p 396.
Interestingly, the above statement and the expression "to evoke a certain spirit" 
echo Hegelian nationalism, although it was referred to music and dance and not 
to the world spirit or the national spirit. The great Finnish philosopher J.V. 
Snellman supported Hegelian philosophy of state that argued the world spirit 
expressing itself through the national spirit, and an individual also had to serve 
national objectives (Relander 2006). Music was one of the essential art forms of 
national romanticism of the Golden Age that constructed emotions and images
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of Finland. Finnish nature and its sounds were especially heard in the music of 
the great Finnish composer, Jean Sibelius. Finnish dance, both ballet and early 
modern, was often linked to national ideas by the use of Finnish music. It 
created impressions that were favourites of Finnish choreographers and dancers, 
and this strong alliance w ith the appreciation of Finnish music surely also 
legitimated dance art as part of Finnish culture. The strong nationalism of the 
1930s can be seen in the repertoire of the Finnish National Ballet, which 
performed various ballets by Finnish composers (Chart 8, p 64). Dance 
programmes show that the music of Finnish composers was also widely used in 
free dance. For example, more than half of the solos of Elsa Puolanne were 
performed to Finnish music (Appendix 16, p 244, Elsa Puolanne's solos in 1929- 
1945).
In 1929 Elsa Puolanne graduated as a notary, an undergraduate degree in law, at 
the University of Helsinki. However, she did not seek a job but decided to 
continue her studies, this time at the Institute of Physical Education at the 
University of Helsinki. Elsa Puolanne said in 1990 that she wanted to be a 
dancer, but her family was against it. Dance was a suitable and healthy hobby 
for young women during the 1920s, not yet by any means a proper profession. 
Studying at the Institute of Physical Education was a compromise. One the one 
hand, studies there offered a proper profession, to become a gymnastics 
teacher, which was what her family expected. On the other hand, the Physical 
Institute gave her the possibility to concentrate on physical training and to stay 
in Finland. Elsa did not want to join the gymnasts and dancers that had studied 
and stayed in Central Europe. Her article in Kisakentta ends in a patriotic view.
As my modest opinion I would say that the Finns 
interested in dance need not go abroad thinking that there 
you can learn more fabulous and better rhythmic 
gymnastics than in our country... I am happy to continue 
my studies under a good leader in Finnish school, in which 
the work is advanced, the aims determined and the 
teaching artistically well-balanced.
Vaatimattomana mielipiteenani sanoisin, ettei 
suomalaisten asiainharrastajien tarvitse lahtea ulkomaille 
luulossa, etta siella voi saada oppia ns. rytmillisen 
voimistelun alalia jotain ihmeellista ja parempaa kuin 
kotimassa... Omalta kohdaltani olen iloinen saadessani
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edelleenkin jatkaa opiskeluani ehjan johdon alaisena 
kotimaisessa koulussani, missa tyomuodot ovat korkeaa 
tasoa, pyrkimys maaratietoista ja opetus taiteellisesti 
taysipainolsta.
Puolanne 1930, p 396.
Elsa Puolanne combined studies at the Suontaa School w ith  studies at the 
Institute of Physical Education. During her study time the Institute of Physical 
Education did not teach or use new German gymnastics and dance trends that 
were by then already being discussed and used in Finland, but Elli Bjorksten's 
adaptation of Ling's gymnastics. Later, in 1938, when Hilma Jalkanen became 
the director of the Institute, new women's gymnastics were integrated as part of 
the curriculum.
DANCE AS PART OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Elsa Puolanne studied gymnastics and dance during the late 1920s when 
important changes occurred in Finnish women's gymnastics. By the end of the 
1920s the women's gymnastic movement had already had a long and 
remarkable history in Finland, starting from obligatory gymnastic teaching for 
girls in the secondary school in 1872 and the foundation of the first Nordic 
women's gymnastic club. Gymnastic Association for Women in Helsinki 
(Gymnastikforening for Fruntimmer i Helsingfors), in 1876. From the beginning 
the women's gymnastic movement in Finland was connected to the feminist 
movement. The first gymnastic clubs did not only offer physical exercises to 
women but also opportunities to hear lectures and discuss issues relating to the 
health and well-being of women and women's position in the society. According 
to Leena Laine women's gymnastics
fought against the double standard and extremely 
restricted embodiment and sexuality of women. The aim 
was to liberate the female body.
kavi taistoon kaksinaismoraalia ja naisten aarimmilleen 
kahlittua ruumiillisuutta ja seksuaalisuutta vastaan; oli 
lahdetty liikkeelle tarkoituksena vapauttaa naisen ruumis.
Laine & Sarje 2002, p 18.
However, the first tw o pioneers of women's gymnastics in Finland, Elin Kallio 
(1859-1927) and Elli Bjorksten (1870-1947), did not take woman's body as a
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starting point for their gymnastics methods, but constructed and based their 
systems of women's gymnastics on the Swedish Ling system originally created 
for men.
The women's gymnastics clubs in Finland were organised in 1896 under the 
bilingual Finnish Women's Gymnastics Federation (Finska Kvinnors 
Gymnastikforbund - Suomen Naisten Voimisteluliitto). Later, the Finnish 
gymnastic movement divided not only by the gender (men and women) but also 
by language (Finnish and Swedish), and by the class (right- and left-wing).® Elin 
Kallio was the first chair of the Finnish-speaking Finnish Women's Federation of 
Physical Education and Elli Bjorksten was the first chair of the Swedish-speaking 
Swedish Federation of Physical Education for Women in Finland. Bjorksten, the 
first lecturer in educational gymnastics at the Institute of Physical Education 
(1915-1938), was a dominant and controversial figure in women's gymnastics in 
Finland during the first decades of the 20th century.
Gymnasts noticed the early trends of modern dance in the 1910s. Kisakentta, 
journal of the Finnish Women's Federation of Physical Education founded in 
1911, introduced dance art to its readers. The most frequently mentioned 
names were Isadora Duncan, her Finnish contemporary Maggie Gripenberg and 
the Swiss music educator Émile Jaques-Dalcroze. In her lecture, for a post at 
the Institute of Physical Education at the University of Helsinki, Laura Tanner 
stated:
During the last tw o decades the influence of Isadora 
Duncan and Émile Jaques-Dalcroze has created more 
grace and softness to the movements of gymnasts.
viimeisten parin vuosikymmenen aikana Isadora Duncanin 
ja Émile Jaques-Dalcrozen vaikutuksesta on 
naisvoimistelijoiden keskuudessa herannyt halu luoda 
liikkeisiin enemman pehmeytta ja suloa.
Tanner 1920 [1919], p 63.
During the 1920s the ideas of German gymnastics and dance started to reach 
Finland. Some young gymnastics teachers and students of Maggie Gripenberg, 
Hertta Idman and HeIvi Salminen visited German gymnastics and dance schools. 
New ideas and teaching methods diversified and even challenged the existing
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views and teaching in Finnish women's gymnastic clubs, especially in the Finnish 
Women's Federation of Physical Education/® The FWFPE organised an 
international gymnastics festival in Helsinki in the summer of 1929. The 
performances at the festival presented quite exhaustively various trends in 
gymnastics in Scandinavia and the rest of E u r o p e . M o s t  Finnish performances 
were still dominated by gymnastics that used Elli Bjorksten's adaptation of the 
Swedish Ling system, but at least performances of the Heivi Salminen School 
and The Society of Finnish Women Gymnastics (Suomalainen 
Naisvoimisteluseura) led by Hilma Jalkanen presented new trends in gymnastics. 
The pseudonym Laicus (1929) obviously a promoter of new women's 
gymnastics and Hilma Jalkanen and a critic of the old women's gymnastics and 
Elli Bjorksten commented on the festival in the cultural magazine Aitta. For 
Laicus the confrontation of old and new gymnastics was not only a matter of 
different kinds of movement forms, but also ideas of femininity. The early 
feminist movement at the end of 19th century adapted masculine forms in its 
fight for women's rights. According to Laicus, women had not had real freedom, 
which could be seen at the festival of the FWFPE. The stiff, tense and straight 
bodies and arms w ithout movements of the torso represented the old Lingian 
gymnastics that had been borrowed to women's gymnastics from men. The new 
women's gymnastics took its starting points from the female body and
character, and employed curved and bent backs and arms, and high and elastic
jumps.
Differences between the old women's gymnastics and the new women's 
gymnastics were often defined by referring on female nature and characteristics. 
For example, KotiUeden Lààkàrinkirja (1929), a popular medical book in Finland, 
includes an article 'Voimistelu ja Urheilu' (Gymnastics and Sports), in which the 
male writer, Lauri Tanner, not only describes these tw o trends in gymnastics but 
determines what kind of qualities belong to the woman's nature.
The other represents, I would say, gymnastics w ith 
masculine and more angular movements, the other 
gymnastics that underlines aesthetic, plastic and rhythmic 
qualities and comes close to dance. It is obvious that
there is no point for women to compete w ith men in
force, strength and difficulty of movements. Women's 
gymnastics must be suited the character and nature of
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woman - that is, it must consist of soft, beautiful and 
graceful movements.
Toinen edustaa sanoisinko miehekasta, voimakkaita ja 
enemman kulmikkaita liikkeita sisaltavaa voimistelua, 
toinen taas painostaa esteettisia ja plastillisia ja rytmillisia 
puoli voimistelussa ja lahentelee sen tahden tanssia. On 
aivan selvaa, etta naisten on turha koettaa kilpailla 
miesten kanssa voimassa, kestavyydessa ja liikkeiden 
vaikeudessa ja etta naisvoimistelun tulee soveltua 
erikoisesti naisluonteelle, siis sisaltaa pehmeata, kaunista 
ja siroa liikehtimista.
Tanner 1929, p 140.
However, if I look at gymnastics and dance photos of women gymnasts in the 
late 1920s, for example at the Heivi Salminen School (Appendix 17, p 245), 
they did not actually fu lfil Lauri Tanner's wishes for soft, beautiful and graceful 
women. They rather looked quite rebellious and firm ly rooted to the ground. 
But shortly afterwards, during the 1930s, when nationalist and Aryan values 
promoted clear and separate images of men and women, women's gymnastics 
started to look more beautiful, soft and graceful - for example Finnish Gymnasts 
at the Berlin Olympics in 1936 (Appendix 17, p 245).
During the late 1920s the number of articles related to dance increased in 
Kisakentta as well in other sport and culture magazines, such as Urheiiija, 
Tyolaisnaisen Urheiiuiehti, Tuienkantaja and Aitta. Kisakentta also started to 
publish critics of dance performance regularly, beside articles relating to dance 
and gymnastics in Germany and interviews of Finnish dancers and dance 
teachers in Finland and Central Europe. It would not be an exaggeration to claim 
that Kisakentta was the leading magazine to promote early modern dance in 
Finland. However, it was almost entirely interested in the early trends of modern 
dance. Ballet was mentioned seldom and then mainly w ith negative remarks.’®
Gradually some German influences were included under the name plastique or 
rhythmic gymnastics as part of the curriculum in women's gymnastics clubs of 
the FWFPE and its summer courses in the course centres Tanhuvaara near 
Viipuri and Varala near Tampere. The first teachers of plastique and rhythmic 
gymnastics to gymnasts were Heivi Salminen and Esteri Suontaa, both students
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of Gripenberg/'’ Hilma Jalkanen, who became the leading figure of the new 
women's gymnastics, wrote already in 1924 as follows.
Our gymnastics is gradually beginning to free itself from 
the old and s tiff straitjacket, and it is replaced by 
liberation, movement isolation, rhythm, vividness and 
soulfulness. It seems that gymnastics and plastic dance 
have taken a step towards each other. And so it is. The 
question is: how close to each other can they come so 
that each w ill keep its own goals, or perhaps they will 
integrate in the future.
Kun voimistelumme nykyaan alkaa vahitellen paasta 
vapaaksi vanhasta, jaykasta pakkopaidasta, 
vapautuneisuuden, lihaseristyksen, rytmin, eloisuuden ja 
sielukkuuden astuessa tilalle, tuntuu silta kuin voimistelun 
ja plastillinen tanssi olisivat astuneet pitkan askeleen 
toisiaan kohti. Ja niinhan se onkin. Heraa kysymys: miten 
lahelle ne voi vat paasta toisiaan siina tapauksessa, etta 
kumpikin sailyttavat omat paamaaransa tai sulatuvatko ne 
kenties tulevaisuudessa yhteen.
Jalkanen 1924, p 3.
My opinion is that plastique and gymnastics did not take only a step toward 
each other as Hilma Jalkanen (1924) said, but that teaching of plastique or 
rhythmic gymnastics in gymnastic clubs brought dance directly into women's 
physical education in Finland. Surprisingly, I found a similar interpretation in 
John Martin's dance column for the New York Times in 1935 (Anni Collan 
collection). Miss Clara Stocker had sent a letter to John Martin in reply to his 
remark that the physical education movement had done little to dance education 
outside pre-Nazi Germany. John Martin's column (1935) quotes Miss Stocker 
who visited Finland during the summer of 1934 and took part in the festival of 
the FWFPE in Turku. She writes:
I call your attention to Finland because of the universal 
interest not only in physical education, but in the trend in 
movement which transforms the old Swedish gymnastics 
into a vital activity related at least to the art of dance.
Stocker cited in Martin 1935.
The fluid borderlines between dance and gymnastics (voimistelu in Finnish) had 
been problematic, and the need to distinguish gymnastics and dance has been
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evident in Finland. The American researcher Madalynne Solomon Lewis writes in 
her PhD dissertation that
Finnish women's educators have always made a clear 
distinction in their thinking between voimistelu and dance, 
recognizing that although the means may be the same, 
the goals and purposes are different. Voimistelu prepares 
the body to be responsive to the mind for many kinds of 
movement, including dance.
Lewis 1970, p 454.
Lewis' conclusion needs some reconsideration and adjustment. The basic
question - "how close could gymnastics and plastic dance come to each other so 
that each would keep up its own purposes or do they integrate in the future?"- 
was asked by Hilma Jalkanen (1924, p 3). She answered immediately:"My 
opinion is that they need to be two different things (1924, p 3)." It seems that 
th is article of Jalkanen created and articulated the basic principles for the 
distinction between gymnastics and dance, which have been repeated at various 
occasions until the present time (Kârkkâinen 1932, Gripenberg, Jalkanen, 
Hougberg & Varmaala 1949, Kleemola, 1976 & 1996, Vilenius 2003). The 
starting point fo r a distinction was of course the different purposes of
gymnastics and dance. Jalkanen put it as follows:
The physical purpose of gymnastics is to develop a
healthy, well-proportioned and freely moving human 
being. The emotional purpose of gymnastics limits to 
develop positive qualities, such as self-control, bravery, 
determination and self-confidence. Gymnastic movements 
are always more like physical exercises than expressions 
of inner experiences... The purpose of plastic dance is
artistic expression. A well-proportioned body and skill
together w ith inner views are creative components of 
artistic expression. We are rarely able to see dance artists 
who in their dances combine movements of the body and 
soul to create great art.
Voimistelun ruumiillinen pëâmâârâhân on ihmisen 
kehittyminen terveeksi, sopusuhtaiseksi ja liikkeiltaan 
vapautuneeksi. Voimistelun henkinen pââmâârâ rajoittuu 
luonteen hyvien ominaisuuksien, kuten itsensa 
hillitsemisen, rohkeuden, pââttâvâisyyden,
itseluottamuksen ym. kehittamiseen seka liikkeiden 
suorittamiseen henkevalla vapautuneisuudella ja 
eloisuudella.. .Plastillisen tanssin paâmâarâ on taiteellinen
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ilmaisu. Ruumiillinen sopusuhtaisuus ja taitavuus yhdessa 
sisaisten nakemysten kanssa ovat siina taiteellisen 
ilmaisun luovina aineksina. Harvoin olemme tilaisuudessa 
nakemaan tanssitaiteilijoita, joiden esityksissa ruumiin ja 
sielun liikunnot yhtyvat suureksi taiteeksi.
Jalkanen 1924, pp 3-5.
However, the definition of the different purposes of gymnastics and dance did 
not prevent both new gymnastics and dance using the same sort of exercises 
and ideas. In her book Uusi naisvoimistelu (New women's gymnastics, 1930) 
Jalkanen actually states that the clear distinction between gymnastics and dance 
is not correct concerning new gymnastics and she refers to schools of 
Kallmayer, Laban, Wigman, Laxenburg and Loges. According to Jalkanen both 
dance and gymnastics have changed and come closer to nature, and now they 
have a deeper meaning and form. Therefore, she suggests there are no genre 
borderlines between dance and new gymnastics, but only a quality difference. 
Dance grows from the base of gymnastics and is the higher grade of 
gymnastics.’ ® Jalkanen did not want to step into the area of dance in her own 
teaching. She never choreographed dances for her students in gymnastics clubs 
or in her own school, but presented only new forms of gymnastics. Some of 
Jalkanen's colleagues and contemporaries, such as Heivi Salminen, Esteri 
Suontaa and Elsa Puolanne, worked in both gymnastics and dance. Heivi 
Salminen even acknowledged the difference between her work and Jalkanen's 
work. She states: "Hilma Jalkanen aims at harmony of body and movements, 
but I try  to combine art in tha t" (cited in Enajarvi 1928a, p 868). This meant 
that the women's gymnastics movement also produced some dancers, but not 
so many, although it did not consider this as its aim.
There was not such a strong conjunction between art and physical culture in 
Finland as in Weimar dance, although Finnish physical education was comparable 
w ith German one, as Clara Stocker wrote to John Martin (1935), and it 
absorbed many influences from Germany. The evident foreign influences raised 
also a comparison between Finnish and German physical education, and requests 
for more patriotic tones started to emerge in Finland. Gymnastics teacher Liisa 
Vanne-Nylund did not want to be old-fashioned and studied in Germany in 1930, 
as it was "fashionable among gymnastics teachers and dancers" (Vanne-Nylund
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1930, p 17). She also participated in the German Dancers' Congress in Munich 
and presented her observations of German physical education in UrheHijan jouiu, 
under the title 'Tanssi Liikuntakasvatuksen kukka' (Dance as a Pearl of Physical 
Education). A t the beginning of her article Vanne-Nylund writes that German 
physical education was based more on dance than Finnish physical education. 
Dance was 'a lonely flow er' in Finnish physical education; gymnastics, non­
competitive sport, folk dances and games were in the major roles. Vanne- 
Nylund explains that the Germans' have tw o words for gymnastics, Turnen and 
Gymnastik. The latter, Gymnastik, was very close to dance and a basic subject 
of study at dance schools. She continues that individuality flourished in 
Germany in both physical education and art. There were various federations and 
schools, and it was hard to form a clear picture of the situation, beside two 
remarkable names, Rudolf Laban and Mary Wigman. Vanne-Nylynd then 
introduces Laban's ideas of layman's movement choirs and the performance of 
Wigman's Totenmai in Munich. A t the end of the article she returns to the 
situation In Finland. There were only few  dance artists in Finland; they could be 
counted w ith five fingers according to Vanne-Nylund, and yet Finnish dance 
talents had gone abroad. It was useful to be acquainted w ith German physical 
education, but not to borrow directly from German forms and ideas or to stay 
there, since
the physical education, carried out by amateurs or by 
artists, is attached perhaps more closely to the character 
of Finnish people than any other activity.
Liikuntakasvatus olkoon se maallikon tai taiteilijan 
viljelyksessa liittyy ehka kiinteammin kuin moni muu ala 
kansan luonteeseen.
Vanne-Nylund 1930, p 20.
GYMNASTICS AND DANCE CAREER IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Elsa Puolanne started to work in gymnastics and dance alongside her studies at 
the Institute of Physical Education. She became an assistant teacher at the 
Suontaa School In 1930, where she was at first responsible for children's 
classes. Elsa did not apply for a vacancy for as a school gymnastics teacher 
after her graduation in 1932, but continued her work at the Suontaa Movement
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School, in gymnastics clubs and in the courses of the FWFPE throughout the 
1930s. As a matter of fact it can be said that most of Elsa's career, both as a 
gymnast and a dancer during the 1930s, was connected w ith physical 
education.
Esteri Suontaa encouraged her students to compose and perform their own 
dances, as Elsa did when she danced her first solo Petite Marche in 1929. It 
was followed by Crescendo-ostinato in 1930, Preludi 'm 1931 and Loitsu in 1933 
(Appendix 16, p 244, solos by Elsa Puolanne). A t the Suontaa School dance 
was considered as an art of the performer, as was usually the case in early 
modern dance (Huxley 1999). However, also some texts on composition 
existed. Elsa Puolanne had in her possession a leaflet of Mary Wigman's 
Composition (originally 1925, published in English in Sorell 1984). She had 
probably found the leaflet at the Wigman School in Berlin during her 1929 study 
trip. Her papers include a notebook titled Mary Wigman - Sommittelu 
(Composition) and dated 1 - 3  January 1930.’® It includes Elsa's translation of 
W igman's article into Finnish. This text was well known and significant for 
young dancers in Finland as well as in Sweden.’  ^ Obviously, Wigman's views of 
composition influenced on Loitsu and Puolanne's other dances, and I return to 
the connections between Mary Wigman and Loitsu in Chapter 4 (pp 157-160).
The Suontaa School arranged annually student performances that included both 
gymnastics and dance sections. Performances were often reviewed with 
photographs in various newspapers and magazines. The school performed many 
times also outside Helsinki, and some advanced students, Elsa Puolanne as the 
leader of the group, even made a visit to Sweden in 1935. Most of the owners 
and teachers of private movement schools were also active in the Finnish 
Women's Federation of Physical Education as teachers of rhythmic gymnastics 
and choreographers of gymnastic displays. Private movement schools did not 
have any official position in the FWFPE, but they were accepted as unofficial 
activity, and their performances were included as part of the program at the 
festivals of the FWFPE in the 1930s. For example, the choreographers of mass 
gymnastic displays in Grand Festivals of Finnish Gymnastics (Suomen 
Voimistelun Suurkisat) in 1938 were all representatives of new gymnastics or
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dance - Hilma Jalkanen, Mary Hougberg, Airi Koskimies, Eisa Puolanne and EIna 
Tamminen. In addition, the movement schools of Gripenberg, Suontaa, 
Tamminen and Hougberg participated in the performances at the Finnish National 
Theatre during the Festivals.
Elsa Puolanne worked among women gymnasts as well as at the Suontaa 
School. She taught rhythmic gymnastics in three different women's gymnastic 
clubs - Women Gymnasts of Helsinki (Helsingin Naisvoimistelijat, 1930-1932), 
gymnastics club Sakenet (1931-36) and OTK's Women Gymnasts (OTK:n 
Naisvoimistelijat, 1932-39) - and on various courses of the FWFPE in 
Tanhuvaara and Varala (1931-1939). The first tw o above-mentioned gymnastic 
clubs belonged to the Finnish-speaking and right-wing organisation of women's 
gymnastics, the FWFPE, but the OTK's Women Gymnasts belonged to the left- 
wing organisation, the Workers' Sports Federation. The OTK was the biggest 
le ftist co-operative store in Finland and it arranged various activities for its 
workers. Members of OTK's gymnastics club were the staff of the main office of 
OTK in Helsinki. The history of Elannon Isku (Mannonen 1961) tells that some 
of its women gymnasts had classes at the Suontaa School, and Suontaa taught 
some classes in women gymnast clubs of the WSF.’® Elsa's connection w ith the 
left-w ing gymnasts was probably aroused at the Suontaa School. It seems that 
the distinction between right- and left-wing women gymnasts was not absolute. 
Elsa, as many other gymnastics teachers of the FWFPE or representatives of 
early modern dance, such as Hilma Jalkanen, Elin Kallio, Elna Kopponen, Maija 
Varmaala and Esteri Suontaa, had cooperated w ith gymnasts of the Workers' 
Sports Federation as teachers and choreographers (Laine 2000). The language 
quarrels and the Civil War had divided the Finnish women's gymnastics 
movement into three separate organisations, as discussed earlier, but language 
and political views did not prevent cooperation between individuals and 
organisations of women gymnasts.
Although Elsa Puolanne was known and used as teacher among leftist gymnasts, 
she was more committed to the work of the FWFPE. Starting from the late 
1920s Elsa held various positions of trust in the FWFPE (Kleemola 1986): at first 
as a representative of the FWFPE at the Sport Library (1928-29, 1932-1945),
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then as a member of the gymnastic division (1934-1945) and the girls division 
(1937-1946). In 1935 Elsa Puolanne was voted vice member of the Board of 
the FWFPE (1935-1941) and then member of the Board (1942-44). From 1932 
to 1934 she contributed articles to Kisakentta and in 1935 she was asked to 
join the editorial staff (1935-39). Elsa's main concern in Kisakentta was dance, 
especially dance in Germany. She presented the work of her teachers in 
Germany, such as Mary Wigman, G ret Palucca and Jutta Klamt, wrote dance 
criticism, commented on her study trips abroad, told about the birth of dance 
work, outlined German gymnastics and new writing in dance books, instructed in 
the use of rhythmical instruments in gymnastics as well as introduced the Aryan 
doctrine of race to Finnish readers. In addition, some of her dances and 
gymnastics programs for children were published in Kisakentta.
In the summer of 1933 the FWFPE sent fourteen gymnasts - Elsa Puolanne 
among them - to Sweden. The Nordic Gymnastic Federation (Nordisk Gymnastik 
Forbund) arranged an international summer camp in Malmkoping for 230 
gymnasts from eleven countries. Each country had an opportunity to present 
their gymnastics and its working methods. The Finnish group gave their 
performance on the first night of the camp. The performance included 
gymnastics exercises, dance solos by Elsa Puolanne, Finnish folk dances and a 
gymnastic display created by Elna Tamminen for the forthcoming festivals of the 
FWFPE. The new trend of Finnish gymnasts and their performance raised 
discussions relating to its physiological, psychological and aesthetic principles. 
Finnish gymnasts were proud to defend a new form of gymnastics that had 
"w ider movement paths, looser jo int work and freer and more lively emotion", as 
Bertta Reiho and Toini Stenfors told for Aamulehti (undated article in Elsa 
Puolanne's scrapbook). In the summer of 1934 Swedish gymnastics teachers 
Sam and Greta Adrian invited Elsa Puolanne to teach Swedish gymnastics 
teachers in Malmahed near Eskilstuna. Next spring, in 1935, Sam Adrian even 
arranged gymnastics and dance performances for the Suontaa School in the 
concert halls of Orebro and Eskilstuna. Local newspapers praised the 
performances and commented on the new Finnish gymnastics w ith enthusiasm 
under such titles as 'Light Comes from the East' (Elsa Puolanne's scrapbook). It 
seems that Swedish physical education and women's gymnastics had not
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adapted as readily new gymnastics and dance trends as Finnish physical 
education had, in Sweden new dance trends probably were more integrated to 
dance art.
VISITOR IN THE THIRD REICH
Most of Elsa Puolanne's dance studies in Germany took place under the Third 
Reich. She made at least three study trips to Germany in the middle of the 
1930s. In the summer of 1935 she visited Vienna, Berlin and Dresden and 
studied in the Hellerau-Laxemburg, Pallucca and Wigman Schools. Next year, in 
1936, Elsa took part in the Berlin Olympics as an assistant leader of the Finnish 
women's gymnastics team, and finally in 1937 she studied for three and a half 
months at courses of the German Institute for Dance (Deutscher Meister-Statten 
fur Tanz).
The situation in modern dance in Germany changed radically when Hitler and the 
National Socialists rose to power. The Cultural Ministry took control of all dance 
affairs and divided the dance community to two: professional theatre dancers 
who performed on the stages in theatres and free creative dancers who worked 
as dance pedagogues and directors of movement choirs (Karina & Kant 2003). 
The Nazi regime also offered jobs for unemployed German dancers teaching 
Tanz-Gymnastik either in girls' schools or in the youth and leisure organizations 
of the Nazis. The German Institute for Dance was founded in 1936, in a sense 
meeting the demands for a conservatory for dance proposed by the 1930 
Dancers' Congress in Munich. However, the curriculum of dance education had 
changed; its primary concern was not modern dance as was planned in Munich; 
instead, modern dance, ballet and national dances were taught equally. Jewish 
dancers were not tolerated, of course, among the Germans, but two Finns, Elsa 
Puolanne and Hagar Lehtikanto, were accepted in the courses in 1937. 
According to Manning actions of Nazis "resolved the crisis of besetting modern 
dance in the last years of the Weimar Republic" (1993, p 170). Therefore, 
dance was more or less in a state of ferment when Elsa Puolanne visited 
Germany, moving from Ausdruckstanz to German dance and from modern to 
fascist, or maybe it was not so straightforward.
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The alliance between Ausdruckstanz and National Socialism has been interpreted 
in various ways in dance histories. All interpretations implicitly theorise on the 
relations between ideology and artistic form. Susan Manning (1995) articulates 
four possible relations between form and ideology from dance histories 
explaining the alliance between Ausdruckstanz and National Socialism in the 
Third Reich. The first one assumes one-to-one correspondences between 
ideology and form, the second posits the total independence of artistic form 
from ideology and the third possibility assumes that form remains partly 
independent of ideology. Finally, Manning suggests that all these accounts fail 
to present an adequate picture of the alliance between Ausdruckstanz and Nazis 
because
they all assume a static and unchanging relation between 
ideology and form, whether that relation is dependent or 
independent.
Manning 1995, p 170.
And as a fourth relation she present her own argument which
posits a complex and shifting interplay between ideology 
and form in response to the changing social, economic 
and political organization of the dance world. To 
summarize my argument: Ausdruckstanz underwent an 
institutional crisis around 1930, a crisis resolved by the 
National Socialist "reorganisation" of cultural life. In my 
telling this is what led so many modern dancers to 
collaborate w ith the Third Reich.
Manning 1995, p 170.
But as Susan Manning at the end of her articles notices also her
model assumed a single, fixed position from which the 
spectator (or historian) could follow  the constantly 
evolving dance of ideology, form and context...The model 
I envision would set in motion not only the relations 
between ideology and form but also the viewing 
perspective of the historian. With both the observer and 
the observed changing places, what a complicated dance 
would result.
Manning 1995, p 174.
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Next, I try  to keep in mind all the variables that Manning has articulated and 
examined the question that has been on my mind throughout my research of 
Loitsu and Elsa Puolanne. What was her relationship w ith the National 
Socialists? How did she collaborate w ith the Third Reich? Moreover, to what 
extent did Finnish physical education, especially in the FWFPE, share fascistic 
ideas and manipulation of body. Apart from the fact that Elsa Puolanne visited 
the Third Reich three times, her relationship to National Socialists is mainly 
examined through her participation in the Berlin Olympics but w ith reference to 
other links to Germany as well as to German dance and gymnastics. I made this 
choice for three reasons. Firstly, there are various existing traces concerning to 
the Finnish gymnasts' participation in the Berlin Olympics, but not many relating 
to Elsa's other journeys to Germany. Secondly, the participation in the Olympic 
Games integrated the individual Elsa Puolanne, the team of the FWFPE and 
Finnish nation at various levels. Thirdly, this choice enables me to examine an 
evident and extremely complex shifting interplay between ideology and form in 
response to a specific social, political, economic and institutional context and 
from my own perspective as a historian.
FINNISH GYMNASTS IN THE 1936 BERLIN OLYMPICS
Idealism connected w ith  a strong personal desire to find absolute and true ways 
of living makes human beings open for different kinds of experiences and 
influences, as the following quote under demonstrates.
Yesterday night - a danced evening festival on the 
stadium - it had a deep effect on me. That is, I found my 
life career there, and it is always serious matter for a 
human being. Isn't it? When I saw how that woman...I do 
not remember her name. Yes, it was Palucca. She moved, 
staggered and suffered in her long skirt at the centre of 
the stadium, and she did so beautifully that it hurt me at 
the bottom of my soul. And I realised that my future 
career is not to be a gymnastics teacher. Father and 
Mother, I want to be a dancer, like the Pallucca, whose 
mere presence and movements make hundred of 
thousands people cry and suffer w ith her. May I, May I?
Eilinen ilta - tanssillinen iltajuhia stadionilla, se sentaan 
syvimmin vaikutti minuun. Loysin nimlttain sielta 
elamanurani, ja se on ihmiselle vakava asia. Eikos olekin? 
Kun katselin kuinka se nainen - en muista nimea, juu.
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Pallukka se sentaan oli - kulki, horjui ja karsi pitkassa 
hameessaan siella keskella kenttaa, ja teki sen niin julman 
kauniisti, etta ihan sieluun asti koski, koska huomasin 
mina, etta minun alani ei olekaan jumppaopettajan. Isa ja 
aitil Tanssijattareksi mina tahdon tulla, suureksi Pallukaksi, 
joka pelkalla olemuksellaan ja liikehtimisellaan saa 
sadattuhannet ihmiset itkemaan ja karsimaan kanssaan.
Voi, saanhan mina, saanhan mina?
Kivi 1938, p 106.
This quote is from Ainikki Kivi's novel for youths Olympiatytto (An Olympic Girl, 
1938).’® Riti, a nineteen-year-old gymnast and member of Finnish women's 
gymnastic team, describes her feelings to her parents after seeing G ret Palucca 
dancing on the stadium as part of dance spectacle Olympic Youth (Olympische 
Jugend) in the Berlin Olympics. Although the quote is part of the novel, the 
experience might have been true for someone among the tw o hundred members 
of Finnish team that the FWFPE had sent to represent Finland in the Berlin 
Olympics by guiding them w ith following words.
It is not possible overemphasise the meaning of a correct 
inner view and commitment for the realisation of 
movements. These inner states of the soul can not, in 
fact, be taught as a technique of movements, but they 
presuppose inborn intuitive abilities. However, they can to 
a certain extent be awakened in gymnasts w ith proper 
teaching. All pretending has to be avoided in this respect. 
Performances must above all seek natural, living 
movements.
Kyllin ei voida korostaa oikean sisaisen nakemyksen ja 
antaumuksen merkitysta liikkeiden suorituksessa. Naita 
sisaisia sieluntiloja, ei voida tietenkaan varsinaisesti 
opettaa, kuten liikkeiden tekniikkaa, vaan edellyttavat ne 
synnynnaisia intuitiivisia kykyja, joita kuitenkin voi jossain 
maarin sopivalla opetuksella herattaa voimistelijoissa.
Kaikkea teennaista on tassa suhteessa kartettava. 
Suorituksissa on ennen kaikkea pyrittava luontevaan, 
elavaan liikuntaan,
Kisakentta 1936, p 29.
The above subjective descriptions of experiences of embodiment in dance and 
gymnastics are connected to the performances in the Berlin Olympics usually 
associated w ith  the National Socialists' eugenic policies. How should I 
understand Finnish gymnasts' urge to fulfil their inner need and commitment to
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movement? Does it refer to a desire to become part of a fascist body? Answers 
to these questions are complicated. Ramsay Burt (1998) exposes the complicity 
related to mass performances in the Berlin Olympics.
What is at issue is the degree of complicity that connects 
participation in and pleasure at viewing presentation of 
this mass performance w ith the eugenic policy of the 
Nazis. Were other related kinds of performances of such 
mass spectacles also complicit? The answer to these 
questions lies in understanding continuities between the 
subjective experience of embodiment and politics as 
ethics.
Burt 1998, p 105.
As Burt (1998) undeniably argues and my own research relating to dance and 
gymnastics in Finland supports, women's gymnastic displays and exercises were 
very similar in all parts of the world. They were not only German and associated 
w ith  the National Socialists and right-wing politics. For example in Finland very 
similar performances and exercises were shared by right-wing and left-wing 
circles during the late 1920s and 1930s. Thus, it is not right to relate "all 
images of healthy white bodies involved in body culture that date from the 
1920s and 1930s to a generic notion of a fascist body", as Burt (1998, p 110) 
remarks. Numerous liberating philosophical ideas about nature, the body and 
women were associated w ith practices of body culture. It was possible for 
various ideologies in different countries to use and interpret them according to 
their own needs and aims. This happened also in Finland, and the crusade of the 
Finnish team of women's gymnastics was one expression of it. Elsa Puolanne, 
whom Hilma Jalkanen asked to become the assistant leader of the team 
(minutes of the Board of the FWFPE 29.1. 1936), can be supposed to have 
stood behind actions, opinions and values related to the team.
Leena Laine's (2003) article 'The Promised Land of Olympic Sports' gives a good 
overall view of the participation of Finnish team in the Berlin Olympics. She tells 
that the initiative to send a large performing gymnasts' group to the Olympic 
Games came from the FWFPE.®® It proposed participation to the Finnish Olympic 
Committee, and the Committee sent the proposal forward to the organisers of 
the Berlin Olympics. Finland, a candidate for the following Olympic Games, was 
eager to have a large representation in Berlin, and women gymnasts, who had
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already a close relationship w ith Germany, were a good addition to the Finnish 
team. The gymnastics team received a positive answer from Berlin in the 
summer of 1935. Finnish gymnasts had already performed in the Stockholm 
Olympics in 1912, but that was under the leadership of Swedish-speaking Elli 
Bjorksten. This time the Finnish-speaking FWFPE received permission to 
represent Finland. In my opinion, the participation in the Olympic Games was not 
only a promotion of Finland, but also a comment on women's competitive sport 
that had been the centre of discussion in Finland for years. That is, what kind of 
physical exercise suits women, and constructs and defines the essence of a 
woman. Finland had successfully used sports as an instrument to create 
national pride, for example the long-distance runner Paavo Nurmi had 'run 
Finland into the world map' w ith his twelve Olympic medals. The Berlin Olympics 
were the first time when Finland decided to send nine competitive sportswomen 
to the Olympics. The FWFPE, which considered competitive sport unsuitable for 
females and unhealthy for women's bodies, did not attack competitive sport 
directly, but by sending two hundred gymnasts to perform a gymnastic display 
and some Finnish folk dances, it perhaps wanted to present an alternative to 
women's competitive sport. Participation in the Olympic Games w ith two 
hundred gymnasts offered a good opportunity to get public attention for the 
FWFPE and for issues and values that it thought suitable for women. The 
training of the team was followed by several radio broadcasts in 1935 and 1936 
as well as by many newspapers around Finland.
Kisakentta, magazine of the FWFPE, followed and advised in detail the 
preparation of the team in Finland and its performances and reception in 
Germany. The following summary below paraphrases the way in which 
gymnasts were informed, prepared and instructed for the Olympic Games in 
Kisakentta.
The decision to send a team to Berlin was first announced to the members of the 
FWFPE in Kisakentta (14/1935) in September 1935. Gymnastics clubs were 
asked to suggest gymnasts for the team by 1 November 1935. The costs were 
estimated at 3 500 marks by participant in Kisakentta, and participants were 
also supposed to pay for themselves.®’ Hilma Jalkanen, forthcoming leader of
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the team and the choreographer of the gymnastic display, presented in 
Kisakentta (14/1935) the venues in which dance and gymnastics performances 
were to be performed. She proudly writes that the Finns' performance was 
originally planned for the Dietrich Eckhardt theatre that was reserved for 
gymnastics, dance and music, but it had been decided to transfer the Finnish 
performance to the big Olympic Stadium, on 6 August 6 p.m., after the athletics 
meeting. Jalkanen also introduced the forthcoming mass spectacle Olympic 
Youth as follows.
All German dance art schools will assist in this 
performance. It w ill be an appraisal of youth, beauty and 
strength, both physical and spiritual. No other country is 
able to organize anything like this. We women can learn 
many things from the Games. These Games are in the 
country in which women's physical culture is artistically 
most advanced.
Kaikki Saksan taidetanssikoulut avustavat tassa 
naytôksessâ. Se tulee olemaan nuoruuden, kauneuden 
seka henkisen ja ruumiillisen voiman ylistyslaulu. Ei mikaan 
muu maa kuin Saksa voi pysty tallaista jarjestamaan.
Naissa kisoissa on erikoisen paljon sellaista, josta me 
naiset voimme oppia. Ovathan kisat talla kertaa maassa, 
jossa naisten liikuntakulttuuri on korkeimmalle kehittynyt 
taiteellisessa mielessa.
Jalkanen 1935, p 229.
Kisakentta (18-19/1935) gave detailed instructions on basic movements, which 
gymnast were expected to know by the gymnasts when they came to 
participate in the Christmas course in Helsinki. For example, the placement of 
the standing body and the motion of the body during the walk were described in 
a detail. Much attention was also paid to the mobility of the shoulder, hips and 
knee joints and skeleton as well as to the swing movement of the whole body, 
diving and waving movements and the height of jumps. The selection for the 
team was to be done during the course, but it was not stated who would do it.
A t the end of the Christmas course the gymnastic display was almost finished, 
and Kisakenttà (2/1936) presented a rough timetable for rehearsals in clubs. In 
February and March gymnasts were expected to concentrate to preparative 
exercises, but they were also allowed to try the final movements. In April and
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May the final program had to be taken under rehearsal. Kisakentta also gave 
instructions to movement exercises and advice for performing them w ith "a 
correct inner view and commitment" {2/1936, p 29, the writer is not given, but 
she probably was Hilma Jalkanen).
The physical condition and lifestyle of the team were controlled w ith detailed 
instructions. Team members were asked to rehearse the program not only in 
their gymnastics clubs but also in front of a mirror at home. It was also 
important to improve their physical condition in order to give them capacity to 
perform movements. A good physical condition affects the nervous system. 
Kisakenttà (5/1936) gave team members advice on the support of the nervous 
system as follows.
1. The weight should not go down. A diet is either good 
for the skin and the nerves. Eat well.
2. Sleep enough and leave the window open. Cold night 
air is good for your nerves.
3. Take care of your skin. Do not forget to wipe your skin 
daily w ith a rough towel.
4. Coffee can stimulate nerves. You should perhaps drink 
less coffee.
5. Sunbath when possible, but do not exaggerate and 
burn your skin.
6. Outdoor recreation strengthens the nerves and calms 
you down. However, do not exhaust yourself.
The next Kisakenttà (6/1936) announced the Easter courses in Helsinki, 
Tampere, Turku and Viipuri, in which the gymnastic display was to be rehearsed. 
All the members of the team were required to attend. The rehearsals of folk 
dances were postponed to the summer. The programme in Berlin was to start 
w ith  a gymnastic display and to continue w ith folk dances, and gymnasts were 
to join fo lk dancers after the change of costumes. The exact days of departure 
and return days were announced. The departure from Helsinki was to take place 
on 29 July and return from Berlin on 11 August. The team was to stay in Berlin 
for ten days, and it was possible to stay for an extra week in Berlin and to 
participate in gymnastics courses at the Günther and Medau Schools.
Practical information also reached the team gradually. Kisakenttà (7/1936) told 
that the team would be accommodated in army barracks called Doberritz, seven
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kilometres from the Stadium. The barrack facilities included a kitchen and 
bathrooms. Kisakentta also gave a detailed list of clothes and other items that 
were to be taken along in one suitcase. Beside normal clothing and shoes, all 
participants had to have a national costume, a black training suit, a light blue 
performance suit, college trousers and a handbag or a rucksack. The following 
schedule fo r the team was published in the April in Kisakenttà (8/1936).
31 July Arrival
I August Opening Ceremonies at the Stadium 
2-3 August Tours in Berlin and competitions at the
Stadium
5-6 August Rest for the performance on 6 August 
6 p.m.
7-8 August Tour Leipzig-Weimar-Dresden
9 August Competitions at the Stadium
10 August Shopping in Berlin
I I  August Departure
The care for the team also contained tips on cheap restaurants and cafés in 
Berlin {Kisakenttà 9/1936) and useful facts on Finland {Kisakenttà 11/1936). 
The latter article also dealt w ith racial issues that were popular in Germany and 
Finland. As for issues relating to the origin and race of the Finns, Kisakenttà 
advised gymnasts to underline that the Finns were not Mongolians and that the 
Finnish Academia was exploring if there were tw o distinct races among light­
skinned Scandinavians, a Nordic race and a Baltic race.
Twenty-four gymnasts performed the gymnastic display in Helsinki in May 1936. 
The performance was defined in Kisakenttà (11/1936) as pure gymnastics. It 
succeeded to combine individuality and movement in unison. This was 
considered an improvement compared to the previous years. The statement in 
Kisakenttà implies that individuality had to be controlled by a common united 
form. Ellen Svinhufvud, the wife of the Finnish president, was present at the 
performance of the team, and Kaarina Kari, chairwoman of the FWFPE, made a 
public speech (published in Kisakenttà 11/1936). In it she mentioned that in 
Berlin many countries intended to promote their countries w ith gymnastic 
displays, not least Germany. A gymnastic display was planned to perform at the 
Stadium each night after the athletics meeting. Beside Finland, Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Germany were allowed to have one
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hour to perform their program. The performance of Finnish team was to include 
the gymnastic display and Finnish folk dances expressing original Finnish 
nationality. This was a typical combination of perennial and modern views of a 
nation (Smith 1999). Folk dances, considered as ancient forms and a basis of a 
nation, were to be celebrated at the same time w ith a modern gymnastic display, 
a new and evolutionary form of movement.
A fter the Olympics, a whole issue of Kisakentta (12/1936) was dedicated to the 
varying experiences of the gymnastic team in Berlin. The team attended at the 
opening ceremony, but it was not allowed to march w ith the Finnish sports 
team. During the opening of the Olympics gymnasts stood in national costumes 
by the side of the sports field. Later that evening the team saw the spectacle 
Olympic Youth described for Kisakentta by Elsa Puolanne (1936). According to 
Susan Manning (1993) the spectacle simultaneously reflected the international 
spirit of the Olympics and staged the body politics of the Third Reich, amateur 
gymnastics and dance art appearing side by side. It "explicitly celebrated a 
mythology on display while implicitly celebrating the presence of the monarch, 
the Führer who reviewed the work from stands"(Manning 1993, p 195). The 
article of Elsa Puolanne (1936) presented Olympic Youth as a harmonious art 
work that elevated the spirit of the 100 000 spectators w ith its visual 
appearance. Elsa Puolanne did not interpret the message of the spectacle at all. 
Obviously the spectacle had made a great impact on her, since the minutes of 
the board of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists (1938, TeaMA 1025) show that 
she proposed that the Union arrange a dance spectacle as part of the Helsinki 
Olympics in 1940. The Board of the Union accepted the idea and asked Maggie 
Gripenberg to adapt her dance tableau Metsolan tanhuvilla (In the Woods, 1924) 
as a mass spectacle. It was supposed to be performed at the Olympic Stadium 
by students of different movement schools. The Finnish Olympic Committee 
took Metsolan tanhuvilla as part of the official program in the Helsinki Olympics, 
but the outbreak of the Winter War in 1939 cancelled the Olympics of 1940.
In my opinion, the team of the FWFPE was a perfect quest for the Third Reich 
and receptive to its propaganda. The common foundation of German and Finnish 
gymnasts in the Berlin Olympics was acknowledged in both Germany and
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Finland. For example the article of the German magazine Der Angriff, cited in 
Kisakentta (13/1936), mentioned the group of beautiful and healthy-looking 
women bodies w ith blonde hair. Their dance-like movements and their light blue 
dresses in the darkening night of the Olympic Stadium inspired the writer to call 
the performance "a blue moment". Two members of the German Organisation 
Committee even praised Finnish gymnasts to Hilma Jalkanen by stating that 
Finnish gymnastics was 30 years ahead of other Scandinavian countries (HS 
14.8. 1936). The private coffee parties w ith Goebbels and Hitler after the 
Games flattered the gymnasts so much that they made a Nazi salute, although 
the official sports team of Finland had not done this at the opening ceremony. A 
team member was so overwhelmed by Hitler's charisma that her praise of Hitler 
in Kisakentta attracted national attention (Laine 2003). The Jewish question and 
National Socialist politics had been discussed also in Finland, and the leftist 
press had especially criticized the politics of the Nazis. Kisakentta never hinted 
to any critical discussions on Germany and its politics. On the contrary, towards 
the end of the 1930s, it published articles that straightforwardly presented 
National Socialist ideas. For example, Ilona Telajoki (1939) described the 
physical education of National Socialism w ith quotes from Hitler's Mein Kampf, 
and Elsa Puolanne (1938) introduced the racial views of Jo Fischer-Klamt that 
she got to know when studying at the courses of The German Institute for 
Dance in 1937.
The modernist movement had expressed the idea of a new free and individual 
human being, who w ith the help of his/her strong and healthy body could meet 
the challenges of the modern world. The representations of body culture became 
known and popular even on the Northern frontier of Europe, Finland. There was 
wide interest in new gymnastics and dance trends, especially within women's 
physical education. However, the new and individual healthy body was not able 
to represent itself w ithout ideological demands. Different social and even 
political groups wanted to define and control the healthy body for their own 
purposes. Individuality and various choices and challenges in the modern and 
international culture of the 1920s were soon controlled and put to use by right- 
wing politicians, who appreciated national, traditional and conservative values, 
shortly afterwards labelled in Finland with the phrase koti, uskonto ja isanmaa
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(home, religion and the native country). The political and ideological differences 
between gymnasts of the FWFPE and the WSF increased during the 1930s, 
although the forms of gymnastics were still similar.^^ In the FWFPE strong 
nationalist and right-wing views and relationships to Germany and the Baltic 
countries gained a lot of attention during the 1930s {Kisakentta, Annual reports 
of the FWFPE, Laine & Sarje 2002). The participation of the FWFPE in the Berlin 
Olympics was part of this process.
There are evident similarities between Finnish and Nazi gymnastics and dance in 
the Berlin Olympics if they are studied through the instructions and comments in 
Kisakentta and Ramsay Burt's (1998) Foucaultian analysis of mass gymnastic 
displays. They both "directed their focus internally" (Burt 1998, p 102) in 
articulating the individual experience of gymnast. On the other hand, they both 
were also "allowing their bodies to be habituated to just such external 
regulation, subjection and transformation in mass gymnastics displays" (Burt 
1998, p 117). However, this does not mean that they invested in the same 
ideology. Finnish gymnasts, Elsa among them, collaborated and pleased the Nazi 
regime not for the sake of the Nazis, but above all for their own homeland. The 
individual, rebellious and emancipated women gymnasts of the late 1920s were 
replaced in Berlin by a group of women that represented gymnastics in unison 
that was above all intended to serve their nation. The Finnish education system 
and media have taught me that Finnish nationalism of the 1930s was not 
channelled into extreme non-democratic right-wing totalitarianism as in Germany 
and some other countries in Europe, but it still brought Finns politically to an 
official alliance w ith Nazi Germany after the victory over the Soviet Union in the 
W inter War (1939-1940). This alliance perhaps also encouraged Finns to start 
the Continuation War (1941-1944) against the Soviet Union, and probably the 
alliance and armed support of Nazi Germany partly helped Finland to maintain its 
independence in the Second World War. After the defeat in the Continuation 
War the Soviet Union forced Finns to fight against its former ally, Germany, in 
the Lapland War (1944-45). However, Finland remained the only independent 
country that was counted under the sphere of interest of the Soviet Union in the 
secret Ribbentrop agreement between Germany and the Soviet Union in 1939.
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These political and nationalist interpretations and assumptions that justified 
Finland's actions during the World War in order to maintain its position as an 
independent nation also influence on my perspective on Elsa Puolanne, and 
perhaps they even relate me to her story. It is evident that Elsa Puolanne 
collaborated w ith  the Nazis. She accepted and even spread some racial ideology 
of Nazis (Puolannel 937a/b, 1938), admired their spectacles (Puolanne 1936) 
and took part in dance education arranged according the regulation of National 
Socialists. She never hinted at the dark side of the Nazi politics and eugenics 
during the 1930s or during the war. Still, it is impossible for me to consider her 
dance tota lly degenerated by the touch of National Socialism. Ramsay Burt ends 
his chapter 'Totalitarianism and the Mass Ornament',
the smiling young woman, featured in the film extract, 
invites the spectator to make a connection between her or 
his own subjective experiences of embodiment and her 
enjoyment of physical exercise. Such connection is easily 
made: more difficult is to recognise that just as power has 
been invested in her body in socially and historically
specific ways, so, in different ways, has it been invested
in one's own.
Burt 1998, p 120.
It has been easy to share Elsa's and her contemporaries inner commitment to the 
movement, but it has been, and still is, more difficult to recognise and capture 
the social and political forces that are integrated in her experience of movement 
and to my understanding of it. By applying Burt's view, I would state that Elsa's 
body and dance was an investment in Finnish nationalism and it has been 
invested, but in different ways, also in me.
FOUNDATION OF THE UNION OF FINNISH DANCE ARTISTS IN 1937
The phone rang at Elsa Puolanne's home in the spring of 1937 (Puolanne 1990). 
It was Raoul af Hallstrom who explained that he was inviting people to found a 
union for dance artists. The intention was to gather for the first time on the
Easter Friday 26 March, at 4 p.m. in Cafe Primula's meeting room, Heikinkatu
14, in the centre of Helsinki (TeaMA 1025). Elsa Puolanne was surprised and 
pleased to get the invitation. The prominent dance writer and critic Raoul af 
Hallstrom had noticed her dance activities, and of course she wanted to go.
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The history of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists (Arvelo & Rasanen, 1987) tells 
the story that the idea to found the Union for dancers came up during dancers' 
smoking break at the Finnish Opera, but surely the idea that dancers should 
combine their forces - as actors, musicians and visual artists had done before - 
was in the air more widely. Maggie Gripenberg, perhaps the best-known Finnish 
dance artist of the time, was aware of the need and suggested in the theatre 
magazine Naamio (1932) that dancers should found an organisation of their own 
to promote dance art economically, educationally and artistically. She even 
mentioned her own dream to have a venue that would arrange only dance 
performances. However, it seems that in 1937 the idea of the organisation was 
brought up by ballet master Alexander Saxelin and dance critic Raoul af 
Hallstrom but representatives of early modern dance were also invited to the 
m e e tin g .S a xe lin  opened the first meeting, and af Hallstrom gave a speech and 
sketched the outlines for the Union. According af Hallstrom (HS 28.3. 1937) the 
aims were to promote the development of Finnish dance art, to boost the 
appreciation of dance and to improve the position and status of dance artists. 
As concrete actions he mentioned a foundation of dance fund, a library and 
archives of dance and control of the artistic level of dance performances in 
restaurants. The first meeting decided to found the Union of Finnish Dance 
Artists and to set up a committee to take care of the formal foundation of the 
Union for the next meeting. Raoul af Hallstrom was nominated as chairman of 
the committee. The other members were older representatives of dance in 
Finland: Alexander Saxelin, Maggie Gripenberg, Ukko Havukka, Toivo Niskanen, 
Heivi Salminen, Edith von Bonsdorff, Mary Paischeff, Toini Karto, Tuukka Soitso 
acted as secretary. The vice members Irja Koskinen, llta Leiviska, Elo Kuosmanen 
and Elsa Puolanne were the representatives of the younger generation.
The official founding meeting of the Union was held in the restaurant Billiard on 
Sunday 11 April in 1937. Most names on the list of the 57 founder members of 
the Union were representatives of ballet, mainly working full or part-time at the 
Finnish Opera. Twelve women represented early modern dance and tw o men 
were dance critics. The composition of the first Board of the Union did not 
match directly above figures. It included both dance critics, Raoul af Hallstrom 
(chairman) and Ukko Havukka; three representatives of modern dance, Maggie
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Gripenberg, Heivi Salminen and Toini Karto; and seven representatives of ballet, 
Alexander Saxelin, Toivo Niskanen (vice-chairman), Elo Kuosmanen, Tuukka 
Soitso (secretary), Edith von Bonsdorff, Mary Paischeff and Airi Saila. It is 
understandable that the most famous names of dance in Finland at that time 
were elected to the Board in order to get publicity and legitimation for dance art.
The meeting approved the by-law of the Union w ith some minor alternations. 
The firs t by-law articulated the main purpose of the Union to be promoting dance 
art in Finland by
improving the artistic level and material well-being of 
dance artists w ith all possible means; by maintaining and 
developing the spirit between dance artists and devotees 
of dance art and by acting to develop the understanding 
of dance art among the audience.
kohottaa kaikin mahdollisin keinoin tanssitaiteilijoiden 
taiteellista ja aineellista tasoa; yllapitaa ja kehittaa 
yhteishenkea tanssitaiteilijoiden ja tanssitaiteen 
harrastajien kesken seka toimia tanssitaiteen 
ymmartamisen kehittamiseksi yieison keskuudessa.
By-law of the Union 1937, 2 §.
The purposes were to be put into practice
1. by arranging for the members opportunities to study 
dance in practice and theory;
2. by organising joint performances and days of dance;
3. by keeping a dance studio, a library and archives, and 
by publishing a magazine;
4. by founding funds to give grants.
1. jarjestamalla jasenilleen tilaisuuksia kaytannollisiin ja 
tietopuolisiin opintoihin;
2. toimeenpanemalla yhteisnaytantoja ja tanssipaivia;
3. yllapitamalla tanssistudioita, kirjastoa, ja arkistoa seka 
julkaisemalla omaa aânenkannattajaa;
4. perustamalla rahastoja, joista jaetaan apurahoja
By-law of the Union 1937, 3 §.
The sections 2 and 3 tell a lot about dance art in Finland - what there was and
what was missing. There were three groups connected w ith dance: dance
artists, devotees of dance (perhaps a more accurate translation for them is
amateurs of dance art) and dance audience. What was missing was an
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organised infrastructure that could support the work of dance artists, that is, the 
education of dancers, performing possibilities, rehearsing and performing spaces, 
a dance library and archives, a magazine and funding for dance. As discussed in 
Chapter 2, there are various criteria for professionalism in dance. The 
foundation of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists meant the creation of a new 
remarkable association that could set criteria for being a dance artist - that is to 
be a member of the Union. Actually, the by-law itself did not set the criteria; 
instead it gave the authority to do this to the Board of the Union. The board had 
to take as members of the Union
creative or performing dance artists, dance pedagogues, 
dance writers, composers and researchers whose ability 
and interest in dance art is well-known.
luovia tai esittavia tanssitaiteilijoita, tanssipedagogeja, 
tanssikirjailijoita, tanssisaveltajia ja tanssitiedemiehia, 
joiden kyky tai harrastus tanssitaiteen alalia on tunnettu.
By-law of the Union 1937, 5§.
The Union of Finnish Dance Artists gathered the scattered dance people 
together, the famous Finnish pioneers of dance, dancers of the Finnish Opera, 
ballet and modern dance teachers and physical educators. This was of course 
essential and significant for the development of dance art. The Union wanted to 
see itself as a connecting force - representatives of different dance genres could 
get to know and appreciate each other (HS 9.5. 1937). However, the 
organisation of dance art also created an institution that gradually became an 
important embodiment of the power to define dance art in Finland. This quite 
soon meant, contrary to wishes and expectations, a clearer distinction and 
ranking between different dance genres and dance artists as suggested by the 
performing order of the first performance of the UFDA presented at the 
beginning of this chapter (pp 78-79).
TRANSITION FROM PHYSICAL EDUCATION TO DANCE ART
The first context of Elsa Puolanne's solo Loitsu was as part of physical 
education, but the foundation of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists opened up 
new opportunities for Puolanne and her work. During the first years of the 
UFDA Elsa Puolanne was an active member, danced in performances of the
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Union and made proposals for the Board. However, after the Second World 
War, her and some others' contribution, according to the criteria set by some 
dance artists and dance critics in Finland, was labelled as unprofessional and not 
developing. One extreme example of this is Raoul af Hallstrom's article in 
Taiteen maailma in 1946. A f Hallstrom, who during the 1920s had been quite 
open to modernist ideas and a member of the modernist movement 
Tulenkantajat, doomed in sharp language the work of Finnish as well as German 
and Swedish 'amazons' and 'valkyries' of early modern dance.'2 4
A modern world, the liberated Europe, can not just like 
that base its artistic credo on mouldy and often 
completely rotten German museum pieces.
Moderni maailma, vapautettu Eurooppa, ei niin vain 
rakenna taiteellista uskontunnustaan homehtuneen ja 
usein suorastaan madan saksalaisen museotavaran 
varaan.
af Hallstrom 1946, p 13.
This certainly did not only refer to what they had performed but also to what 
they had been associated with, that is Germany, and especially the Nazi 
Germany. For af Hallstrom the relation between ideology and form was direct 
(Manning 1995) and almost absolute.
The Germans have again lost a war they had provoked, 
and the level of their withered, hysterical and repulsive 
mass-produced art is lower than ever.
Nyt ovat saksalaiset taas havinneet uuden provosoivansa 
maailmansodan, ja heidan naivettynyt, hysteerinen ja 
tympea sarjataiteensa on entistakin matalammalla.
af Hallstrom 1946, p 13.
The guilt and shame felt for the Germans were used also to despise free dance 
in Finland; only Maggie Gripenberg was excluded. A f Hallstrom did not want to 
accept the fact that there were tw o equal dance styles, classical and free dance. 
For him, real modern dance has always based on classical ballet. Otherwise, it 
belonged to B-category art that might have artistic ideas but no technical abilities 
for expressing them artistically. For af Hallstrom real representatives of modern, 
contemporary dance were choreographers of the Ballets Russes de Serge 
Diaghilev and its heirs: Serge Lifar, Ninette de Valois, Robert Helpmann, Fyodor
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Lopukhov, Vasily Vainonen, Julian Algo, and in Finland George Gé and Alexander 
Saxelin . They "put women to dance in a womanly fashion and men in a manly 
one, and do not tolerate soldier women nor pretentious men" (af Hallstrom 
1946, p 21). In other words, modern women dancers who had composed their 
own dances had failed not only to create real dance art but also to express 
qualities of different gender correctly.
The close study of the first decades of Elsa Puolanne's life has brought physical 
education and especially women's gymnastics into relationship w ith dance, and 
part of the past of dance art in Finland. Different kind of features and tensions of 
being a woman, a Finn, a gymnast and a dancer has brought Elsa Puolanne part 
of complex interplay of the modern and the national in the 1920s and 1930s in 
Finland. These features and tensions are central and present also in her dance 
solo Loitsu that gets its meanings not only from the movements of dance but 
also from the context and time in which the dance is performed. So far the 
discussion has focused on Elsa Puolanne and dance as part of women's 
gymnastics. In the next chapter my attention will be directed to dance art by 
examining how some particular dance writings in Finnish newspapers and 
magazines presented the modern and the national in dance and how these 
concepts appear in Loitsu.
NOTES
’ Six founder members of the Union, Mary Hougberg, Anitra Karto, Elsa Puolanne, Esteri 
Suontaa, Heivi Salminen and Maija Varmaala were active in the Finnish W omen's Federation of 
Physical Education, and Suontaa, Puolanne and Varmaala also taught women's gymnastics and 
dance for the women in the clubs of the Workers Sports Federation (The list of founder 
members in TeaM A 1025 , Kisakentta 1930 -193 9 , Laine 2000).
2 Concerning Elsa Puolanne's life the text uses the interviews of Elsa Puolanne and Mirri Karpio 
(19 90 , 1992) and Mirri Karpio (2001 , 2003 , 2004 ), Elsa Puolanne's scrapbooks, Hosiaisluoma- 
Karppinen (2001 ), Kleemola (1976 , 1986, 1996), Kopponen (1983). Notes on the history of 
Finland are mainly based on Klinge (1999), Lehtonen (1999), Virtanen (2001), Jutikkala & 
Pirinen (20 03 ) and Kervanto-Nevanlinna & Kolbe (2003),
3 The Finnish Literature Society 1831 , the Finnish epic poem Kalevaia 1835 , the Finnish 
Scientists Association 1839 , the first political newspaper Sa/ma 18 44  published by J.V. 
Snellman, the first Finnish Secondary School in Jyvaskyla 1858, Finnish currency, mark, 1860, 
the Finnish National Theatre 1872, the Finnish National Opera 1911.
 ^ Articles appeared for instance in Suomen Kuvaiehti, Aitta, Kisakentta, Urheiiija, Heisingin 
Sanomat and Uusi Suomi.
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® The information related to the first dance performance that was meaningful for Elsa is
confusing. Elsa Puolanne (27 .2 . 1990) named Swan Lake as the first dance performance that
she had seen, but in an unnamed and undated interview in her scrapbook the honour was given 
to the performance of the Estonian dancer Ella llbak in 1922.
® From 1 9 2 6  to 1932  the school was called the Esteri Suontaa School and from 1933 the Esteri
Suontaa Movem ent School. Elna Kopponen (1983) states her school being the first one to be 
called Movem ent School; this was in 1930. At the beginning of the 1930s movement school 
became a widely-used term referring to private schools that based their teaching on various 
German models of gymnastics and dancing
’ This article was published in 1931 when Elsa Puolanne was already an assistant teacher in the
Suontaa School and not anymore among students. However, she had probably participated in
similar training.
® Halymusiikki - "noise music", a term used for the music that gymnastic and dance students of
the Suontaa School played on different percussions, such as tambourines, triangles, castanets, 
plates and drums, by.
® The Finnish W om en's Gymnastics Federation (Suomen Naisten Voimisteluliitto) founded in
1 8 96  and divided to tw o separate federations, the FWFPE (39 clubs and 2 4 4 0  members in 
1921) and the SWPE (11 00  members in 1921) in 1921.
The Finnish W om en's Federation of the Physical Education, FWFPE (Suomen Naisten 
Liikuntakasvatusliitto, SNNL), a right-wing Finnish speaking women's organisation for physical 
education -  including gymnastics, folk dances, games, camping and non-competitive sports. It 
joined the Finnish Gymnastics and Sports Federation in 1947.
The Swedish Federation for Physical Education for Women in Finland, SWPE (Svenskt forbund 
for fysisk fostran for Finlands kvinnor, FFF), a right-wing Swedish speaking women's 
organisation for physical education.
The Finnish Gymnastics and Sports Federation, SWPE (Suomen Voimistelu ja Urheiluliitto, 
SVUL founded in 1906), originally a right-wing Finnish speaking men's organisation for 
gymnastics and sports.
The W orkers' Sports Federation, WSF (Tyovaen Urheiluliitto, TUL), a left-wing Finnish speaking 
organisation for gymnastic and sport, separate divisions for men and women, founded in 1919. 
The Civil W ar in 1918  reorganised women's gymnastics. Many working-class gymnasts 
changed their clubs and became members of the WSF.
The change of style in women's gymnastics happened first in the FWFPE, but it soon spread to
the wom en's gymnastics clubs in the WSF, because many of their first gymnastics educators 
were actually members of the FWFPE, e.g. Hilma Jalkanen, Elna Kopponen and Esteri Suontaa 
(Laine 20 0 0 ). In the Swedish speaking SWPE Elli Bjorksten's old system of gymnastics 
remained dominant.
"  The programme included both mass and small scale performances in gymnastics as well as 
games and group sports events. Among the foreign visitors were
- the Gunther and Mentzler Schools from Germany, Rudolf Bode had cancelled the performance
of his group at the last moment.
- the Gymnastics Federation of Sweden, led by Lilly Dufberg
- the Agnete Bertram School from Denmark
- the Ollerup Institute form Denmark led by Nils Bukh
- the Laban school of Gerd Neggo from Estonia
- the Sokol group from Czechhoslovakia
12 JJ.JQ wom en's gymnastics underlined the feminine character of body. Thus, the term new 
female gymnastics' would perhaps be a more accurate translation of Finnish concept uusi 
naisvoimistelu' than 'new women's gymnastics' generally used in English texts.
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For example Hilma Jalkanen, who clearly wanted to distinguish gymnastics and dance, did not 
hesitate to criticise dancer Cleo Nordi who performed both ballet and plastic dance in her 
performance in Kisakentta (1924).
Heivi Salminen started to teach plastique in women's gymnastics clubs in Helsinki in the 
autumn of 1923  and gave summer courses in Tanhuvaara in 1924  (Kisakenttà 8 /1 9 2 3 , Makela 
1984 ). Esteri Suontaa taught plastique in the gymnastic club Sakenet during the early 1920s  
as well as in Tanhuvaara and Varala. Both Salminen and Suontaa also opened their own 
private schools for gymnastics and dance in Helsinki, Salminen in 1924  and Suontaa in 1926.
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According to Manning (1993) Mary Wigman made similar distinction between gymnastics and 
dance. An experience of movement was open for all (in gymnastics), but only the artist could 
transform movement into dance. The artistic talent was considered an intuitive and inborn 
ability to create dance.
Elsa Puolanne had given the notebook to her student Vappu Kitti (née Kitti), who has passed it 
to her son's w ife Marjo Kuusela. Both the son Tommi Kitti and his w ife Marjo Kuusela are well- 
known dance artists in Finland.
The private archives of Hagar Lehtikanto (TeaMA 1070), another Finnish gymnastics teacher 
and dancer artist of the 1930s, contain Finnish draft of the same text, and Birgit Boman (2001) 
has included the summary of Wigman's text in her book Amasoner och Troiipackor that 
presents four representatives of free dance between the World Wars in Sweden.
Elanto was a big store in Helsinki and member of the OTK. Elanto had its own sport and 
gymnastics club called Elannon Isku.
Ainikki Kivi travelled with the team but was not a member of the team. She probably used her 
experiences of the journey in her novel Olympiatytto.
The FWFPE had both official and unofficial connections with Germany. It knew that gymnastics 
and dance performances were planned to integrate in the Olympic Games. Finland was a 
candidate for the 1940  Olympics, and the decision on the host for 1940  was made in Berlin. 
That is w hy Finnish authorities established many connections with the host of the 1936  
Olympic Games. A representative of the FWFPE had also escorted the delegation of the 
excursion board of the Ministry of Education in 1934  (Laine 2003).
3 5 0 0  marks in 1936  is equivalent to 1 100 euros. It was a considerable investment for a 
student or even for a working woman in 1936. The FWFPE and gymnastics clubs collected 
some money to support the participants, but still participation was not economically possible 
for all.
Actually, the Finnish women's gymnastic movement would be a good case to examine how 
shared forms of gymnastics were used for different kinds of political and ideological purposes, 
as it happened in the right-wing organisation FWFPE and in the left-wing WSF.
3^ There seems to be some sort of confusion relating to the participants of the tw o first meetings 
of the Union of Finnish Dance Artists. On the one hand, the history of the Union (Arvelo & 
Rasanen 1987) mentions that the first meeting had 43  participants and the official founding 
meeting 4 7  participants. On the other hand, the archives of the Union include both a list dated 
26 March 1937  with 57 signatures and another typewritten list including the same names as 
the handwritten list. The typewritten list has been dated 11 April 1937 and titled as the 
founder members of the Union. The list of founder members is given on the next page. I have 
arranged the list in the alphabetical order. I have also marked the lifetime and professional 
status of the founding members, and dancers marked with an asterisk were permanent 
dancers at the Finnish Opera.
1. Apostoli Elisabeth (1903 -1980), Russian ballet teacher, own ballet school in Helsinki
2. von Bonsdorff Edith (1890 -1968), originally Dane, dance artist, former member of the Ballet 
Suédois
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3. Broyer M artta (1 8 9 7 -1 9 7 9 ), dance teacher and artist, former student of Hertta idman, 
own school, free dance
4. Book-Forsell Ulla, dancer at the Finnish Opera
5. Corander Bertha (18 64 -195 5 ), teacher in ballet and social dances, own school, the 
first Finn to present ballet on points
6. Gripenberg Maggie (18 61 -197 6 ), dance teacher and artist, own school, free dance
7. Eronen, Mira, former student of the Helsinki Dance Institute?
8. Gundborg Sage (19 0 5 -2 0 0 1 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera
9. Havukka Ukko (18 9 0 -1 9 5 9 ), dance critic
10. Hiltunen Kaarlo (b. 1910), actor and dancer at the Finnish Opera
11. Hjelt Dolly, dancer at the Finnish Opera, former student of Gripenberg, free dance
12. Hougberg M aryd  8 9 8 -1 9 6 4 ), dance teacher and artist, former student of Gripenberg, 
own school, worked also as dancer in Germany and Austria, free dance
13. Hülphers Cecilia, former student of the Helsinki Dance Institute
14. af Hallstrom Raoul (18 99 -197 5 ) dance critic
15. Isaksson-Oksanen Ragnhild, former student of the Helsinki Dance Institute
16. Jankelow Sari (1 8 9 5 -1 9 7 2 ), dancer and dance teacher, former student of Gripenberg, 
worked as dancer in Germany, own school, free dance
17. Jasinski Armas, dancer at the Finnish Opera
18. Karto Anitra (19 1 3 -1 9 6 0 ), graduated as physical educator, gymnastics and dance 
teacher, free dance
19. Karto Toini (1 8 8 9 -1 9 7 0 ), gymnastics and dance teacher, own school, free dance
20. *Kilpinen Sofi (19 11 -195 3 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera
21 . Kinnunen, 0 .  former student of the Helsinki Dance Institute??
22 . * Koskinen Irja (19 12 -197 8 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera
23 . Kosonen Ferdinand (18 84 -194 7 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera
24. Kuosmanen Elo (18 83 -198 0) dancer at the Finnish Opera and ballet teacher, own 
school
25 . Leiviska llta (1 9 0 7 -1 9 7 9 ), dance teacher at the Gripenberg School, former student of 
Gripenberg, free dance
26. Michelson Hjalmar, dancer at the Finnish Opera
27. *Nelskyla-Lindroth Sonja (b. 1918), dancer at the Finnish Opera
28. Niemi Terttu, dancer at the Finnish Opera?
29 . Nieminen Greta, dancer at the Finnish Opera?
30 . *N ikko Robert (1 9 0 8 -1 9 4 1 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera
31 . Niskanen Toivo (18 87 -196 1 ), dancer and teacher in ballet, character and social dances, 
own school, the first male dancer in Finland
32. Paananen Tuulikki, actor and dancer
33 . Paavola A. ?? =  * Paavola, Nastja (b. 1913), dancer at the Finnish Opera
34 . Paischeff Mary (18 99 -197 9 ), dancer and ballet teacher, the first Odile-Odette in Finland
35. Pavlova Zoie, dancer at the Finnish Opera
36 . Puolanne Elsa (19 06 -199 6 ), graduated as physical educator, gymnastics and dance 
teacher at the Suontaa School, own school, free dance
37 . Roose Irma, ??
38. Ronnqvist Eugenia (19 18 -194 9 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera
39 . Saxelin Alexander (1899  - 1959), dancer and ballet master at the Finnish Opera
40 . Salakari, Enne, former student of the Helsinki Dance Institute, dancer at the Finnish Opera?
41 . *  Salin A lf (1 9 1 3 -1 9 7 3 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera
42 . Salin Klaus (19 19 -197 3 ), freelancer dancer, later a dancer at the Finnish Opera
43 . Salin-Kuosmanen Iris (19 06 -199 1), dancer at the Finnish Opera, a ballet teacher
44 . Salminen Heivi (18 92 -196 1 ), graduated as physical educator, gymnastics and dance 
teacher, own school, free dance
45 . Sarko (former Wahlstrom) Edith (1907 -1976), dancer at the Finnish Opera
46 . Siponen Orvokki (19 15 -197 8), dancer and dance partner of Klaus Salin
47 . Soitso Tuukka, actor and dancer at the Finnish Opera
48 . Suontaa Esteri (18 96 -197 3 ), dance teacher, former student of Gripeberg and Idman, 
own school, free dance
49 . Sederholm Mary, dancer at the Finnish Opera?
50 . * Saila Aira (1 9 0 7 -1 9 9 1 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera and ballet teacher
51 . Saila - Erto Liisa (19 08 -197 7 ) dancer at the Finnish Opera
52 . Tahtinen Ida, former student of the Helsinki Dance Institute?
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53. Valto Elisabeth, dancer at the Finnish Opera
54 . *V arm a Impi (1 9 1 3 -1 9 8 9 ), dancer at the Finnish Opera
55. *Varm a Meri (b. 1910)
56 . Varmaala Maija, dance teacher, former student of Gripenberg, free dance
57. Vuori Airi, former student of the Helsinki Dance Institute?
A f Hallstrom pitied only on Maggie Gripenberg and Kurt Jooss. The former was the 
pioneer of Finnish dance and the latter combined ballet and free dance.
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Chapter 4
Problems of the Modern and the National in Dance Art
in Finland
The concepts of the modern and the national, and their companions modernity, 
modernism, nationality and nationalism, have had various meanings through 
time. These concepts and their meanings have been and still are targets of 
never ending discussion in various areas of study in the academic world. For 
example, Susan Standford Friedman's article (2001) in the journal 
Modernism/Modernity offers an enjoyable but at the same time complicated 
excursion about the changing meanings of modern, modernity and modernism. 
Modern and national have been also linked to dance and dance research by 
using concepts such as modern dance, American modern dance, German 
Ausdruckstanz, Finnish free dance, national ballet, modern ballet, Russian ballet, 
Finnish ballet and national dances and by discussing topics such as nationalism 
in dance and modernism in dance (e.g. Morris 2006, Burt 1998, Franko 1995, 
Manning 1993). The body of discussion and knowledge relating both to modern 
and to national is so extensive that I hesitate to participate and make my own 
contribution. Nevertheless, there is no way of avoiding it, as discourses 
characterizing the modern and the national in society as well as in dance are 
essential for my research.
Throughout my thesis I have been careful about my choice between the phrases 
'Finnish dance' and 'dance in Finland'. Mostly I have preferred the term 'dance 
or dance art in Finland' for dance in Finland was not, and is not, only Finnish 
dance art. This does not mean that dance in Finland during my research period 
did not include national features, but they were just part of it. Using a 
contemporary term it might be said that dance is transnational; it does not 
fo llow  the borders of nation-states but it can still participate in the construction 
and imagination of a nation and take part in the discussion of modernism.
Dance art in Finland began as an imported product at the turn of the 20th 
century, but voices soon emerged that started to speak openly about the need 
to establish Finnish dance art (Heisingin Tanssiopisto 1920, 1921). Some
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national references can already be found in the first Swan Lake at the Finnish 
Opera in 1922. The celebration of the birthday of prince Siegfried resembles 
Swedish- speaking Finns' celebration of Midsummer around the Midsummer pole 
(Appendix 18, p 246 photograph of the first act of the Swan Lake in 1922). 
Even the dresses of the dancers remind me of the national costumes of the rural 
districts of Finland. By the end of the 1920s the use of such expressions as 
Finnish Terpsichore (Enajarvi, 1928c) and Finnish Ballet (Suonio,1928) or 
Domestic Ballet (af Hallstrom, 1929a) were clear indicators of nationalist aims 
to build Finnish dance art. Especially the qualifier 'Finnish' was related to the 
ballet group at the Finnish Opera. Similarly early modern dance as part of 
physical education considered Finns as "good material for the modern trend of 
physical exercises", as Annsi Bergh (1900-1932) the Finnish gymnastics and 
dance teacher of the Hellerau-Laxenburg School put it (cited in Enajarvi, 1928a, 
p 867). This kind of statements referring to nationality were not presented only 
because dancers were Finns or supposed to be Finns and work in Finland. The 
Russian origin of many dancers of the Finnish National Opera was a constant 
target of irritation during the 1920s and Finnish modern dancers studying, 
performing and working in the Central Europe also held contradictory feelings 
and views.^ The question, "What makes dance in Finland Finnish dance", is a 
complex one and has no comprehensive answers. It depends on dancers, 
choreographers and venues but also on movement material, choice of a subject 
matter, use of music and setting and so on. In addition, dance is intertwined 
w ith  larger ideological purposes, such as a construction or imagination of a 
nation, and legitimation and promotion of dance art in Finland.
In the 20th century, the modern era also reached dance art. Jukka Relander, a 
well-known Finnish historian, argues in his article 'Dancing to Freedom' (2006) 
that dance in the early 20‘  ^ century Finland, w ith a weak tradition and as a 
politically neutral form, was able to express features of modernity more freely 
than other arts. These features are individualism, emancipation, self-expression, 
breaking of cultural conventions and traditional communal ties etc. I return to 
this argument of Relander after my own discussion of the appearances of the 
modern and the national in dance. As Ritva Hapuli (1995) discusses and Jukka 
Relander (2006) points out, the modern in Finland did not mean only new -isms
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w ith  new forms in arts or in dance; it also referred to changes in the life and 
identity of human beings, both women and men. That is in how they 
understood, identified, expressed and embodied themselves as individuals and 
as members of different social and cultural groups in the changing world that 
through new forms of communication gradually started to reach most of the 
European population. The various forms and meanings of modern were 
acknowledged also in dance in Finland and were presented in dance works as 
well as discussed in several articles and reviews on dance. However, issues and 
features relating both to the modern and the national are so multiple and 
expansive that in order to clarify and ease my task in this chapter it pays 
accurately articulate the starting points, conditions and limitations of my 
exploration.
In line w ith  the title of this chapter my focus is on how the modern and the 
national appear in dance art in Finland, and especially how these terms were 
used, characterised or defined, and what kind of ideas were linked to them 
during the 1920s and 1930s. A t the beginning of this chapter I examine w ith 
the help of discourse analysis, written texts, dance articles and reviews, which 
have constructed discourses of modern and national in dance and given 
meanings for these concepts. I analyse on the cultural experience of modernity 
and nationality, that is, how being modern and/or national were present or 
absent in some Finnish dance texts, and how modern and national were 
connected to each other. The much-discussed question, whether modern dance 
was modernist or not is ignored, as this chapter primarily sketches discourses 
of modern and national in order to examine how Loitsu participated in and 
perhaps constructed those discourses. In other words, how it was modern and 
national. Finally, I consider what kind of additional interpretations postmodern 
time and context, in which Leena Gustavson and I live, have given to Elsa 
Puolanne's Loitsu and our new constructions of it.
FORUMS FOR DISCOURSES OF THE MODERN AND THE NATIONAL IN DANCE
By the end of the 1920s, the young Finnish dance art existed in different 
modes. The Finnish National Opera had a small permanent ballet group, and 
many dancers had temporary contracts with the Opera. Ballet was gradually
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beginning to institutionalise and legitimise itself, and the term Finnish ballet, 
referring to the ballet group of the Finnish Opera, appeared in dance writings. 
The young ballet of Finland was under many pressures. On the one hand, the 
international ballet scene was under the spell of Russian ballet, and George Gé 
and many dancers had close ties w ith Russia and Russian ballet. On the other 
hand, patriotic forces in a young nation, recently separated from Russia, 
rejected or were suspicious of everything that was labelled as Russian. In order 
to legitimise itself ballet had to find a balance between the nationalist and 
artistic demands of the developing ballet.
In the field of early modern dance, the first students of Maggie Gripenberg had 
gone to Central Europe to deepen and supplement their dance studies. By the 
1920s some of Gripenberg's former students, Taina Helve, Heivi Salminen and 
Esteri Suontaa, had already established schools of their own. New trends and 
ideas of German and Central European modern dance and gymnastics schools 
were brought to Finland. A strong alliance between new gymnastics and dance 
emerged in physical education, and dance exercises and improvisation were 
integrated as part of the new women's gymnastics movement that began to 
interest many Finnish women, as discussed in the previous chapter.
In Finnish writings on dance the term 'modern' was generally used to refer to 
early modern dance, and especially its latent possibilities to reveal and express 
inner feelings and emotions, and the capacity of dance to improve the quality of 
human life (e.g. Idman 1921, Laaksonen 1925). These were common features 
and goals of early modern dance in Europe and America. For example, the 
communication of emotions was the core of John Martin's (1965 [1939]) 
theory of modern dance as a modernist genre (Morris 2006). The 'modern' in 
ballet was articulated in Finland some years later and it was usually connected 
to some features of the works of the Ballets Russes de Serge Djagilev and the 
Ballets Suédois (e.g. Niskanen 1925, af Hallstrom 1945a). John Martin (1965 
[1939]), an advocate of modern dance, did not accept Djagilev's modernism 
that according to him was not based on dance but on music and painting. In 
Finland the uncertainty and confusion about what was new and modern in 
dance can been seen clearly in the leaflets of the Helsinki Dance Institute (1920,
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1921). They state the aim of the Institute was to established national ballet on 
the basis of the classical school reformed by the work of Michael Fokine, but 
the work of Isadora Duncan, and Dalcroze-based plastic dance were also 
respected, and Dalcroze studies were included as part of the curriculum. Yet 
the leaflet (1921) asked if Dalcroze-based studies, which were rather seen as 
music education, could produce dance art, and if so, what kind of dance art.
The coincidence of modernist and nationalist forces shaped the birth process of 
dance art in Finland, and by the end of the 1920s there seems to have been a 
desire and need to clarify new terms and concepts of dance and to set 
borderlines between different genres and trends both in dance and gymnastics. 
This was done in various dance and gymnastics articles and reviews in Finnish 
culture theatre, sport and gymnastics journals and periodicals, such as 
Tulenkantajat, A itta , Astra, Nayttamo, Naamio, Kisakenttà, Urheiiijan jouiu  and 
Tyolaisnaisen Urheiiuiehti, and also in some newspapers and weekly magazines, 
such as Uusi Suomi, Heisingin Sanomat, Svenska Pressen and Suomen 
Kuvaiehti. The participants of these written discourses were dance, theatre and 
music critics, representatives of modern dance and gymnastics, and sometimes 
'ordinary' members of the dance audience.
Signs of this discussion had appeared already in the early 1920s, but the 
discussion became livelier by the end of the 1920s. This cluster of public 
discussion in the press supports my earlier suggestion (pp 45-47) that 
borderlines between different genres and trends in dance and gymnastics were 
not yet definite during the first decades of dance art in Finland. However, 
during the late 1920s and early 1930s the borderlines between classical ballet 
and modern dance, as well as between modern dance and gymnastics, were 
drawn w ith  the help of various polarisations and for various reasons. This 
confrontation or wish to set boundaries, one of the central features of 
modernism (Friedman 2001), happened in Finland through such juxtapositions or 
binaries as
national, domestic ballet - German-based modern dance
- light movement - heavy earthbound movement
- controlled body - emancipated body
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- graceful and flattering ballerina expressing the joy of dance - 
philosophical amazons
- beautiful dance - ugly dance
- performing dancer - creative dancer
- civilised dance - primitive dance
- educated dancer - inborn artist.
DANCE DEBATE IN TULENKANTAJAT IN 1929
One of the most outstanding debates on the interpretations of the new and the 
modern in dance took place in 1929. The debate was published on the pages of 
the modern and cosmopolitan literary and culture periodical Tulenkantajat. The 
print run of the periodical was 4500 [Tulenkantajat 10-11/1929, p 180) and its 
readership was quite marginal and elitist - mostly artists, journalists and culture- 
oriented people, who were interested in European or international culture and 
art. However, provocative articles of Tulenkantajat were widely commented in 
the Finnish press. Dance and physical culture as part of modern life received a- 
lot of attention in Tulenkantajat. Thus, it can be assumed that Tulenkantajat 
was also read by dance artists, dance writers and dance audience. For example 
the personal archives of dance teacher Martta Broyer included clippings from 
Tulenkantajat. The importance of the dance debate in Tulenkantajat in 1929 has 
been acknowledged later, and the debate has been reprinted, explored and 
discussed by many researchers, e.g. Tiina Suhonen, Ritva Hapuli and Virve 
Sutinen in the research appendix of Tanssi magazine 1/1998 and by Jukka 
Relander in Finnish Dance in Focus 2006.
The parties of the discussion, or even the disagreement or fight, in 
Tulenkantajat were Antti Halonen (1903 - 1985), a 26-year-old university 
student and a forthcoming dance critic, and Irja Hagfors (1905 - 1988), a 23- 
year-old graduate from the Hellerau-Laxemburg School. Halonen and Hagfors 
can be considered cosmopolitans. They were well-educated members of civilised 
families. Halonen was the son of Pekka Halonen, one of the most prominent 
national romantic painters in Finland. Hagfors was the daughter of teacher and 
translator Edwin Hagfors (PhD) and her mother belonged to the prominent 
Marchander family. During the 1920s both Halonen and Hagfors spent some
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time in Central Europe. Antti Halonen attended ballet classes in Paris w ith 
Alexander Volinine and the former Russian ballet teachers of the Helsinki Dance 
Institute, Lyubov Egorova and Natalia Suvorova. He also studied social dances 
in London and Berlin. Later Halonen become a prominent writer on culture and 
dance. Irja Hagfors was a student at the Gripenberg School and the Salminen- 
Naparstok School, and she also attended the ballet classes of George Gé. In 
1926 she enrolled in the Hellerau-Laxenburg School graduating in 1928 
(Korperbildung und Tanz Diplom). In the autumn of 1928, she started to teach 
at the Heivi Salminen School and had her first public dance performance in 
Finland in November 1928. The following year Hagfors left Finland and was 
engaged by various theatres and dance groups in the Central Europe, such as 
the Plaza Theatre in Berlin, Stadsteatern in Zurich; she was also a member of 
the Harald Kreutzberg group and the Trudi Schoop Dance Theatre. A t the 
outbreak of the Second World War she returned to Finland and later worked as 
a choreographer, dance teacher and dance critic.^
A t first glance it seems that the debate in Tulenkantajat was a dialogue between 
Antti Halonen and Irja Hagfors, but a more detailed look at its linear and 
sequential structure reveals that the editors of Tulenkantajat also had a 
remarkable role in it.^ Dance seems to be the theme of Tulenkantajat 5/1929 
(18.2. 1929). A photograph of Serge Lifar and Alicia Nikitina and titles of 
dance articles were presented on the front cover of the periodical. Two articles, 
'Klassillisen baletin uusi aika' (The New Era of Classical Ballet, Halonen 1929a) 
and 'Koreografiaa Pariisin nayttamoilla' (Choreographies in the Theatres of Paris) 
were written by Antti Halonen, and Raoul af Hallstrom's article 'Kotimainen 
balettikysymys' (A Domestic Ballet Issue, 1929a) was placed between them. 
Still, the dance debate was actually started by Irja Hagfors when she 
commented on Halonen's articles in the following number of Tulenkantajat 
under the title 'Uuden ajan tanssi ja klassillinen tanssi' (Dance of the New Era 
and Classical Dance, 1929a) w ith a subtitle 'Kasitteiden selvittelya' (Towards 
Clearer Concepts). After receiving this article by Hagfors the editors of 
Tulenkantajat (1929c, p 105) asked Antti Halonen: "What on earth had he 
written about dance art?" In reply the editors received Halonen's article 'Molokin 
viimeiset pidot' (The Last Feast of Molok, 1929c), which commented Hagfors'
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article (1929a). Both Hagfors' (1929a) and Halonen' (1929c) articles were 
m Tulenkantajat 6-7/1929 (18.3. 1929). The following Tulenkantajat 
8-971929 (3.4. 1929) included Irja Hagfors' comments to Antti Halonen" 
entitled: 'Tanssi-ilon ja analyysin ei mitenkaan tarvitse hairità toisiaan' (Joy of 
[Tance: and Analysis Need not Disturb Each Other, 1929b). The debate was 
closed: w ith  the final evaluative words of the editors.
Editors, who have tried to remain neutral during the dance 
debate, express their admiration to Miss Hagfors. Only a 
few  representatives of her field can both dance and write.
It should also be remembered how well received her 
recent dance performance was. The artist shows herself 
that her claims are valid.
Toimitus, joka on tâta tanssikeskustelua pyrkinyt 
hoitamaan puolueettomana, lausuu ihailevan 
tunnustuksensa neiti Hagforsille. Silla harvat hanen alansa 
edustajista osaavat seka tanssia etta kirjoittaa. 
Muistetaanhan viela, mika ihastuksen neiti Hagforsin 
askeinen tanssinâytântô herâtti. Taiteilijatar osoitti itse 
teossa pateviksi esittâmânsâ vaitteet.
Tulenkantajat 8-9/1929, p 31.
Thé role of the editors of Tulenkantajat seems to have been bigger than they 
thémsëiyes claimed. My opinion is that they not only moderated but steered 
and- evaluated the debate in order to bring modern dance art as it was 
aftiéülétèd by Hagfors to their agenda of modern and international culture, 
vyhéfe it easily settled.
Thé -dance debate in Tulenkantajat occurred in a year that was remarkable for 
both modernists and nationalists in Finland. On the one hand, Olavi 
Pâavolainen's collection of articles Nykyaikaa ets/màssà was published as a 
declaration of international, modern and liberal view of life, but on the other 
handy thé risirig Conservative, nationalist and extreme right-wing movement was 
otpnfëêËdutî9ëf''tfié®Lapua Movement. The following year, 1930, the cultural 
g%upP7lW # § ^^ !# ff'\# W h h h é d  Included supporters of both right- and left-wing 
pBfîiiéêF'sglît'^bëêiQéi^of^pBfitiéâl differences, and the publication of the 
p8R8afli§PWm&^#"cSm^t6%nend.
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My main and detailed concern and further examination stays in this debate in 
Tulenkantajat, but it is supplemented w ith some other dance texts relating to it. 
The debate in Tulenkantajat did not deal w ith issues of national in dance directly 
and openly. Nevertheless, the tense and intertwined relationship between the 
modern and the national in various issues related the national in dance as part 
Halonen's and Hagfors' writings, although it was implicit. Discourses of the 
modern and the national in dance did not only take shape in the context of a 
distinction between ballet and modern dance, as the debate between Hagfors 
and Halonen is usually interpreted (Sutinen 1998, Relander 2006), but it also 
included other voices and emphases.
As presented at the beginning of this chapter discourse analysis is used for 
analysing written dance texts. The theory of discourse analysis is not here 
introduced systematically and comprehensively. Instead, I briefly refer in my 
text to main questions and features of discourse analysis that have stimulated 
the analysis of texts. This started already above. My discussion on the articles 
w ith in their global and local context introduced the settings and participants of 
the debate and presented how different texts relate to the preceding ones 
(Baker & Galasinski 2001).
VOICES OF MODERNISM AND NATIONALISM
Language users are not isolated individuals, but members of groups, institutions 
and cultures, and they are interested in meaning. Barker and Galasinski (2001) 
articulated tw o  types of question that were posed by language users and 
analysts. They are: 'W hat does it mean in this situation' and 'W hy is this being 
said or meant in this situation?' The main participants in the dance debate in 
Tulenkantajat were living in the same era and shared an interest in international 
dance culture, but they were also integrated in different dance genres, 
institutions and groups. Halonen, a young male cultural writer and a student of 
Russian emigrant ballet teachers in Paris, was a representative of classical ballet 
and Hagfors, a young graduate from the Hellerau-Laxemburg School, was a 
representative of new or modern dance. Their personal ties w ith different dance 
genres also made their understanding of the modern in dance quite different. 
Their texts and views imported international dance discussion to Finland, but it
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is also fascinating to fo llow how their voices and views constructed dance art in 
Finland.
According to Barker & Galasinski (2001 ) discourse analysis is ideological and 
multifunctional and forms power/knowledge. Text as a whole serves three 
functions - ideational, interpersonal and textual - at the same time. Firstly, 
through the ideational function language refers to realities 'outside'. That is the 
speakers' or writers ' possibility of articulating their experience of the world as 
well as their internal world of cognitions, emotions, perception and so on. 
Secondly, the interpersonal function refers to the interaction between the 
speaker and the addressee by means of text. Speakers can have particular 
speech roles and, through their utterances, they can set up social relationships 
w ith  those they address. Their enacting gives them particular position in 
relation to their audience. Thirdly, the textual function of language makes the 
text intelligible to its addressee; it is responsible for making discourse appear 'as 
tex t'. Discourse is ideological by means of these functions. It represents 
shared ideas of the members of a group, and to quote Barker & Galasinski "it 
can be also understood as the attempt to fix meaning for specific purposes" 
(2001, p 66). These points of views are kept in mind when the ideas and 
articles of Halonen (1929a, b, c) and Hagfors (1929a, b) are taken into closer 
examination.
Antti Halonen uses a constantly passive and dictating voice in his article 
(1929a). This creates an impression that he is an author who knows how 
things have been, how they are at the moment and how they should be. 
Halonen starts his article from a fighting position w ith the following statement: 
"the viability of old classical ballet has been long discussed and it has been 
claimed that transfusion of new trends is essential for it"  (Halonen, 1928a, p 
79). He continues by representing classical dance as the basis for 
choreographic art that can combine w ith itself new means of expression. Still, 
new means are not presented as essential but as possibilities for classical 
dance. Halonen suggests the modern as one option for ballet. In other words, 
he seems to deal w ith dance art as a hierarchical structure, in which classical 
ballet has been given the highest status or it is seen as basis that cannot be
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challenged or changed. Even the heading of his article, 'The New Era of 
Classical Dance', refers to this untouchable and unchangeable truth about 
classical ballet.
Halonen prefers to see ballet as "a play that replaces missing lines of the play 
w ith  silent phrases of the human body"(1929a, p 79). His view of ballet is 
better suited to traditional classical ballet than the new creations of the Ballets 
Russes de Serge Diaghilev. Thus is understandable that Halonen uses a critical 
tone of voice to review unnamed modern ballets of the company. In his 
discussion on the modern in dance he points to the external features of ballet, 
the introduction of new movements that are considered very modern, burlesque, 
comic and angular and also very flexible and poetic, but sometimes unstylish 
and boring in their angularity and repetition - partly due to the use of modern 
music. According to Halonen ballet or ballet tableaux in one or tw o acts of the 
Ballets Russes have reduced the drama and events too much. He shares André 
Levinson's partiality for classical ballet. Yet, if Levinson underlines the classical 
dance and its technique as a centre of ballet performances (e.g. Levison in 
Suhonen 1991, [1925]) Halonen draws his attention to the dramatic events of 
ballet performances.
Finnish ballet is neither referred nor discussed in Halonen's article, although it at 
the time of writing actually fulfilled his wish for classical ballet. George Gé's 
modern ballets in the spirit of the Ballets Russes, such as Petrushka (1929), 
Poème (1931), Vesipatsas (1931) and Le Bal (1933), were later performed at 
the Finnish Opera (Appendix 3, pp 217-218). However, the situation at the 
Finnish National Ballet was introduced in the same number of Tulenkantajat by 
Raoul af Hallstrom, whose views of modern ballet and modern dance art seem 
to be more complex and ambiguous than Halonen's.
A f Hallstrom had stated his faith in the Russian ballet in his review of The 
Sleeping Beauty at the Finnish Opera, and particularly his enthusiasm for the 
Ballets Russes de Serge Diaghilev, whose performances he had seen in Paris (af 
Hallstrom 1928). The Ballets Russes was able to dance both classical ballet and 
modern pieces that stepped into to the area of modern dance, and this was
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according to af Hallstrom (1928) made possible by ballet training that can do 
miracles for the human body. George Gé, ballet master of the Finnish Opera, has 
not been sufficiently adaptable to use the modern style; instead, his area is the 
old classical ballet and in that he is a proper director, af Hallstrom writes. This 
review of the Sleeping Beauty can be read as an intervention in the repertoire 
policy of the Finnish Opera or even as impetus or encouragement for Gé to 
move towards modern choreography, which he actually soon did in his 
choreography Petrushka in 1929.
Before the performance of Petrushka af Hallstrom (1929a) argued in 
Tulenkantajat that Finnish ballet was now ready to accept some critical 
comments, not only supportive encouragement as before. Straightforwardly he 
calls ballet master George Gé as a dilettante who cannot dance, choreograph, 
teach or direct the Finnish National Ballet any further. According to af Hallstrom 
(1929a) Gé's supremacy was possibly due to his colleagues, the incompetent 
dance critics, who lavished praise on Gé without any expertise in dance. 
Evidently, he did not consider himself as one of them, but instead he explicitly 
uses his position and power as a cultural and dance critic to make dance politics 
at the Finnish Opera by lobbying for Alexander Saxelin to replace George Gé. 
Unlike Gé, Saxelin was educated as a dancer. He had graduated from the 
Maryinsky Ballet School, but was not employed as a dancer or a teacher at the 
Finnish National Opera. However, Petrushka, Gé's first modern work, soon 
transformed af Hallstrom's opinion about his artistic and choreographic abilities. 
"New gesture has arrived in Helsinki and it is 'beau geste'", af Hallstrom (1930, 
p 30) announces in Tulenkantajat. Although the new gesture was shy and 
tentative, and borrowed consciously or unconsciously from the Ballets Russes, it 
offered, according to af Hallstrom, a possibility for Finns to know what 
happened abroad. In 1929 modern ballet beside classical ballet had appeared at 
the Finnish Opera, and this had af Hallstrom's blessing.
A f Hallstrom's writings during the late 1920s and early 1930s reveal that 
despite his admiration for ballet and new forms of modern ballet some ideas and 
performances of modern dance perplexed him. Unlike Halonen, af Hallstrom 
respected and was to some extent fascinated by modern dancers honest aims
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towards independent creativity, but at the same time, and even in the same 
articles (1929b, 1930), he constantly used scornful expressions when speaking 
about modern dancers. However, the short Finnish word 'kai' (perhaps) in his 
article (1929b) reveals some hesitation against the distinction between ballet 
and modern dance. A f Hallstrom states:
What an enormous difference there is between these 
dancers (he refers here to modern female dancers) and 
dance girls and fairytale princes of the Opera. Neither of 
these categories perhaps tolerates each other, but both 
have great tasks of their own.
Mika aareton ero onkaan naiden tanssijattarien ja 
oopperan balettityttojen ja satuprinssien valilla! 
Kumpainenkaan kategoria ei kai sieda toistaan, mutta 
molemmilla on suuret tehtavansa.
af Hallstrom 1929b, p 624.
In the 1920s and 1930s af Hallstrom preferred ballet to modern dance, but he 
contributed to both dance genres. He invited ballet and modern dancers to 
establish the Union of the Finnish Dance Artists in 1937 and expressed his 
conviction as follows.
I believe is that there will soon be a time, when tw o 
competing dance trends will not exist. Then "free",
"new ", "plastique" dance and traditional academic dance 
w ill appear parallel and they will be melting into one. The 
result will be a truly modern, virtuoso, expressive and 
internally intensive dance art of modern times.
pian koittaa aika, jolloin ei enaa ole kahta keskenaan 
vihamielista tanssisuuntaa. Silloin "vapaa", "uusi",
"plastillinen" tanssi ja perinteinen akateeminen koulutanssi 
esiintyvat oppiaineina rinnakkain, sulautuvat nayttamolla 
yhteen. Tuloksena on oleva tosimoderni, taiturillinen, 
ilmeikas ja sisaisesti intensiivinen uuden ajan tanssitaide.
af Hallstrom 1945a, p 139.
But, as revealed in the previous Chapter 3 (pp 123-124), af Hallstrom s tone of 
writing changed after the Second World War. After the War he did not show 
any understanding toward modern dance and dancers. In this he followed 
Halonen in 1929. However, it might be too narrow-minded to include af 
Hallstrom among the most powerful balletomanes and dance critics (Arvelo &
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Rasànen, 1987) repressing the development of modern dance in Finland. The 
modern, young, optim istic, curious and more tolerant af Hallstrom has been 
forgotten, as Ritva Hapuli suggests (1998). This was done not only by Arvelo 
& Rasanen and other writers but also by af Hallstrom himself, too (e.g. 
Hallstrom 1946, Vienola-Lindfors & af Hallstrom 1981). It is evident that before 
the Second World War af Hallstrom's texts did not yet represent so strongly 
ballet-biased discourses as those of e.g. Antti Halonen. As matter of fact, af 
Hallstrom and Irja Hagfors tried in some extent to have real exchange and 
development of ideas, views and experiences of the modern - not only to defend 
their personal likes and dislikes. The discourses and interplay of the modern and 
the national in dance in the 1920s and 1930s were perhaps more extensive and 
much more complex than presented in existing dance histories.
In Finland as well as in the rest of Europe, as far as I know, ballet was 
articulated before the Second World War in written texts almost totally by male 
dance, theatre, music or culture writers and critics, who usually had no 
experience of performing ballet or any sort of dance. Ballet dancers and 
especially female dancers were not supposed to write about their work and 
experiences as dancers. The voice of the ballet dancer was seldom written 
down, but it was the external gaze of the ballet writer, which became the voice 
for ballet. In the case of modern ballet, these writers often paid attention to the 
external features and changes that modern ballet had brought to classical 
dance. This seems to be case of Antti Halonen in his articles in Tulenkantajat, 
but Raoul af Hallstrom's discourse of the modern in his early writing refers also 
to the inner world of the modern, for example his characterisation of the true 
dance art of the modern times as modern and virtuoso as well as expressive and 
internally intense (1945a).
In contrast to ballet writing, early modern dance was presented not only by 
male dance and culture writers, but often also by female writers and female 
dancers themselves.^ In their writings, the inner world or the soul of dance was 
the base of modern dance, to the extent that the whole dancer was understood 
as a medium of dance, not only the movements of her body. The Finnish-
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Swedish modernist poet Hagar Olsson writes after the visit of Mary Wigman in 
Finland:
The modern dancer is not an artist, but a medium that 
directly and freely performs the inner experience of the 
soul w ith  rhythmic movements.
Den moderna danserskan ar inte en artist, utan medium, 
som direkt, obehindrat omsattar den sjalsliga upplevelsen i 
rytm isk rorelse.
Olsson 1926, p 43.
It seems that in the decades preceding the Second World War there were 
various competing discourses of the modern and the national, but after the War 
the dominant discourse, which was most often and most cuttingly articulated 
by Raoul af Hallstrom, blessed ballet and modern ballet, but tried to silence 
modern dance and its discourses of the modern.^
Irja Hagfors, a practising female dance artist, saw and experienced the modern 
both as external and internal features of new dance in her articles in 
Tulenkantajat. She used an active voice and considered herself openly the 
mouthpiece of the dance of the modern era. Still, although her voice is not 
authoritative, she suggests a different point of view from Antti Halonen, and 
perhaps even from representatives of modern dance in Finland.
My aim is not to be polemical against Mr. Halonen, but I 
could not resist my desire to present the view of dance of 
the modern era as regards some points he made.
Tarkoitukseni ei ole polemisoida herra Halosta vastaa, 
mutta en ole voinut vastustaa halua tuoda esille uuden 
ajan tanssitaiteen kantaa eraissa hanen kasittelemissaan 
kohdissa.
Hagfors 1929a, p 101.
Unlike Halonen, who considers dance a given hierarchical system, Hagfors does 
not th ink hierarchically in her article, and her definition of dance is expansive 
and gives space for various forms and genres of dance (Sutinen 1998). Hagfors 
writes:
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According to the contemporary dancer dance is the same 
as art of moving, which has an artistic power of 
expression. Every movement that is genuine and 
expressive is dance.
Nykyajan tanssijan kasityksen mukaan tanssi on yhtakuin 
liikuntataide, siis liikehtemista, jolla on taiteellinen 
ilmaisuvoima. Jokainen iiike, joka on aito ja ilmehikas on 
tanssia.
Hagfors, 1929a, p 101.
Hagfors understands and tolerates the criticism of classical ballet toward its 
younger sister, which she calls new dance. She even asks for more time for 
new dance to develop and show its possibilities both as an art form and as a 
technique. Still it is clear for Hagfors that the aims and the character of new 
dance are not same as these of classical ballet. New dance is
more profound and it aims more inward, its starting point 
is the experience of the soul.
syvallisempi ja enemman sisaanpain suuntautunut kuin 
klassinen, sen lahtokohta on sielullisessa elamyksessa.
Hagfors 1929a, p 101.
Hagfors specifies further the difference between a modern dancer and a 
classical dancer. A contemporary dancer, who performs and composes her/his 
dances, is in a different situation from a ballet dancer who only performs 
dances, but who does not create them. "Every modern dancer has to be a 
creative artist, whereas a classical dancer is mostly only performing", as 
Hagfors (1929a, p 103) writes. Therefore, she argues that modern dancers have 
concentrated on the creative act and neglected the technical side of their work, 
whereas classical dancers have developed their technique at the expense of 
creativity. Although Hagfors shares the view that the inner world or soul is the 
base of modern or new dance, she underlines the fact that the human body is 
the instrument of dance and analyses in more detail than usually the case in 
Finland the role of technique in modern dance. This might be understood as a 
shift, or perhaps more precisely a suggestion for a shift, toward more external 
embodiment. No Finnish dance research has noticed this shift and discussed it 
further.
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Beside reading Hagfors' article (1929a) as a clarification of terms of dance and 
of differences between classical and modern dance, I suggest that it can be read 
also as her contribution to early modern dance in Finland based on her dance 
studies in Central Europe and her acknowledge of German and Central European 
modern dance. Her article echoes perhaps more what was happening at that 
time in Ausdruckstanz in Germany and Central Europe than in Finland. A fter her 
graduation form the Hellerau-Laxenburg School in 1928 Hagfors performed and 
participated in the German dancers' conference in Essen. The themes of that 
conference, such as dance theatre, clarification of dance terms and dance 
notation (Müller & Stockemann 1993), were also central in her article in 
Tulenkantajat.
The situation of modern dance in Germany and Finland is not openly compared 
in her article. Her only direct comment to the situation in Finland was the 
suggestion that new or modern dance should replace the term 'plastic dance', 
commonly used in Finland. She reasons this by saying that plastic dance is not 
used in the home country of this new dance trend, Germany. According to 
Hagors there is no ground for the new dance trend being more plastic than 
classical dance. Still, this suggestion to change of concept might also indicate 
her wish to imply that plastic dance in Finland was not yet as fully developed or 
aware of all the new ideas and forms of modern dance as it was in Central 
Europe. From the present perspective it seems that the late 1920s and the 
early 1930s were the period when new gymnastics and dance trends were 
gradually imported from Germany to diversify the Duncan- and Dalcroze-based 
plastic dance in Finland. New names, such as Wigman, Laban, Palucca, Bode, 
Gunther and Palucca, were presented, new movement and dance schools were 
established and the soft and plastic arm movements gave way to strongly 
arching backs and high jumps. Hagfors was one of the harbingers of this shift 
in early modern dance in Finland.
However, Halonen did not read Hagfors' article as an attempt to promote 
modern dance in Finland, not even as an invitation for having open discussions 
on what the modern can mean in dance. He understood her article more as a 
counterattack on his 'tru th ', classical ballet. Halonen's answer to Hagfors was
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personal, and it saw complex discourses of the modern only as a battle about 
whom is right. His article begins:
A destructive storm had again passed the earth and left 
destruction behind it. The burning "sanum" from the dark 
German chambers of doctrine has forced its way to the 
arena of classical dance art, bringing w ith it the terrifying 
Molok of quibbling and reasoning. The feast of the 
monster was luxurious and the destruction perfect.
Tuhoava taifuuni on jalleen kulkenut maan yli ja saanut 
havitysta jalkeensa. Analyysin polttava "sanum" on 
tunkeutunut klassillisen tanssitaiteen areenalle 
saksalaisuuden hamarista oppikamareista, tuoden 
muassaan tietoviisauden ja jarkeilyn kammottavan 
Molokin. Hirvion pidot olivat yielliset, havitys huolellinen.
Halonen 1929c, p 105.
W ith colourful expressions and choice of words and metaphors Halonen almost 
creates an impression that the German-born dancer -  an amazon, a valkyrie - 
has succeeded in raping the blue-blooded princess of classical dance and has 
destroyed the joy of dance with the words of art philosophy. He also expresses 
his satisfaction that Finnish classical dancers have not lost their joy of dance.® 
A fter his emotional outburst Halonen tells that the editors of Tulenkantajat had 
asked him to comment on Hagfors' article. He hesitates by using the following 
words:
It would be daring of me to go to that deadlock and to 
play a dance-aesthetic-literary hide and seek game - so 
thick is the jungle that Miss Hagfors has unexpectedly 
conjured up from the spouts of art philosophy. I am afraid 
of losing my way there, and as it difficult for me to find 
Miss Hagfors there.
Menemiseni tuohon umpikujaan leikittelemaan tanssi- 
esteettis-kirjallista sokkopiiloa, olisi sangen uhkarohkea 
edesotto, niin tihean viidakon neiti Hagfors on 
odottamatta loihtinut taidefilosofina vesoista. Yhta paljon 
kuin pelkaan sinne eksyvani, yhta vaikea minun on loytaa 
sielta neiti Hagforsia itseaan.
Halonen 1929c, p 106.
Nevertheless Halonen continues his article and accuses Miss Hagfors and all the 
dancer-amazons of the Laxenburg Castle of abandoning the joy of dance
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because of their insistence on rationality. Throughout the article (1929c) he 
refuses or is unable to discuss further the ideas presented by Hagfors. Halonen 
simply disregards the views that do not suit him. He did not even stop to 
consider those views that he actually shared w ith Irja Hagfors, such as the 
impossibility of combining ballet and new dance and his and Hagfors' common 
longing for dance drama.
BALLET AND NEW DANCE: AN IMPOSSIBLE COMBINATION
Halonen (1929a) straightforwardly condemns the reformers of classical ballet 
putting forward the idea combining classical and plastic dance. Halonen again 
gives no names to specify his views or give concrete examples. He is the 
authority; readers do not need to know precisely. According to Halonen the 
opposing attitude of ballet and new dance toward gravity makes their 
combination impossible. Ballet tries to reverse gravity and aims at elegant 
lightness, whereas plastic dance makes use of gravity and seeks deep earth- 
bound movement.
Hagfors (1929a) agrees w ith Halonen that there is no way to combine ballet and 
new dance, but she justifies her views otherwise. The different relationship to 
gravity is no more a valid reason for separation, and by presenting statements 
like this, Halonen shows his lack of knowledge of developments in new dance, 
Hagfors suggests. Also new dance acknowledges a huge variation of 
movements, and it has discovered that there are deep movements beside light 
movements, Hagfors states and refers to three different types of dancers 
defined by Rudolf Laban, namely Tieftanzer, Mitteltanzer and Hochtanzer.
In her article Hagfors did not accept Halonen's authority. She claims that the 
combination of ballet and new dance is impossible both technically and 
artistically. The classical school aims at bodily control only w ith muscular 
tension and strength, and requires the same qualifications and aims for all 
dancers. New dance admits the importance of muscular development but at the 
same time it tries to expand the movement possibilities of the whole body with 
the help of relaxation. Hagfors argues that there is no common ideal body for a 
modern dancer as there is for a ballet dancer. Even modern dance techniques
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are personal and individual for Hagfors. Halonen (1929b) had claimed that the 
art of Isadora Duncan and Mary Wigman was so individual and tied to their 
personalities that their schools could not transmit and teach their heritage to 
their students. According to Halonen these only copied their teachers. Hagfors 
answered by claiming that technique can be taught to students, but art can not. 
You have to be an inborn artist.
As part of longing for what is new, the longing for individuality, originality and 
authenticity are the most common shared objectives that have been connected 
w ith  modernism in the arts. Early modern dance in Finland appreciated the 
individuality and originality of each dancer and regarded all human beings as 
possible dancers capable of self-expression. However, not all possible dancers 
were considered dance artists. Inborn talent makes a dancer a dance artist (e.g. 
Jalkanen 1924, Hagfors 1929a). Hilda Laaksonen (1925) recalls performances 
of plastic dance and simultaneously characterizes the modern dancer, who is 
not only a dancer but an artist.
Not every dancer, who has a good technique and musical 
talents, is a real artist. Before s/he can put her audience 
under a spell s/he must have a rich emotional life, plenty 
of imagination, a strong sense of beauty and be multiple 
civilised. In order to be a great artist, s/he has to be an 
individual, whose creations are original and independent 
and reflect his/her own thinking and emotions. Spectator 
will stay cold for the performance, if the soul of the artist 
does not speak to her/him beside beautiful dresses, 
playful lines and beautiful music. The real artist is the 
one in whom the spectator sees the human being who 
thinks, feels, suffers, plays, enjoys and is a//Ve!
Jokainen tanssija, jolla on hyva tekniikka ja musikaalinen 
aly, ei silti suinkaan viela ole todellinen taiteilija.
Ennenkuin han saattaa katsojansa lumota, taytyy hanella 
olla rikas tunne-elama, herkka mielikuvitus, voimakas 
kauneustaju ja monipuolinen henkinen sivistys. Ollaakseen 
suuri taiteilija, taytyy hanen olla yksHo, jonka taideluomat 
ovat omintakeisia, itsenaisia, hanen omaa ajatus- ja 
tunnemaailmaansa kuvastavia. Ellei katsojalle kauniitten 
pukujen, leikkivien ja tuskantaysien viivojen ja kauniin 
musiikin ohella puhu taiteilijan sielu, jaa katsoja kylmaksi.
Todellinen taiteilija on vasta se, jossa katsoja nakee 
ihmisen, joka ajattelee, tuntee, karsii, iloitsee ja elààl
Laaksonen 1925, p 184.
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The way of expressing individuality seems to have a different emphasis or 
interpretation in modern dance and in ballet. In modern dance as well as in 
women's gymnastics that integrated dance as part of physical education, it 
meant the individuality of all human beings. However, this individuality did not 
automatically lead to an artistic career, but you were free to express yourself 
and try  to be an artist. In ballet individuality was only granted to the dancers 
who performed and interpreted great roles. Their individuality and originality 
made them stars, and they stepped out from the line of the corps de ballet, for 
example af Hallstrom constantly calls most of the female dancers of the Finnish 
Opera as girls, but qualifies some dancers as stars.
DANCE DRAMA
Drama and story had been the frame or focus of dance art until the first decades 
of the 20th century. Ballet told stories w ith written librettos. Neither Halonen 
nor Hagfors wanted to give up dance drama. Both of them were actually 
supporters of dramatic dance art and introduced one dance work as an example 
of a successful dramatic dance form. These works as well as the ideas of 
Halonen and Hagfors present different views on how modern times would or 
should be seen in dramatic dance art. Halonen gave as an example La Chatte of 
the Ballets Russes, w ithout mentioning the choreographer George Balanchine, 
and Hagfors' example was Der letzte Pierrot by Max Terpis at the Berlin Opera.
The plot of La Chatte received most of Halonen's attention. A young sportsman 
fell in love w ith  a cat, and asked the Greek goddess Aphrodite to transform the 
cat into a girl. Aphrodite fulfils his request, and the man and the girl dance a 
love duet. However, Aphrodite wants to test her metamorphosis, and sends a 
mouse as a temptation for the girl. The nature of the cat is stronger than 
human love, and the girl runs after the mouse. Aphrodite understands that her 
metamorphosis is not reliable. She decides to withdraw his magic trick - the girl 
turns into a cat again - and the young man dies of sorrow. Halonen does not 
comment at all on how the plot of La Chatte actually uses, as well as varies, 
conventions of classical ballet. It includes a conventional love duet and an 
unhappy ending of a classical ballet, a man dying of love. The opposition of 
classical ballet, the real world versus the supernatural world, has changed in La
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Chatte into a young sportsman of the modern times versus the Greek goddess 
Aphrodite, and the traditional metamorphosis of a girl becoming a swan 
happened this time in the opposite direction - a cat becomes a girl. The idea of 
modernity in the plot of La Chatte seems to mean a variation of classical ballet, 
and this was perhaps also one of the reasons why it pleased Pekka Halonen, 
who just before presenting La Chatte had stated his motto: "the modern often 
means the death of romantic fairytales" (Halonen, 1929a, p 80). But La Chatte 
did not banish romantic fairytales, and Halonen evaluated it the "best that 
modern ballet can offer" (p 81). From the present perspective it seems that 
Halonen was cautious w ith the content of the modern. He would have preferred 
modernity to mean just a variation of classical ballet that would not have 
challenged the dominant position of classical dance as the self-evident 
touchstone of dance art.
Hagfors presents the contribution of modernity to dance drama from different 
point of view. As discussed earlier, she did not want to give any dance genre a 
self-evident and hegemonic position, and therefore she did not claim particular 
straightforwardly that classical ballet is a totally dead form of art. Instead, in 
her article she argues that classical ballet has not fully understood and used 
dance as a dramatic expression. According to Hagfors dance drama has 
different qualities from spoken drama. It can not express the intellectual plot of 
spoken dramas as classical ballets have tried. A plot of classical ballet is on the 
paper of the programme leaflet, but the plot was not seen on the stage - it only 
gives a pretext for dance numbers, Hagfors claims.
She considers words as an expression of thoughts and movement as an 
expression of feeling, instinct or emotion. According to Hagfors the content of 
real dance drama can not be put into words on paper. Therefore, Hagfors 
argues Max Terpis' Der Letzte Pierrot does not tell a story but it evokes feelings 
and emotions. Pierrot, the last romantic figure, was relocated in contemporary 
time, but he was not able to get along w ith modern life. The spectator was 
able to understand the content of the drama, since s/he was also living in a 
modern era, Hagfors states, but points out that this sort of dance drama had 
not yet been performed in Finland.
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OWNER(S) OF DANCE
In 1929 neither ballet nor modern dance programmes employed the terms 
'choreography' or 'choreographer'. The programme of The Sleeping Beauty at 
the Finnish Opera (1928) tells that the ballet was composed and directed by 
George Gé, written by Marius Petipa and danced and performed by the dancers 
of the Finnish National Ballet. Also dances in Maggie Gripenberg's dance 
performances in 1929 were both composed and danced by herself and her 
students. The debate in Tulenkantajat brought the seldom-used terms 
choreography and choreographic into discussion in Finland. Halonen uses the 
term 'choreographic play' in his article as a definition for ballet and argues that 
ballet performances have both dramatic and choreographic aspects. Hagfors 
(1929a) remarks that choreography is a notation system for dance composition. 
She could not understand why Halonen used the terms 'choreographic play' and 
'choreographic art', instead of dance drama and dance art. Neither did she 
understand what he meant by the choreographic side of ballet performances.
It seems obvious that modernism in dance did not bring into discussion only the 
formal qualities of dance, such as changing movement forms - angularity and 
the use of gravity - and different kinds of structural devices in dance - one-act 
ballets and brief solos. In addition, the question of who creates or even owns 
dance got new interpretations. The request of modernity for originality, 
authenticity and individuality did not relate only to dance works but also to how 
the tasks of dancers, choreographers, spectators and dance writers were 
comprehended and defined. In contemporary terms I would suggest that 
Halonen and Hagfors also discussed the shifting roles of the dancer, 
choreographer, and perhaps even the audience. This happened not only by 
describing what they do, perform, dance, create and so on but also by adopting 
new terms and concepts.
In his article Halonen (1929a) already uses the term 'choreography' in the 
current meaning of it, the art of inventing and composing ballets and dances. He 
also discusses some works of the Ballet Russes Djaghilev but does not pay any 
attention to choreographers, nor give names to them. He mainly concentrates 
on ballet dancers, e.g. Anna Pavlova, Tamara Karsavina, Olga Spessivtseva,
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Vera Nemtchinova, Marina Semyonova, Anton Dolin, Serge Lifar and Alice 
Nikitina, and their performing abilites. Clearly, he did not yet see the 
choreographer as the author and owner of the work. In his writing The Dying 
Swan is not a solo choreographed by Mikhail Fokine, but Anna Pavlova's solo. 
Giseiie is not a ballet by Jules Perrot, Jean Coralli or Marius Petipa; it is Olga 
Spessivtseva's Giselle. However, his writing already implies at the growing 
importance of the choreographer in modern ballet, although he reluctantly 
accepts this contribution of the modern to classical ballet.
In the late 1920s the performer, dancer and creator of modern dance was often 
the same person, and s/he was seen as a dancer or more often a dance artist, 
not a choreographer (Hagfors 1929a, Steward & Armitage 1935). 
Choreography, then known as a notation system of dance composition, was an 
external system for capturing dance composition, and perhaps a questionable 
and inadequate term for modern dance artists who considered the dancer the 
medium of dance, and not only her/his movements. Yet, by presenting some 
aspects of Laban's movement analysis Hagfors suggests that the technique of 
new dance at least in Germany - perhaps to lesser extent in Finland - paid 
attention also to the external embodiment of dance as revealed earlier.
INTERPLAY OF THE MODERN AND THE NATIONAL IN DANCE
The connection in modern dance w ith the modernist movement in Finland 
influenced the history of dance art in Finland. The modern dance art as 
presented by Hagfors and other modern female dancers was related to the 
modernist international movement. Ballet in Finland preferred to present itself 
more as a national dance art. An excellent example of this is Heikki Klementti 
and his review of The Sleeping Beauty in Uusi Suomi (Klementti 1928).
Heikki Klementti (1876-1953) was a many-sided and powerful musical actor in 
Finland. He was a composer, a choir leader, a music critic w ith Uusi Suomi 
a music researcher. He published many books and articles on the history of 
Western and Finnish music. Matti Huttunen (1993) characterises him as a 
music critic who was well-known for his severity and patriotism. According to 
Huttunen the first Finnish music historians at the turn of the 20th century.
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Klementti among them, were strongly nationalist-minded and supported the 
Hegelian conception of history, which had tw o main features. Firstly, it tried to 
trace the history of a nation far back into the past. Secondly, it regarded the 
history of a nation as a development of the national spirit and self- 
consciousness. The nationalism of Klementti and many of his contemporaries 
included 'essentialist' assumptions of the nation (Smith 2001) and in order to 
build the nation they highlighted and supported phenomena that for them 
expressed their views of Finnishness.
In 1907 Heikki Klementti published an article entitled "What is 'Finnishness' in 
Music" in the journal Saveletar, in which he analysed the character of Finnish 
music. Huttunen (1993) claims Klementti having a habit of combining and 
fusing various facts and experiences in a way serving his nationalistic purposes. 
It is possible to see him showing this habit and style of writing also in his 
review of the Sleeping Beauty, in which he tries to characterise Finnish dance 
art.
The cocktail that Klementti (1928) mixed and served in order to include dance 
art as part of Finnishness is intriguing but extremely confusing. A t first, he 
states that it is good for dance art, and particularly for Finnish dance that ballet 
does not include too many narrative stories. It is enough ballet being a whole. 
Klementti's opinion is that contemporary dance art wants to be something more 
than it should be. It has become too symbolical and philosophical and tried to 
express more than it is possible through movement. Here Klementti definitely 
refers rather to early modern dance than to ballet. He explains that this kind of 
dance art was born as a reaction to the virtuosity of Russian ballet. Acceding to 
Klementti the best solution between these tw o trends - German-based early 
modern dance and the virtuoso Russian ballet - is Finnish dance art as 
represented by the Finnish Opera. Further, Klementti stands up for Finnish 
ballet. He claims that the philosophical programme of modern dance may 
prevent spectators from seeing the actual movements of the body. According 
to him the dancers in the Sleeping Beauty did not present detached tricks but 
were "led by some kind of an ethos or the symmetry of wholeness, which 
based on the natural plastique movements of individual." He uses the term
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Finnish dance art" in his article, and justifies his view by comprising to it what 
he has seen abroad. W ithout hesitation Klementti states that our ballet dancers 
are better than dancers of many prominent ballet companies but does not 
mention any by name. The only concrete example in his review is his 
disapproval of the fat ballerinas of the south. The strength of Finnish dancers is 
naturalness and the real basis of Finnish dance is 'home-made', not 
'manufactured' in St. Petersburg or in Paris. And Klementti (1928) continues: 
"Our dance has thus a cleaner basis and more fresh air". A feeling for nature, 
and especially Finnish nature, was considered one of the basic features in 
domestic music by the pioneers of Finnish music history. Moreover, for 
Klementti nature was the absolute authority and he believed that the best 
musicians had always followed their instincts (Huttunen, 1993). Now, 
Klementti wants to apply the same argument to dancers. For him Edith 
Wolhstrom as Princess Aurora was the best example of a home-made dancer, 
who did not use much make-up and performer w ithout false virtuosity that 
could be seen on the stages of Paris and St. Petersburg.
A t the beginning of the 1930s when national and patriotic forces had reached a 
dominant position in Finnish society, the home-made and natural quality of 
Finnish dance was also supported by including ballets w ith Finnish music and 
libretto to the repertoire of the Finnish Opera (Appendix 3, pp 217-218). Okon 
Fuoko (1930) was an exotic ballet pantomime to the music by Leevi Madetoja. 
In the follow ing year, 1931, there were three ballets w ith Finnish music. The 
first full-length domestic version of a classical fairytale ballet, Sininen Hehni, 
was performed to the music by Erkki Melartin. A modern one-act ballet. Poème, 
was choreographed by George Gé to the music by Jean Sibelius, the most 
prominent Finnish composer. The last premiere of 1931 was the full-length 
ballet, Vesipatsas, to the music by Vaino Rautio. Gé continued to use 
neoclassical and even expressionistic choreography in Vesipatsas, although that 
style did not appeal to the big audience and the number of performances was 
only four. The characterization of these ballets is by Raoul af Hallstrom (Vienola- 
Lindfors & af Hallstrom 1981, 40, 43-45).
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It is fascinating to see that, although there was a strong desire to construct 
national ballet in Finland, modernist features as a choreographic style were used 
even during the extreme years of patriotism. A cosmopolitan, Gé, was inspired 
by modernist works of the Ballets Russes. He used and copied external modern 
forms in works of his own. These modern features were perhaps surprisingly 
accepted and even encouraged also by nationalist writers as Heikki Klementti. 
He wrote after the first night of Vesipatsas that "the era of Russian point work 
is over" (US 3.12.1931).
The constant state of ferment in dance art as well as in Finnish society 
produced strange combinations that have been ignored and passed over in 
silence. Modern as a movement of change and national as a movement of 
conservatism can be presented and comprehended not only as opposite and 
hostile trends, but also as forces and concepts in constant interplay. History of 
Finnish ballet is not only a national history of classical ballet at the Finnish 
National Ballet; it is also a history of the modern at the Finnish National Ballet. 
History of Finnish free dance is not only a history of modern dance, but it is also 
a history of the national in Finnish free dance.
Therefore, I hesitate to give my full support to Jukka Relander's (2006) 
statement that dance as an art form had a special advantage in the young 
independent nation of Finland that feared conflicts and the collapse of order. 
According to him this
meant that cultural life had to take part in a carefully 
ritualised ring dance around the national totem pole.
Dance itself was not affected by this demand and was 
able to take liberties which others were denied...It has
preserved its status a free art form, more marginal and
therefore more essential because, at its best, dance can 
use movement to express words that dare not be uttered 
elsewhere.
Relander 2006, p 18, 21.
It is fine that a prominent Finnish historian writes about dance and the potential 
of movement to express ideas too provocative to be said aloud. However, it is
also quite idealistic and exaggerated to give the impression that dance could
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have been a total outsider or a politically neutral participant in the complex 
discourse of national in Finland. Hagfors and Halonen's debate, which is also 
widely referred to and quoted by Relander, dealt explicitly w ith issues of the 
modern in dance, but discourses of the national were implicitly present as my 
analysis of the debate shows. Openly patriotic writers, such as Klementti, even 
wanted to construct Finnish dance, especially ballet, as part of the fragile 
national culture of the young independent state.
Elsa Puolanne created and performed Loitsu in 1933, at a moment when the 
elitist and narrow but loud modernist and international cultural movement in 
Finland was already more or less silenced by nationalist forces and values, or 
adapted and modified to nationalist aims, as was the case w ith women's 
physical education, as discussed previously. However, Loitsu was evidently 
modern, but it included also national tunes. It is the interplay of the modern and 
the national that generates and opens various meanings of Loitsu. The tension 
between an individual and his/her communal and traditional ties are present and 
evident in Loitsu, which is a highly individualistic and self-expressive solo set in 
the landscape of the national past.
MODERN AND NATIONAL LOITSU
Elsa Puolanne named her solo Loitsu after the title of the music. It was one of 
the Six Piano Pieces by Erkki Melartin. Almost all titles in Melartin's work, 
Syyskuva (Autumn Image), Salaperainen metsa (Mysterious Forest), Noita 
(Witch), Loitsu (Spell), Virvatulet (Will-o'-the wisps) and Peikkotanssi (Dance of 
the Trolls) referred to supernatural phenomena in the Forest. The Six Piano 
Pieces were published in 1923, and they are generally considered one of the 
high points of Melartin's piano oeuvre. As a composer Melartin is usually 
categorised under the title national and late romanticism, but sometimes, as in 
Six Piano Pieces, he added some impressionistic and expressionistic elements to 
his works. Loitsu is considered a good example of this (Korhonen 1997). 
Nevertheless, the piece starts w ith "national echoes" from the ancient past of 
Finland. That is a simple Kalevala melody, which uses 5/4 rhythm of the poems 
of Kaievaia, the collection of Finnish oral poetry and one of the pillars of Finnish 
nationalism. Soon, these clear and simple tones of the Kalevala spread out and
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are accompanied by strong loud, impressive or even expressive piano chords 
that towards the end of the piece slowly fade into silence. Kalevala's ancient 
past and nature encounters new modern tunes, perhaps signals of challenges of 
the modern era for the foundation of the Finnish nation.
Loitsu, the title  of the music and dance, opens up religious, metaphysical and 
ethical themes. It has had various interpretations and meanings through time. 
Rationalism and positivism did not convince all people in the modern Western 
society at the beginning of the 20th century. Spells, witches and wizards were 
not anymore servants of the devil in the battle between good and evil as they 
were in the Middle Ages. They were now seen as phenomena and figures that 
were, especially among expressionist artists, used to express irrational, mystical 
and occult sides of human experience and emotions of life. The visible and 
'real' world around and outside man was not everything that he could perceive 
and experience. This mystic expressionism was very evident in Mary Wigman's 
dances and views. The otherness of mystic world, or 'Ecstasy and the Demon' 
as Susan Manning (1993) entitled it in her book on Wigman, was the source of 
which the nationalism and feminism of her dances emerged.
In her brochure Composition (in Sorell 1984 [1925]) translated into Finnish by 
Puolanne (1930) Wigman categorises mystic dances as a subcategory of 
emotional dances.^ Composition does not straightforwardly teach someone 
how to compose dance; it is more like an openly interpretative characterization 
of what dance and composition meant to Wigman. Her voice is definite, 
demanding and absolute, and Wigman's authority surely fascinated young 
dancers, as Elsa Puolanne. Composition guides a dancer to integrate herself in 
the act of composition in accordance w ith the experience and Wigman's model. 
However, Wigman also underlines the uniqueness of each composition and its 
ties to its creator, as an evidence of the personality of its creator. She demands 
the dancer to feel her inner self so that she would be able, through composition, 
to give a permanent state, a form, for ecstasy of her own. The act of 
composing is a mystical experience that can be made visible through the 
dancing body, the dancer. According to Wigman you give form for your dance
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by composing it but true dance is inside you as a part of the wholeness of the 
universe.
In Loitsu Elsa Puolanne shares Wigman's inclination for unseen forces. Wigman 
and her Hexentanz II, as well as her ideas on the composition of mystic dance 
seem to be obvious intertexts of Elsa's Loitsu.^ Wigman writes:
We may call a dance mystic when it is symbolic of comic 
powers in its expression and form, when the personal life 
experience of the choreographer yields to the dance 
visualization of the incomprehensible and eternal. The 
mystic dance presupposes the choreographer's personal 
maturity. It will emerge only from a state of spiritual 
awareness.
Wigman 1925 in Sorell 1984, p 93.
In his translation Sorell uses the term choreographer, although that word was 
not used during the 1920s when Wigman wrote the article. Puolanne's 
translation refers to the dancer by using the Finnish word 'liikehtija ', literally a 
person who moves. It corresponds to the view that in early modern dance, 
especially in dance solos, the dancer was regarded both as the choreographer 
and the medium of dance, and dance was above all seen as art of the 
performer, as Michael Huxley (1999) argues. Sorell's choice of the word 
actually indicates the separation of performer (dancer) and the artist 
(choreographer) and dance as an art of choreographer that was the dominant 
notion at the time of his translation. The article was published first time in 
English in 1973. The shifting role and status of the performer are taken into 
consideration later in Chapter 5.
The word Loitsu ('spell') also appears in Wigman's text The Dancer' (1930). In
her writing the experience of the act of turning is connected w ith being under a
spell. Wigman describes the turning of a dancer, spinning around herself as 
follows:
Is she not for the moment the central point of the world, 
the pivotal point to the act of motion, a part of the 
oscillating motion of the orbiting stars, a symbol? And at 
the next instant there is the awareness of being unable to 
bear this state of lightness. She is conscious that the
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spell must break, that she must roll back to the same 
heaviness from which this flight grew, that her unity w ith 
the elements must be sundered. Everything is still 
swaying. One last whirl and she tears herself away from 
this mad revolving world, she staggers, the motion 
dissolves into separate, single movements. She feels her 
body again: stillness, quietude, self-control, a last
moment of longing for what has been - and gone is the 
communion w ith  space.
Wigman 1930 in Sorell 1984, p 119.
Variations of turning were used both in Hexentanz II and Loitsu. Wigman spins 
on the buttocks and Puolanne steps and runs around the circle of light. Both 
solos referred also to w itchcraft and mystic forces. Still, the basic attitude of 
the dancers and the atmosphere of dances are different. In Hexentanz II Mary 
Wigman sits on her buttocks and spins around herself. She is the centre of the 
circular movement or perhaps even in the centre of the universum. Her simple 
movements are very much space-orientated, as is her sharp gaze that is directed 
outwards and towards the spectator through the mask [Hexentanz II in Tegeler 
1986, Manning, 1993). Actually, this was not common to Wigman - she 
mostly performed her dances w ith eyes half-closed. In Loitsu Elsa Puolanne 
steps and runs in a circle, and her attention is often directed downwards and 
focused toward the centre of the spot of light. Her movements are space- 
orientated, but not precisely directed to space. Wigman reaches out from the 
centre toward her audience in order to reach and capture them, Puolanne 
reaches toward the specific spot in the centre of light w ithout direct contact 
w ith  her audience. Mary Wigman's w itch appears as an unreachable ruler living 
outside our shared reality. She has power over unseen forces and she can use 
them. In W igman's terms her dance is absolute, whereas the Loitsu by Elsa 
Puolanne is not. It seems to be more a process of assuming the position of the 
ruler, of becoming the master of unseen forces. In the earlier photos of Loitsu 
(Photographs 2-5, pp 181-184) Elsa Puolanne appears as an innocent young girl 
but in the later photos (Photographs 6-9, pp 185-188) she looks like a confident 
middle-aged woman. These photographs of performances of Loitsu also 
suggest a process in Elsa. This creates an impression that the process is never 
finished and that we, as spectators, can bring our own contribution to it. In 
Hexentanz II Wigman uses a mask and the probable changes on her face during
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the performance are hidden. Her w itch is fixed to the mask; the character is not 
personal and alive. Her dance is absolute, perhaps not even human.
Even though Loitsu was a brief solo among Elsa Puolanne's other dances it was 
especially often noticed and commented in contemporary press reviews in the 
1930s and 1940s. Naturally comments and interpretations also were brief. 
The interpretations and evaluations of various critics have been collected and 
summarised as follows.® The qualities of Loitsu as well as the dancer's 
expression were described w ith such words as mysterious, dramatic, 
impressive, dark, touching, suggestive and almost demonic. Loitsu was 
considered a brief and tight composition dealing w ith the fear of unknown. One 
critic (H. in Vapaus 19.6. 1945) wrote that Elsa was presenting primitive fear 
toward supernatural forces and attempting to rule them through magic rituals.
Elsa Puolanne herself experienced her solo as a revelation of her own inner 
forces, her inner self (interview 20.2. 1992). It was a very conventional 
interpretation of the time. My interpretation of her words is that in Loitsu she 
identified herself as an independent person w ithout fear and w ith knowledge 
and experience of her own strength. After seeing our first demonstration in 
August 2002 Mirri Karpio even suggested me that Elsa's motivation in her 
Loitsu was to free herself from the pressures and expectations of her family, 
mother and siblings that directed her. She was trying to find and make her own 
choices under external pressure. In my very first meeting w ith Elsa Puolanne in 
1990 I also got an impression that this particular solo had a very special, 
personal and concrete meaning for her, but at the same time it also captured 
some feelings, thoughts and ideas common to all human beings through the 
times. Loitsu did not appear to me only as an individual outburst of a dancer's 
inner feelings of the 1920s and 1930s but also part of wider discussion, and 
not only before and during its performing time but also later.
We, Leena Gustavson and I, moved towards interpretations and meanings when 
I asked Leena to name postures in the photographs of Loitsu, and I did the 
same.^° The naming was done in order to help our work w ith postures on the 
studio as well as to collect and compare our interpretations of them. Chart 10
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shows how Leena Gustavson and I named the postures in the photographs, and 
which of the names we choose to use in our rehearsals and demonstrations.
Chart 10 The names o f postures o f the photographs o f Loitsu.
{photograph Anne Leena Choice .
1 takana/behihd tausta/backg round background
2 edessa/in front of siirto/removal front
3 kiertaep/twisting kierto/tw ist twisting
|4 hauras/fragile oksat/branches branches
|5 tasoitus/to draw a sina/you
level
|6 yhteen - erilleen/ kodistus/focus focus
I together separated
7 malta/wait! valta/power
|8 miltei/almost kohdistus2/focus2 almost
Our names suggest some shared readings and interpretations of Elsa's Loitsu as 
it was represented in the photographs. There were tw o recurrent themes. The 
first was an awareness of space, in using a term such as behind, background, in 
front of and focus. The second and the most dominant theme was the presence 
of power or force, in terms such as power, focus, fragile, to draw level and 
wait! In order to get to know how common our interpretations were I showed 
these photographs to my students at the Open University in the spring of 2005 
and asked them also to name or title what they see.
My students recognised the same themes as I and Leena, i.e. awareness of 
space and the presence of power and force. Some even noticed the idea of a 
spell w ithout knowing the title of the piece. The intimate photographs of Elsa 
also called some of them to place themselves into her position. The personal 
pronoun 'I ' was widely used as well as 'you ' for the focus of Elsa s attention. 
The list of titles created several parallel stories and impressions what was 
happening. They are presented in detail in Chapter 5.
All these interpretations of Loitsu through time have a common denominator, 
they all speak about forces and power, but w ith different voices and positions. 
The contemporary critics in the 1930s did not interpret the solo as an individual
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expression, as it was experienced by Elsa Puolanne. Instead, they saw it more 
as a representation of 'real magic people' of the primitive past and their fear of 
the unknown. Elsa Puolanne interpreted Loitsu in the context of the modern 
era, in which an individual - even a female individual - could have at least some 
power over her own life. The critics chose to take more general, traditional or 
even national approach. They linked or traced Loitsu, perhaps guided by the 
musical tones of Melartin as well as by the qualities of movements, to the 
history of a nation in the past w ith shamans and witches, as presented in 
Kaievaia.
Elsa Puolanne herself only once referred openly to the national origin of her 
Loitsu. This happened when she and her dance group performed, not for Finns, 
but for Austrian military groups in Lapland during the Continuation War in 1944. 
Then the programme leaflet (1944) introduced the solo by stating:
This dance deals w ith a theme from Finnish mythology. A 
great wizard puts a spell on evil spirits.
Dieser Tanz behandelt ein Thema aus der finn.
Mythologie. Ein grosser Zauberer beschwort die Bosen 
Geister.
In the programme notes Elsa Puolanne herself presents Loitsu as a continuation 
of Finnish fo lk tradition and mythology regarding witches and wizards positive 
figures, helpers and healers of people. Perhaps her Loitsu at the time of the 
War was danced in order to heal people. That is to unify or harmonise people, 
she herself among them, by controlling the inner forces. In the 20th century 
people no more believed in witches that controlled the evil in the world and in 
people, everybody had to do it by him/herself. With contemporary eyes Elsa's 
Loitsu can be interpreted as a psychoanalytic session of Elsa Puolanne's life, 
which m ight have a healing effect for others, too.
LOITSU IN THE POSTMODERN ERA
Leena Gustavson and I live in a postmodern world very much constructed and 
understood through various choices and power relationships. In postmodern 
world there is no universal truth, but we too, like Elsa Puolanne, want to
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comprehend ourselves. We did not at first name the powers and forces that we 
saw and experienced in the postures of photographs of Loitsu, but during the 
process of creating and rehearsing our new constructions of Loitsu some issues 
of power have played a central role in our discussions. It was clear to both of 
us, as it w ill be discussed in the next chapter that it is impossible to capture the 
past of Elsa's Loitsu and Elsa Puolanne as they were. Therefore, the very 
intimate urge of the photographs of Elsa's Loitsu was to place and experience 
ourselves as we are in the traces of her Loitsu. This notion guided our 
constructions.
From the very beginning of the process, I repeated to Leena that we can wonder 
at how Elsa has moved and danced, but in our Loitsu she should not try to 
imitate her. We had to find Leena's way to walk slowly, to turn toward the 
audience and start to dance around the spot of light. Power, the evident 
content of Loitsu, was channelled to a parallel examination of the life of Elsa 
Puolanne and Leena Gustavson. What had it meant for them to be a dancer? 
How have they changed and why have they changed as dancers? How has 
their training influenced them and how was their past carried out in their dances 
and their bodies? How and why did they have different bodies? In Elsa 
Puolanne's Loitsu the medium of dance was the dancer Elsa Puolanne, in our 
constructions of it, the medium is the dancer Leena Gustavson.
The difference between the character of dancers and dances in Hexentanz // and 
Loitsu is crucial for my ideas of transmitting the past as dancing histories. A 
dance of the past, that has reached some kind of perfection, and perhaps is also 
notated, filmed and famous, inspired a reconstruction that is easily limited to the 
comparison and to the question of authenticity, w ithout searching, expanding 
and suggesting the changing meanings of the dance through time. That has 
usually been left for written research. Dances of the past, such as Elsa's 
Loitsu, that is possible for us to capture only as traces, perhaps also signalled a 
call to interpret them not only by writing about them, but by choreographing 
and performing them not as the 'original' dance but as new creations. This has 
surely happened as part of dance art, when choreographers have created new 
dances w ith  conscious or unconscious links to other works of art, but dancing
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histories have potential also for research in history. The last chapters of this 
thesis describe and justify the process of creating danced histories of Loitsu, 
which are performed both as a research and an art work, along w ith written 
histories.
NOTES
3
The singer Vaino Sola at Finnish Opera presented to the Board of the Opera the idea of 
establishing a new company that would have only Finnish members. Sola had categorised the 
staff of the Opera on the basis of their ability to use Finnish language. In his list ballet master 
George Gé was considered Russian with poor Finnish language. In the minutes of the Board 
(30 .4 . 1926) is stated that it was especially the members of the ballet who were heard to 
speak Russian at the Opera. The Opera as a centre for Russians and other foreigners was 
openly discussed in the Finnish press during the 1920s (the scrapbooks of the Finnish National 
Ballet). Finnish modern dancers working abroad was also considered unpatriotic (Puolanne 
1930 , Vanne-Nylund 1930) as discussed in Chapter 3.
The biographical information has been gathered from various sources, e.g. Haukinen & others 
(19 93 ), Suhonen (1998b), and biographies in the research appendix of Tanssi (Dance) 
magazine 1 /1 9 9 8 .
Even if the articles referred to the editorial staff, only poet Erkki Vala, the chief editor, was 
named in Tulenkantajat.
None of the dance articles of 1920s and 1930s that I have read was written by the ballet 
masters or dancers of the Finnish National Ballet. Toivo Niskanen was the only representative 
of ballet wring about ballet and dance. Representatives of early modern dance, such as Hertta 
Idman, Taina Helve, Mary Hougberg, Marianne Pontan, Heivi Salminen and Elsa Puolanne not 
only danced but also wrote about dance art.
From this point of view, it would also be easier to understand why many prominent Finnish 
ballet critics had very negative attitude towards modern dance of the 1960s, based on 
American modern dance. It took really many decades to construct discourses and practices of 
dance that accepted modern dance as part of dance art in Finland.
This happened although Raoul af Hallstrom had in the previous number of Tulenkantajat 
5 /1 9 2 9  criticized their joy of dance, defined by him as an ability to perform lightness and 
flexibility.
’  Sorell has translated the German words 'Kultische Tanze' as mystic dance, where Puolanne in 
her translation used the German term Kultische Tanze as such, and translated it to Finnish as 
"uskonnollinen tanssi" (religious dance). Sorell's translation seems to be a quite strong 
interpretation of W igman's ideas.
® M y comparison between Loitsu and Hexentanz I I  is based on the filmed section of Hexentanz II 
in 19 26  (in Tegeder 1986).
 ^ Elsa Puolanne had systematically collected reviews of her dance performances in her 
scrapbooks.
I asked Leena to name postures of Elsa in the photographs after her first meeting with Mirri 
Karpio in January 2 0 0 2 . After that meeting we had a long pause, and the names were 
discussed and chosen in April 2002 .
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Chapter 5 
Towards Dancing Histories
In the last tw o  chapters of this thesis I take a post-positivist approach to 
history. My point is to suggest w ith the help of Elsa Puolanne's Loitsu and our 
new constructions of it that history, as an interpretation of the past, can be 
danced as well as written. Dance reconstructions and constructions should not 
be seen as attempts at reaching the original and authentic artwork, but as part 
of historiography and as part of discussion on the theory and philosophy of 
history. A new Loitsu is created by using the notion of intertextuality as 
employed by poststructuralist theorists in their attempts to disrupt notions of 
stable meaning and objective interpretation (Allen 2000). This opens a 
possibility not only for never-ending interpretations of Loitsu, but it also gives an 
opportunity to continue the creation process w ith Elsa's Loitsu or, to be more 
precise, w ith  traces of it. That is why a new Loitsu, always written w ith an 
indefinite article in this research, is not a fixed and unchanging work but a 
practice-based research process that locates issues of fact and fiction in history 
writing in the context of dancing and performing.’
This chapter reveals, describes and conceptualizes the process of creating new 
constructions of Loitsu. My reading and that of my students' at the Open 
University as well as Leena Gustavson's personal reading of texts relating to the 
'o ld ' Loitsu and new constructions of it are added to and interwoven w ith the 
contextual knowledge that has been discussed in the previous chapters. Firstly, 
the tools to analysing and interpreting Elsa's Loitsu and constructing new 
versions of it are introduced. After the methodological discussion the structure 
of the chapter follows loosely the research process involved in the creation of a 
new Loitsu. It shows how I chose my dancer and started to work w ith her as 
well as how we dealt w ith traces of Loitsu by imitating, describing, discussing, 
analysing, exploring and interpreting them. And how issues of the theory of 
history were assimilated as part of our work so that a coherent modern dance 
solo of the 1930s gradually changed into a fragmented postmodern "pas de 
deux" between Leena Gustavson and me, and also Elsa Puolanne and her Loitsu 
as historic intertexts of it. The written description is based on my notes and
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memories of the process and my discussion w ith Leena Gustavson in October 
2006. A viewing of the DVD Loitsu: Danced Histories? at this point might help 
the reader to fo llow  the argument of this chapter.
HOW TO UNDERSTAND DANCE
Nowadays there are various theories and methods available for analysing, 
interpreting, understanding and giving meanings for dance. All of them twine 
round dance from different positions and emphases. The Laban analysis 
concentrates on analysing and describing a moving body and its qualities in 
space, and relationships between them w ith the help of its own binary 
oppositions in eukinetics and choreutics. Although some scholars would like to 
see the Laban analysis as a neutral, value-free and universal tool for movement 
analysis, it is linked to the perception and values of the people who have 
conceptualised and developed it and those who will continue to do it. In other 
words it is culturally and socially constructed. In the book Dance Analysis 
(1988) Janet Adshead and her colleagues emphasise the formalist and 
structuralist analysis of dance, and link them with theories of interpretation and 
evaluation. Later, in the book Dancing Texts (1999a), Janet Adshead-Lansdale 
shifts her attention more to the spectator, the 'reader' of a dance work, and 
his/her struggle toward the meanings of the dance in a web of various texts, 
w ith  which both the work and its creators and performers as well as its 
spectators are intertwined. She shares de Marinis's characterization (1993) of 
intertextuality and applies it to dance, which is also understood as a 'tex t'.
In her book Reading Dancing (1986) Susan Foster uses semiotic theory and 
regards the dancing body and the dancing subject as a location of human 
signifying practices. Moreover, for her the dancing body is not only influenced 
by social forces but it is also a creation of social forces. In their book Dance and 
the Performative Valeria Preston-Dunlop and Ana Sanchez-Colberg articulate and 
argue fo r a choreological perspective that "moves beyond theories of reading 
dance that place either the creator, the performer or the audience in a privileged 
position" (2003, 11). They suggest a choreological study
as an alternative to the semiotic notion of 'intertextuality'
in which the 'tex t' of the art work and the 'texts ' in the
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memory of the spectator interact, ignoring intersubjective 
experience"
Preston-Dunlop & Sanchez-Colberg 2003, 110.
Intertextuality has been defined in various ways (Allen 2000), and it seems to 
me that the intersubjective experience is actually ignored in Preston-Dunlop's 
and Sanchez-Colberg's definition and understanding of the notion of 
intertextuality. Interpreting action, appreciation and understanding are not 
limited to an interaction between the art work and texts in the memory of 
spectators, as they suggest. The intertext is not a vehicle for discovering a 
meaning but as a structure for generating meanings (Prow 1990), and this 
surely emerges in the interaction between people and their experiences. Shared 
understanding between people is not possible if 'signifier' and 'signified' do not 
get their meanings in intersubjective communication.
All theories mentioned before offer me tools for analysing and interpreting 
Loitsu. Today it is obvious that
'the ' theory of dance analysis or dance history, each 
theoretical position is but one among many 
interdisciplinary traces. Neither can it be assumed that 
any methodology used in a discussion of a particular work 
is automatically relevant to the analysis of other works.
Theories and their accompanying methodological 
constructs need to be used in as subtle a series of 
variations as the performance practices which each time 
give rise to distinctive new works. It is in this 
methodological sense that I find the notion of an 
intertextuality o f theories and practices in dance research 
useful.
Adshead-Lansdale 1999b, p 109.
The boundaries of dance analysis and history are overlapping and interactive. 
For example, on the one hand dance analysis uses existing historical knowledge 
and on the other hand it expands the body of knowledge in dance history by 
describing and interpreting dance works. Dance analysis often starts by seeing 
a performance or a record of it, but when dance analysis is related to a 'lost' 
work an analysis has to be done without seeing the performance, the complete 
work, as is the case with Loitsu. For my research on Loitsu the notion of 
intertextuality is essential. It allows me to use multiple methodological traces
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and explore and construct various meanings of Loitsu w ith the help of an 
intertextual web. In my analysis and interpretation of Elsa's Loitsu and in our 
construction of a new Loitsu almost any cultural creation is 'read' as a 'te x t', 
and intertextuality "means everything, be it explicit or latent, that links one text 
to other tex ts" (Still & Worton 1990, p 22). The socio-political and cultural 
contexts are included here within a broad definition of a text (Still & Worton 
1990). 'Text' and 'context' are not comprehended as separate entities. The text 
as such cannot have meanings w ithout context, and meanings are produced by 
people in historical, social and institutional discourses (Lehtonen 1996). The 
previous tw o  chapters of this thesis already discussed the social and cultural 
contexts of Loitsu by introducing discourses relating to being a Finn, a woman, 
a dancer, and a gymnast and by reflecting on the modern and the national in 
dance art in Finland. The context of dance can also produce potential 
intertexts, rather than just external contextual pieces of information surrounding 
it, as Hammergren (1999) suggests, and therefore it is possible to consider the 
various contexts of Loitsu as its intertexts.
Dance analysis often moves from an existing dance toward texts around it, but 
in this research it also moves the other way round or upside down, from 
possible texts around Loitsu toward the 'lost' or 'old ' Loitsu as well as toward 
new ones. In other words, it uses these texts and contexts not only for 
capturing meanings of Loitsu but also for producing new ones. By searching, 
locating and introducing intertexts that might relate to Elsa's Loitsu I have 
constructed new ones with the dancer Leena Gustavson. It is evident that our 
production and constructions of Loitsu only partially contain components and 
meanings of Elsa's Loitsu, because our constructions are connected to the 
contemporary context, texts and conventions of choreography. However, Elsa s 
Loitsu and a new Loitsu also intersect, and I suggest that even the constructing 
process, a new Loitsu, can be seen as an intertextual analysis and interpretation 
of old ones. This analysis is presented in this thesis both w ith words and with 
movements. However, it is important to remember that there is no single 
position or route in the intertextual web of Elsa's Loitsu, following which we 
could get to know the meaning of it; instead, there are various threads from
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which to construct its meanings and similarly various ways to construct a new 
Loitsu. Our process w ith Loitsu is just one among them.
TO RECONSTRUCT OR TO CONSTRUCT
Historians have not yet paid much attention to different forms of historical 
representation. W ritten documents have had a dominant position both as a 
mode of presenting histories as well as proofs of traditional history (Bann
1998). This has been true even in dance history, the main concern of which are 
visual and kinetic art forms (Layson 1994). However, during the last decades 
dance history has also paid attention to representing dances of the past as 
reconstructions.^ These reconstructions and other re-makings have challenged 
some scholars of finding out to what extent it is possible to repeat and 
reconstruct the 'original' or 'authentic' dance work and how far a modern 
audience is able to understand it. The past and its dances have really gone, not 
only the factual material of dances, movements, dancers, audience but also the 
social, political and cultural contexts in which dances were performed, perceived 
and interpreted. Performances with copied and imitated steps, movements, 
music, designs and dresses would not bring the past to the present. 
Poststructuralist thinking has even questioned the whole notion of an original, 
authentic, stable and fixed work of art as an intention of its creator.^ I am also 
strongly suspicious of reconstruction but I still suggest that history, as an 
interpretation of the past, can be written as well as danced. We can 
experience our understanding and lack of understanding of dances of the past, 
not as reconstructions trying to represent dance according to the original 
dances but as constructions created in the present by using material from the 
past as well as contemporary modes and means of dance and choreography.
In this chapter I include myself among the scholars who want to move from 
dance reconstruction to dance construction. It "is also a move towards the 
creation of choreography that actively rethinks historical sources" (Franko 1993, 
p 137). This is done by constructing a new Loitsu. Actually, I should use the 
plural, 'constructions', since during my research we have created, performed 
and recorded several constructions of Loitsu. The starting points for new 
constructions were the traces of Elsa Puolanne's Loitsu and our interpretation of
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them, my knowledge of early modern dance and Leena's life and experience as 
a dancer-choreographer. Yet, what is essential is not found in a series of 
historically verifiable proofs of the 'original' Loitsu) it rather lies in the 
experience which constructions of Loitsu permit us to have. Moreover, an 
experience is neither true nor false: it is always a fiction, something 
constructed, which exists only after it has been made and not before; it is not 
something that is 'true ', but it has been a reality.'^
Discussions on originality and authenticity in dance are not only limited to the 
issues concerning correct steps and movements. They are also questions of 
philosophy of history and historiography. There are different ideas of what 
dance reconstruction is and how it is connected to the variations in the meaning 
of authenticity (e.g. Thomas 2003, Archer & Hodson, Kane, Briginshaw in 
Jordan 2000). In her book The Body, Dance and Cultural Theory (2003) Helen 
Thomas identifies four different attitudes toward authenticity and its meaning 
for dance reconstruction. Firstly, some reconstructions have been made in 
Rankean spirit - it is to dance as it was danced. These reconstructions adopt a 
positivistic approach to dance performance and assume that the authentic 
meaning of dance resides in the work and that it can be repeated by performing 
dance as it was. That is to replicate the intentions of the choreographer and the 
original movement, dresses, sets and lighting. Secondly, authenticity might be 
intrinsic to the performer's imaginative act, as seems to be the case w ith Betsy 
Fischer who states:
my methodology is first and foremost dancing the 
dances. My understanding of each dance is based on the 
experience of its rehearsal and performance. Repeated 
rehearsals and performances lead me more deeply into the 
heartbeat and soul of each dance. It is the desire to dance 
and to perform that fuels my endeavour.
Fischer 2002, p 19.
Thirdly, reconstructions can be made from a post-positivist perspective when 
muitiple authentic meanings are located outside the work. This is the case with 
Hanna Jarvinen (2005 [2002]) when she argues that changing meanings are not 
captured by repeating the formal qualities of dance but studying the cultural 
context of dance. Fourthly, authenticities can be pursued w ith a variety of
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factors. That is actually the case in this thesis. The chapters 'Existing Histories' 
and 'M y Overture: Dance in Finland 1917-1939' created dance context for Elsa 
Puolanne's Loitsu. The chapters 'Elsa Puolanne (1906-1996): A Finnish 
Gymnast and a Dancer', and 'Problems of the Modern and the National in Dance 
A rt in Finland sketched cultural meanings and discourses of genre, modern and 
national that can relate to Loitsu. Finally, this chapter traces the formal 
components, qualities and meanings of Loitsu by Elsa Puolanne and uses dancer 
Leena Gustavson's imaginative acts and combines them w ith above mentioned 
factors in order to create new constructions of Loitsu. Then it is evident, as 
Valerie Briginshaw states following Ankersmit's (1994) argument about written 
historical narrative.
The relationship between the reconstruction and the 
original is also constantly destabilised through the 
reconstruction process, which in turn generates new 
meanings.
Briginshaw 2000, p 230.
However, I prefer not to call the result a reconstruction I rather use the word 
'construction ', since it openly includes elements not only from the past but from 
the present as well.
DANCERS OF LOITSU
In 1990 when I got to know Elsa Puolanne and Loitsu through photographs and 
her memories, my first idea was indeed to reconstruct Loitsu, that is, to perform 
the 'orig inal' Loitsu. I considered and imagined myself a suitable performer for 
it, because my gymnastics and dance background had some common features 
w ith  Elsa Puolanne. My first experiences of movement were in Finnish 
wom en's gymnastics, and at the age of twenty I began long and intensive 
studies in modern dance. In addition, the shape of my body resembles Elsa's 
body, w ith  short limbs, strong shoulders, a long flexible back and a potential for
high jumps.
My thoughts on the new possible performer changed In autumn of 2001. I 
began to think that perhaps reconstruction was not the best way to understand 
the past of dance and its meanings. Actually, in the case of lo /tsu  a
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reconstruction, a search for the 'original' dance was impossible. There was not 
even enough knowledge and material for trying that. Besides, theoretical 
doubts and a suspicion of reconstruction had started to enter my mind. I 
thought that perhaps I should create a totally new construction or constructions 
Loitsu. They would combine and put into dialogue the past of dance in 
Finland, the traces of Elsa's Loitsu and current codes and conventions of 
dancing and choreographing. A new creation of Loitsu might be an easier way 
for me and contemporary spectators to understand Elsa's Loitsu than a 
reconstruction that would only imitate the structure, poses and movements of 
the 'orig inal' Loitsu. For a new creation or construction I needed a professional 
dancer, and what I required from her had little to do with her dance education or 
physical proportions. This time my primary concern was to find a female dancer 
w ith  quite a long experience of performing and certain attitudes toward the 
work of a dancer. She should in her own career be familiar w ith tensions that 
the women dancers of early modern dance faced.
The solo was a common and popular form in early modern dance. Dance art 
was seen as a dance by its performer. As Michael Huxley (1996, 1999) states, 
based on Martin (1933), during the 1920s and early 1930s modern dance was 
a dancer's attitude or point of view, not a system of making dances for dancers. 
Dance was "a possibility to express their very being" as Mary Wigman (1927 
quoted in Sorell 1984, p 112) put it. According to the statements of Finnish 
dancers in Eeva magazine (5/1944) I would dare to suggest that steps and 
movements were not that important in themselves; they were usually regarded 
more as consequences or expressions of inner experiences and emotions. Most 
dancers of the early modern dance were women who made their own solo 
dances, which were not performed by other dancers. The concept used for 
making dances, was 'composition', not 'choreography . This was the mode 
both in Germany and in Finland. Programme leaflets state that Loitsu was 
composed and performed by Elsa Puolanne. The performing body of modern 
dance in the 1920s and in the early 1930s was an experiencing and creative 
dancer's body, and dancers were seen more as 'people', while a shift toward 
more externally defined embodiment of dancers emerged later in 1930s (Huxley
1999). In Finland, this shift happened even later. Irja Hagfors' article (1929a)
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can be considered as a move towards more external embodiment in modern 
dance as I suggest in Chapter 4 (p 143). However, some discussions on dance 
technique and a lack of it among the representatives of free dance in the 1950s 
show tha t the shift had not actually occurred (Makkonen 1990). It did not 
happen until the1960s when American modern dance arrived in Finland.
This sh ift toward externally defined embodiment was also linked to the 
separation of the performer and the artist. As Amy Koritz' (1995) study 
reveals, it was set in motion by series of shifts in aesthetic ideology inspired by 
ideas of modernism and symbolism relating to gender and class. The 
diminishing of the stigma attached to women performers at the turn of the 20th 
century allowed the entry of middle-class women to the stage. The new 
freedom was simultaneously accompanied by the devaluation of the performer 
as an artist, and finally the performer and the dancer became an instrument for 
transm itting the creator's/choreographer's ideas to the audience. This was an 
evident tendency in the Ballets Russes de Serge Diaghilev which had become 
the dominant representative of elitist art. Although Koritz' study concerned 
dance and literature in the early years of the twentieth century in England, the 
situation seems to have been quite similar in Finland. The views of Raoul af 
Hallstrom presented earlier in Chapter 3 (pp 122-123) labelled Finnish dancers 
of free dance after the Second World War unsuitable as representatives of real 
modern dance art. Above of all af Hallsterom stated they had no technical 
abilities for performing artistically remarkable choreographies. A t the same time 
he even listed choreographers of real modern dance art based on ballet 
technique. Of course, most of them were men.
In 2001 I was looking for an elderly woman dancer who acknowledged the 
strata of the past of her own as a dancer and a choreographer. She should also 
share some attitudes that I had found central In Elsa Puolanne and her 
colleagues during the 1920s and 1930s, i.e. commitment, idealism, devotion 
and a serious attitude toward their work as dance artists. My dancer should, 
however, be able to make her own decisions and not try to force herself to be 
Elsa Puolanne or even to follow my instructions. My choice was the dancer- 
choreographer Leena Gustafson (b.1954), whose drive toward the work of an
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artist is as modernist as that of her colleagues in the 1920s and 1930s, but 
whose dances nevertheless appear as postmodern.
Leena Gustavson's (née Salminen) roots in dance were in ballet. She started her 
dance studies at the ballet school of Iris Salin, who was among the dancers in 
the firs t Finnish Swan Lake. In 1964 she enrolled at the ballet school of the 
Finnish National Opera and graduated in 1972. Leena Gustavson was engaged 
to the Finnish National Ballet as early as in 1971. Her first important encounter 
w ith  modern dance occurred in 1976 when Carolyn Carlson taught the Nikolais 
technique and choreographed for the Finnish National Ballet. According to 
Leena meeting w ith  Carolyn Carlson was a decisive moment for her life and 
dance.
Her lively, powerful and creative personality was 
something I had never encountered before, and her
character was somehow able to give meaning to my
whole existence.
Gustavson cited in Kukkonen 2005, p 29.
In 1977 Leena left the Opera in order to concentrate on modern dance. She 
returned to the Opera for one more season, 1978-79, but left again in 1979 and 
was fo r a year engaged as a dancer at the Dance Theatre Rollo. By the end of 
the 1970s Leena Gustavson had also made acquaintance w ith the Graham 
technique as well as the Cunningham technique and his modes of choreography
through the work w ith Ulla Koivisto and Reijo Kela. A t the beginning of the
1980s Leena started her own solo career and co-operation with the visual artist 
Annikki Luukela. In their performances the forms of the dancing body were 
confronted w ith  visual images often taken from nature. Since the 1980s Leena 
Gustavson has produced small-scale performances - often solos - in various 
venues and galleries.
I got to know Leena in 1998, when I took part In her dance and Improvisation 
classes in Helsinki. A t that time her focus and interest were in "soft forms" of 
dance training, such as contact improvisation and release technique, which she 
integrated in movement forms that she had picked up from her earlier 
background in ballet and modern dance. Recently Leena has moved toward
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performative and partially improvisatory events that combine movement and 
music w ith  voices, words and strong facial expression.
From the 1970s Leena Gustavson's musical accompanist and sometimes co- 
operator in her performances and dance classes has been her husband, the 
musician and composer Jukka Gustavson. Leena was granted the State Prize 
for Merit in Dance Art in 2005. The statement of the Arts Council characterises 
her as "an uncompromising artist, who dares to create and perform original and 
authentic dance that is far away from the commercial demands or prevailing 
modes of dance".
In autumn of 2001 I phoned Leena Gustavson to ask if she would like to take 
part in my research, the aim of which was to find out if we can dance and 
perform history by creating a new work that is based on an old one. She 
accepted my invitation, and we met once before our first rehearsals. In this 
meeting I told her about Elsa Puolanne and showed her all the dance 
photographs of Puolanne's dances in possession. Our common process of 
creating a new Loitsu was started.
EXTANT TRACES OF LOITSU
Loitsu by Elsa Puolanne has disappeared, but its appearances during the period 
1933 - 1945 have left some traces. Firstly, there are material traces - 
programme leaflets, a musical score, photographs and contemporary reviews - 
which are often called documents or primary sources in the research of the 
past. Nevertheless, as I suggested in Chapter 1 (p 37), documents or primary 
sources also contain interpretative elements of the past. They are always 
connected to the cultural system that has produced them. "An object is imbued 
w ith patterns of meaning already in the act of becoming a document as Lena 
Hammergren states, based on the work of David Nye (1983), when she argues 
that "primary sources cannot be perceived as raw material in comparison to 
the assumed interpreted nature of secondary sources (Hammergren 2004, p 
22). Secondly, there are traces that Loitsu had left or created in the memory. 
That is memories of the dancer, Elsa Puolanne, and her audience. Memories are 
often ambiguous and they do not necessarily match material documents.
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Scholarly writings of history do not often consider them as reliable as 
documents.
A t first, I present what can be told about components of Loitsu on the basis of 
its material traces and memories of Elsa Puolanne, Mirri Karpio and Vappu Kitti. 
Components of dance are introduced by using the categorisation of components 
in Dance Analysis: Theory and Practice (Adshead & others 1988). Particularly 
the eight postures of Elsa Puolanne in the photographs of Loitsu are described 
and interpreted in detail. The truth status of any traces, documents and 
memories is not questioned here; all information has been accepted because my 
aim is to construct a new Loitsu, not to reconstruct the 'original'. In this case 
'fa lse ' traces are equally as interesting as 'true' traces in that they have 
something to do w ith Loitsu and its meanings for people.
Loitsu started w ith a slow walk along the back wall of the stage. Movement of 
arms, hands and fingers dominated the dancing. One undated and unnamed 
review in Elsa Puolanne's scrapbook states that it "was danced by hands and 
arms". A t the same time Elsa Puolanne was moving around a circle of light, 
stepping, and perhaps even running. All poses in the remaining photographs 
were used in her Loitsu. In the photographs Elsa Puolanne often stands on the 
balls of her feet. Photographs 2-5 (pp 181-184) suggest that dancing took 
place near the wall, but Mirri Karpio (18.1. 2002) stated that all dancing w ith 
the music and w ith the poses of the photographs happened in the circle of light. 
Elsa ran w ith  accelerated speed and her arms moved in quick spasms. The 
circling accelerated w ith the music. It included wild jumps and movements. 
Mostly the shape of the body was vertical, but the gaze was focused down and 
inward. The single vertical line of the body was often confronted by the curves 
of the arms, the spread fingers and the flat horizontal line of palms. Sometimes 
the torso was tilted lightly forwards or to the side. The body was all the time 
firm ly grounded to the floor. Movements were tough, not violent, but full of 
stamina. Elsa Puolanne's naked leg appeared several times in the slit of her 
dress, and she hit the floor with the ball of her left foot. There was nothing 
soft in Elsa's dance, Mirri Karpio (22.8. 2002) said.
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Elsa performed Loitsu on an empty stage. One white light cone formed a circle 
spot on the floor. A huge tambourine was used as a prop. In some 
performances Elsa had to perform dance without the spot of light. Mirri Karpio 
recounts that on a large stage, as at the Finnish National Theatre, the emptiness 
of space focused the sol even more on the light spot and underlined the 
loneliness of the solitary figure of Elsa Puolanne. She wore a long plum- 
coloured evening dress w ith narrow shoulder straps and a high slit on the left 
side. Her hair was cut in the style of the 1920s, but instead of a fringe, she had 
a parting.
The floor pattern was simple as the drawing in Chart 11 below shows.
Chart 11 The floor pattern o f Loitsu (1933)
slow walking
circling around several times 
using steps, running and 
movements of the arms
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The drumming of a tambourine in 5/4 time accompanied the slow walk to the 
circle of light, and Erkki Melartin's Loitsu from the Six Piano Pieces, opus 118, 
was played during the dance in the circle of light (Karpio 18.1. 2002). The 
duration of the piano piece was about one and a half minutes. It starts w ith the 
Kalevala-type melody in the 5/4 time used in many poems of the Finnish 
national epic, Kaievaia. The melody is interrupted by an eruption of sounds that 
gradually fade away (Korhonen 1997). The music was played live.
EIGHT POSTURES IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS OF LOITSU
Although photography has often emphasised its essential characteristics of 
revelatory authenticity, Matthew Reason argues in his article The Revelation or 
Representation of Dance in Still Photography'
that it is the representational, rather than revelatory, 
attributes of still photography that manage to capture 
more of the spirit and movement of dance.
Reason 2004, p 45.
Therefore, it is possible to argue that
the photograph communicates movement beyond the 
moment it depicts -  beyond, in a sense, what it reveals 
photographically to what it evokes in the mind of the 
viewer.
Reason 2004, p 43.
Leena Gustavson and I started our process of construction by looking at 
postures of Elsa Puolanne in the photographs of Loitsu and posing, moving, 
reaching and experiencing them with our bodies. As Reason suggests, the 
photographs refers not only to the moments they depict but to what they evoke 
in our minds, and not only in our minds but also in the minds of our audience, 
as during our Loitsu the audience saw also the transparencies of the 
photographs. Photographs evoke thoughts as well as physical experiences. 
When we analysed and sought with our bodies the postures of the photographs,
I discovered that my physical and kinaesthetic experience of the posture and the 
transition to it was different when I said "I stand on my toes" or when I 
announced that "Elsa stands on her toes". I have my own experiences of 
standing on my toes, and what it means to me: an act of concentration.
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balance, a risk of unbalance, determination, being taller, unnatural and so on. 
Often movement and dance analysis have a tendency to take a gaze as a neutral 
and external instrument of observation of postures and movements and 
description of them by using the pronouns - she, he or they. By doing so it is 
easy to ignore the notion that our perception is relative and constructed by the 
values of our dance and cultural context. On the other hand, it is also true that 
acceptance of the relative nature of our perception of movement offers a new 
tool for dance analysis; the physical and kinaesthetic experiences of the 
observer and describer. This tool usually remains unconscious and unused.
The pronoun "I" is used in my description of the poses of Elsa Puolanne in 
order to show how I reached Elsa's posture and the atmosphere of it as well as 
to evoke my reader's physical and kinaesthetic experiences of these postures. 
In this research these physical imitations and imaginary journeys are also 
considered possible intertexts of Loitsu. Intertextuality, as an exploration of 
texts, does not limit us to searching the texts of the time or those preceding the 
text but it includes also texts after it. This is our embodiment of the poses of 
E lsa 's Loitsu. The eight postures of Loitsu are embodied and performed in a 
random order by Leena Gustavson in the section Eight Postures of the DVD.
The original order of the postures was unknown to us. There are four sets of 
photographs, each containing only two photos. Two sets. Photographs 2-3 and 
4-5, were probably posed to the photographer in the studio during the 1930s, 
and the tw o  other sets. Photographs 6-7 and 8-9, were photographed during 
the live performance in the 1940s.® During my research and work I sorted them 
out on the basis of the sets and in supposed chronological order of them. The 
same order is used here. Leena and I also named the photographs in April of 
2002 when we started to create a fictive but possible Loitsu. The naming of 
photos helped our work with them in the studio but it was also an act of 
interpretation introduced in Chapter 4 (pp 159-161). However, we did not share 
in words, photo by photo, the ways in which we had understood and 
experienced them. I am doing it here, but I did not articulate my experiences to 
Leena Gustavson during the rehearsals. Her interpretation was mainly realised
1 8 0
through the embodiment of the poses. Of course, my direction of her might 
have influenced her interpretation of the postures.
The borderline between description and interpretation is fluid. In some cases my 
description already contained or suggested some possible interpretations. I did 
not want to ignore meanings arise in descriptions, but on the following pages 
the tex t attached to each photograph concentrates on the physical embodiment 
of the poses. It is followed by a brief characterization of what that pose and its 
embodiment mean to me. The third text area contains the titles or names that 
the students of the Open University gave to the photographs in the spring of 
2005. Among them the title in bold font is the one that we used in rehearsals 
and performances. The titles are not placed in a linear way, one after another, in 
order to give my reader the possibility to pick them up in random order that I 
have not decided.
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photo: Helander, Puolanne Collection
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Photograph 2 Loitsu: background
I take my weight on my left leg. It 
bends, and my weight transfers so 
that only the toes of my right foo t are 
touching the floor. My bend arms, 
elbows and spread fingers reach 
backwards, but my shoulders are 
turned inwards. My torso fo llows the 
change of weight to the le ft and 
bends lightly forwards. I turn my 
head tO/ the right, and my chin almost 
touches my right shoulder. I keep my 
gaze down and feel the diagonal from 
my right foot up through my chin and 
head.
It is about transition. Something is going to be left or moved away. It might be 
a start, but I am not sure to where, and to what direction.
jatan tuonne 
I leave it there
mina lahden 
I leave paasta irti! 
let go!
observation
pois
away
takana
behind
kallistus 
a tilting
provokaatio, 
a provocation
mene pois! 
go away!
ehka
perhaps
tausta
background
pudotus
falling
tahtoisin
I would like
havainto
a first glance 
ensimmainen silmays
photo: Helander, Puolanne Collection
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I stand, my feet together, parallel, the 
left foot more forward than the right 
one. I am firm ly grounded to the floor.
I spread out my fingers of my right 
hand in front of me. I tw is t my left 
arm inwards and the palm of the left 
hand turns to the left on my side. I 
spread out the fingers of my hands, 
and the little finger stretches forward. 
My left shoulder rises and touches my 
hair when I bend my ribs to the right. 
My neck is so short. I am tilting to the 
right and my arms are reaching 
forward and left. However, I keep my 
head straight, and my gaze is 
downward.
Photograph 3 Loitsu: front
Hands reaching, touching something that nobody, but you know. It is scary, 
but still you progress and go forward.
siirto
removal
kohtaa 
s/he meets
edessa
front
ehka ei kuitenkaan 
perhaps not
pois
away
ujo
shy
ei liian lahelle 
not too close
you
en tahdo 
I do not want to
en sittenkaan 
not after all
torjuu
s/he rejects
keinunta 
a swing
en tahdo tietaa sinusta 
I do not want to know about
photo: unknown, Puolanne Collection
Photograph 4 Loitsu:twisting
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I stand straight and I am firm ly 
grounded, my feet together in parallel.
I straighten my right arm up and tw is t 
my left arm strongly inwards at the 
front of my left side. I spread out all 
my fingers and stretch my arms and 
fingers to opposite directions, up and 
down. My upper body tw is ts  a bit to 
the right. I turn my head slightly to the 
left and focus down along my left arm.
It is a strong stretch between heaven and earth. A firm ly rooted determination 
I stand here and now. Nobody, nothing, can undermine it.
sarvet
horns
kierto 
a tw is t
loitsu 
a spell
kuvittaa 
to illustrate
osoittaa 
to show
viela naytan 
I w ill show
ukkonen
thunder
hyokkaykseen lahto 
launch to attack
alistan sinut 
I w ill oppress you
mina kylla naytan sinulle 
I w ill show you
kiertaen
twisting
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photo; unknown, Puolanne Collection
Photograph 5 Loitsu: branches
I rise up on the balls of my feet, legs 
together. I bend my neck slightly 
forward, and my focus is slanting 
downwards. I raise my arms and 
design them into a tensed but balanced 
posture. My right arm curves over my 
bent head, and my muscular shoulder 
is up, as ordering the curve. The left 
arm creates another curve at the front 
of me, on my shoulder level. I press 
my palms so that my fingers spread 
out and curve upwards. The vertical 
line of my torso is opposed by the 
curving arms, fingers and feet.
The concentration and balance is here. I have it now. I w ill keep it. Is it sure?
tassa ja nyt 
here and now
ja mita se siellà
and what is It doing there
mene pois! 
go away!
oksat
branches
paljas mina 
me naked
auringonsade 
a ray of sunlight
tassa kulkee se raja 
the border is here
hauras
fragile katsokaa!
look!
raja
a border
photo: unknown, Puolanne Collection
Photograp 6 Loitsu: you
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I rise on the very balls of my feet. My 
torso remains vertical, but I bend my 
neck forward and fix  my eyes down. I 
am pressing or cleaving the air slowly 
in front of me w ith  my curved arms 
and fla t palms. My right hand is 
placed slightly above the level of the 
navel, and the left arm is curved 
besides my left ear. The level of the 
palm is slightly above my head.
It has been pressed down. It w ill stay there, I command, I have the power.
sina
you kaksoismina 
my tw in
tasoitus 
to draw a level
koonto
contraction
control
puunkaltainen nainen 
a woman as a tree
menneisyys 
the past
olet vallassani
you are under my
mene takaisin maan uumeniini 
go back under the earth!
mina voin pakottaa sinut 
I can force you
photo: unknown, Puolanne Collection
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I am on the way up towards the balls 
of my feet. I look down w ithout tilting 
my head. My curved arms w ith  spread 
fingers are again pressing or cleaving 
the air in front of me. They oppose 
the straight vertical line of my torso. 
The right arm is in upper diagonal, and 
the left arm is in lower diagonal. I 
could be moving away or towards the 
posture in Photograph 4.
Photograph 7 Loitsu: focus
You w ill stay there, this is an order. Oh my God, she is strong and plain.
shamaani 
a shaman
aamunsarastus
dawn
olen noussut 
I have arisen
kohtaaminen
encounter
hiljaa, hiljaa 
slowly, slowly
anna minulle aikaa 
give me some time
pysy siella! meditaatio 
yhteen -  erilleen stay there! meditation
together -  separated
kohdistus
focus tunnenko sen? 
do I know it?
photo: unknown, Puolanne Collection
Photograph 8 Loitsu: wait!
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I stand and look down. I sense the 
light on my face. I rise my left arm up 
and press my middle finger down so 
that my fingers spread out a little, and 
my arm curves lightly. I leave my 
right arm in fron t of me, bend my wrist 
and place the palm horizontally on the 
level of my right pelvis w ithout locking 
my elbow. I feel the tension of my 
shoulders but I am still.
I wait here still, and I have time. The latest moment is gone but the next has 
not yet begun.
tule naytan sinulle 
come on, I show you
valta
power
leimu 
a flame
loitsu 2 
spell 2
voitan sinut 
I w ill win you
tasapainoilu
balance
miksi tama tassa ja juuri nain? 
why this here and why exactly so?
malta
wait!
photo: unknown, Puolanne Collection
Photograph 9 Loitsu: almost
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I step to the side on the ball of my left 
foot and bend my knee. My weight is 
on both legs, and I feel the heavy 
weight of my own body. The inward 
turn of my shoulders has rounded my 
back. My curved arms continue the 
line of the circle. I press the air w ith 
my spread fingers. The right arm stays 
above the left one. My head tilts  
towards the space between my arms. I 
see my own shadow in the spot of 
light.
My shadow does not exist w ithout me. I see, it is obviously an expressive 
element. It is almost...
valo
miltei light
almost
kohdistus 2 
focus 2
tuli
karrikatyyri fire
a caricature
itsensa loytaminen, 
finding yourself
kuuntele tarkasti! 
listen carefully!
peili
mirror
stereotyyppi
stereotype
sadetanssi 
rain dance
uhma
defience
juhia
celebration
transsi
trance
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Contemporary spectators had common interpretation of the photographs and 
poses of Elsa's Loitsu. The same words were repeated, and some words 
reinforced other and formed chains of meanings that were read out of the 
postures. Several interpretations constructed a poem or even a narrative 
suggesting some common meanings. For example, the fo llow ing chains of 
words were used for the pose in Photograph 2,
away - I leave -  I leave it there -  background -  behind
go away! -  tilting -  let go! -  falling 
firs t glance -  observation.
They convey an impression of a personal determination to do something new 
and transitional. Photograph 3 turned the situation into hesitation, perhaps not,
not too close, not after all, s/he rejects, I do not w ant to, shy, but the
atmosphere of figh t or power struggle still lingers there. The presence of power 
can constantly be read out from various verbs used in imperative (Photographs 
2-9) as well as direct words referring to power, such as control, force, 
oppression and power (Photographs 2,4-9). The individual pronouns 'I ' and 'm e' 
keep on appearing (Photographs 2-9), but the figure of the dancer also evokes 
meanings relating to 'prim itive ' Nature, such as horns, thunder, ray of sunlight, 
dawn, branches, woman as tree, flame and fire (Photographs 4 -9 ). The unseen 
forces related to primitive past - typical themes of expressionism - were also 
read out and such interpretations as ritual, trance, shaman, a spell (Photographs 
4, 7-9) appear. In general, the emphasis of interpretations of Photographs 2-8 
is more or less on a kind of happening or process, but the interpretations of 
Photograph 9 are mostly substantives giving meaning to something that has 
ended or reached the goal, for example caricature, finding yourself, stereotype, 
focus, trance.
Elsa's Loitsu  was about transition. It was/is located both in the past and the 
present. The past was the ancient past in which the forces of nature controlled 
human beings. The present was the present of a woman at the beginning of 
2000th century fighting for her right to be herself, expressed by pronoun "I". 
The acts of magic rituals were not abandoned. Elsa and her contemporary 
dancers in Finland and all around Europe used them. The contexts of Elsa's 
Loitsu discussed in previous chapters were not just external surroundings; they
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could also read out of the text, Loitsu. The borderline between the tex t and the 
context and visa versa is fluid and flickering, and the tex t and the context w ill 
never become static and fixed. Instead, there is continuous movement: the text 
disperses into the context and the context condenses into the text.
ONE POSSIBLE LOITSU
Photographs were the only extant visual traces that showed us short flashes of 
the past of Loitsu. In photography, at least in the photography of the 1930s and 
1940s, we "can never deny that the thing has been there" (Barthes 1984, p 
81). This means that Elsa Puolanne has taken those postures either when 
posing for the photographer (Photographs 2-5) or performing Loitsu  in a live 
performance (Photographs 6-9). Nevertheless, the Elsa Puolanne in photographs 
did not move and we had to create the movement between those postures for 
while
it m ight be possible for a still image to suggest 
movement, it cannot reproduce it; the suggestion of
movement is, therefore, unable to hold even limited
claims of mechanical authenticity...The still image cannot 
reproduce movement and attempts to do so are instead 
evident transformations; it is in our ability to relate this 
transformation back to our concept of movement that the 
still photography has its power.
Reason 2004, pp 49-50.
The im itation of postures was accompanied and followed by a construction of a 
solo using only the components of Loitsu that we knew, w ith  one exception: a 
short gentle breath w ith  a spiral of the upper torso and the arms to the left after 
the slow walk when Leena arrives at the circle of light. It is the only movement 
that I choreographed in our construction. However, Leena changed the quality 
of the movement during the process, and on the DVD (2007) it is no more a 
gentle breath but rather a deep breath w ith  a deep parallel plié.
Today I would say that as part of the process we constructed a piece that could 
have been Loitsu. We used separate 'fac ts ', but the result was not a true or 
original Loitsu  but certainly a fictive Loitsu. It is a 'fa c t' that Elsa Puolanne
walked slow ly along the back wall, but there are many ways of walking slowly
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as I demonstrated in my description of the first moments of Loitsu at the 
beginning of this thesis. It is a 'fa c t' that Elsa Puolanne used the postures of 
the photographs, but if you have eight postures there are 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6  
X 7 X 8 = 40 320 possibilities of arranging those postures!
During the process of creating a solo that could have been Loitsu limited 
ingredients of Loitsu were combined w ith  the knowledge and experience that 
we had - I as a dance historian, a previous gymnast and a student in dance and 
Leena Gustavson as a dancer-choreographer. In the rehearsal studio our main 
principle in the construction of the One Possible Loitsu  was to connect the 
movements w ith  the rhythms, tunes and impressions of the music. Elsa 
Puolanne (20.2. 1992) said: “Loitsu was danced to the music". The first 
impulse to create it had come through hearing the music when the accompanist 
of the Esteri Suontaa School practised it in the studio of the school. Many 
Finnish free dancers, Elsa Puolanne among them, underlined the important role 
of music for the creation of dance (Puolanne 1930). Here they differed from 
their contemporaries in Germany, e.g. Mary Wigman and Rudolf Laban who 
wanted to present dance w ithout music or w ithout the dominance of music. 
Mary Wigman used percussion music fo r her Hexentanz //. Elsa Puolanne used 
drumming too, but more as an introduction. Loitsu was mainly performed to 
pre-existing Finnish music, and her dance used its tunes and rhythms. Our 
second principle of the construction was minimalism. It meant that less was 
better than more. Most of the filmed dances of the 1920s and early 1930s that 
I had seen had used very simple and plain movement ideas, often starting w ith  a 
movement theme that in the case of Elsa's Loitsu I understood as the use of 
arms and hands. This is why we concentrated on arms, w ith  legs following 
along - stepping or running around the circle of light.
Leena Gustavson (discussion 18.10. 2006) recalls that during the first working 
session in the spring of 2002 she searched for the Elsa's poses purely 
physically, through muscles, jo ints and angles of limbs, w ithout thinking of 
emotions. She firs t tried to absorb the forms of the poses. Early modern dance 
has usually been characterised as "moving from inside ou t" (Cohen 1974, Eeva 
5/1944), but in our process Leena worked the other way round - from external
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poses to internal emotions. During the firs t rehearsal period I directed and 
corrected her and told her about early modern dance in Germany and Finland. 
Leena also asked me to show her video excerpts of the dances of the 1920s 
and 1930s. She was eager to see them and get some ideas of dance and 
dancers in the 1920s and 1930s. Leena thought it best to concentrate on 
physical exercises, while I was making a verbal and textual analysis and 
interpretation of the poses. Although she considered me as the compiler of the 
verbal analysis, I would say that the analysis and the interpretations of postures 
were both present during the rehearsals in which we imitated the poses and 
constructed One Possible Loitsu. A t that time Leena and I did not consciously 
and systematically articulate them in the way I am doing in this thesis; instead, 
they dispersed and intertwined in our work and discussions.
However, when I now examine our work I am convinced that it was not only 
musical rhythms and minimalism guiding our work and choices but also Leena's 
and my interpretation of the postures and my ordering of the photographs. I 
mentioned above that the photographs were sorted out for the research on the 
basis of the supposed time of photography, but now I wonder if it all was as 
straightforward as that. For example. Photographs 2 and 3 and are quite 
commonly interpreted as describing a start of something, and I placed them as 
the firs t photographs and decide that they would be among the firs t poses in 
One Possible Loitsu, after the very first pose, tw isting. Similarly the pose 
almost referring to the end of process was placed the last Photograph 8 and the 
last pose at the end of One Possible Loitsu.
The method for creating One Possible Loitsu in the studio was plain and simple.
I turned the music on and asked Leena to visualise the music by performing the 
poses and stepping or running between them. A fter several hours of repetition, 
counting the bars and discussions, and after various versions of One Possible 
Loitsu we were both satisfied, and the following One Possible Loitsu was 
finished.7
During the brief silence following the drumming and slow walking Leena lifts her 
right hand up from behind to the posture tw isting. During the three bars of the
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Kalevala-melody she simply moves from one posture to another - background - 
fron t - focus - you - focus by using simple stepping and the shortest routes for 
arms. When the allegro and forte tunes in the fourth bar are played, Leena 
sharply repeats the postures tw isting - background - front. During the bars 5, 
6, 7 and 8 Leena accelerates her steps to running, and her arms grasp 
spasmodically the space around the circle w ithout hitting the spot. The running 
ends w ith  the posture of branches, kept during the bar 9. The reappearance of 
the allegro tunes in the bar 10 brings back the postures background and 
tw isting. The left ball of Leena's foo t hits the floor three times follow ing the 
three firs t notes in the bar 11, and this is continued by tw o  steps. This 
movement phrase is repeated three times, during the bars 11, 12 and 13. 
During the bars 14 - 16 Leena walks along the circle. Her hands lead the 
movement in the fron t of her, but her gaze stays on the spot. She stops her 
walking and press herself to the posture almost during the bars 17-19. Leena 
releases her arms during the bar 20 and presses again them slow ly to the 
posture almost during the bar 21 (Appendix 19, p 247, the musical score of 
Loitsu, in which the postures and actions are marked, and the DVD section One 
Possible Loitsu).^
As mentioned before, there are thousands of possibilities for creating one 
possible Loitsu. However, for us our One Possible Loitsu become an important 
and necessary element of the whole process of a new Loitsu. In the lecture 
demonstrations One Possible Loitsu was made to look like a 'reconstruction' in 
order to invite or even urge people to speculate on whether this is a 
reconstruction or something else. A t the same time we constantly 
deconstructed the whole idea of reconstruction w ith  words and movements not 
taken from the traces of Loitsu.
A FRAGMENTED AND DISPERSED LOITSU
Hayden W hite 's work, starting from Metahistory (1973), has drawn attention to 
the w riting of history and its rhetorical codes and modes of narration. This has 
meant a shift in the modern theory of history. According to the German 
historian Jorn Riisen (1998), historical culture has three dimensions: a cognitive 
one, a political one and an aesthetic one. Until recent decades history has
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mainly been concerned w ith  the cognitive dimension. Today the theory of 
history has moved beyond the cognitive dimension approaching the aesthetic 
one by speaking of language, poetics and rhetoric. "But aesthetics is more than 
only language", Jorn Rüsen continues. "It includes elements of pre-linguistic 
experience and communication, something as visual and sensual perception of 
h istory" (Rüsen 1998, p 158), and I would add: danced perception of history. 
This opens us an aesthetic experience of the past, not only by using language 
but also by other aesthetic means. Moreover, history can be an element in the 
artistic quality both in works of arts of the past and the present.
The firs t demonstration of our Loitsu was at the Summer School 'Dance in 
Baltic Shores' in August 2002. Leena's and my impressions and memories of it 
d iffer (discussion 18.10. 2006). Leena remembered and experienced it as a 
formal movement-based performance, but my memories and experience were 
almost opposite to that. It seemed to me that in that version Leena was trying 
to trace Elsa by becoming an habitué of the expressive dance of the 1920s that 
she had gotten to know through videos and my stories of dance history. The 
demonstration at the Summer School at the Theatre Academy was loaded w ith 
several expectations and emotions. The participants of the course, Leena and I 
among them, had discussed for almost tw o  weeks on the heritage of 
Ausdruckstanz and taken classes in Wigman, Holm and Jooss-Leeder styles, 
given by Betsy Fisher and Ana Sanchez-Colberg. Everyone already had some 
understanding and assumptions of what kind of features belonged to 
Ausdruckstanz. In addition, Leena had mixed feelings toward performing some 
excerpts from her own choreographies alongside the traces of Loitsu. I had 
decided in May 2002 that I would not choreograph movement material myself. 
Instead, I wanted to hybridise previously described material from Elsa's Loitsu 
and some choreographies of Leena. She accepted this but travelling in the past 
of her own movement material w ith  her present personality and body made her 
anxious. I remember her asking: "Do we really need my material - is this not 
about Elsa and her Loitsu?" So, in the first demonstration it was not clear either 
for her or me what we were presenting and performing. However, the first 
presentation already included almost all the elements that we were to use later:
I lectured and showed photographs of Loitsu, Leena danced a raw version of
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One Possible Loitsu, and we also served a 'cockta il' mixed from the fragments 
of One Possible Loitsu and Leena's choreographies.
The charged performance at the Theatre Academy was followed by a lively 
debate and different suggestions of how Loitsu should have been 
choreographed, danced and performed. The preceding course combined w ith  my 
lecturing before the performance perhaps opened an access to the remnants and 
traces of Loitsu and inspired participants to put up their ideas of Loitsu. Maria 
Wolska, a retired dancer, even rushed to the stage to demonstrate her own 
version of how Loitsu should end. Mirri Karpio, a colleague of Elsa Puolanne, 
was also present. She was stimulated by the performance to tell us some new 
details, i.e. the accelerated stepping and running around the circle and the 
spastic hands that Elsa Puolanne had in her performance. The reception of the 
performance at the Summer School in 2002 also assured Leena and me that
the process w ith  Loitsu was not pointless. It was not only 
about being on the stage but also about the history of a 
human being. And it is not only my history, but history of 
someone else.
Gustavson discussion 18.10. 2006.
The confidence in each other that Leena and I had achieved during the first 
rehearsal period, and our common belief that our work was/is not only about 
Leena or me but also about Elsa and her Loitsu encouraged us to continue the 
experiment.
A fter the firs t performance of our Loitsu our work in the studio was interrupted 
for one and a half years. During the break it became clear to me that we have 
to be as transparent as possible concerning our way of constructing a new 
Loitsu. The follow ing lecture demonstration (2004-2005) must reveal and 
openly articulate the relative and experimental nature of our work as well as the 
theoretical motivation behind it. The measures toward openness included 
showing and telling about the process of construction to the audience. The 
chronological order of the process was also to be used as the structure of the 
lecture demonstration.
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Firstly, this meant that the imitation or search for Elsa's poses in the 
photographs, which was not done in the first demonstration, would now been 
showed to the audience. Leena would embody Elsa's postures one after other, 
and at the same time I would show the transparencies of the photographs. In 
rehearsals I was fascinated by Leena's vulnerable transitions, by which she 
searched for Elsa's postures.® And it was this open search - not the postures or 
movements themselves - that evoked strong emotions, and connected and 
intersected the present of Leena, me and our audience w ith  Elsa's past. It 
created an atmosphere of time travel, as one spectator commented in 
discussion after the lecture demonstration in the Colloquium 'A  Researcher as a 
Player, an A rtis t as a Theoretician'.
Secondly, after the representation of the postures we would be ready to 
perform One Possible Loitsu. In my lecture it was now consciously recognised 
and articulated as One Possible Loitsu. However, it had a resemblance to a 
reconstruction, a search for the 'original' Loitsu, as I said before. Finally, we 
would move to a section called, and later entitled, A Fragmented and Dispersed 
Loitsu. In that section One Possible Loitsu is dispersed into fragments that 
alternate w ith  fragments from Leena Gustavson's four choreographies. They are 
Sade (Rain, 1978), Vareiiya -  synesteettinen synteesi, kohtaus Ruskea 
(Vibrations -  Synesthetic Synthesis, section Brown, 1988), Avalanche (2001) 
and Nostaa ja  iaskea katensa (Raise and Put Down One's Hand, 2002). The 
music fragments from Melartin's original music dictate the duration danced 
fragments. When the music is played Leena performs One Possible Loitsu and 
during the silences she dances some movement sections from her own 
choreographies. During the silence she is free to choose which fragment of her 
own she performs and how she performs it, and when Melartin's music is 
played she has to pick up that section from the choreography of One Possible 
Loitsu. However, now she is allowed to vary the spatial directions of the 
movement phrases. So, A Fragmented and Dispersed Loitsu has a clear 
structure, but it is up to the dancer, Leena Gustavson, how it exists in 
performance.
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The most prominent change emerged after the creation of these three 
movement-based sections. The speaking, articulating, dancing or dance-making 
researcher stepped on the same stage together w ith  the dancer, as it can be 
seen on the DVD. The researcher is not an external explorer but an active 
participant. The cooperation, not the distinction, between the researcher and 
the dancer as well as the collaboration and the crashes of the past and the 
present are constantly shared w ith  the audience. The three lectures before the 
sections Eight Postures, One Possible Loitsu and A Fragmented and Dispersed 
Loitsu describe and jus tify  the process of our research and the actions on stage. 
In the last section the lecturing researcher also joins the dance around the circle 
of light.
The 'fin ished' forms of a new Loitsu, live lecture demonstrations and the DVD, 
include various layers of time and understanding. When a spectator looks at the 
lecture demonstration or the DVD s/he lives in the present progressing linearly. 
In live lecture demonstrations Leena and I shared the present moments and the 
linearly progressive time w ith  our audience. On the DVD this was/is not 
possible. Our time is not anymore the present, it is already the past. However, 
on the DVD we also 'are' w ith  the audience and thus the verbs are given both 
in the past and present tense in the follow ing description. The lecture 
demonstration and the DVD also referred/refer to the past of Elsa Puolanne and 
her Loitsu by presenting photographs, imitating her postures, discussing, 
imagining and making suggestions how her Loitsu could have been performed. 
However, we also pointed/point to the past of the lecture demonstration by 
sharing the process of construction, showing and discussing how and why we 
have done the performance that the audience sees. In addition, in the midst of 
all this Leena embodied/embodies her own past by dancing and performing her 
own choreographies. She also embodied/embodies and made/makes almost 
tangible how impossible it was/is to represent her own past by dancing. It is 
even more d ifficu lt to reach for Elsa's Loitsu that is more than seventy years 
old, but we still tried/try it.
I am on slippery ice when I make new constructions of Loitsu and include to it 
'som ething' that I have experienced and understood from Elsa Puolanne's
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Loitsu. 'Something' that I have experienced again in some seemingly casual 
moments in new constructions, but which I am not able to verify or name 
precisely and for sure neither in her Loitsu or in our new ones. There is interplay 
going on w ith  the past and the present, and it happens in the present but refers 
also to the past. I can suggest that some moments in our performance - for 
example when the fading echoes of the last bars of Elsa's Loitsu are heard and 
Leena gently, but firm ly, presses the air w ith  her hands tell me some meanings 
of Elsa's Loitsu, such as her determination to be an independent individual. Or 
maybe it is, as the dancer-choreographer Liisa Risu (in Innanen 2004) said after 
the demonstration in Z-open: "Leena Gustavson is here and Elsa Puolanne in 
photos, but where is dance? It is not necessary in movements, but it can be 
the frenzy of one person." A spectator of the lecture demonstration and the 
DVD is able or forced to sense, feel and speculate on his/her different 
impressions and thoughts concerning the past and the present. The visual artist 
Teemu Maki articulated his experience and thoughts as follows:
On the one hand, one watches and has feelings. On the 
other hand, one speculates furiously. There are the 
original photos, and some fragments of Loitsu. One must 
th ink to what extent it is possible to articulate movement 
w ith  word, and how funny and interesting the situation is 
when movements, which were articulated in words, are 
tried to be embodied again. A t the same time there are 
many processes going on, from the pure nostalgia to 
scholarly or pseudo-scholarly speech. And they are not in 
hierarchical order.
Toisaalta katsoo ja tunnelmoi ja toiselta raivokkaasti 
spekuloi pohtii. Tassa on naa originelli fo to t ja tassa 
va littyy katkelmia Loitsusta. Ja tassa joutuu pohtimaan 
missa maarin tanssiliike on sanallistettavissa, ja mitenka 
kiinnostava ja hassu tilanne se on kun sita pyritaan 
sanallistamisen jalkeen tuottaa lihaksi. On monta 
ajatusprosessia puhtaasta tunnelmoinnista, tieteelliseen 
tai pseudotieteelliseen -  eika hierarkisessa jarjestyksessa.
Maki in Innanen 2004.
The lecture demonstration and the DVD end in my question: "Could this 
fragmented and postmodern pas de deux between the dancer Leena Gustavson 
and the researcher Anne Makkonen w ith  Elsa Puolanne be danced history?" 
Neither I nor anybody else is able to give a definite answer to this question. Our
1 9 9
experiment w ith  Loitsu has produced or presented no firm evidence that our 
work is danced history of Loitsu. My discussion and the comments refer that a 
new Loitsu has something to do w ith  Elsa's Loitsu. It gives us some experience, 
information, suggestions or perhaps even facts about Elsa's Loitsu, and it takes 
part in the discussion of (re)constructing dances of the past and how these 
issues can been dealt w ith  in the context of recent discussion in theory of 
history. The creators, and hopefully also the audience of Loitsu: Danced 
Histories?, have experienced and lived through process Ankersmit describes "in 
historical narrative the relationship between language and reality is constantly 
destabilized" (1994, p 40). His view is valid also in the form of the historical 
performative Loitsu: Dance Histories?. The relationship between a new Loitsu  
and the 'orig inal' Loitsu is constantly destabilised - the historical performative as 
historical narrative is the birthplace of meanings of the past and the present.
NOTES
 ^ The process included the following rehearsal and performing sessions w ith Leena Gustavson: 
The first session December 2 0 0 1 - August 2 0 0 2
A w ork in progress was demonstrated at the Summer School Dance in Baltic Shores in the  
Theatre Academy, Helsinki. The demonstration had tw o  separate sections. The first one was 
my lecture on Loitsu and its traces. The second and the main section was Leena's dancing that 
already included excerpts from her own choreographies. I was not on the stage during Leena's 
performance.
The second session December 2 0 0 3  -  February 2 0 0 5
The w ork of this session was performed in five live lecture demonstrations.
-Z-open performance in Kaapelitehdas, Helsinki, April 2 0 0 4
-Nordic Dance Researchers' Conference Dance Heritage: Crossing Academia and Physicality, 
Reykjavik, April 2 0 0 4
-International Dance Day in the Theatre Academy, Helsinki, April 2 0 0 4  
-Research Seminar, University of Surrey, May 2 0 0 4
-The Finnish Society of Aesthetic's Colloquim A Researcher as a Player, an A rtist as a 
Theoretician, Helsinki, February 2 0 05
The lecture and dance integrated as a whole and partially simultaneously activities. Both Leena 
and I w ere on the stage.
The third session August 2 0 0 6  -  December 2 0 0 6
The slightly modified live lecture demonstration was filmed and edited for the DVD.
2 For example. Renaissance and Baroque court dances by Régine Austier, Christine Bayle, Mary 
Skeaping, Barbara Sparti and Catherine Turocy; Oskar Schlemmer's Bauhausdances by Debra 
McCall; Isadora Duncan's dances by Lori Belilove; Mary W igman's dances by Annabelle 
Gamson and Vaslav Nijisky's dances by Milllicent Hodson and Kenneth Archer and Claudia 
Jeschke and Ann Hutchinson Guest. Especially concerning Renaissance and Baroque dances, 
reconstruction is linked to the Early Music movement that is interested in the use of old
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instruments and playing practice. The other wave of reconstruction is more concerned with  
recent works, which would save lost works and enlarge dance repertoire as well as help us to 
understand the past of dance art. In addition to reconstructions, discussion has dealt with  
revivals, revisions, recreations of ballet, modern and postmodern dance and the distinctions 
between them. Helen Thomas's article (2004 ) summarises some concepts, questions and 
problems relating to dance reconstructions.
E.g. Burt (19 98 ), Carter (19 98 ), Fran ko (19 93 ), Rubrige (19 95 ), Thomas (20 04 ) and Tom ko 
(19 98 ).
Here I borrow and modify the words of Michel Foucault. The accurate quote of Foucault is as 
follows:
but w hat is essential is not found in series of historically verifiable 
proofs; it rather lies in the experience which the book permits us to 
have. And an experience is neither true nor false: it is always a 
fiction, something constructed, which exists only after it has been 
made, not before; it isn't something that is 'true', but it has been a 
reality.
cited in Jarvinen 2 0 0 3 , p 12.
Elsa Puolanne told me that she found it peculiar that someone was verifying movements for 
m ovement's sake (127.7. 1990 ). For her dance was more as a "total" being and it "should 
wake a spectator to seek and understand the versatility of being and its meaning" (Puolanne In 
Eeva 5 /1 9 4 4 ). Many other Finnish free dancers presented similar views in Eeva magazine.
The environment in the photographs 2-5  refer to the studio of photography, and in the 
photographs 2 and 3 show even the name of the photographer Helander. Mirri Karpio told 
(1 8 .1 . 2 0 0 2 ) the other photographs 6-9  were taken during a live performance.
A raw version of One Possible Loitsu was already part of our first demonstration in August 
2 0 0 2 . During the second session of the work we made some changes and additions to it. It 
was entitled One Possible Loitsu and taken part of our live lecture demonstrations (2 0 0 4 -2 0 0 5 )  
and the DVD Loitsu: Danced Histories? (2007 ). In the thesis One Possible Loitsu is written  
italicised in order to help my reader to follow the discussion among various 'Loitsus'. They are
1. Loitsu by Elsa Puolanne
2. One Possible Loitsu, a section in Loitsu: Danced Histories?
3. A new Loitsu, Leena's and my research process including various versions of 'finished' 
forms under the title Loitsu: Danced Histories?
4. Loitsu: Danced Histories?- lecture demonstrations and the DVD
In December 2 0 0 6  when I read, checked and edited my thesis I realized that the posture of 
Photograph 8, w ait!, was not used at all in One Possible Loitsu. It embarrassed me, but at the  
same tim e it was a relief to notice that one missing 'fact' does not ruin my search for the  
meanings of Loitsu.
In rehearsals I sensed that Leena enjoyed and was confident in her working with postures in 
the photographs, but I did not know that Leena was actually an expert in working with pictures 
and images. Her use of them as a tool for making dances had begun with Carolyn Carlson. 
This came up later when Leena told me that
Carolyn could position images into the mind of a spectator. And I 
started to think how she could do the image. You experienced the 
image physically, and it started to occupy my mind. W ith the help of 
her encouragement Carolyn's aesthetic world was transferred to the 
body that wanted to have it. And I wanted to experience it, without 
then knowing anything about time, space or form. Something started 
to live in me since my, desire was so strong.
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Carolyn pystyl asettamaan kuvia katsojan mieleen, Ja jain miettimaan  
miten han pystyi tekemaan sen kuvan. Sa koet kuvan fyysisena ja se 
alkoi askarruttaa mlnua. Hanen esteettinen maailmansa siirtyi hanen 
kannustamaan ruumiiseen joka halusi. Halusin kokea mita se on, el 
ajasta, tllasta, muodosta mitaan hajua. Joku alkoi elaa, halu oli niin 
kova.
Gustavson 1 8 .1 0 , 2 0 0 6 .
I was aware that a chain of dance teachers linked Leena Gustavson to M ary Wigman and to  
Elsa Puolanne. Carolyn Carlson was Alwin Nikolais's student, he was Hanya Holm's student 
and she and Elsa Puolanne studied with Mary Wigman. However, I was surprised to hear 
Leena's statem ent that echoed in my ears Mary W igm an's ([1963 ] in Suhonen 1991)) 
description of the process of how she constructed and stylised the image of the w itch that 
started to live in her Hexentanz.
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Chapter 6
Proposals for a New Performative Dance History
On Sunday evening 15 April 2007, almost five and a half years after starting of 
my PhD studies, I viewed the DVD Loitsu: Danced Histories? on my computer. 
My senses followed the peaceful stream of words, images, poses and 
movements. The time had come to summarise and evaluate the work w ith 
Loitsu and evaluate, how the research on the pages and in the studio has 
contributed to my and that of others understanding of the past, particularly the 
past of Elsa Puolanne's Loitsu in the context of dance art in Finland. Along w ith 
watching the DVD I considered the following statement of the Finnish historian 
Mirkka Lappalainen:
Badly written research can not be good at all, because 
history research does not "exist" outside its written 
appearance.
Huonosti kirjoitettu tutkimus ei ylipaataan voi olla hyvaa, 
koska historiantutkimusta ei ole "olemassa" kirjallisen 
asunsa ulkopuolella.
HS 11.1. 2007, Lappalainen, originally 
quoted in Ennen ja  ny t 2/2005.
It is evident that by her statement, Lappalainen wants to underline the quality of 
history w riting and its relation to how the past is narrated and understood, but 
at the same time, at least in quotes, she denies the existence of history research 
outside its w ritten appearance. My view is opposed to this view. By presenting 
the written and detailed description of the first performance of Loitsu of 1933, I 
asked if it was enough for written dance history on its own to represent the past 
of dance. I also suggested that the articulation of writing bodies is different from 
the practice of moving bodies (Rothfiled 1994). Therefore, this thesis was 
dedicated to the search for and research into Loitsu and its meanings on the 
pages as well an in the studio. I aimed at being as transparent as possible in the 
theoretical and practical starting points and choices that I adopted during the work.
It is not exceptional in choreography to use dances of the past as inspiration or 
material for new dance works. Many choreographers have done this. However, 
their works are usually not understood as dancing histories but as works of art.
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My interest is to use dances or traces of dances of the past not only as a tool to 
choreograph but also as a method to explore, construct and present the past as 
dancing histories. In this final chapter I summarise the research process and the 
outcomes of the thesis and argue for a dance history which calls into question 
the Lappalainen's statement that "history research does not exist outside its 
w ritten appearance" by including a danced history of Loitsu as essential part of 
the research.
Dichotomies are still common in contemporary dance research. There remains a 
tendency to distinguish research from art and written scholarly research from so- 
called artistic or practice based research. W ritten research is usually carried out 
by an academic scholar who examines art as an object w ithout personal 
involvement in the process of creating art, whereas practice based research is 
often done by an artist who turns into a scholar. S/he creates an artwork or 
artworks part of the research, and explores and reflects them w ith a particular 
theoretical framework, such as phenomenology, sociology or feminism. In this 
thesis I have used art for researching and constructing the past. However, my 
aim is not to argue that a scholar can be an artist or vice versa, but to produce a 
presentation and performance that challenges the boundaries of research and art 
as well as boundaries of old Loitsu created by Elsa Puolanne and new ones by 
Anne Makkonen and Leena Gustavson
Firstly, the DVD Loitsu: Danced Histories?, a performative construction of the 
partly lost Loitsu, is discussed not as an appendix of the research but as a part 
and an outcome of the research. The research process is reflected on as a 
whole. How each position in the field of the theory of history created different 
kind of histories that contributed some knowledge, understanding, 
interpretations and experiences of Loitsu, and how they together participated in 
the construction of a new Loitsu. In addition, some advantages and limitations 
of multi/interdisciplinary research are taken into consideration, and ambiguity of 
the boundaries between research and art is revealed. When a historian moves 
into the area of the relative nature of the knowledge and experience of the past, 
as I have done, it means that the ethical dimension of history has to be 
addressed, too. The thesis ends in a brief consideration how the research
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process w ith  Loitsu can be used, adapted, developed and probably challenged in 
my future research.
THE DVD LOITSU: DANCED HISTORIES?
Apart from the fact that a new Loitsu in Chapter 5 is described as an open- 
ended process, it had to be presented and included in the thesis in a 'fin ished' 
form. For this purpose the lecture demonstration Loitsu: Danced Histories? was 
slightly modified, filmed and edited on the DVD.’
There were some essential points and qualities in our live demonstrations that I 
wanted to retain in the DVD. Firstly, the DVD had to maintain the event-like 
quality of the live performance as well as the openness and transparency of 
what we were doing and why. Secondly, it had to be clear to spectators that 
both Leena and I were continuously present on the stage as part of the event. I 
suggested to the lighting director Jouko Seppala, who planned the film ing and 
shooting, that we had to take as long shots as possible and later cut them as 
little as possible in order to support the above-mentioned features of a live 
event. The media designer Sari Koskinen, who was also present in the planning 
meeting for the DVD, proposed the division of the screen to three parts showing 
the material filmed simultaneously by three differently located cameras. The 
suggestion was excellent, since it enabled spectators to decide where to look 
and how to direct their gaze. This recalled a live event in which a spectator can, 
by directing his/her gaze, cut and edit the work for his/herself. These 
fundamental decisions on the filming and the editing of the DVD were made 
beforehand, and we kept them during the shooting and the editing work.
The major change on the DVD compared to the live event was that it became 
bilingual. The lecture demonstrations were given in English or in Finnish, but on 
the DVD both languages were used simultaneously so that a text spoken in 
Finnish has subtitles in English and visa versa. This was done not only for the 
sake of better understanding but also for my own desire to share w ith my 
foreign audience the sound, rhythm and intonation of the Finnish language, 
Elsa's, Leena's and my language.
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The live lecture demonstrations of Loitsu were performative events distinguished 
from performing events
by the level of and the nature of the engagement of the 
artists (and researchers) w ith  the spectators and, in 
response, the engagement of the spectators w ith  them 
and w ith  the work.
Preston-Dunlop & Sanchez-Colberg, 2002, p 4.
By presenting the DVD Loitsu: Danced Histories? as part of my thesis I wanted 
to make the readers of the thesis also spectators of the performative event, even 
if I knew that the 'finished' work on the DVD is not same as the lecture 
demonstration but an other layer of interpretation. However, different 
representations of our process w ith Elsa's Loitsu reveal and support my 
opposition to closed and definitive readings of any text, already argued in 
Chapter 5.
Loitsu: Danced Histories? is both an art work and a research into an art work. As 
part of the academic research the intersection, interaction and articulation of the 
writing and moving bodies (Rothfield 1994) has to be explained and analysed to 
some extent on the pages of the thesis. However, it is evident that the 
performative event on the DVD also constructs experiences that could not be 
w ritten on the pages as truths about the past of Elsa's Loitsu, but which still are 
open to intersubjective communication on possible interpretations, and perhaps 
to some extent shared experience of the past of her Loitsu. This experienced 
performativity is not Loitsu and its past as they were. It is Loitsu and its past as 
they are, but which comprehended and took Loitsu and its past as its intertexts 
alongside many contemporary intertexts. These contemporary intertexts were 
generated by Leena and me.
THE POSITIVIST AND EMPIRICAL START
From the very beginning it was evident for me that history, as an interpretation 
of the past, in postmodern era, is a complex and multi-layered process of 
construction. In the introduction of the thesis I presented discussion on the 
tru th in history and showed my own longing for some kind of knowledge and 
understanding of the past, not only of the ample imaginaries in time suggested
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by Keith Jenkins (1999). Some further consideration is needed to what extent 
the thesis has fulfilled my longing or whether I have created just ample 
imaginaries of Loitsu in time but not in history.
In my research the first movements toward the past of dance art in Finland were 
taken by introducing the existing Finnish dance histories in Chapter 1. The 
discussion and analysis of the existing histories showed that there are various 
representations of history, and academic history research is just a tip of the 
iceberg (Kalela 2000). Indeed, this is very true concerning Finnish dance history. 
It became obvious that the starting points of dance history in Finland - the 
dominant and repeated non-academic narrative of Finnish dance by Raoul af 
Hallstrom, limited academic research and abundance of remnants and traces of 
the past in people's memories and in archives - offered several opportunities and 
challenges for my study. It might be useful to give more information on the 
events in dance and to correct some inaccuracies in existing histories by using 
proper sources; or it might even be interesting to deconstruct af Hallstrom's 
narrative. The existing histories of Finnish dance hinted at complex and 
captivating discourses of nationalism, modernism and gender, which are widely 
dealt w ith  in cultural studies and even in some studies in dance history (e.g. 
Adair 1994, Burt 1995 & 1998, Franko 1996, Manning 1993), but not much in 
Finnish dance history.
An 'objective' history of events, i.e. dance performances in Finland in 1917- 
1939, formed the basis of Chapter 2. My extensive data of 775 dance 
performances offered almost limitless possibilities to develop several narratives 
of dance in Finland. It also interacted w ith the existing histories and w ith my 
interest in Loitsu. which gave rise to many complex questions, such as to what 
extent early modern dance was part of physical education and how far issues of 
national identity appeared in Finnish dance. The complexity of the questions 
challenged me to consider the binary oppositions between objective and 
subjective perspectives of the past (Hammergren 1995), factual and imaginary 
constructs of the past and between found and made histories (e.g. White 1973, 
Ankersm itt 1994). If I changed my position from an 'objective' and 'detached' 
researcher to an active constructor of history, I would have to accept the
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ambiguity of boundaries and relative nature of knowledge and experience. 
During and after writing the first drafts of Chapters 1 and 2, I faced many 
questions concerning the future of my research. I had to consider how I as a 
researcher would survive and still take into account my overwhelming data, the 
theory of history as well as the constantly appearing new research questions 
that existing histories, my own data and theory of history inspired me to ask. 
And how the practice based process that Leena Gustavson and I had started 
w ith  Elsa's Loitsu in the studio at the Theatre Academy would f it  to this context.
Gradually, it became evident that it was the dance, Loitsu, and the theory of 
history that I was most interested in. I decided to concentrate on Loitsu and 
show how different theories of history were present in my written and 
performative work w ith it. This brief dance solo and its creator Elsa Puolanne, 
hardly mentioned in Finnish dance history, became my research partners and 
guides in the journey to the past of dance art in Finland. Indeed, I wanted to 
become an expert of Loitsu. This required a multi- and interdisciplinary approach 
that would accept the output of traditional positivist history research (Ralph 
1995), but at the same time be aware that this was/is not sufficient, and move 
towards new histories (Adshead-Lansdale 1997). Leena's and my experiments 
w ith  traces of Elsa's Loitsu in the studio and the exploration and analysis of the 
Elsa Puolanne's life and Loitsu called for many tools and methods.
Elsa Puolanne performed her solo in three differently biased contexts. Firstly, 
Loitsu was included as part of physical education. Secondly, it was chosen as 
representive of the young Finnish dance art at the first performance of the Union 
of Finnish dance artist. Thirdly, it was performed as a solo of Finnish free dance. 
It was necessary in the search for Loitsu and its meanings to analyse how the 
Elsa Puolanne's life was connected to dance and physical education and 
changing cultural and political contexts in Finland. I had to examine complicated 
discussion of the modern and the national in dance and the existence, or 
supposed existence of these concepts in Elsa's Loitsu.
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THE INTERPLAY OF THE MODERN AND THE NATIONAL IN DANCE
The interplay of the modern and the national and tensions between them in 
dance, culture and society became important for my understanding of Loitsu and 
its various meanings through time. A central feature of the modern at the turn of 
the 20^ century was an emphasis on individuality. Individuality was clearly 
present in Loitsu in its solo form but it was challenged by Melartin's music that 
echoed the crash between the old Kaievaia-baseé nationalism and the modern 
era. In Chapter 3 I characterised Elsa Puolanne 'a Finnish woman, gymnast and 
dancer'. In Elsa's life the freedom of modernity, which she encountered in 
gymnastics and dance, faced the strong ties of traditional and patriotic Finland 
highly valued in her family and Finnish society. The challenge to take control of 
her own life became a battleground of competitive discourses that defined and 
gave meanings to such words as 'Finn', 'wom an', 'gym nast' and 'dancer'. I 
found these concepts relevant for the discussion of the meanings of Loitsu, as 
well as a useful motivation for our construction of a new Loitsu. The three of 
us, Elsa, Leena and I, were defined w ith more or less w ith  same concepts - a 
Finn, a woman, a dancer and a gymnast.^ Evidently, our comprehension and 
experience of the concepts differ, but we probably share some meanings 
involved in being a Finnish woman, who is a dancer and/or a gymnast at a 
particular moment in time.
The state of ferment and instability of Finnish society, culture and dance 
penetrated Elsa Puolanne's life and Loitsu. The lack of dance tradition and the 
youth and the marginal position of dance art made dance during the 1920s and 
1930s receptive and open to different ideas of the modern and the national. 
Loitsu and Elsa Puolanne, in the margin of Finnish society, reflected and 
constructed discourses of the modern as well as the national. In the light of my 
analysis and interpretation of Loitsu it is d ifficult for me to share Jukka 
Relander's view (2006) dance being a total outsider in "the ring dance around 
the national pole". On the basis of my analysis of Loitsu and dance articles and 
reviews of Raoul af Hallstrom, Heikki Klementti, Irja Hagfors and Antti Halonen, 
the dance art of the 1920s and 1930s resembled a young, unsure and 
imperceptible debutant in the clutches of competing discourses of the modern 
and the national. In dance, the multiple voices of modernism and nationalism
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were later heard, supported and evaluated in different ways. A fter the Second 
World War the hegemony of ballet was supported by listening to and respecting 
Antti Halonen's and Raoul af Hallstrom's the traditional views and by silencing or 
even condemning Irja Hagfors' modern views . On the other hand during the last 
few  decades modern dance has legitimated itself by discovering and appreciating 
again the modern radical emancipation of Irja Hagfors and by forgetting or 
ignoring Antti Halonen's authoritative voice of that proclaimed the only tru th of 
ballet.
Almost all readings of Loitsu through time linked it to the questions of power or 
power struggle, which was already obvious in its title Loitsu, a magic spell. A 
spell is always an act of power. The power in Loitsu can and has been 
interpreted in many ways. It has been seen as the subjective inner power of the 
individual over her own life and decisions. This was for example Elsa's own 
interpretation. Loitsu can also mean and embody the power of the ancient and 
mythical past of the nation as many reviews stated in the 1930s and 1940s. 
Furthermore, Loitsu can be understood, as I do, as a meeting place for different 
kind of desires and forces, subjective and social, and it is up to the interpreter 
and time to decide on the subject of the spell and who is responsible for putting 
it on. On the one hand, it is this openness of interpretation and on the other 
hand, the impossibility of reaching Elsa Puolanne's Loitsu that justifies my search 
for her Loitsu  by constructing new ones. The uniqueness of Loitsu was so 
evident to Elsa that she laughed at me when I asked her in the corridor after the 
interview (1990) if I could reconstruct and dance her Loitsu. However, she did 
not refuse my proposal and encouraged me to create dance of my own. I am 
quite sure now, that she did not mean that it would be impossible for her to 
remember and repeat the movements of her solo, but it would be impossible for 
me or anyone else to get same meanings of Loitsu as she as the dancer and 
medium of it has had. The meanings can be in movements, but they are always 
danced and read differently. This episode in the corridor, and how I understood 
it, was an ethical permission for me to work w ith Elsa's Loitsu. I was free to 
create a new Loitsu, if I did not claim that it is same as her Loitsu. From the 
postructuralistic point of view, no text has stable meanings or objective
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interpretations, but any text or its intertexts can participate in the construction 
of another text. This notion encouraged me to construct a new Loitsu.
THE CONTRIBUTION OF INTERTEXTUALITY
W ith the help of intertextuality I was able to construct a history that talks as 
well as dances. The careful reading of the traces of Elsa Puolanne's Loitsu and 
its contexts, which was done by using multiple tools in Chapters 1-4, was 
connected w ith  our process of creating a new Loitsu in the studio. The 
multidisciplinary research became an interdisciplinary one, when outcomes of the 
previous chapters and our work in the studio were combined. This is discussed 
in Chapter 5 and performed in the live lecture demonstrations and on the DVD 
Loitsu: Danced Histories?.
Loitsu and its past can be read in the context of the interplay between the traces 
of the past and the lectures and dancing in the present. This interplay appears 
both in historical performative and historical narrative. In Loitsu: Danced 
Histories? the relationship between a new Loitsu and a 'o ld ' Loitsu is constantly 
destabilised. It becomes the birthplace of meanings, and through meanings we 
all, Elsa, Leena, I and spectators, have own share of Loitsu. Each of us 
comprehends Loitsu differently, and nobody can own it as a whole and say look, 
here it is. A dance is never owned or understood alone but together by all those 
involved in it: dancer, choreographer, lighting designer, composer, dressmaker, 
spectator, researcher, critic and so on.
During the multi/interdisciplinary research I have read many critical theories and 
cultural studies: theory of history, dance analysis, semiotics, literature studies, 
discourse analysis and microhistory. In addition, Leena and I have spent 
innumerable hours in the studio. We explored Elsa's postures in the photographs 
and Leena's walking, counted the bars of Melartin's music, recalled fragments 
from Leena's choreographies, discussed and speculated w ith Elsa's past as well 
as Leena's and my past and present. It was a challenging, risky and vulnerable 
choice to use so many theories, methods and tools and to move forwards and 
backwards between practice and theory of writing and dancing. Surely, it would 
have been academically more secure to limit my methodology for example to
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microhistory or discourse analysis. I am aware that my expertise in the methods 
and the theories used in the thesis is incomplete. However, I have four 
arguments for using of multi/interdisciplinary methodology. Firstly, I needed all 
theories used in order to become an expert of Loitsu. Secondly, the challenge of 
postmodern history and our pluralistic time had to be faced not only in theory of 
history, but also in the interplay of the practice and the theory of history (e.g. 
Appleby & Hunt & Jacob 1994, Domanska 1998). Thirdly, the dialogue between 
the 'document-based' historians and the 'deconstructionist' historians, which 
Barbara Sparti (1996) requested, has to happen not only between historians, but 
also in a historian's thoughts and her/his research. Fourthly, true research, at 
least at the age of 47, has to include also a real element of risk and experiment 
even if it is made to achieve an academic degree.
The close look at a particular dance and dance artist has revealed an intricate 
interplay and complex tensions, for example between the modern and the 
national in dance, between found and constructed history and between practice 
and theory of history. Often the interplay and tensions are ignored and put aside 
by history, which appreciates definite distinctions, clear narratives and hidden 
power of the present over the past. In our pluralistic and diverse society, the 
past needs to be constantly re-interpreted. That is why my thesis calls for 
people to intersubjective discussion on their understanding and experiences of 
Loitsu. I invite them to share Leena's and my analysis and experience of Loitsu, 
since the ambiguity of boundaries, the intersection of human activities and 
openness to them do not construct universal truth and validity, it "strives for 
increasing intersubjectivity" (Hannula & Suoranta & Vaden 2005, p 45). In 
postmodern history research the value of the research does not relate to its 
ability to state how the past was, but to show and share openly the process of 
research - how questions relating the past are chosen and dealt w ith. My thesis 
is successful, if it invites readers and spectators to participate in the never- 
ending interpretation of the past and Loitsu. However, I am still longing for 
truth, but it is not achieved by convincing myself, or my readers and spectators 
of the fact that I know how it was w ith Loitsu. It is experienced by sharing the 
process of research and a new Loitsu w ith them, and getting comments either
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agreeing or disagreeing w ith  my interpretations of the past of Loitsu and the 
dance art in Finland.
My thesis is only a tentative attempt to build up innovative and constantly 
transformative and performative histories that weave between practice and 
theory. There is a lot of work to be done, and therefore, I am delighted to 
continue my research project One Past, Many Histories under the subtitle 'The 
Dancing 1980s in Finland'. In the near future, my aim is to create and construct 
histories, academic and non-academic, together w ith  Finnish dance artists of the 
1980s, and clarify and improve my theoretical conceptualisation of dancing 
histories alongside written histories.
NOTES
2
The spoken lectures were shortened. The speaking face and body stayed on the DVD, but 
everything that was not considered essential was taken away. The events between lectures 
were not touched. During the first lecture on the DVD some photographs were also added in 
order to give the visual image of the places that were discussed by words.
I am not a professional dancer and Leena was not a gymnast in the w om en's gymnastics club, 
as I was, but exercises of Finnish wom en's gymnastics were included as part of the gymnastic 
curriculum in Finnish schools.
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A chronological lis t o f  w ritten histories o f Finnish dance. Appendix 1
Type of publication
article
article
article
book
book
book
An unpublished manuscript for 
choreopÉpiy competition in Stockholm in 1945.
Title and focus
af Hallstrom, R. (1929b) Alma Frasan valkea lima. Suomen Kuvalehti 
14/1929, 623-624.
-the past of dance in Finland
af Hallstrom, R. (1932)Tanssitaidetta Suomessa. N u o r i S u o m i 199 
217.
- ballet and modern dance in Finland
Havukka, ll .  (1932) Suomalaisen Oopperan balotti. Naamio 1/1932,5 8.
• the Finnish National Ballet
Bjorkenheim, M. Denklassiskakonstdansen. Helsingfors:
Sbderstrom & Co.
- aesthetic of classical dance art, no mention on Finnish dance 
af Hallstrom, R. [\^ A%a)Siivekkaatjalat. Helsinki: Kustannusosakeyhtio
history of ballet and modern dance
af Hallstrom, R. (1945b) Siivekkaat jaiat. Helsinki: Kustannusosakeyhtio 
Kivi, revised edition, (three more articles)
Havukka, Ü.  ^, ,
Benpt Hager befgm|
af Hallstrbm, R. (1947) Kansallisen tulevaisuus. An unknown publicaiion 
1947 (TeaMA 1152), 111-118. article
- future of the Finnish National Ballet
Gripenberg,M lumoissa Helsinki Otava
- Finnish pioneer of modern dance Maggie Gnpenberg's life autobiography/book 
Walto, E. (1962) Kansallisen balettimme syntyvaiheita I & II. Uta Sanomat 6
& 12/1962.
- 40th anniversary of the Finnish National Ballet 
af Hallstrom, R. (1972) Balettimme^viistvuqsikÿmmentâ. Ensimmainen 
Joutsenlampi oli suurenmoista juhlaa. 16.1.1972.
- 50th anniversary of the Finnish National Ballet
Hamalainen, S. (1980) Vapaa tanssi, modernitanssija naisvoimisieiu -  
kehitys ja sisaildUiset yhtymëkohdat. Unpublished MA dissertation.
University of Jyvaskyla.
■ development of free dance, modern dance and women's gymnastics 
Vienpla-Lmdfors, I. & af Hallstrom, R. Swmen Kansaihsbaietti 
i9221972. Helsinki: Musiikki Fazer. 
ihistory of the Finnish National Ballet
Him, S. (1982) Vàra danspedagoger och dansndjen. Om undervisning och 
evenemang fore 1914. Helsingfors: Svenska Litteratursallskapet i Finland.
- dance teachers in Finland before 1914 
Lagus-Mâkelâ, M. Muisteimasarja I - XIV Maggie Gripenbergista.
Kisakentta 12/83-12/88
• la o u s - liB S S ^ ^ s c e s  heSacher Maoaie.GrlDenbera. 14 articles 
Rauhamaa, R. (1983) Suomaiaisen vapaan tanssin aikuvaiheja Maggie
Gripenbergin merkitys siina vuosina 1900-1918. Unpublished MA
dissertation. University of Turku.
■Gripenberg's role at the beginning of free dance 1900-1918
" rakastin. Helsinki; Gummerus, 1983.
Niiranen, H. (1985) Ester Naparstokista ja vapaan tanssin vaiheista 
Suomessa vuosina 1920-1959. Unpublished MA dissertation. University of 
Helsinki.
- Ester Naparstok and free dance in Finland 1920-59 ___
References
article
article
MA dissertation
book
book
serie of articles
MA dissertation
autobiography/book
MA dissertation
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p W e a n d 'f o w #  ' . ' ^  ,(&
I Ambegaokar, S. (1985) Magg/e Gripenberg - a Finnish pioneer in modern 
I dance. Unpublished MA thesis, University of California. ; . '
; - Maggw Gripenberg's career
I Saila, A. & Rasanen, A. (1986) Airi Saila Tanssi on elamani. Helsinki: Otava. 
I - ballet dancer and teacher Airi Saila's life 
I Arvelo, R. &  Rasanen, A. (1987) Tanssitaiteeh vubsikymmenet. Helsinki: J 
Suomen T anssitaiteilijain Liitto.
I • history of the Union of Finnish Dance Artisïs 1937-87 
I Repo, R. (1989)7a/755/e/7 tuievaisuuteen. Helsinki: Valtion painatuskeskus.
I - sociological research, legitimisation of Finnish dance art 
t Makk'tmeKl. (1990)4
I study of Finnish free dance during the period 1945-1962. Unpublished MA 
j dissertation. University of Surrey. « . . .w A*
Hemming, E. (1991)////77//7üorür/£te//e. Helsinki: Otava.
- ballet dancer Eva Hamming's life
Elg, T. (1991) Helsinki: WSOY. ,
I - ballet dancer/film actress Taina Elg's life _  " ^
I Haukinen, P. (1993) TaidetanssiSuomessa. Koreografit, pedagogit,
I tanssijat. Helsinki; Suomen Tanssialalan Keskuliitto ja Tanssin 
I Tiedotuskeskus.
[ Syivesterssoii E .&T PuromiàTÂ: {\B%)Flâmàni firuetit: primaballerinan 
Helsinki: WSOY.
I - dancer and choreographer Elsa Sylvestersson's l i f e ^  r.
Rasanen A. (1995) Suomen Kansaiiisbaietti tënààn. The Finnish National 
Ballet Today. Helsinki: WSOY.
- the Finnish National Ballet in the early 1990s
Hemming, E. Lumoojatar F^ ptarista. Elisabeth Apostoiin ihmeeiiinen 
Helsinki: WSOY.
- Russian ballet dancer and teacher Elisabeth Apostoli's life 4 
Vienola-Lindfors, 1.(1997) Suomen Kansaiiisbaietti 75 vuotta. 75years of 
Finnish National Ballet.Helsinki: Suomen Kansallisooppera.
brief history of the Finnish National Ballet 
He(ayu%lil. and others (eds) (1997) Vaiokùvan tanssi-Suomaiaisen 
tanséin kuvat 1890-1997. Q\Â}i:?o^mm. , ï
Finnish dance art through photos and articles, various writers 
Pauniaho, P. (1998) Raatikko tanssii... Nëkokuimia TanssiteatteriRaatikon 
historiaan ja nykypëivëën 1972-1997. Oulu: Pohjoinen. 
history of the Dance Theatre Raatikko
T a S t ;  M. led) [\^ 00)TanssWtkimusiiite l.g , ’
- articles relating the argunænt between Antti Halonen and Irja Hagfors in 
1929, various writers ^
Kuosmanen, L. (ed) (1999) Eion mainingit taiteen virrassa. Unpublised 
memoirs of Elo Kuosmanen.
- dancer Elo Kuosmanen's and dancer Iris Salin's lives written by their son
flaakkonen j. (1999) Edvard Fazer jaKeisardgwn^enmien balettT '
historian sivupoliiilla in Pakkanen, P. îwd Others (eds) Askelmerkkejë tanssin 
' historiasta, ruumistaja sukupuolesta. Tanssintutkimuksen vuosikirja 3. i,» 
Helsinki:Taiteenkeskustoimikunta, 35-45.
•tours of the Russian ballet in 1908-1910 arranged by Edvard Fazer 
Suhonen, T. (1999)Duncan tanssi Helsingissë in Pakkanen, P. and others 
(eds) Askelmerkkejë tanssin historiasta, ruumista ja sukupuolesta. 
Tanssintutkimuksen vuosikirja 3. Helsinki: Taiteenkeskustoimikunta, 17- 
29.
performances of Isadora Duncan in Helsinki 
Jyrkka, H. (ed) (1999 )5w f^ t/fA m trf#e  2.
- articles relating to dance theatre in Europe and in Finland
Type of publication References
MA dissertation
biography/book
book
book
MA dissertation
autobiography/book
autobiography/book
catalogue of Finnish dance 
artists +some 
articles/book
biography/book,
book
biography/book
book
collection of articles and 
photographs/book
collection of articles/book
collection of articles
biography/ unpublished
article/ Dance Research 
Annual
.
article/Finnish Dance 
Research Annual
collection of articles
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Ahonen, Piia. (2000) Harsohamonen lehahtaa. Suomalaiset kasitykset 
kehollisuudesta ja sukupuoHjarjestehnasta seka niiden vaikutus baletin 
legitimoitumisprosessiin 1922-1935. Unpublished MA dissertatation,
University of Helsinki. MA dissertation
- body and gender and their influence on the legitimation of ballet at the 
Finnish Opera
Hudova, I. & Jarsta, L. (2002) Maadmalla tanssien. Helsinki: WSOY. biography/book
graphy of ballet dancer and teacher Irma Hudova
Laakkonen, J. (2003) Unraveling tbe Canon. Edvard Fazer and the Imperial licentiate's thesis
Russian Ballet in Berlin 1908-1910. Unpublished licentiate's thesis,
University of Helsinki.
Edvard Fazer, an impressario of Russian ballet
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Finnish dance in dance dictionaries and books in English. Appendix 2
Koegler (1989, p 156 and 170 Crane & Makreli (2000, p 182)
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The "Helsinki City Theatre lias its own dance 
group whk.li tours abroad. Dance fosUvals 
in Pinland. notably the International Dance 
Festival of Kuopio, bring in increasing num? 
Ikus of foreign companies. Rirapparetnml, the 
rxKiat ry  s main folk dance troupe, wa* form*#  
25 jiear» ago and tours widely.
MoWeh NUu^otmiI tfolhrt. Finland’s national 
ballet company. It was founded (as the Finnish 
<b?era Ballet) in 1921 under the dirc<ciion of 
Pdvard Parer who imported G eo i^  Gé from 
St Petersbtirg Imperial Ballet as ballet master 
G<3 staged .Snwn Juke in 1932 followed by other 
19th-century classics and works hy rokine. In 
1934 Ci^  was- succeeded Iw Alexander Saxelin. 
a Russian cliaractvr dancer, but he returned 
to the company as ballet master fmui 1955 
to 1962. After Gd 5 death Beriozoff was ap­
pointed to the post, staging Ztmemkh) for the 
ballerina Maj-lis Ri^sla, his own version of 
Strepmg Beoii^, and a new staging o f Saor da 
prtnicmps. In 1970 the Finnish choreographer 
tlsa Sylve*tersson became halier mWress. fob 
towed by Konstantin Dainianov. with Jiihani 
Kaiskiiien »> director Inun 1974. The re per 
toi-y expanded to include Sennet tmllet* such 
as hmnUiit» tjf B<AhchUami and .Mvnc Htnwr. a* 
well as works by European mod nativ<e Finaish 
cbtirer^raphers. Doris Laine was made prima 
ballerina in i9S6 and other principal dancer» 
haw included Leo Almnen and Matti 
Tlkkauen. Laiiw was director from 19@4 to 
# 9 2  and was replaced by Jorma Uutioen, 
under whose direction the compaiiy’s reper­
tory ha* expanded to embrace a wide range of 
tRodem ballet including works by himself, 
éatofyn Carlson, Forsythe. Preljocaj. Naharin, 
and others a* well as a new staging o f Gt*dk by 
Guillem (19981. lier first major production for 
the stage.
Lee (2002, p 290)
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Ballet performances o f the Finnish National Baiiet. 
(Vienola- Undfors & at Hallstrom 1981, Almi 1992)
Appendix 3
no premiere ballet(s) choreographer(s) 
composer if Finn
number of 
performances
1 17.1.1922 Swan Lake Petipa -  Ivanov -  Gé 1921-1922:25 
1923 1924:9 
1925-1926 1 -F III act
2 15.11.1922 Sheherazade, Les Sylphides, 
Ruses D'amour
Fokine -  Gé 
Petipa -  Gé
Sheherazade 1922-23:25 
+ various perf. 1923- 
1933
Les Sylphides 1922-23: 
25 + various perf. 1923- 
1940
Ruses D 'amour 1922-23: 
23 + 1923-24:2
3 2.5.1923 Les Millions d'harlequin Petipa -  Gé 1922-23:6,1923-24:5
4 16.1.1924 La Fille mar Gardee Dauberval -  Petipa - Gé 1923-24:4
5 18,1.1928 The Sleeping Beauty Petipa -  Gé 1927-28:23
1928-29:8
1929-30:4
6 1.12.1928 The Nutcracker 
Le Saisons
Ivanov -  Gé : 
Petipa • Ivanov
1928-29:19
1929-30:5
7 8.5.1929 Kreisleriana, Sheradazade 
and Les Sylphides
George Gé 1928-29:3
1929-30: 7
8 4.12.1929 Giselle
Petrushka
Coralli -  Perrot -  Petipa -  Gé 
Fokine -  Gé
1929-30:6
9 12.2.1930 Okon Fuoko (ballet 
pantomime)
George Gé, music by Leevi 
Madetoja
1929-30:3
9 21.10.1930 Don Quijote Petipa -  Gé 1930-31:14
1931-32:3
10 7.2.1931 Blue Pearl George Gé, music by Erkki Melartin 1930-31:18
1931-32:6
1932-33:5
11 10.11.1931 Hungaria
Polovtsian dances 
Spectre de la Rose 
Poème
Petipa -  Gé 
Fokine -  Gé 
Fokine -  Gé
George Gé, music by Jean Sibelius
1931-32:4
12 2.12.1931 Water Column Geroge Gé, music by Vaind Raitio
13 30.1.1932 Swan Lake Petipa -  Ivanov -  Gé 1931-32:10
1932-33:7 
1934-35: II act 2
14 30.11.1932 Coppelia George Gé 1932-33:20
15 25.10.1932 Le Bal (Balanchine) -  Gé 1933-34 2
16 12.12.1933 Cleopatra 
Puppet Fairy
George Gé 1933-34:5 Cleopatra 
1933-34:10 Puppet 
Fairy
1935-36: 5 Puppet Fairy
17 7.12.1935 Scharamouche Alexander Saxelin, music by Jean 
Sibelius
1935-36:3
18 25.10.1936 Quarrelling Goddesses 
Prisoner
Alexander Saxelin 1936-37:12 Quarrelling 
1936-37: 7 Prisoner 
1939-40:1 Prisoner
19 29.12.1937 Raymonda Petipa -  Saxelin 1937-38:11
1938-39:1
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no premiere ballet(s) choreographer(s) composer if 
Finn
number of 
performances
20 23.3.1937 El Amor Brujo Alexander Saxelin 1937 38:3
21 11.10.1938 The Sleeping Beauty Petipa -  Saxelin 1938-39: 25
1939-40:2
22 9.12.1938 The Castle of Happiness Alexander Saxelin, music by Vaind 
Hannikainen
1938-39: 7
23 8.3.1939 Le Pavilion d'Armida 
Sheherazade 
The Magic Belt
Fokine -  Saxelin, music for the 
Magic Belt by Heidi Sundblad- 
Halme
1938-39:4
1939-40:1
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Ballet performances other than those o f the FNB. Appendix 4
no dates tit le
program m e if  found
choreographer(s) 
and dancerfs)
venue, to w n source to ta l
1 2 2 .6 .1 9 1 9 Ballet matinee Sisters Pavlova Kaivohuone US 2 2 .6 .1 9 1 9 1
2 7 .-9 .7 .1919 Ballet performance Vera and Sola Pavlova Pallas teatteri, 
Helsinki
US 6 .7 .1 9 1 9 3
3 20 .1 . 1921 Ballet performance:
Pas de trios Coppelia 
Pas de deux Swan Lake 
programme Eronen 
Collection, the Archives 
of the Finnish Opera
E. Ljutikowa, Mary 
Paischeff and George Gé
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Eronen
Collection
1
4 6 .3 .1 9 2 1 Ballet performance 
almost the same 
programme as in Viipuri 
2 0 .1 .1 9 2 1 , programme 
TeaMA 1152/6
E. Ljutikowa, Mary 
Paischeff and George Gé
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152 /6  
US 4 .3 .1 9 2 1
1
5 20 .11 .1921 Elo Kuosmanen dance 
performance 
programme TeaMA  
1117/1
Elo Kuosmanen assisted 
by Liisi Hallas and Iris 
Salin
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1117/1 1
6 2 .2 .1 9 2 2 Elo Kuosmanen dance 
performance
Elo Kuosmanen assisted 
by Liisi Hallas and Iris 
Salin
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 29 .1 . 
1922
1
7 2 8 .7 .1 9 2 2 Cieo Nordi (former 
Heleniusl dance 
performance
Cieo Nordi assisted by 
Kaarlo Eronen
Terijoen
seurahuone,
Terijoki
Karjala 25 .7 . 
1922
1
8 1 5 .10 .1 9 2 2 Kaarlo Eronen dance 
performance
Kaarlo Eronen assisted 
by Valentina and Soja 
Pavlova
Tyovaentalo,
Helsinki
US 13.10.
1922
1
9 2 1 .1 .1 9 2 3 Ballet performance 
programme TeaMA  
1117/1
Mary Paischeff, Senta 
Will, George Gé, Elo 
Kuosmanen
Tyovaentalo,
Helsinki
US 1 7 .1 .1 9 2 3 1
10 1 9 .2 .1 9 2 3 Cieo Nordi dance 
performance
Cieo Nordi assisted by 
George Gé
Kansallisteatte- 
ri, Helsinki
US 1 6 .2 .1 9 2 3 1
1 1 8 .3 .1 9 2 3 Kaarlo Eronen dance 
performance
Kaarlo Eronen assisted 
by Valentina Pavlova
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 8.3. 
1923
1
12 18 .10 .1923 Dance Artists from the 
Finnish Opera
George Gé, Senta Will, 
Margit Lilius, Iris Salin, 
Maria Drugov, Elo 
Kuosmanen, Ferdinand 
Kosonen
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala, 18.10. 
1923
1
13 7.2.
8 .2 .
17.3.
3 .4 . and 
4 .4 .1 9 2 4
ÇleoNprdi^diçce
^performance
pjeo Nordi
1
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri 
(7.2.)
, Seurahuone, 
Terijoki (8.2.) 
Ka^nsaJIjsteatte- 
r f  Helsinki 
.(1.7.3.)
Viipurin
teatteri,
Viipuri (3.4.) 
Valtionhotelli, 
Imatra (4.4.)
K arjala,3.2. 
and 7 .2 .1 9 2 4  
HS 1 8 .3 .1 9 2 4  
Karjala 3 .4. 
1924
5
1
2 2 0
no dates title
programme if found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue, town source total
14 17.2.1924 Senta Will, George Gé, 
Mary Paischeff and 
Alexander Saxelin ballet 
performance
Senta Will, George Gé, 
Mary Paischeff and 
Alexander Saxelin
Tyovaentalo,
Helsinki
US 14.1.1924 1
15 15.5. and 
18.5.1924
Dance Artistis of the 
Finnish Opera
George Gé, Senta Will, 
Maria Drugov, Margit 
Lilius, Edith Wohlstrdm, 
Irja Aaltonen, Kaarlo 
Eronen
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri 
(15.5.)
Terijoen 
seurahuone, 
Terijoki (18.5.)
Karjala 8.5. 
1924
2
16 19.7. and 
20.7.1924
Elisabeth Valto and 
Ferdinand Kosonen 
ballet performance
Elisabeth Valto and 
Ferdinand Kosonen
Terijoen 
seurahuone, 
Terijoki (19.7.) 
Koiviston ns, 
Koivisto (20.7)
Karjala 19.7. 
1924
2
17 10.8.1924 Mary Paischeff dance 
performance
Mary Paischeff Terijoen
seurahuone,
Terijoki
Karjala 8.8. 
1924
1
18 16.3.1925 Senta Will and 
Alexander Saxelin dance 
performance
Senta Will and Alexander 
Saxelin
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
Suomen Kuva- 
lehti 11/1925
1
19 2.10.1925 Lisi Carén, Mary 
Paischeff, George Gé 
private ballet 
performance
Lisi Carén, Mary 
Paischeff, George Gé, 
Irja Aaltonen, Edith 
Wohlstrdm
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1304/1 
US 27.9.1925
1
20 23.1. and 
29.1.1926
Ballet performance Finnish National Opera 
visiting solists Edith von 
Bonsdorff and Mary 
Paischeff
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1304/1 2
21 12.4.1926 Martta Svennevig dance 
performance
Martta Svennevig Turku Suomen Kuva 
lehti 16/1926
1
22 13.12.1926 Ballet performance 
arranged by the Finnish 
Red Cross 
Fokin -  Gé: Eros 
von Bonsdorff: Salome
George Gé and Edith 
von Bonsdorff: Mary 
Paischeff, Kaarlo Eronen
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1304/1 1
23 5.3.
6.3. and 
18.3.1929
Liisa Hallas and Elo 
Kuosmanen dance 
performance
Liisa Hallas and Elo 
Kuosmanen
Tyovaen 
Teatteri, 
Tampere, 
VPK:n talo, 
Kotka
Raittiustalo,
Hamina
TeaMA
1172/10
3
24 26.3. and 
31.3.1929
Alexander Saxelin and 
Mary Paischeff dance 
evening programme 
TeaMA 1152/6
Alexander Saxelin and 
Mary Paischeff
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 25.3. and 
31.3.1929
2
25 4.2. and 
6.2.1930
Mary Paischeff and 
Alexander Saxelin
Mary Paischeff and 
Alexander Saxelin
Viipurin
Teatteri
Helsinki
TeaMA 1304/1 2
26 3.3.1931 Dancers of the Finnish 
National Opera 
programme TeaMA 
1176/10
G. Gé. L Hallas, A. and L. 
Saila, E. Sylvin, L. 
Nifontova, 1. Koskinen, 
K.. Eronen, F. Kosonen 
and K .Karnakoski
Tampereen
teatteri,
Tampere
TeaMA
1176/10
1
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no dates title
programme if found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue, town source total
27 4.4.1932 Dancers of the Finnish 
National Dpera 
programme TeaMA 
1176/10
Liisi Hallas, Arvo 
Martikainen, Maria 
Drugova, Irja Koskinen, 
Margit Lilius, Lucia 
Nifontova, Alexander 
Saxelin...
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
TeaMA
1176/10
1
28 9.1. and 
25.4.1933
Members of the Finnish 
National Ballet 
Coppelia
Gé: Liisi Hallas, Lucia 
Nifontova, Irja Koskinen, 
Arvo Martikainen
Viipurin 
nayttamd, 
Viipuri (9.1.) 
Ruotsalainen 
Teatteri, Turku 
(25.4.)
TeaMA
1176/10
2
29 3.11.1933 Kaarlo Eronen 
20 anniversary as a 
dance artist 
programme TeaMA 
1331/3
Kaarlo Eronen, Lucia 
Nifontova, Edth von 
Bonsdorff, Kerttu 
Koivisto...
Tampereen
teatteri,
Tampere
TeaMA 1331/3 1
30 12.3.
13.4. and 
9.4.1934
Members of the Finnish 
Ballet
Gé: Carnaval, Don 
Quitoje, the Sleeping 
Beauty, Bluer Pearl, 
Swan Lake
Kaupungin- 
teatteri, Viipuri 
(12.3)
Seurojen talo, 
Enso (13.3.) 
Ruotsalainen 
teatteri, Turku 
(9.4.)
TeaMA
1176/10
3
31 27.4. and 
9.5.1935
Lucia Nifontova, Arvo 
Martikainen and Margit 
Lilius
(last performances 
before leaving Finland) 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Gé: Eros, Swan Lake... Ooppera,
Helsinki
HS 10.5.1935 2
32 29.3.1936 Elisabeth Apostoli 
(teaching in Finland)
Elisabeth Apostoli 
assisted by Alexander 
Saxelin, Sofia Kilpinen, 
Eugenia Lonnqvist, Sonja 
Nelskyla
Kansallisteatte- 
ri, Helsinki
US, HS 30.3. 
1936
1
33 18.2.
21.2.
25.2. and 
1.4. 1938
Lucia Nifontova: Les 
Sylphides, Papillon, 
Spectre de la Rose, 
Etude-
programmes TeaMA 
1209/4, TeaMA 
1025/Ual
Lucia Nifontova assited 
by Konstantin lolas or by 
Alf Salin (1.4.)
Ooppera (18.2., 
21.2.) Helsinki 
Kotka (25.2.) 
Tyovaentalo 
(1.4.) Helsinki
HS 2.4.1938 4
34 january
1939
Kaarlo Eronen 25th 
anniversary
Kaarlo Eronen, Edith von 
Bonsdorff, Lucia 
Nifontova, Ritva 
Stâhberg...
Tampere Kansan tyo 
15.2.1939
1
2 2 2
School performances In ballet. Appendix 5
no dates title
programme if found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue, town source total
1 18.4. and 
24.4.1920
Dance Performance 
programme Eronen 
collection in the 
Archives of the Finnish 
Opera
students of Natalia 
Suvorova at the Helsinki 
Dance Institute, e.g. 
Edith and Solveig 
Wohlsrdm, Lisi Carén, 
Akseli Vuorisola
Kino Palatsi, 
Helsinki
Eronen 
collection 
US 24.4. 
1920
2
2 2.12. and 
12.12.1920 
2.1.1921
Ballet matinee of the 
Helsinki Dance Institute 
programmes TeaMA 
1117/1, TeaMA 
1117/2, Eronen 
Collection
rehearsed by Katarina 
Ljutikowa
Kansallisteatte- 
ri, Helsinki
TeaMA 
1117/1 and 
TeaMA 
1117/2
3
3 8.12. and 
11.12.1921
Dance performance of 
the Helsinki Dance 
institute
programme divided into 
classical, plastic and 
character dances, 
TeaMA 1117/1,
classical and charcter 
dances directed by Anna 
Dblakov and plastic 
dances by Viktoria Bahr
Kansallisteatte 
ri, Helsinki
TeaMA
1117/1,
2
4 2.2.1922 Elo Kuosmanen and his 
students
programme TeaMA 
1176/10
Elo Kuosmanen: Liisi 
Hallas, Iris Salin, students
? TeaMA
1176/10
1
5 5.4.1922 Student performance of 
Elo Kuosmanen School 
programme TeaMA 
1176/10
Elo Kuosmanen and Liisi 
Hallas, Iris Salis, Edith 
Wohlstrdm, Enne 
Salakari...
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki
TeaMA
1176/10
1
6 5.4. and 
17.4.1923
Performance of the 
Helsinki Dance Institute: 
Dnnen salaisuudet 
(Secrets of Happiness), 
Lumottu metsa
Alexander Saxelin ch. 
Onnen salaisuudet, Anna 
Oblakov ch. Lumottu 
metsa: Arvo Martikainen, 
Elsa Penger, Cecilia 
Ljungren, Ferdinand 
Kosonen, Armas Raja, 
Alexander Saxelin
Kansallisteatte- 
ri, Helsinki
Suomen Kuva 
lehti 17/1923, 
US 4.4. and 
10.4.1923
2
7 22.11.1924 Alexnader Saxelin Ballet 
School
programme TeaMA 
1331/10
Alexander Saxelin: Arvo 
Martikainen, Lucia 
Nifontova, Cecilia 
Ljungren, Ulla Forsell, 
Ferdinand Kosonen, 
Ragnhild Isakson, Kalle 
Pohjola
TeaMA
1331/10
1
8 6.2. and 
13.2.1928
Aku Kayhko Art and 
Social Dance Institute 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Alexander Saxelin, Enne 
Salakari, Aku Kayhko, 
Ludvig Nyholm, Aino 
Friski, Mary Paischeff
Kansallisteatte- 
ri, Helsinki
TeaMA
1152/4
HS 11.2.1928
2
9 10.4.1939 Elisabeth Apostoli ballet 
School
programme: TeaMA 
1331/14
e.g. Nina Forsman and 
Eva Hemming
Konservatorio,
Helsinki
TeaMA
1331:14
1
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Modem dance performances. Appendix 6
no dates title
programme if found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue, town source total
2 9.12. and 
16.12.1917
Sarah Jakelow dance 
matinee
Sarah Jakelow and 
two students of 
Gripenberg
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki
HS 6.12. 
1917 
US 12.12. 
1917
2
3 24.10. and 
31.10.1918
Sarah Jakelow dance 
perfrormance, 
programme Eronen 
collection in the 
Archives of the Finnish 
National Opera
Sarah Jakelow and Heivi 
Salminen
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 20.10 
and 29.10. 
1918
2
4 14.11. and 
17.11.1918
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance
Maggie Gripenberg, Onni 
Gabriel, Sarah Jakelow 
and students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US
10.11.1918 
US 16.11. 
1918
2
5 6.1. and 
12.1.1919
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance matinee, 
programme TeaMA 
1058/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
Onni Gabriel
TeaMA 1058/4 2
6 12.2. and 
20.2.1919
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1058/4
Maggie Gripenberg, Onni 
Gabriel and two students
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 11.2. 
1919
TeaMA 1058/4
2
7 25.9. and 
26.9.1919
Maggie Gripenberg and 
Gnni Gabriel dance 
performance, 
programmes TeaMA 
1058/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
Onni Gabriel
Tampere
Hameenlinna
TeaMA 1058/4 2
8 8.12. and 
9.12.1919
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
Onni Gabriel
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/4 
US 5.12.
2
g 27.6.1920 Sarah Jakelow dance 
performance
Sarah Jakelow Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 22.6.1920 1
10 8.9. and 
3.12.1920
Vera Berting dance 
performance
Vera Berting and Annsi 
Bergh, Taina Helve, Mary 
Hougberg, Akseli 
Vuorisola
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 9.9. and 
1.12.1920
2
11 8.10.1920 Annsi Bergh, Taina 
Helve and Mary 
Hougberg dance 
performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1331/7
Annsi Bergh, Taina Helve 
and Mary Hougberg, 
assisted by Akseli 
Vuorisola and students of 
Gripenberg
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1331/7 
SK 40/1920
1
12 24.10.1920 Martta Broyer dance 
performance
Martta Broyer Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/3 
US 23.10.
1920
1
13 4.11. and 
11.11.1920
Sarah Jakelow dance 
performance
Sarah Jakelow Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 2.11. 
and 9.11. 
1920
2
14 19.11.1920 Sarah Jakelow dance 
performance
Sarah Jakelow assisted 
by students of Gripenberg
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 11.11. and 
18.11.1920
1
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no dates title
programme if found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue, town source tota l
15 2.1.1921 Martta Broyer dance 
performance
Martta Broyer Palokuntatalo,
Pori
TeaMA 1152/3 1
16 4.3.1921 Taina Helve dance 
performance, 
programme Eronnen 
collection.
Taina Helve assisted by 
Akseli Vuorisola
Ooppera,
Helsinki
SK 9/1921 
US 1.3.1921
1
17 1.4. and 
4.4.1921
Wini Laine dance 
performance, 
programme Eronen 
collection
Wini Laine assisted by 
students
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 22.3. and 
1.4.1921
2
18 25.6.1921 Taina Helve dance 
performance
Taina Helve Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 23.6.1921 1
19 28.11.1921 Taina Helve dance 
performance
Taina Helve and students Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 25.11. 
1921
1
20 27.12.1921 
16.1. and 
28.1.1922
Sarah Jakelow dance 
performance, 
programme Eronen 
Collection
Sarah Jakelow assisted 
by Kaarlo Eronen
Ooppera, 
Helsinki 
(27.12.) 
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki 
(16. and 28.1)
US 6.1. and 
12.1.1922
3
21 17.2.1922 Martta Broyer dance 
performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/3
Martta Broyer, Thelma 
Kekalainen, Arvo 
Martikainen and students
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/3 1
22 13.3.
20.3.
25.3. and 
24.4.1922
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance, 
programmes TeaMA 
1152/4 including 
Markiisittaren uni after 
Fokine
Maggie Gripenberg, 
Veikko Nikkinen, Elo 
Kuosmanen, Kaarlo 
Eronen, Irja Hagfors and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 12.3,15.3. 
and 16.4.
1922
4
23 10.9.1922 Sarah Jakelow dance 
performance
Sarah Jakelow Tyovaentalo,
Helsinki
US 9.9.1922 1
24 19.10.1922 Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance
Maggie Gripenberg, Elo 
Kuosmanen and two 
students
Tampereen
teatter,
Tampere
TeaMA 1058/4 1
25 5.4.1923 Taina Helve dance 
performance
Taina Helve Viipuri Karjala 6.4. 
1923
1
26 4..10.1923 Taina Helve dance 
performance
Taina Helve Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 2.10. 
1923
1
27 10.1.
13.1. and 
17.1.1924
Ester Naparstok dance 
performance
Ester Naparstok Ooppera 
(10.1.) 
Tyovaentalo 
(13.1.), 
Helsinki 
Viipuri (17.1.)
HS11.1., US 
11.2. and 
Karjala 15.1. 
1924
3
28 3.11.1924 Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance (e.g. 
Metsolan tanhuvilla), 
programme TeaMA 
1058/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1058/4 1
29 10.11.1924 Taina Helve dance 
performance
Taina Helve Ooppera,
Helsinki
US11.11.
1924
1
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no dates title
programme if found
chorBographer(s) 
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30 30.3. and 
7.4.1926
Ester Naparstok dance 
performance
Ester Naparstok Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki 
(30.3.) 
Valkoinenen 
sali, Helsinki 
(7.4.)
US 31.3. and 
2.4.1926
2
31 3.4.1927 Martta Broyer dance 
performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/3
Martta Broyer Kino-Palatsi,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/3 1
32 7.4. and 
12.4.1927
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Maggie Gripenberg, 
Vivian, Christabel and 
Elisabeth Caird Birse, 
Maja Vahander, llta 
Leiviska. Dolly Hjelt
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/4 
US 10.4.1927
2
33 25.9.1927 Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance
Maggie Gripenberg and 
students
Tyovaentalo,
Helsinki
HS 26.9. and 
US 27.9.1927
1
34 7.11. and 
24.11.1927
Taina Helve dance 
performance
Taina Helve Kansallisteat-
teri, Helsinki
(17.11.)
Tyovaentalo,
Helsinki
(24.11.)
US 8.11. and 
20.11.1927
2
35 20.1.1928 Annsi Bergh and 
Marianne Pontàn dance 
performance, 
programme included 
dances without music
Annsi Bergh and 
Marianne Pontan
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
HS and US 
21.1.1928
1
36 15.11. and 
2.12.1928
Irja Hagfors dance 
performance
Irja Hagfors assisted by 
Alexander Saxelin
Ooppera,
Helsinki
(15.11.)
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki (2.12.)
US 16.11. and 
25.11.1928
2
37 5.4. and 
8.4.1929
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Maggie Gripenberg, llta 
Leiviska, Maja Vahander, 
Airi Lindroos, Christabel 
and Elisabeth Birse....
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 3.4. and 
6.4.1929
2
38 17.3. and 
13.4.1930
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance, 
programme 
TeaMA 1152/4
Maggie Gripenberg, Maja 
Vahander, Vivien, 
Christabel and Elisabeth 
Carid Birse, Aili 
Lindroos...
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 18.3. and 
6.4.1930
2
39 31.3.1930 Taina Helve dance 
performance
Taina Helve Ooppera,
Helsinki
HS 1.4.1930 1
40 8.2. and 
14.2.1932
Sarah Jankelow dance 
performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Sarah Jakelow, Elisabeth 
Valto, Lempi Eskelinen, 
Brita Hansen, Laila 
Hovilanen, Aino 
Nousiainen
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki 
(8.2.)
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki (14.2.)
US 31.1. and 
12.2.1932
2
41 15.2.1932 Mary Hougberg dance 
performance
Mary Hougberg Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 7.2.1932 1
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no dates title
programme if found
choreographer(s) 
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42 4.4. and 
15.4.1932
Maggie Gripenberg 
dance performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1058/4
Gripenberg performed 
last time as a dancer
Maggie Gripenberg, Vivian 
Soldan, llta Leiviska, 
Elisabeth Caird Birse and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki 
(4.4.)
Ooppera, 
Helsinki (15.4.)
US 5.4. and 
15.4.1932
2
43 6.3.1933 Ella Eronen dance 
performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1004/10
Ella Eronen Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 3.3.1933 1
44 28.1.1934 Ella Eronen dance 
performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1004/10
Ella Eronen Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 26.1.1934 1
45 16.4.1934 Aira Arja (former 
Pyykdnen)dance 
performance 
programme, Kaarina 
Mansikkala collection
Aira Arja Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 17.4.1934 1
46 20.4.1934 Mary Hougberg dance 
performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Mary Hougberg Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 21.4.1934 1
47 16.2.1936 Martta Broyer dance 
performance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/3
Martta Broyer assisted 
by students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 9.2.1936 1
48 9.3.1936 Anitra Karto dance 
performance
Anitra Karto assisted by 
students
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 10.3.1936 1
49 24.2.1938 Kaarina Kuoppamaki 
dance performance
Kaarina Kuoppamaki Vaasa TeaMA 1070/2 1
50 8.4.1938 Maija Leppo dance 
performance
Maija Leppo assisted by 
students
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 9.4.1938 1
52 20.1.1939 Hagar Lehtikanto dance 
performance
Hagar Lehtikanto Kaupungintalo,
Vaasa
TeaMA 1070/2 1
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School performances In modern dance. Appendix 7
no dates school, programme if 
found
choreographeris) 
and dancer(s)
venue, town source total
1 2.12.1917 Hilma Liiman School Hilma Liiman and 
students
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki
HS 28.11. 
1917
1
2 19.5.1919 Rhytmic gymnastic 
classes of the Music 
Conservatory 
programme TeaMA 
1058/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
students
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 18.5.1919 1
3 30.11.
1919
7.12.1919
Student performance of 
Hertta Idman 
programme TeaMA 
1152/3
Hertta Idman and 
students, e.g. Martta 
Broyer
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/3 
US 26.11. and 
3.12.1919
2
4 30.4.1923
6.5.1923
A joint performance of 
Music Conservatory and 
the Gripenberg School 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
students, e.g. Irja 
Hagfors, Ulla Book, Sage 
Gundborg, Anna Maija 
and Kaija Kuoppamaki, 
Esteri Suontaa
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 24.4. and 
3.5.1923
2
5 17.10. 
1923
21.10. 
1923
Hertta Ideman School Hertta Idman and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 18.10. and 
21.10.1923
2
6 4.5.1925
8.5.1925
Ester Naparstok and 
HeIvi Salminen School 
programme TeaMA 
1331/11
Ester Naparstok and Heivi 
Salminen and students 
Irja Hagfors, Thelma 
Kekalainen, Hilkka 
Brofeldt
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki (4.5.) 
Tyovaentalo, 
Helsinki (8.5)
TeaMA 
1331/11 
US 6.5.1925
2
7 24.5.1927 Toini Gustafson School Toini Gustafson and 
students
US 26.5.1927 1
8 21.5.1928 Heivi Salminen School 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Heivi Salminen and 
students Laila Hovilainen, 
Aira Pyykdnen, Thelma 
Kekalainen, Elna 
Tamminen,
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/4 1
9 18.3.1928 Martta Broyer School Martta Broyer and 
students, Brita Hansen, 
Anna Salho, Saima 
Kallio...
Kino-Palatsi,
Helsnki
TeaMA 1152/3 1
10 13.5.1928 Toini Gustafson School Toini Gustafson and 
students
US 15.5.1928 1
11 8.10.1928 Heivi Salminen School Heivi Salminen and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US10.10.
1928
1
12 16.5.1929 Esteri Suontaa School 
programme Puolanne 
Collection
Esteri Suontaa and 
students, Elsa Puolanne 
among them
Teosofisen 
seuran talo, 
Helsinki
Puolanne
Collection
1
13 27.3.1930 Martta Broyer School 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Martta Broyer and 
students
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/4 1
14 14.4.1930
3.5.1930
Esteri Suontaa School 
programme Puolanne 
Collection
Esteri Suontaa, Elsa 
Puolanne, Sirkku Vanamo, 
Vieno Aalstonen...
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki 
Sampola, Lahti
Puolanne
Collection
2
15 1.2.1931 Toini Gustafson School Toini Gustafson and 
students
Kansallisteatte 
ri, Helsinki |
HS 2.2.1931 1
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no dates School, programme if 
found
chorBographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue, town source total
16 28.2. and 
1.3.1931
Esteri Suontaa School Esteri Sountaa and 
students
Palokunnan 
talo, Lappeen- 
ranta 
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri 
(1.3.)
Puolanne 
Collection 
Karjala 20.2. 
1931
2
17 22.3.1931 Martta Broyer School 
programme TeaMA 
1152/3
Martta Broyer and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/3 1
18 20.4.1931 Dolly Hjelt School Oolly Hjelt and students Valkoinen Sali, 
Helsinki
HS 21.4.1931 1
19 18.5.1931 Heivi Salminen School 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Heivi Salminen and 
students, Thelma 
Kekalainen, Rauha 
Kukkula, Laila Hovilainen, 
Lempi Eskelinen, Brita 
Hansen, Ella Eronen
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
HS 194.4. 
1931
1
20 19.10.1931 Heivi Salminen School 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Heivi Salminen and 
students as above
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 19.10. 
1931
1
21 2.11. and 
15.11.1931
Esteri Suontaa School 
programme Elsa 
Puolanne collection
Esteri Suontaa and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 3.11.1932 2
22 22.11.1931 Martta Boyer School 
programme TeaMA 
1152/3
Martta Broyer and 
students
Kino Palatsi, 
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/3 1
23 29.11.1931 Toini Gustafsson School Toini Gustafsson and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
Suomen Kuva 
lehti 48/1931
1
24 13.12.1931 Helsinki Music 
Conservatory
Maggie Gripenberg and 
students
Konservatorio,
Helsinki
US 13.12. 
1931
1
25 7.2.1931 Irja Vilagos School Irja Vilagos and students Hamlaisten 
talo, Helsinki
US 7.2. 1931 1
26 7.3.1932 Elna Tamminen (later 
Kopponen) School
Elna Tamminen and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 28.2.1932 
HS 8.3.1932
1
27 11.5.1933 Helsinki Music 
Conservatory 
porgramme: TeaMA 
1152/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
students
Konservatorio,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/4 1
28 18.5.1933 Esteri Suontaa School 
programme Puolanne 
collection
Esteri Suontaa and 
students
Hankkijan
juhlasali,
Helsinki
Puolanne
collection
1
29 3.11.1933 Martta Broyer School 
programme TeaMA 
1152/3
Martta Broyer and 
students, llmi Pietila
Konservatorio,
Helsinki
US 4.11.1933 1
30 3.12.1933 Toini Gustafsson -  
Karto School
Toini Gustafsson, Anitra 
Karto and students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 26.11. 
1933
1
31 4.12.1933 
7.1.
10.2. abd
11.2.1934
Esteri Suontaa School 
promramme TeaMA 
1100/4
Puolanne collection
Esteri Suontaa and 
students: Loitsu 
(première)
Kansallisteat 
teri, Helsinki 
(4.12. and 7.1) 
Lahti (10.2.) 
Lapeenranta 
and
Viipuri (11.2)
Puolanne
collection
5
32 19.3.1934 Elna Tamminen School Elna Tamminen and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 18.3.1934 1
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no dates School, programme if 
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choreographer(s) 
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33 11.11.
1934
Thelma Tuulos -  Lempi 
Eskelinen School
Thelma Tuulos, Lempi 
Eskelinen and students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 12.11. 
1934
1
34 27.3.
31.3. and 
19.5.1935
Esteri Suontaa School 
programme Puolanne 
collection
Esteri Suontaa, Elsa 
Puolanne and students
Teatteri, Turku 
(27.3)
Orebro,
Sweden (31.1.) 
Porin teatteri 
(31.3.)
Puolanne
collection
3
35 14.4.1936 Esteri Suontaa School 
10"' anniversary 
programme TeaMA 
1100/4
Esteri Suontaa, Elsa 
Puolanne and students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
Puolanne
collection
1
36 19.4.1936 Sari Jankelow School Sari Jankelow and 
students
Konservatoria,
Helsinki
US 20.4.1936 1
37 18.5.1936 Maggie Gripenberg 
School
Maggie Gripenberg, llta 
Leiviska, Vivien Caird 
Birse and students
Konservatorio,
Helsinki
US 18.5.1936 1
38 8.3.1937 Aira Arja and Elna 
Tamminen School
Aira Arja, Elna Tamminen 
and students
Ooppera,
Helsinki
HS 9.3.1937 1
39 21.5.1937 Helsinki Music 
Conservatory
Maggie Gripenberg's 
students
Konservatorio,
Helsinki
US 21.5.1937 1
40 spring 1938 Vaasa Music 
Conservatory
Hagar Lehtikanto and 
student
Kaupungintalo,
Vaasa
TeaMA 1070/2 1
41 19.5.1938 Helsinki Music 
Conservatory
Maggie Gripenberg's 
students
Konservatorio,
Helsinki
US 20.5.1938 1
42 7.5.1939 Vaasa Music 
Conservatory 
programme TeaMA 
1070/2
Hagar Lehtikanto and 
students
Kaupungintalo,
Vaasa
TeaMA 1070/2 1
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M ixed Performances including various or rare dance genres. Appendix 8
no dates title : genres 
programme If found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue, town source total
1 4.11.1917 Toivo Niskanen: ballet 
and character dance 
programme TeaMA 
1160
Toivo Niskanen, Margit 
Lilius, Elsa Nystrom and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 26.10. 
1917 
US 21.11. 
1917
2
2 27.11. and 
1.12.1918
Mary Paischeff and 
Kaarlo Eronen : ballet 
and plastic dance, for 
example the Dying 
Swan
Mary Paischeff and 
Kaarlo Eronen
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Suomalainen
Operetti,
Viipuri
Karjala 24.11, 
28.11. and 
29.11.1918
2
3 7.12.1918 Toivo Niskanen: ballet 
and character dance, 
programme TeaMA 
1160/8for example the 
Dying Swan
Toivo Niskanen and ballet 
class
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki
TeaMA 1160/8 1
4 15.12.1918 Toivo Niskanen dance 
performance for 
children: ballet and 
character dance, 
programme TeaMA 
1160/8
Toivo Niskanen, Margit 
Lilius, Elsa Nystrom and 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1160/8 1
5 30.11.1919 Irma Tdrnroos : ballet 
and social
Irja Tdrnroos and Akseli 
Vuorisola
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki
US 28.11. 
1919
1
6 25.1. and 
8.2.1920
Ballet pantomime 
Nukkekaupassa
Hilma Liiman and 60 
students and actors of 
the National Theatre
Vanha Yo-talo, 
Helsinki (25.1.) 
Ooppera,Hel- 
sinki (8.2.)
US 22.1. and 
8.2.1920
2
7 22.2. and 
7.3.1920
Bertha Corander: ballet 
and social dances
Bertha Corander and 
students
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 18.2. and 
3.3.1920
2
8 28.3.1920 Toivo Niskanen : ballet 
and character dance, 
programme TeaMA 
1160/8
Toivo Niskanen, Margit 
Lilius, Elsa Nystrdm, 
students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1160/8 1
9 9.12.1920 Eidth von Bonsdorff : 
ballet and plastic dance
Eidth von Bonsdorff 
assisted by Kaarlo Eronen
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 8.12. 
1920
1
10 13.3.1921 Lisi Carén ballet and 
character dance, 
programme Eronen 
Collection, the Archives 
of the Finnish National 
Opera
Lisa Carén Ooppera,
Helsinki
SK 11/1921 
US 12.3.1921
1
11 13.3.1921 Irma Tdrnroos : ballet 
and plastic dance, 
programme Eronen 
Collection
Irma Tdrnroos assisted by 
Elo Kuosmanen
Tydvaentalo,
Helsinki
US 11.3.1921 1
12 17.3.
20.3.
27.3. and 
18.4.1921
Edith von Bonsdorff 
dance performance: 
ballet and plastic dance
Eidth von Bonsdorff 
assisted by Kaarlo Eronen
Kansallisteatte 
ri, (17.3. and 
20.3.) and 
Svesnka 
Teatern(27.3.), 
Helsinki 
Viipurinteatteri 
(18.4.), Viipuri
US 17.3., 
19.3. and 
24.3.1921 
Karjala 13.4. 
1921
4
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programme if found
choreographer(s) 
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13 5.12.
12.12. and 
26.12.1921
Edith von Bonsdorff 
dance performance: 
ballet and plastic dance, 
programmes Eronen 
Collection
Edith von Bonsdorff 
assisted by Kaarlo Eronen 
and students
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 2.12., 
8.12., 24.12. 
1921
3
14 2.3.1922 May and Hjdrdis 
Schonberg programme 
Eronen Collection
May and Hjdrdis 
Schonberg
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 28.2.1922 1
15 9.3.1922 Eidth von Bonsdorff: 
ballet and plastic dance, 
programme Eronen 
Collection
Eidth von Bonsdorff 
assisted by Kaarlo Eronen
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 9.3. 
1922
1
16 26.3.1922 Haschmisch pantomime directed by Arno Hjorts: 
for example Edith von 
Bonsdorff, Martta 
Broyer, Ferdinand 
Kosonen
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/3 1
17 18.1. and 
21.1.1923
Edith von Bonsdorff: 
ballet and plastic dance
Edith von Bpnsdorff 
assisted by Kaarlo Eronen
Viipurin
teatteri,
Viipuru
Karjala 18.1. 
and 20.1. 
1923
2
18 11.3.1923 Irma Tdrnroos: ballet 
and character dance
Irma Tdrnroos assisted by 
Elo Kuosmanen
Vanha Yo-talo US 9.3.1923 1
19 9.4.1923 Edith von Bonsdorff: 
ballet and plastic dance
Edith von Bonsdorff 
assisted by Kaarlo Eronen 
and George Gé
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 4.4.1923 1
20 2.8.1924 Edith von Bonsdorff and 
Kaarlo Eronen: ballet 
and plastic dance
Edith von Bonsdorff and 
Kaarlo Eronen
Terijoen
seurahuone,
Terijoki
Karjala 30.7. 
1924
1
21 25.9.1924 Edith von Bonsdorff : 
ballet and plastic dance
Edith von Bonsdoff 
assisted by Kaarlo Eronen
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 26.9. 
1924
1
22 19.2. and 
26.3.1925
Lisi Carén: ballet and 
character dance, 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Lisi Carén assisted by 
George Gé and Edith 
Wohlstrdm
Ooppera, 
Helsinki (19.2.) 
Tydvaentalo, 
Helsinki (26.3.)
TeaMA 1152/4 
US 22.3.1923
2
23 20.4.1925 Toivo Niskanen: ballet 
and character dance, 
programme TeaMA 
1160/8
Toivo Niskanen, Lisi 
Carén, Irja Aaltonen, 
Edith Wohlstrdm, Airi ja 
Liisa Saila, Arvo 
Martikainen, Ferdinand 
Kosonen, Mirjami Suonio, 
Marjatta Rinne
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1160/8 1
24 1.3.
5.3. and 
14.3.1926
Edith von Bonsdorff: 
ballet and plastic dance
Edith von Bonsdorff and 
Kaarlo Eronen
US 3.3. and 
10.3.1926
3
25 9.4. and 
14.4.1926
Tyyne and Akseli 
Vuorisola: social dances, 
character dances
Tyyne and Akseli 
Vuorisola
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki 
(9.4.)
Ooppera, 
Helsinki (14.4.)
US 4.4. and 
11.4.1926
2
26 29.1.1928 Tyyne Vuorisola: 
character and social 
dances
Tyyne Vuorisola Terijoki Karjala 25.1. 
1928
1
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27 30.1.
10.2.
4.3.
11.3. and 
18.3.1928
Edith von Bonsdorff: 
ballet and plastic dance
Edith von Bonsdorff, 
Alexander Saxelin and 
students from Heivi 
Salminen School
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 31.1., 8.2., 
1.3., 10.3. and 
17.3.1928
5
28 2.4.1928 Sage Gundborg: ballet 
and plastic dance
Sage Gundborg assisted 
by Kaarlo Eronen
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 3.2.1928 1
29 19.4. and 
30.4.1929
Edith von Bonsdorff: 
ballet and plastic dance
Edith von Bonsdorff, 
Alexander Saxelin and 
students from Heivi 
Salminen School
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 18.4. and 
30.4.
2
30 3.4. and 
8.4.1930
Edith von Bonsdorff: 
ballet and plastic dance
Edith von Bonsdorff, 
Alexander Saxelin and 
students from Heivi 
Salminen School
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 4.4.1930 
SK 13/1930
2
31 21.9. and 
24.9.1933
Lisi Carén: ballet, 
character, plastic dance 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Lisi Carén assisted by 
Arvo Martikainen
Konservatorio,
Helsinki
US 15.9. and 
23.9.1933
2
32 7.10.1935 Leena Rintala: oriental 
dance, Indian dance
Leena Rintala Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
HS 8.10.1935 1
33 21.10.1935 Tuulikki Paananen: 
character dance
Tuulikki Paananen Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 22.10. 
1935
1
34 3.3. and 
13.3.1936
Edith von Bonsdorff: 
ballet, plastic dance
Edith von Bondroff, 
Kaarlo Hiltunen, Kaarlo 
Eronen and students of 
Heivi Salminen
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 4.3. and 
8.3.1936
2
35 11.12.1936 Leena Rintala Leena Rintala Konservatorio,
Helsinki
US 6.12.1936 1
36 18.2.1937 Sage Gundborg-Heilbut: 
character and oritental 
dances
Sage Gundborg-Heilbut Konservatorio US 7.2.1937 1
37 15.3.1937 Edith von Bonsdorff: 
ballet, plastic dance 
programme: 1152/4
Edith von Bondroff, 
Kaarlo Hiltunen, Kaarlo 
Eronen and students of 
Heivi Salminen
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1152/4 1
38 25.4. and 
5.5.1938
The UFDA's 
performance 
two programmes: 
TeaMA 1100/4, TeaMA 
1117/1
Kansallisteat- 
teri (25.4.) and 
Oopera (5.5.), 
Helsinki
2
39 14.11.1938 Ernest and Tuulikki 
Paanenen:character 
dance
Ernest and Tuulikki 
Paananen
Vanha
Ylioppilastalo,
Helsinki
HS and US 
15.11.1938
1
40 17.4.1939 The UFDA's 
performance 
programme: TeaMA 
1100/4
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 19.4.1939 1
41 21.4.1939 Orvokki Sipponen and 
Klaus Salin: step, social 
dances, acrobatics
Orvokki Sipponen and 
Klaus Salin
Tydvaentalo,
Helsinki
HS 22.4.1939 1
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Foreign guest performances. 
(names written as in the sources)
Appendix 9
no dates title : genre 
programme If found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue: town source total
1 8.1.1918 Oance artists of St. 
Petersburg's ballet
Eugenia Wolskaja, Feodor 
Wasiljeff
Uusi Ylioppilas­
talo, Helsinki
US 1.1.1918 1
2 7.3. and 
10.3.1918
Mihail and Vera Fokine: 
modern ballet
Mihail and Vera Fokine Turku, Chunoy 1961 2
3 23.3. and 
29.3.1919
Jean Berlin and Edith 
von Bonsdorff : modern 
ballet, programme 
Eronen collection in the 
Archives of Finnish 
Opera
Jean Bdrlin and Edith 
von Bonsdorff
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 19.3. and 
25.3.1919
2
4 30.3. and 
2.4.1919
Ronny Johansson and 
Einar Merman: modern 
dance
Ronny Johansson and 
Einar Merman, assited by 
actor Âke Classon
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 29.3.1919 2
5 26.2. and 
18.3.1920
Ljubov Jegorova : ballet 
Chopieniana, pas de 
deux from Swan Lake, 
the Oying Swan, 
programmes TeaMA 
1304/1
Ljubov Jegorova, Boris 
Strukov, Mary 
Paischeff, Lotschinoff 1 
and II
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
TeaMA 1304/1 2
6 15.3.1920 Ljubov Jegorova : ballet 
programme TeaMA 
1304/1
Ljubov Jegorova, Boris 
Strukov, Mary 
Paischeff, Lotschinoff 1 
and II
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1304/1 1
7 29.4.9.5.
1920
Ballet and operetta : 
Bachanalia, pas trios 
from Coppelia, 
Bonaderea.... 
Operetta Pyhimys
Senta Will, Boris Strukov, 
E. Ljutkikova (former 
members of Imperial 
Ballet) and Mary 
Paischeff, Pavlova 1 and 
II
restaurant 
Pdrssi, Helsinki
US 25 .4 .- 
7.5.1920
19?
8 13.18.5.
1920
Ljubov Jegorova from 
the Maryinsky Theatre: 
Magic Flute (ballet in 
one act), Pachita (third 
act), programme Eronen 
collection
Ljubov Jegorova restaurant 
Pdrssi, Helsinki
US 12.5.1920 12?
9 18.5.1921 Olga Preobrashenskaja: 
ballet
Olga Preobrashenskaja Viipurin
raatihuone,
Viipuri
Karjala 15.5. 
1921
1
10 20.2. and 
27.2.1922
Ella llbak: modern dance. Ella llbak Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 17.2. and 
24.2.1922
2
11 16.3.1922 Tamarina
Tschitschagova: ballet
Viipurin
teatteri, Viipuri
Karjala 26.2. 
1922
1
12 7.12.
10.12.1922
Ella llbak: modern dance Ella llbak Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 3.12.1922 2
13 22.10. and 
2710.1923
Sent Mahesa: oriental 
dance
TeaMA 1152/4
Sent Mahesa Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1151/4 
US 23.10.
1923
2
14 24.1. and 
27.1.1924
Elmerita Parts: modern 
and folk dance
Elmerita Parts Ooppera 
(24.1.),Tydva- 
entalo (27.1.), 
Helsinki
HS 25.1.1924 
US 25.1.1924
2
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no dates title : genre 
programme If found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue: town source tota l
15 19.2.
26.2.
13.3. and 
19.3.1924
Klawdija Gorewa, Ivan 
Kirejeff, Alexander 
Saxelin: ballet
Klawdija Gorewa, Ivan 
Kirejeff, Alexander 
Saxelin
Svesnka 
Teatern (19.2.) 
Kansallisteat- 
teri (24.3.), 
Helsinki 
Viipurin teat­
teri (13.3.), 
Kansakoulun 
alasali, Viipuri 
(19.3.)
US 20.2.1924 
Karjala 13.4. 
and 18.3.
1924
4
16 28.2.1924 Dinah Selina-Aho dance: 
modern dance
Dinah Selina-Aho Konservatorio,
Helsinki
US 29.2.1924 1
17 13.5. and 
22.5.1925
Mikail and Vera Fokin: 
ballet programme 
TeaMA 1304/1
Mikail and Vera Fokin Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
TeaMA 1304/1 
SK 21/1925
2
18 12.11. and 
14.11.1925
Tamara Karsavina and 
Pierre Wladimiroff 
ballet programme 
TeaMA 1331/12
Tamara Karsavina and 
Pierre Wladimiroff
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 
1331/12 
US 7.11.1925
2
19 7.101926 Mary Wigman : modern 
dance
Mary Wigman Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 7.10.1926 1
20 16.2.1927 Dinah Selkina-Aho: 
modern dance
Dinah Selkina-Aho Valkoinen Sali, 
Helsinki
US 17.2.1927 1
21 17.5. and 
23.5.1927
Elena Smirnova, Boris 
Romanoff, Anatol 
Obuchoff: ballet
Elena Smirnova, Boris 
Romanoff, Anatol 
Obuchoff
Ooppera, 
Helsinki (17.5.) 
Valkoinen Sali, 
Helsinki (23.5.)
US 6.5. and 
20.5.1927
2
22 14.10. and 
17.10.1927
Tamara Karsavina and 
Pierre Wladimiroff: 
ballet
Tamara Karsavina and 
Pierre Wladimiroff
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 6.10. and 
15.10.1927
2
23 28.11.1927 Alice Jiirna: modern 
dance
Alice Jiirma (Wigman's 
student)
Valkoinen Sali, 
Helsinki
US 29.11. 
1927
1
24 23.2.1928 Vera Coralli: ballet Vera Coralli assisted by 
Victor Simin
Ooppera,
Helsinki
HS 23.2.1928 1
25 24.2.
24.3. and 
12.5.1930
Ella llbak: modern dance 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Ella llbak Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki 
(24.2.)
Ooppera (24.3. 
and 12.5.)
TeaMA 1152/4 
US 25.4. and 
11.5.1930
3
26 9.10.1930 Astrig Malmborg: 
modern dance
Astrid Malmborg Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 7.10.1931 1
27 19.2. and 
27.2.1931
Klawdija Gorewa, Ivan 
Kirjeff, Alexander 
Saxelin: 
ballet
Klawdija Gorewa, Ivan 
Kirjeff, Alexander 
Saxelin
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki 
(19.2.) 
Tydvaentalo, 
Helsinki
US 15.2. and 
25.2.1931
2
28 22.2.1932 Emmy Wiik: ballet, 
character, oriental 
dances
programme TeaMA 
1070/2
Emmy Wiik Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 17.2.1932 1
29 18.4.1932 Ella llbak: modern dance 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Ella llbak Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
HS 19.32 1
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no dates title : genre 
programme if found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue: town source tota l
30 13.6.-17.6.
1932
Uday Shan-kar: Indian 
dance
Uday-Shan-kar Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 14.6.1932 5
31 3.11. and 
7.11.1932
Clothilde and Alexander 
Sacharoff: mixed 
programme TeaMA 
1100/4
Clothilde and Alexander 
Sacharoff
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 25.10 and 
5.11.1932
2
32 16.6.-20.6.
1932
Danish Ballet Aage Larsen, Gestrud 
Jensen, Kaj Smith (a 
friend of Niskanen from 
the Ballets Suédois)
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 15.6.1932 5
33 26.9.and 
29.9.1933
Yeichi Nimura: oriental 
dance
Yeichi Nimura and Lisan 
Kay
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 20.9. and 
27.9.1933
2
34 2.11.1933 Ella llbak: modern dance 
programme TeaMA 
1070/2
Ella llbak Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 2.11. 1
35 19.2. and 
22.2.1934
Alanova: ballet and 
modern dance 
programme TeaMA 
1209/4
Alanova Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 14.2. and 
20.2.1934
2
36 22.3. and 
26.3.1934
Mini Theilade: ballet and 
modern dance
Nini Theilade Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 18.3. and 
23.3.
2
37 18.-21.9.
1934
Trudi Schoop: dance 
theatre
programme TeaMA 
1100/4
Trudi Schoop and group Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 16.-21.9 
1934
4
38 15.4.1935 Sylvia Chen: modern 
dance
programmeTeaMA
1100/4
Sylvia Chen Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
HS 16.4.1935 1
39 15.11.1935 Vera Alexandrova: ballet Vera Alexandrova Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 3.11.1935 1
40 25.3.1936 Ella llbak: modern dance Ella llbak Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 20.3.1936 1
41 16.4.
18.4. and 
22.4.1936
Nati Morales: Spanish 
dance
Nati Morales Konservatorio,
Helsinki
HS17.4., US 
18.4. and 
22.4.1936
3
42 9.10.1936 The Riga Ballet: ballet Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 8.10.1936 1
43 12.-15.2.
and
19.2.1937
Ballets Jooss: dance 
theatre
programmes TeaMA 
1100/4
Kurt Jooss: Rudolf 
Penscht, Hans Zullig...
Ooppera,
Helsinki
TeaMA 1100/4 5
44 14.2.1937 Africa Doering: modern 
dance
Africa Doering Hindenburg- 
haus, Helsinki
US 7.2.1937 1
45 5.4.1937 Ruth Page: ballet 
programme TeaMA 
1100/4
Ruth Page Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 28.3.1937 1
46 26.-27.4.
1937
Ballet of Estonia 
Theatre:
Kansallisteat- 
teri, Helsinki
US 18.4.1937 2
47 7. and 9.5. 
1937
Manuela del Rio: 
Spanish dance
Manuela del Rio Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 1.5.1937 2
48 14.-15.5.
1937
Indian Ballet Meneka 
programme TeaMA 
1100/4
Ooppera,
Helsiniki
US 10.5.1937 2
.
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no dates title : genre 
programme if  found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
venue: town source total
49 21.9.1937 Harald Kreutzberg: 
modern dance 
programme TeaMA 
1100/4
Harald Kreutzberg Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 22.9.1937 1
50 4.10.1937 Ballet Loring: ballet Lilian Loring, AIja Elbing, 
Leida Peet..
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 30.9.1937 1
51 8.-9. and 
11.-12.12. 
1937
Ballets Russes du 
Colonel de Basil: Swan 
Lake (II act), les 
Sylphides, Petrushka, 
Spectre de la Rose, 
Sheherazade 
programmeTeaMA 
1209/3
e.g. Vera Nemstschinova 
and Leon Woyzikovsky
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US 28.11. 
1937
4
52 4.2.1938 Alexander von Sweine: 
ballet and character 
dance
programme TeaMA 
1209/3
Alexsander von Sweine Ooppera,
Helsinki
HS 5.2.1938 1
53 11.4.1938 Beduin dance 
performance
Ooppera,
Helsinki
US and HS 
12.4.1938
1
54 19.6.1938 Jutta Klamt School: 
gumnastic and dance
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 20.6.1938 1
55 8.10.1938 Ingeborg Lindenkampp 
Children Ballet
Svenska
Teatern,
Helsinki
US 7.10.1938 1
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Dance tours. Appendix 10
no dates title :
programme if found
choreographer(s) 
and dancer(s)
country:towns source total
1 October -  
November 
1917
Maggie Gripenberg tour 
programmes TeaMA 
1058/3, TeaMA 1100/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
Onni Gabriel
Sweden:
Stockholm, 
Uppsala, 
Karlstadt, 
Gdteborg, Lund, 
Orebro...
TeaMA 1058/3 
TeaMA 1100/4
?
2 January-
February
1918
Maggie Gripenberg tour Maggie Gripenberg and 
Onni Gabriel
Sweden:
Karlskron,
Lingkdping,
Norkoping,
Osterlund,
Umeâ....
?
3 October-
Oecember
1918
Maggie Gripenberg tour 
various programmes 
TeaMA 1058/3 and 4
Maggie Gripenveg and 
Onni Gabriel
Finland: 
Lappeenranta, 
Viipuri, Mikkeli, 
Oulu,....
TeaMA 1058/3 
and 4
?
4 autumn
1919
Edith von Bonsdorff tour Edith von Bonsdorff Sweden Suomen Kuva- 
lehti 51/1919
?
5 October-
November
1919
Maggie Gripenberg tour 
various programmes 
TeaMA 1058/4 and 
1100/4
Maggie Gripenberg and 
Onni Gabriel
Estonia TeaMA 1058/4 
and 1100/4
?
6 February- 
March 1920
Toivo Niskanen tour 
various programmes 
TeaMA 1160/8
Toivo Niskanen, Margit 
Lilius and Esia Nystrm
Finland:
Savonlinna,
Viipuri,
Saarijarvi, Lahti,
Kuopio,
Mikkeli....
TeaMA 1160/8 ?
7 1921-1922 Maggie Gripenberg some 
touring in the USA
Maggie Gripenberg: 
Maggie Gripenberg and 
Onni Gabriel
USA TeaMA 1058/3 not
many
8 January
1924
Annsi Bergh, Mary 
Hougberg and Marianne 
Pontan tour 
programme TeaMA 
1152/4
Annsi Bergh, Mary 
Hougberg and Marianne 
Pontan
Finland: at least
Viipuri,
Sortavala,
Savonlinna,
Lahti
TeaMA 1152/4 
HS 14.1.1924
?
g March 1924 Liisi Hallas a ballet solist 
of the Finnish Opera
Finland: at least 
Oulu, Kemi, 
Tornio, 
Rovaniemi
TeaMA
1176/10
?
10 November
1924
Elo Kuomanen and Iris 
Salin tour
Finland: Terjoki, 
Viipuri,...
Suomen Kuva- 
45/1924
?
11 September
October
1925
Edith von Bonsdorff and 
Kaarlo Eronen tour
Edith von Bonsdorff and 
Kaarlo Eronen
Finland:Savon- 
linna, Varkaus, 
Kuopio, lisalmi, 
Kajaani, Mikkeli, 
Jyvaskyla, Pori, 
Vaasa, Lapua,.. 
more than 20 
towns
US 17.9.1925 ?
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12 spring 1926 Toivo Niskanen and 
Margit Lilius tour
Toivo Niskanen and Margit 
Lilius
Finland US 24.4.1926 ?
13 summer
1927
Maggie Gripenberg tour Maggie Gripenberg Finland US 27.9.1927 ?
14 January-
February
1928
Taina Helve tour Taina Helve Forssa, Toijala, 
Nokia, Rauma, 
Mantta, Raahe, 
Pietarsaari, 
Oulu, Kokkola, 
Kemi, Tornio, 
Rovaniemi...
HS 5.2. ?
15 24.2.-12.5
1930
Ella llbak tour Finland: 35 
town
US 11.5. 35?
16 April-May
1934
Solists of the FNB tour: 
Carnaval, OonOuijote, the 
Sleeping Beauty, 
Cleopatra, Swan Lake 
programme TeaMA 
1176/10
George Gé, Lucia 
Nifontova, Liisi Hallas, 
Margit Lilius, Arvo 
Martikainen, Alexsander 
Saxelin
Tampere,Jyvas­
kyla, Kuopio, 
Kakisalmi, Sor­
tavala, Joensuu, 
Kajaani, Rova­
niemi, Kemi 
Kokkola, Vaasa
TeaMA
1176/10
11
17 May 1936 Solists of the FNB tour: 
Spectre de la Rose, les 
Sylphides, Raymonda, 
Esmeralda 
programme TeaMA 
1070/2
Alexander Saxelin, Irja 
Koskinen, Natasja 
Paavolainen, Sofia 
Kilpinen, Robert Nikko, 
Urho Ovist
Viipuri, Lieksa, 
Joensuu, Sorta­
vala, Savonlin­
na, Kuopio, 
Kajaani, Oulu, 
Rovaniemi, Ke­
mi, Tornio, Kok­
kola, Vaasa, Po­
ri, Tampere, Jy­
vaskyla, Mikkeli
TeaMA 1070/2 17
18 May 1936 Oancer of the FNB tour Margit Lilius, Kaarlo 
Hiltunen, Airi Saila and 
Armas Raja
Finland SK 19/1936 ?
19 31.5.1939 Hagar Lehtikanto dance 
performance 
programme TeaMA 
1070/2
Schumannsaal,
Berlin,
Germany
TeaMA 1070/2 ?
20 8.5.-4.G.
1939
Lucia Nifontava and Arvo 
Martikainen tour
Lucia Nifontova, Arvo 
Martikainen
Viipuri, Kaki­
salmi, Sorta­
vala, Joensuu, 
Vartsila, Parik- 
kala, Savonlin­
na, Pieksa- 
maki, Jyvas­
kyla, Mantta, 
Vaasa, Pietar­
saari, Kemi, Tor­
nio, Rovaniemi, 
Oulu, Kajaani, 
lisalmi, Mikkeli, 
Hamna, Kotka, 
Lappeenranta, 
Enso, Kuusan- 
koski, Kuopio, 
Riihimaki
US 4.5.1939 26?
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Dance ente rta inm ent, ch a rity  perform ances. Appendix 11
no dates title choreographer(s) 
and dancerfs)
venue, town source total
1 March
1920
Ouo Pawlova Cabaret
Belvedere,
Viipuri
Karjala 9.3. 
1920
?
2 February
1920
Oancer on the toes Mary 
Paischeff
Restaurant 
Espila, Viipuri
Karjala 28.2. 
1920
?
3 May 1920 Ballet and Opera artists Restaurant 
Pdrssi, Helsinki
US 11.5. 1920 ?
4 21.11.1920 Dance evening of 
the Russian Society in 
Viipuri
M.Smirnoff, 0. Kiriloff, 
Latschinova 1 and II lead 
by ballet master K. 
Bogdanoff
The Russian 
Gymnasium, 
Viipuri
Karjala 20.11. 
1920
5 July
1921
Russian ballet dancer E. 
Latschinova
Terijoen 
kasino, Viipuri
Karjala 5.7. 
1921
?
6 23.7.1921 Kaarlo Eronen dance 
performance
Terijoen 
kasino, Viipuri
Karjala 21.7. 
1921
7 Septemper
1921
Sisters Pavlova Restaurant 
Royal, Helsinki
US 31.8.1921 ?
8 November
1921
Sisters Pavlova Restaurant
Grandin,
Helsinki
US 8.11.1921 ?
g February
March
1922
Soja and Valentina 
Pavlova
Restaurant 
Gradin, Helsinki
US 6.2.1922 ?
10 March
1922
Paul Troupp, Mary 
Drogoff, Nina Renée, 
Cieo Nordi
Restaurant 
Riche, Helsinki
US 7.3.1922 ?
10 February -
March
1923
Sisters Pavlova Restaurant
Trocadaro,
Helsinki
US 6.2.1923 ?
11 Oecember
1923
Sister Pavlova Restaurant
Trocatero,
Helsinki
US 16.12. 
1923
?
11 31.1.1924 Concert to support the 
Russian Children Home 
in Helsinki
Klaudia Goreva, Senta 
Will, Mary Paischeff, 
George Gé and Alexnder 
Saxelin
Tydvaentalo,
Helsinki
US 29.1.1924 1
12 November
1924
Soja Pavlova Restaurant
Lehtovaara
Karjala 21.11. 
1924
?
12 February
1925
Iris Salin and Elo 
Kuosmanen
Restaurant
Lehtovaara,
Viipuri
Karjala 1.2. 
1925
?
13 13.-14. and
16.-17.7.
1933
Alexander Saxelin, Liisi 
Hallas, Margit Lilius
Lappeenrannan
kasino,
Lappeenranta
TeaMA
1176/10
4
14 July 1937 Dancers of the FNB Alexander Saxelin, Irja 
Koskinen, Liisi Kallas
Kasino, Hanko TeaMA
1176/10
?
15 1936-39 Liisi Hallas from the FNB various 
performances 
in restaurants
TeaMA
1176/10
?
16 5.11.1938 60 dance artists of the 
UFOA
Hotel Grand, 
Helsinki
US 2.11.1938 ?
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Programme leaflet o f the Suontaa Movement School,
4  December 1933, Puolanne Collection.
Appendix 12
T  a « ri » i  r  y U lu 5 :
SylvM ÂijUund, Sylvia HUja Olatntmn, WWn UelU iriim . K i'r ia t
Kaitt;ra. M iü ti KnpUs^ iliiJ ihu  Katajitnwris Inv.<t KiltHrUiiwn^ Tyyne Kurinw , 
fle lv i ijuukhtnrn^ Grvia Nynuin. dlmt Puatannv, lie rttn  Rvilvo /m /r/u  Vesterii.
V  o i  m  i  ri t  e 1 u r  y h n i a :
fcWiï Ahola. Taim i A ljthun, Irja  Annita, Kuaritut Arim a, F«ro Sylvia 
Asplund, Sylvia ii*irg. iW m  Bollstrpmt H iljn  Glmntrrm, Vrpu HaMnen^ Heivi 
H vlhtrom , Tntja jHniti» Ktrrltu KaUera, Helm i K<r/dn. )SaiH Kapltu^ Atuie Karpxi, 
H ilkka  Kutajavuvri, lne$ Kilpehiineny Seva K o n i. Irma Ka^onm, Ttiivio Kosonen, 
Tyyne Kw tm o, Knija Karkkiimen, H ilk h v lÂ lin  Lugus, H a h i iMttkhznen, A iuuf 
lAisu L*spi>fi, £rna Murras, Creta Nyman, M irja  Nyman, Eha Fiwlatme, Ir ja  
Puolanne, fo<»7u Hounio, Ucrttn Reiho, Irma A nn ikk i Totrnnv.n, Sirkka
Tohanan, Kaisa Twr/wi/wn, T a in i Valkonen, Kaija yesiennen, Ir ja  T'eiiarü, Ir ja  
Pirtonen, Sirkka iriehmatuL
E S T E R I  S U O N T A A N  
L I I K U N T A K O U L U
K  o « U i 1 a Î  s r  y l i  ju a :
Maija .ilannt:, H itkka  lla ll io ,  Kjurpio. K ila lAnAstrôm, Liisa Ijouhi^
vuara, L iim  K u tri Paalanm, 7Vr«a Pitkünùiki, Era Haitin, K y llik k i
liitU io , Heid i Saario. S u ite  Sahhoaki. K iln Syrjanen, SirtikadJisti Tun(uri, A rm i 
Toivanrn, Kaija k'ainikaincn,
L a p 3 i  r  y h m a :
AntM’Maija A rc , P irhko Criin lund, Sirkka Hahnela, R a ili Knlvrv<t, Eiio 
Kv.ro, Raija Lrhtinen, Sirkka Manner. Puppn Nuora. Sirkka Nylandvr, liirg iita  
Ohh, Paula Pesonvn. Ir ja  Pulkkinen. Tarttu Rbsonen, K iln Saario, luaitui Tunnar, 
tÜ M 'M aija  ToUuien,
V O m i S T E L U -  JA 
T A N S S IN A Y T Û S
KANSALLISTEATTERISSA
4 - 1 3 . 1 9 3 3 .
Snik. 2 :
O H J E L M  A
I  V o i r n i s t e l u t t ;
SÜMtüi AVHA CAIIONKN
1 Mansi- ja  juoksuharjoitelnia
2 Muokkuui>liikkuitU
KJitlen jSiuiilys-, laukeiniis- ja hcilnhdusliifce
SclSn tiiakao- ja elecntnirutua
Varlalon kifrrto
Vartalon pyôritys
Vartalim aalloUike tivuUa
Ylulistatiy Innli»., jalka- ja tM ipoinoUiko
.1 Hyppyja ja  hyppelyitS
Har]>Iia<ul>«iipr j i i  kJkfen fainttoUika
Taaajalkoliyppy ja lka* aivnlla noMaeii ja harppanahyjiiiy küïntyeii
Crolaskl «arja ; kanta- ja varva«uent«-aihe
Maimrkku-aili»
VfiistSburppauihyppy
Hn>ll«n joJaii ja kMden silmukka Unksepkin 
Hyppaly
f ly p ltc n  Jalaa ojennu» ctuviialoon ja vartalon U ivntm  laakaa 
Hyppy jalkaa cteen ja taakw bcitlXon
4 Vartalon kterto ryiuuissS liikkuen
3 Koululais- ju lapsiryluniin hyppyja
6  Koululaia- ja  lapsiryhmSn lyomSsoitiiihorjoitelina
7 Voimietela* kSyltaen lautaiia
8 Kaksi harjoiteliuuu:
1) p truM ilvylta in  Ularytnilllinon, 2) peni««ivyli*#n aikarytniiU iiieii
V n 1 i  a i  k u
/ /  T a m t a j a ;
Skcalia m m i  V A A U Tr.R VAAR .i KAHMA
1 Gavotti .................................................................... B a c h
Eaitk toJUiiryhm i
2 Kiuaantekoa ..................................................... A u r a  L a h o n e n
EsitL kauhilaUryhmà ja KUa RiuAajvui
3 M cniiiuka iset......................................................... M e l a r t i n
Scmmit. ja  c s ilt  H e iv i iMtikkanevv ja  D e rtta  Reiho
4  Loitsu .....................................................................  M e l a r t i n
Bomniit. ja ««ill. Elsa Puolanne
5 .Syyto* .....................................................................  W i l c k e n s
E iilL  tunstiryhmS ja K erau Kuitera
6 P ingviiuejS .............................................................  D v o r a k
E h îii . cub kou lu la is -  j a  la p s lryh m S i
7 Taneai ......................................................................K a f k a
E»lll. lanuiryhmS
A iku iite ii volm htclnn ja lam*i l  objannat ESTERI SVOSTAA  
Keuliila l*. ja lapsirylunirn voimhleiun ja la iu t i l ohjannui ELSA PV01.ANNE 
Mualiktn I  aiaon a ive lllny t AVRA LAHONEN  
(N ;o  6 Spiesala ryn“ 8haan harjoilsbna)
Pavot p iirlknyt aAkilcbÜ  MARTTA M A R TIKAIN EN
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Performances o f Loitsu 1933-1945. Appendix 13
1933 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Helsinki (4.12.)
1934 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Helsinki (7.1.)
1934 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Lahti (9.1.)
1934 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Lappeenranta (10.1.)
1934 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Viipuri (11.1.)
1935 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Turku (27.3.)
1935 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Eskilstuna Sweden (30.3.)
1935 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Orebro, Sweden (31.3.)
1935 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Suontaa Movement School, 
Pori and Uusikaupunki (19.5.)
1935 An evening party of the women of the Coalition Party, Helsinki
1938 Performances of the Union of the Finnish Dance Artists, Helsinki (25.4. 
and 5.5.)
1943 Gymnastics and dance performance of the Elsa Puolanne group, Turku 
(14 .4 .and 22.4.), Helsinki (10.5.)
1944 tour in Lappland for Finnish, German and Austrian soldiers (22.2.-8.3., 10 
performances and 14.5.-14.7., many performances)
1944 Performances of the Union of the Finnish Dance Artists, Helsinki (4.12. 
and 8.12.)
1945tour in Finland (3.6-18.7., 33 performances around Finland)
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The programme leaflet o f the UFDA 25  A pril 1938,
Puolanne Collection.
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Programme leaflet o f the summer tour o f the Puolanne Group
in 1945, Puolanne Collection.
Appendix 15
P U O L A N N E - R Y H M Â
^esakieptue v. 1945
O H J E L M A
1. Pianospolo; Suire caragtKrWiique . . . .  S ib c i iu s
M ori 'Lonho*
Tanssi-iloa................................ S ib e i iu s
3- Syysumdma  ...........  P a l m grr e n .
M irv l ICar^to
4; Syiikca.ua in ie M la  ..........   S ib e l iu s
^ T*oitsii..................... ............ ..
S Im  P a o la næ
6. .K e i'ftt h t-ra a   ...........................  S ib e l iu s
7. Paluu kotoisille lakcufcsille.   . .  K i iu la
Elam P oetana*
8. Kes&isilla ta n liu v ilia ............................  K 6 n t( fe t i
— Vâlîaika —
9. T a ra n te lla ............................................... .. / . l i c l ie r
M in i iC orpto, V oppu  MSJrinon j«  B I« o P u o l» a n *
10. ,.Onni on o ik u llin e ii ' iP o lk k a  rava lli-
secii lapaan)..................................... M a a s a lo
M trri M arp lo . ftirfeka  l^o ftto rK  Jj> E ls a  r s o i a n n n
! I. i.yomasoit'irUiitkielina 
aj kàyujcn liuitaiui. 
b1 lawiww. jn ruirpujA
v) kftyuÀAu nimpuju j* A u ra  L a lio n e n
d) k:iy!r;ifm ïuiiJiwb
i.f. Pianosoolo: Ecossaises.......................  B e e th o v e n
M sri Xtoahos
13. S c lie r/o .......................................  . . . .  M e r ik a n to
MlrrJ fCarpIo
r.j. Iloisel suittoniekat  .............. D ebu.ssy
K irh m i
15. V'alasi .................................... . , ...........  .1 oh. S tra u s s
TsuasU ja tibjaxioiit EJs*. lf*uokinne,
faiUi «:! 5 }» 1 j  M ia i Karpiu.
Meri
.l^tcUnne-iyhiiiljifk t^ asr»
M tii Andcfuoiii Mtrri Kârpio. -Si.tkLa
Vapim M.\kmcia. Kb*» Punlanite )a Mmrc K.iirio.
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Elsa Puolanne's solo in 1929-1945. Appendix 16
Petite marche
music: Jean Sibelius (finn), first performance: 16.5. 1929
Crescendo-ostinato
Selim Palmgren (finn), 14.4. 1930
Preludi
Sergei Rachmaninoff, 2.11. 1931
Loitsu (A magic spell)
Erkki Melartin (finn), 4.12. 1933
Laulu (A song)
Ernst Lin ko (finn), 10.2. 1934
Etela-pohjalainen tanssi/ Lakeuksien tanssi/ Paluu kotoisiUe lakeuksille 
(Dance of Ostrobothnia/ Dance of open plains/ Return to cosy open plains) 
performed w ith  various titles.
Toivo Kuula (finn), 14.4. 1936
Juggernautin uhri/lntiasta/Kuvitelma Intiasta 
(Juggernaut's sacrifice/ An imagination of India) 
performed w ith  various titles.
Scott, 14.4. 1936
Lakodalman tanssi (Dance of Lakodalma)
Unkarilainen kansansavelma (Hungrarian folk music), 11.3. 1939 
Préludés
Alexander Skriabin, 20.5.1941
Eràmaa (A desert)
Aura Lahonen (finn), 14.4. 1943
Passionato
Robert Schumann, 21,2, 1944 
Eiegia
Arvo Kaski (finn), 21.2. 1944 
Bercause
Armas Jarnefelt (finn), 9.6. 1994
Con Centm ento
Xaver Scharwenka, 12,9. 1945
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Finnish gymnasts during the 1920s and 1930s. Appendix 17
photo: Helander, the Theatre Museum
Gymnasts o f the Heivi Salminen School in 1928
photo: unknown, published in Naamio 5 /1 9 3 6
Finnish Gymnast in Berlin Olympics 1936
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The firs t act o f the Swan Lake in 1922. Appendix 18
photo: Brànnare, the Archives of the Finnish National Opera
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The score o f  Loitsu by Erkki Maiartin Appendix 19
tmn-/*4u_ ÿ
■nnr
Wilhelm Haihsen, Musik Verlag, 1923
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